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THIS work was prepared in response to the invitation . 
of the Nagpur University !o ·deliver the Bapu Rao . 

Dada Kinkhede Lectures for the year 1940; that explains its 
present form. The researches embodied in this volume are 
virtually the result of a lifewlong study and were originally 
published long ago in the form of essays in various Marathi 
Journals. My Marathi essay on the date of the Maha.bharata 
War, which is the foundation of my further Tesearches in 
this field, was published in the Vividha J.flana Visttira 
(fcf{ct~~TiiFr~R) in 1920 under the caption " Mahabharateeya
Yuddhakala-Nirl).aya". It will be proper here to mention that 
the manuscript of this essay was read by the late Lokamanya 
Tilak and that he had at that time expressed his favourable 
opinion about it in a letter to Dr. Moonje, The letter is 
reproduced below:-

Yavat, 1st Septembe~ 1915. 

MY DEAR MbONJE, 

I have read and re-read Mr. Daftari's MSS. essay. The . 
I conclusion is in my opinion sound; But I don't agree with 

~
ertain suggestions by which he tries to explain away the 
exts contrary to his view.' He has, no doubt, worked for 
imself and his essay contains some entirely new suggestions. 

Will he not translate it into English ? I should advise him 
to,\do so and publish (it) in some Oriental Journal. i shall 
return~e copy to you with my remarks in about a fortnight. 
I have leisure enough at this place for that. . . 

\"' Yours sin~erely, 
\ BAL GANGADHAR TILAK. 

It· is unfo~ate that the author of the Orion and 
The Arctic Home \n the Vedas did not find though he 
wished, leisu~e enough\ to make notes on my manuscript . '\ 
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copy. Nor had I the leisure to carry out his suggestion 
that the essay sho\].ld be translated into English. It was 
sometime in 1936 ·that Dr. W. S. Barlingay again revived 
the idea that these researches . should be placed before 
Western Scholars and Indian Scholars in other provinces of 

. India, but at that time again I was disinclined to make any 
efforts in this direction on the grounds of health. Early in 
1939, however, the Kinkhede Lectures Committee invited 
me to·deliver the Kinkhede Lectures for the year 1940 and 
though I was at :first disinclined to accept the invitation, the 
persuasions of the· Mohani brothers and Dr. Barlingay ulti
mately preva~led and the result is the present work. 

In preparing this volume I received. very valuable help 
from my preceptor Sreeyuta S. K. Barlingay, his son Dr. 
W. S. Barlingay, Ph.D., Bar-at-Law, my friend Mr. H. K. 
Mohani, Tarkateertha Laxman Sastree Joshi, Editor, 
Dharmakosha and Dr. N. G. Shabde, M.A., o.sc. (E<iin· 
borough), Professor of Mathematics, Science College, 
Nagpur, and I take this occasion to thank them all very 
heartily. 

The Vice-Chancellor of the Nagpur University, Mr. r. J. I 
Kedar, allowed me free use· of the University Library, for(' 
which I am .very much thankful to him. I. also thank the. 
R. B. Bapu Rao Dada Kinkhede Lectures Committee and 
especially R. B. Madhava Rao Kinkhede for having invited 
me to deliver these lectures. ~ 

I 

Lastly, I shall feel my labours amply rewarded if students 
of Ancient Indian Chronology :find this work helpful to 
them; and any suggestions from them as regards the subject· 
matter of my thesis will be most welcome. l 

NAG PUR,} 
1-1-1942. 

KESHEO LAKSHMAN DAFTAJU, 
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SYNOPSIS 
(The numerical figures indicate paragraphs) 

LECTURE I 

OUR OBJECTIVE, METHOD AND DATA 

. Chronology is a great necessity for the history of 
ancient India. 1.-But it has baffled the effforts of many 
students, ·as they did not employ the Astronomical method 
to its fullest extent. 2.-What we propose to do. 3.
Statement of the method used and the difference between 
it and .the method of former scholars explained. 4-8.-The 
objection that there are no ancient historical . works that 
would furnish proper data replied to; the historical works 
upon which we can rely. 9-14.-The objection that these 
historical works are full of absurdities and discrepancies and 
therefore unreliable, replied to. Methods of removing absurd· 
ities and discrepancies, namely, (1) correct interpretation, 
(2) correction in the reading of the text,. (3) discovery of the 
mistakes of the authors, and ( 4) supposition of interpolation 
or deletion. When these methods can be appropriately used. 
15-24.-Statements in respect of which the last three methods 

, of removing absurdities or discrepa_ncies are used, or state
\ ments correct interpretation of which is irt doubt:, not to be 
·employed for calculating dates. The last three methods 
tp be used only for reconciling statements with a date already 
found. 25.-Brahma:t)as useful for determining the length of 
the year used by the ancient Indians. 26.-Date of no event 
to be determined in isolation from those of others. 27.-The 
methoq of actual calculation. 28, 29,....;..Data enumerated 30. 

LECTURE II I, 

THE DATE OF THE MAHABHARATA WAR 

Introductory remarks. 31.-The question about the 
date of the War resolves itself into two interdependent ques
tions, namely, (1) about the Tithi and (2) about the year ; 
hence, the method of\',~ ~uccessive approximation," to be ., 

\ 
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employed. 32, 33.-Necessity of the study of theMahabharata 
calendar. 34.-Mistake in the Mahiibharata calendar pointed 
out.· 35.-The same mistake found in the Vediinga-Jyotisha 
and one more. 36, 37.-These mistakes were corrected by 
omitting some days or one lunar month (Miisakshaya) at 
the end of six or seven yugas of five years (sixty-two lunar 
months).. 38-42,..:.__The characteristics of the Mahabharata 
calendar. 43-50.-The approximate month and Tit hi of the 
War. 51-57.-The approximate year of the War. 58-60.
The verses in the Mahiibhiirata, showing the positions of the 
planets at the time of the War, divisible into two groups. 61.
Group I. 62-77.-Group II. 78, 79.-The probable years 
calculated from each group to be selected by the test of two 
eclipses in the month of the Kartika. 80, 81.-Elements of 
planetary m·otions taken for calculation. 82-85.-The year 
of the War, thus calculated from the first group, is found 
to be 1197 B.C. 86-92.-The years fromthe second group . 

. None of these found to stand the test of the eclipses in the 
' Kartika. 93.-Conclusion that 1197 B.C. is the year of the 
War. Calculation gives the elcipses described in Bhishma 
Parva in this year. The year is thus confirmed. 94-96.
This year also confirmed by the evidence of an eclipse stated 
to have occurred when the Yiidavas perished fighting with 
each other and also by an eclipse referred to in the Sabhii 
Parva. 97-100.-This year also confirmed by the positions 
of the planets (including a total solar eclipse) at the time of 
killing of Ka1Isa by Sree KrishQa, as stated in the Harivansa. 
101-107.-In 1197 B.C. the day on which the War began 
can be no other than the Amaviisya of the Kartika. 108-114. 
-The day on which the War began was Monday ; the period 
of Amavasya on that day was 29 Ghatees in the least and 
42 Ghatees at the greatest from mean sunrise, according to 
the calendar of those days. 115, 116.-The actual calcu
lated positions of the planets on that Monday in the 
morning and also after seventeen days thence. 117.-Agree· 
ment of these positions with the statements in the Mahii· 
bhiirata. 118-132.-Suggestion that the planetary positions 
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in the second group must be those of the date of the finish· 
ing of the compilation of the Bhiirata by Vyasa, three years 
and two lunar months after the beginning of the War and 
that the verses stating those planetary positions were wrongly 
placed in the Bhishma Parva along with those of the first 
group by subsequent editors of the Bhiirata. 133-141.
Conclusion about the date when the War began. 142.~The 
details of the calendar of those days. 143-154. 

0BJECTEONS TO THE YEAR 

First objection to the year based upon the dynasties in 
the Pural)as replied to. 155-183.-Similar objection based 
upon the statement of Garga, relied upon in ·the Riijatarangitzi 
by Kalhal)a, replied to. 184-191 and Appendix A.-The 
second objection based upon the statement in the Satapatha 
Briihmatza that " the Krittikas do not swerve from the East " 
replied to. 192-205.-The third objection that the calculated 
positions of the Sun and the Moon do not agree with those 
stated in the Mahiibhiirata, replied to. 206-212.-The fourth 
objection that the War began just after the. Kali began in 
3102 B.C., stated. Its consideration postponed to third 
Lecture. 213.-The fifth objection that .the solar eclipse 
described in the Mausala Parva did not happen during the 

1 fourteenth Tithi as described replied to. 214-215.-The · 
: sixth objection based upon inconsistencies in the Mahii-
\ bhiirata replied to .. 216.-The seventh objection based upon 
the statements of Megasthenes replied to; 217-219. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE Tithi 

The first objection based upon Balarama's statement 
H !Jii~1Jl \tw.:r~Tsfut ~ct'r !J•miffi:" replied to. 221-227.-The 
second objection based upon the description of darkness and 
of moonrise on the fourteenth. day of the War, replied to.
The theory of Mr. Karandikar, Editor of "Kesari ", con
sidered. Consideration .of evidence in the A.Jramaviisika 
Parva of the Mahiibhiirata, showing that in the year of the 
War, the Sun turned to the North on the seventh Tithi of the 
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bright Paksha of the Magha, according to the calendar of 
those days. 228-240.-Reasons for interpolation of the de· 
scription of the moonrise, explained. 241.~Conclusion. 242. 

LECTURE III 

THE SYSTEM OF ANCIENT CHRONOLOGY 
or 

The Year, the Cycles, the Kalpa, and the Manvantara 
(The Date of Sree .Rama) 

The objection that the Bbarata War began just after 
the Kali started, fully stated., 243.-Study of the Yugas, 
necessary for complete reply to this objection. 244.-The 
Kali referred to in the M ahiibhiirata shown to be different 
from the Kali said to have begun in 3102 B.C. Distinction 
between Human an4 Divine Yugas pointed out. 245-249. 

STUDY OF THE HUMAN YUGAS 

Preliminary objection to this study, replied to. 250, 251. 
-The Vedic calendar shown to consist of three years of 
360 days each and the ' fourth ' or the • long • year of 
381 days. 252-263.-Performance of the Asvamedha in the 
'long year'. 264.-The Yuga shown to be a period of four 
years ending in the ' long year". 265-268.-New B.ik, 
Yajus and Siiman Mantras shown to have been made for 
Asvamedha~ every fourth year, the period of four years,. 
i.e., the Yuga being also called a Manvantara. 269-274.-. 
Length of Kali Yuga shown to be hundred years, that of 
Dwapara two hundred years, that of Treta three hundred 
years, and that of Krita four hundred years. 275-281.
Kalpa shown to be a period of four years, i.e., equivalent 
to a Yuga. Omission of one day in every twenty-eighth 
Yuga (quaternary). 282-294.-The Mahakalpa shown to be 
a period of one thousand ye~rs, being composed of Krita, 
Treta, Dwapara and Kali taken together and being a period 
in which the Equinox moves back about one constellation. 
The sacrifice of one thousand years, ·referred to. 295-299.
First Krita shown to have begun in 3102 B.C. on Thursday, 
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the first Tithi of the bright half of the Chaitra when all the 
planets were in or near the end of the Revati and when the 
Equinox was two lunar months. ahead. Proposal that the 
Era that began from this day to be called the Kalpa Era. 
Sree Rama shown to have been born in Kalpa Era 1493 o~ 
1609 B.C. The beginning of the year shown to have been 
taken two lunar months before the Vernal Equinox. Omis
sion of a ye~r every nineteenth year (Samvatsarakshaya). 
The Kali Yuga during which the Mahabharata War was 
fought shown to be ninety-six years and two lunar months 
long. 300-336.-Dimension and place of an interim between 
the Yugas. 337.-Explanation of the objection stated in the 
beginning of the lecture. 338.-The Dwadasa ·Varshika 
Satra shown to be a sacrifice performed for twelve years 
at the end of every thousand years. Two such sacrifices 
shown to have been performed, one at the end of Kalpa 
Era_ 1000, i.e., in 2102 B.C. and the other at the end of 
Kalpa Era 2000, i.e., in U02 B.C. 339-341.-The Maha
kalpa begun in 3102 B.C. shown to have been named 
Varaha and shown to have been continued even after a lapse 
of one thousand years, each millennium of the same being 
called · the first, the second or the third, etc. revolution of 
the Yugas. 342-345.-The dimensions and the starting point 

10f the Divine Yugas. 346, 347.-The,Divine system of Yugas 
·~hown to have developed into the Astronomical system of 
Yugas by misunderstandings. 348.-Conclusion. 349. · 
I 

) LECTURE IV 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF PRE-MOURYAN HISTORY 
(DATE OF THE VEDAS) 

Introductory remarks, 350.-Viiyu Purii1Ja shown to be 
the history of the Varaha Kalpa only. 351.-The .ancestors 
of the Vedic Indians shown to have settled in th~ Pamir 
Plateau, i.e., Meru in about 10102 B.C. after the destruction 
of their original home by frost and glaciers. 352, 353.
Migration of the Vedic Aryans into Russian Turkisthana, 
Afganisthana, and the, Punjab between 10102 B.C. and 

'•.._,, 
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3102 B.C. 354.-Ananda shown to have become Brahmii, 
i.e., the Supreme Ruler in 3102 B.C. in the country between 
Sarasvati and Drishadvati', called Brahmiivarta, i.e., the 
Ambala District. 355-357.-The institutions established by 
t.he Brahmii Ananda-Yajiia, System of Chronology, Vaqtas 
and Marriage. 358-361.-The institutions of Ananda shown 
to have continued in full force for one hundred and thirty
tWo years only and shown to have been revived by the 
Swayambhuva Manu after they were in abeyance for three 
hundred years (the first republic). J:'he rule of the Swayam
bhuva Manu shown to have begun in Kalpa Era 432, i.e., 
in 2670 B.C. 362-366.-Kings of the line of the Swayam
bhuva Manu. 367.-The date of the Chakshusha Manu. 
368-371.-The date of the second Daksha and that pf the 
first Daskha. 372-374.-History of Vena and Prithu. 375.
The succession of Vaivaswata Manu. Kings of the line or' 
Vaivaswata Manu, that ruled in Brahmiivarta. 376-378.-A 
republic shown to have been established a second time in 
Brahmavarta in 1412 Kalpa Era, i.e., in 1690 B.C. Two 
parties in that state-the Asuras and the Devas. The 
Asuras shown to have held power for forty years and the 
Devas for the next forty years, and Mlindhiita shown to have 
become king subsequently in Brahmlivarta in 1492 Kalpa 
Era. 379:...380.-Probable kings of the line of Mandhata. 381. 
-The third republic shown to have been established after 
king Harita; the same shown to have continued in the days 

. of the Mahiibharata War and of Megasthenes. Absorption 
of Brahmavarta in the Magadha Empire. 382.-Brahma
varta shown to be the foremost state of the Aryas where 
Asvamedha was performed, Vedas were composed and 
Manus and . Saptarshis were appointed for enacting laws 
and for redistribution of VarQas. 383.-The date of the 
SawarQa Manu. 384.-The date of the first compilation of 
the Viiyu Purlll)a. 385.-The Vaivaswata Manu shown to have 
established Ayodhya some time after 952 Kalpa Era and 
to have made his son Ikshwaku king of the same. Kings 
of Ayodhya from Ikshwaku to Sree Rama. 386.-Dates of 
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several events in the life of Sree Rama. 387.-The kings of 
Ayodhya from Sree RiiDJ.a to Brihadbala who was killed in 
the Mahiibharata War. 388.-The Manvantara of four 
Manus. 389, 390.-The kings of Ayodhya from Brihadbala 
to Sumitra the last king. 391.-The dates of the tenth and the 
eleventh Manvantaras. 392, 393.-The list of the Manus 
with dates. 394.-The absorption of the kingdom of Ayodhya 
in the Magadha Empire. 395.-0rigin of the Kingdom of 
Kurukshetra; the kings of Kurukshetra upto the Pa:Q.<,iavas. 
396-398."'-Some particulars about Janamejaya, the grandson 
of Kuru and about Santanu. 399.-Dates of important events 
in the history of the Pa:Q.<,iavas, restated. 400.-:-The date of 
Sree l{.rish:Q.a's birth. 401, 402.-The date of the burning 
of the Khandava forest. 403.-Confi.rmation of the date of 
the Bharata War from the history of the Gan<,ieeva Bow. 
404, 405.-The relation between the kings of Kuruskhetra 
and the public functionaries of Brahmavarta, described. 
406.-Support of Janamejaya, the great grandson of the 
Pa:Q.<,iavas, to Yajnavalkya· and his works, the Sukla Yajur 
Veda and the Satapatha Briihma(la. 407, 408.-History of the 
Kurukshetra from Yudhishsthira onwards. 409.-The date 
of the Bhagavadgeeta. 410.-The kings of Magadha and the 
years of their reigns. The date of the Uttaraka:Q.<,ia of the 
Riimiiya{ta. The date of Buddha's, Nirva:Q.a. The date of 

. the second Vyasa, the author of the Bhiigavata and his works. 
411-417.-The dat~ of the Vedas. 418-432.-The date of 
the Gautama Smriti. 433.-Conclusion. 434. 
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LECTURE t 

OUR OBJECTIVE, METHOD AND DATA . . ' . 
1. The history of Ancient India is a mass of events 

without chronology. Events without chronology :give us 
little historical information. Let u.s take an illustration. 
Suppose we know, as we will do hereafter, that the Indians 
took three years of 360 days each and the. fourth ·of 381 days 
but every I 12th year of· 380 days only. This gives us little 
information of any value unless vre know when this system 
was in vogue. But if we know that it was in vogue in 
3102 B.C., it gives us precise historical knowledge to the 
effect that the Indians were so much advanced i~ civilization, 
sciences and arts, in those very ancient times, as to be. able 
to observe accurately the length of the seasonal year, that they 
must have been observing the equinox at least 1000 years .be:o 
fore 3102 B.C., that their arithmetic must have been so much 
advanced as to enable them to count the days of 10.00 years 
and that their devices of keeping time and measuring part$ 

. of the days, must have been so much adv~nced as to enable 
1 them to find out the day on which the day and the night 
were of equal duration (this being necessary to determine 
the equinox). Chronology 'is pregnant with such possibilities 
of accurate and important historical knowledge. · 

2. But Ancient Indian Chronology has upt~ this 
day baffied the efforts of many an indefatigable student. 
This was the result of the fact that they did not employ the 
method namely the astronomical method, that alone could 
have been fruitful. It is, therefore, proposed here to 
explain this method and to apply it to the fullest extent 
possible to the problems of Ancient Indian Chronology. 

3. It is proposed to determine the dates of major events 
thus enabling the minor events to arrange themselves betwee~ 
them, to discover the starting point and the dimensions. of 
the Cycles (Yugas) used by the anCient Indians, which-would 
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serve as a key to unlock the ancient historical works and 
finally to draw a brief sketch of the Chronology of the 
History of Ancient India . 

. 4. The asttononucal ~ethod finds dates from astrono
mical statements and relies most upon them. · It does not, 
however, exclude other historical evidence. It makes use of 
the astrononucal statements in conjunction with other histori
cal evidence. In fact it requires the help of such historical 
evidence. · · 

S.- It may ·be said that many have used this astronomical 
method before and especially that the late Lokamanya Tilak 
used. it in the " Orion " for deternuning the date of the 
Vedas. It is true that the astrononucal method was first 
used by Mr. Krishu.a Sastri Godbole, of Maharashtra, then 
by Mr. Narayau.a Aiyengar and Prof. Rangacharya of Madras 
and afterwards by Doctor Jacobi and Lokamanya Tilak 
simultaneously but independently· of each other and subse
·quently by the late Mr. Shankar Balkrishna Dixit also.1 

6. We are much indebted to these pioneers and especially 
to the late Lokamanya Tilak and to the late Mr. S. B. 
Dixit. But they did not develop the method to its 
perfection and did not employ it to the extent to which it 
could be employed. . ' 

7. Their attempts were mainly directed, to finding out 
the position of the equinox at the time of any· event. But 

.. as the equinox remains in one constellation for about one 
thousand years, there could be a mistake of one thousand 
years in the date that was determined, even if the constella· 
tion they found out was quite exact. We shall employ an 
exact method. We shall make use of the positions of the 
planets especially the fast-moving planets for determining 
the exact dates. We shall make use of eclipses to select 
from or to confirm the dates so determined. 

1 ~The Yetlit: Chronology and YediJnra•lyotlsha, by Lokamilnya Tilak, 
Introduction, pp, 14-16, 
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8. But this is not the only difference between ourselves 

and our predecessors. We shall make use of the dynasties 
of kings given in ancient historical works to verify our 
results and to select one out of the several ·solutions 
mathematically obtainable; secondly, we shall try to discover 
by the astronomical method, the dimensions of the cycles 
and their starting point used by the ancient Indians in 
narrating historical events. This is a very imp~rtant dif
ference, for, the dimensions and the starting points of the 
cycles being known, we can find.only by their help the dates 
of several events w~th exactness. 

9. An objection may be raised against this method 
that there are no historical works writ~en by· the ancient 
Indians that would furnish us with proper astronomical and 
other data. This is not correct. The ancient Indians also 
found it necessary to write history and there are some works 
written by the ancient Indians that claim to narrate history. 
There is the Vayu Pural)a? the Brahmal)tja Pura'(ta, the Maha
bharata including the Harivansa and the RiimayQI)a that are 

' shown to be histories either by the introduction ( Upakrama) 
, or by the conclusion (Upasanhara) of those works. 

10. The Vayu Pural)a says in the concluding chapter 
(Chapter No. 103), 

,,~~~~~~Rr.t·. 

"'2@11"'JifJ441.0N om~ijsftr :ot 11 

~ « ~ ~ ~~'): ~: " II 't\ II 

" The learned Brahma1;1a who hears or tells or teaches this 
old history will enjoy happiness for eternity in the abodes 
of Mahendra ", and · 

'' ~~ ~ ~ ~~ (m) 'lffil{" II ~' II 
" Having heard this history a man sets his heart' upon 
Dharma ". The Brahmallt!a Pura'(ta has got virtually the 
same passages in Chapter IV of the fourth pada. This 
proves that the Vtiyu Purii'(ta and the Brahma'(tt/a Puriina are 
~~~ . 
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11. Indeed the word Purlitta itself shows that they are 
histories; for the word " Puriitta , means a " Chronicle, 
and the Vayu Puriitza .and the Brahmlitz{ia Puriitta have been 
brought up to date from time to time just like a chronicle. 
It is, therefore, no derogation as so~e suppose that they 
are the works of several authors but rather it is a merit. 

· The Brahmiitzt;la Purlitza and the Vayu Puriitta are only two 
editions of a previous work; for both the Vayu Puriil)a and 
the Brahmiitzt;la Puriitta say · 

u wJi ~fij ~ ;rnr{("<foir u 

. ~ !f.Jii'r: ~ ~firtit~e:r(l(fu: "2 u 
" I will tell you the PuraQa that was formerly told by Vayu 
to the sages of the Naimisha forest." There are therefore 
many passages common to them. But the Vayu Puriil)a is 
a more faithful and more up-to-date edition of the previous 
'_YOrk as a comparison of both clearly shows. 

12. The Mahabharata is called a history lftihiisa) in 
several places in the introductory chapters tAdi Parva, Chap
ter 1, verses'19-22; 26 and 54; Chapter 62, Verse 20); and 
the Harivansa and the Kansavadha are said to be supple
mentary parts (Khila Parva) of the· Mahab!Wrata and are 
included amongst the hundred Parvas of the Mahiibharata 
(Adi Parva, Chapter 2, verses 82 and 83). 

.. 13. · The introductory chapter of the Ramayalta shows 
that it is the life of a King then actually living on earth held 
up as an ideal for imitation. A short history of the same 
personage is given in the Vayu Purli'(la, Chapter 88 also, and 
it does not in any way conflict with the story in the Riimiiya!ta. 
The Riimayatza also is, therefore, a history. 

14. We do not regard the other Purio.as as historical, 
for their introductions show that their subject is Dharma 
and not history. The historical Purio.as are only th~ two 

1 BrallmiJt~da Plllii{la, Chapter I, verses 36-37; and Vayu Pllla(la, Chapter 
r, verses 47-48. . 
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mentioned above; all others are Dhlirm{ka · Pural')as. ·But 
even in some Dhlirmika Pudi1,1as. namely the Bhli8avata 
Purli!Ja, the Vishrzu Puriirza, and the Matsya Puriirza, we find 
portions that give the dynasties. The motive for giving these 
dynasties that correspond with those in the Vliyu Purlir.za, 
cannot be any other than historical and these portions must 
also be regarded as histories. 

15. But. some objectors say· that these historical works 
are full of absurdities and discrepancies and cannot be relied 
upon. T~is is illogical. No doubt the language of anCient 
books is hyperbolical and poetical. But . the hyperbolical 
statements ~annot vitiate the other ·statements that can be 
construed to have a rational meaning and the poetical state.; 
ments have certainly some rational facts as their basis. For 
instance, the waiting of Bhishma for Uttarliyarza before giving 
up his life ·voluntarily, has for its basis the fact, that though 
he· lay wounded for 58 days he died just after the Uttarliyarza · 
began. Moreover, it is quite possible in works written thousands • 
of years ago,· that their language has become unintelligible. on 
account of changes in the meanings of words .and such other 
causes, and that mistakes in the reading of the text and 
interpolations and deletions have corrupted them. It is 
thus that there are discrepancies and absurdities in the texts. · 
It is~ therefore, our duty to discover changes of meanings of 
words and such other causes, that make the texts' unintelli· 
gible, mistakes in reading of texts and interpolations or dele
tions. It is wrong to regard these historical works as unreli
able only on account of hyperbolical or poetical language 
or discrepancies and absurdities that can be explained by 
causes suggested above and thus can. be removed. 

16. Let us take an illustration. There is the following· 
statement in the Mahiibhiirata:-

t' 
, =ir11:~ia~ ~r tt!6Tif ~ 'f~fl{ 1 

S{q~fUr !f~ar ~f~ij:qlif=tgtr: 11 8 

8 Bhishma Parva, Chapter 3, verso 
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It can be translated as· follows:-

" Both the Sun and the Moon were eclipsed on the same 
day that was the thirteenth Tithi (Lunar day)." Thus trans
lated this statement becomes an absurdity; because an 
'eclipse can happen only on the fifteenth Tithi and because 
. both the Sun and the Moon cannot be eclipsed on the same 
day. The objectors say that because this is absurd, all astro
nomical statements in the Mahiibhiirata are unreliable or 
that even the whole Mahiibhiiratp. is unreliable. This is not 
the correct course. Instead, we ought to interpret the words 
' Ekiihnii' (~) and · Trayodasim (Sfll"'tWi) in such a 
way that we·would get a rational meaning. The former 
can be interpreted to mean " on the same week day ", 
i.e., "'at an interval of fourteen days" and the latter to mean 
" the thirteenth Tithi calculated by the wrong method then 
known ". The statement can thus be translated as follows:
" Both the Sun and the Moon were eclipsed on the same day 
of the week (i.e., at an interval of 14 days) and on the thirteenth 
Tithi as obtained by calculations, then in vogue." This is 
a perfectly 'rational meaning.' We ought to interpret state
ments in works professing to be historical in this manner 
and not otherwise. Our prejudices should not stand in the 
way of our accepting such interpretations. · 

17. While putting so much stress upon the correct 
interpretation of words, we have also at the same time to 
condemn the efforts of those who give imaginary and unsup· 
portable meanings to words to remove contradictions. Let 
us take an illustration. tt~qr~<F.r er-n: "1 has a plain 
meaning and it is that" the retrograde Mars is in the Moghii. 
But some have interpreted it to mean " the Mars in the 
Pushya is afflicting the constellation M oghii. This mean· 
ing is absolutely incorrect; for, to express such a meaning 
the Mahii.bhii.rata uses the verb Pi¢ (r.fr~) elsewhere. We 
cannot condemn such efforts too strongly. 

• See infra, paragraphs 43-46. 
• Bh'l.rhm11 Parva, Chapter 3, verse 14. 
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18. If correct interpretation does not remove disc.re- I 

pancies and absurdities we ought to resort to other methods, · 
also supported, of course, by valid reasons. Such methods 
are (1) correction in the reading of the text, (2) discovery of 
the mistake of the author and (3) supposition of interpolation 
or deletion. 

19. Lokamanya Tilak, for instance, has used the first 
of these methods in his " Notes on the Interpretation of the 
Vecianga-Jyotisha ". For "Duheyam " 11 (Wt), in the 12th 
sloka of the Yajur-Vedanga-Jyotisha he has suggested "Dyu 
heyam " (';l ~), a very ingenious and satisfactory reading 
that gives a very rational meaning. (See pages 86-93 of the 
book The Vedic Chronology and . Vedanga-Jyotisha, pub
lished after his death by his sons;) He thus supports this 
proposition. We should note in this connection, that plane
tary positions at a possible date can suggest correct interpre
tation or corrections in the text and that these in their turn 
can confirm the possible. date. We have to resort to such 
methods to solve problems otherwise insoluble. 

20. Thus, when similarity in writing or in pronunciation 
shows a mistake in the reading of the text to be probable and 
when the reading in tlie text is ungrammatical or unnatural 
or gives an irrational meaning or a meaning inconsistent with 
other statements or natural course of' events or realities, we. 
can infer a mistake in. the reading of the text. I have thus 
inferred the reading Chaitam (~~r~) for Chitram (~t)7 

and an interchange of Sravar.ze· (~tiVT) and Pushyer.za (~) 
in the next lecture. a 

21. We may also infer that mistakes were committed 
by authors, if we find that they were not the actual observers 

I of facts but made their statements following the st~tements 
of those who actually observed or by making inferences from 

• See Infra, paragraphs 41 and 42. 
7 See infra, para. 130, 
1 See infra, parasraphs 221-27, 
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the statements of others.· Statements of such authors are 
called secondary evidence and are not admissible in evidence 
at least if they conflict with the primary evidence, i.e., with 
the statements of those who were the actual observers; for 
the conflict shows that they made some mistakes in under
standing the statements of others or in making inferences 
from them. For the sake of illustration let us take here the 
statement, 

an~ ~g ij'R: i8mftr 'l~ ~· ~~ 1 

uftlifiq:q~: ~~~ ~ u• 
· This is clearly an inferential statement and has no value 

as it conflicts with the deductions from astronomical state· 
ments; and, therefore, as it stands,. it must have been based 
upon some wrong inference. We ought to find out mistakes 
of the authors of such statements before we make any use 
'of them.. For illustration, I have found out the mistake in, 

irtr!.NlriiJ){ifir~ ~~~"' IJR~: t 

· oTCJil~~ a ~~ ti~'fro{ u10 

and then used it. 

22. The supposition of interpolation or deletion must 
also be supported by some evidence, namely inconsistency 
or absurdity not otherwise explicable or obscurity of mean· 

,ing or glaring deficiency or absence of context or context with 
a word or sentence separated by an interposition, in addition 
to a motive for the interpolation or deletion. For illustra· 
tion, we cannot suppose that the verse, 

:q"c<tl~~uf(•u;:~~ it :q-lf fi!l:~~' 1 
· S"i'lJGJ ~~ars~ wPr ~= uu 

is an interpolation ; because we can see no motive for inter· 
potation and also because its seeming inconsistency with 
other statements can be explained by supposing a mistake in 
the text. 

• See Infra, para. 184. 
1o See Infra, paragraphs 163-67. 
n See infra, para. 221. 
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. 23. But we have no freedom to resort to any method of 
removing , inconsistencies and absurdities just because it 
suits us. If correct interpretation serves our purpose we 
should not resort to other methods. mentioned above. If the· 
former of these methods serves our purpose we should not 
resort to the latter. For we must' strictly. observe the prin
ciple of doing the least violence to the text, and the· latter 
methods do greater violence to the text tha.n the former. 

· 24. Thus far, we have discussed about the methods of 
removing inconsistencies or absurdities. They show that if 
they are' properly use<!, we get reliable historical evidence 
from the works mentioned above. · 

. 25~ However, it should be noted that for calculating 
dates ·by astronomy we shall make use of only. those state· · 
ments, in respect of which, no method except that of correct 
·interpretation has been used and that we shall not use even 
that statement, the correct interpretation of which, 'is in 
doubt. These other me~hods shall be used only to show that 
the statements apparently· 'inconsistent with the calculated 
date can be reconciled with that date or ca~ be properly . 
neglected. Any interpretation though it may be doubtful 
may however be used for this same purpose. . · 

26. While the historical works mentioned above, furnish 
data for. determining the dates of e"lents and th~ ,dimensions 
and the starting point of the cycles, the Bdihmal)as furnish very· 
important data for determining the dimension of the year used 
by the ancient Indians. For, the subject dealt with by the 
BrahmaQas is the Ya}iill (~~) and the Yajna is said to be the 
year (~em) also (Satapatha Briihmal)a says " ~~r ~ ~~= 
~crfa: ~' ........ 13. 1. 1. 1.). This can only mean that the 
Yajnas were regulated by the year, i.e., by the position of 'the 
Sulll in the heavens. Thus the Briihmal)as have inc:lirectly to 
deal with the motions of the Sun and furnish important data 
for determining the length of the year of the ancient Indians.n 

11 See Orion, pp. 11-14. 
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27. We must here note another peculiarity of our 
method. We shall not determine the date of a single event 
in isolation from others. We shall consider the dates of all 
important events together at one and the same time, for, we 
must take care that the date of on<: event does not conflict 
with those of the others. ·This can be done by seeing if the 
interval between the determined dates of events agrees with 
the generations between those events given by the PuriiQ.as, 
or with the natural course of events. 

28. Now, we shall study the method of actual calcula· 
tion. We first ascertain from the astronomical statements 
the position of any planet at the time of any event We 
already know the position of this planet at any particular 
time or the Zero-date. We can then find the period of time 
that the planet would take to go from its position on the Zero-

. date to its position at the time of the event Suppose this is 
"a" years. It, therefore, follows that the planet will be in 
its position at the time of that particular event, " a " years 
after the Zero-date. But it will also be in the same position 
again and again at intervals of any number of its complete 
revolutions. Therefore, we get the following equation:-

Time of any event = a + (Period of one Revolution of 
· a planet) X (Any number of 

its complete Revolutions). 
In this equation we have two unknown quantities, the Time 
and the number of complete Revolutions; but we have got 
only one equation for two unknowns. Such an equation is 
called an indeterminate equation and it can be solved but we 
get a series of answers and we do not know which to accept. 

29. If we get two such equations, the unknown Time is 
eliminated and we get an equation like the following:-

(a- a')+ (Period of one Revolution of one Planet) x 
(any complete number of Revolutions of the Planet) -= 
(Period of one Revolution of another Planet) x (any complete 
number of Revolutions of that another Planet), where a' is 
the time that that another planet takes to go from its position 
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on the Zero-date to its position at the time of the event, the 
date of which is to be found. This is also an indeterminate 
equation, for, it has also two unknowns, the compl~te num· 
ber of revolutions of one planet and the complete n~mber 
of revolutions of another planet. · From this also we· get a 
series of answers; but the interval of time between them is 
longer than between the answers that we get from the equation 
of the first kind, i.e., the answers from the eql.lation of the 
second kind are fewer than those from the equation of the 
first kind and, therefore, our work of selecting any one. from 
the several answers becomes easier. If we get several equa
tions of the second kind for the date of the same event, we 
get several series . of ans~ers and we get from these series a 
new series of answers common to all the several Series; the 
answers in this new series being much fewer in number, our 
work of selection b'ecomes still easier. In this· way the 
answers become fe'fer and fewer until we arrive at one single 
answer-the answer we desire. · 

30. Before concluding this chapter, our data will.. be 
enumerated. They are :-(1) dynasties given in the Pural}.as 
and the other historical works. (2) Statements in the Brah
mat:tas that refer to the dimensions of t.lle year or the Cycles~ 
(3) Planetary positions given ~n historical. works especially 
those in the Mahabhiirata in Bhishma Parva, Chapters 2, 3 and 
17, in Udyoga Parva, Chapter 143, 1n Kan.za Parva, Chapter 
94, in Salya Parva, Chapter 11, in Mausala Parva, Chapter 2, 
in Sabhii Parva, Chapter 79; statements in the Harivansa, 
Parva 2, Chapter 23, verses 25-31; statements in the Viiyu 
Purii1)a, Chapter 53, relating to the planetary positions at the · 
time of the Chakshusha Manu; statements in the Riimiiya1)a 
in Ara1)ya-Kiirz(ia, Ayodhyii-Kiil)qa and Yuddha·Kiil)qa. (4) 
The whole of the Viiyu Purii1)a and historical statements in the 
historical works already mentioned. We can also make 
use of the Riijatarangi1)i by Kalhai)a Pai)Qita, which is indis
putably a historical work. With such good material, we 
propose to build the edifice of the Ancient Indian Chronology 
by the method outlined above. 
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THE DATE OF THE MAHABHARATA WAR . 

31. The fight over the date of the Mahiibhiirata War is 
raging as stiff and furious as the M ahiibhiirata War itself. But 
without winning this fight we cannot capture the citadel .of 
Ancient Indian Chronology.· We must, therefore, exert all 
our· efforts to win it. Readers should, therefore, devote their . 
close attention to the inevitably lengthy argument. · 

32. The question about· the date of the War resolves 
itself into two :- · 

(1) First:-What was the month and the· Tithi on 
which the War began ? 

(2) Secondly:-In what year was the War. fought.? 

33. These two questions are however interdependent. 
We cannot solve the OQe without solving the other. We 
shall, therefore, use the method named " Successive approxi~ 
mation," i.e., we shall first solve the first question approxiN . 
mately, then with the help of this approximate .solution we 
shall solve the second question exactly and with the help of 
this solution we shall solve the first question ·again exactly. 

34. Before we proceed to the solutipn o~ these questions, 
we must study the elements of the calendar then in vogue; 
for without knowing these we would not be able to proper1y 
understand the statements in the Mahiibhiirata. 

35. In the Mahiibhiirata Calendar the ancient Indians 
took two intercalary months (Adhika months) in. five 
years and thus their cycle consisted of five years. This. is 
clear from the following statements:-

~ ~~~r elf?! a ~m: I 
qf~m ~a q:q ij-q~ ~ u '' 111 

1 Adl Parva, Chapter 124. 
2 . 
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~ Clil~ifivr ~rfij'" 'if iXf~t<l I 
~ tf;i4 citf ir ~ij~q~: u \ u:a 

[Translation.-" The :five sons of PaJJ.4u born in five 
successive years, appeared (shone) like the five years of the 
Cycle" (Adi Parva, Chapter 124). "There are two intercalary 
months in every five years .on account of the greater 
advance of time (of the Solar Months over the Lunar 
Months) and the increase of 'the constellations" (Viriita 
Pa~va, Chapter • 52).8] 

If there are two Adhikas in five years, it means there are 
62 Lunar months in five years, i.e., there are 1860 Tithis in 
five years, i.e., there are 372 Tithis in one year. But ·one year 
really consists of 371 Tithis and 1fl6th of a Tithi. This shows 
that the Mahiibhiirata Sun is slower than the real Sun and 
that the mis.take amounts to 1 o in each year approximately, 
225°/248 exactly. In thirty years the mistakes would amount 
to 27° approximately and in sixty years to. 54°. Such a 
calendar cannot be in vogue for any length of time. But it 

. 1 J'lriifa Parvu, Chapter 52. 
1 Note.-This third verse is followed by the verse 

~ ;rtm: tR 'if tli\~ ~: I 
~;ri' iRiiiJt ~fa lJ ~ 'iftt': II 't II 

This is said to be inconsistent with the third verse for, at the rate given in 
the third verse, there ought to be five intercalary months and silt Tit his more 
n thirteen years. This inconsistency cannot take away or nullify the im· 
port of the third verse-namely that in the days of the Mahiibhilrata, the 
Indian$ took two inten:alary months in five years; it would at the most prove, 
that some mistake was made in the calculation and nothing more. However 
this inconsistency disappears if by Kshapll {~qy) we understand half a day. 
In the word Ahorlltra (if{m;r) the word Ahan (arG:~) and the word 
Rlltrl (~r~) mean half a day. In the phrase "day and night" both 'day' 
and' night' mean haifa day. Therefore here also Kshapll (¥qr) can mean 
half a day. And we can take this meaning of Ksl10plf {~r) for removing 
the inconsistency. In short, this so-called inconsistency docs not affect our 
proposition, that two inten:alary months were taken in five years. 
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is seen 'to be in vogue at the time of the War. What is the 
solution of this puzzle ? . 

36. In· Vediinga Jyotisha also we have the same dimen· 
sion of the year, i.e., 372 Tithis. The examinatio.n of the 
Vediinga-Jyotisha is, therefore, likely to reveal to us som~ 
solution of the puzzle. Let us, therefore, examine Vediinga
Jyotisha, general knowledge of .which can be obtained from 
Mr. S. B. Dixit's "Bhiirateeya Jyotisha" (llRal~ ~rftr~} •. 

. 37. The Vediinga-Jyotisha, however, adds to our puzzle. 
It takes the year to be equal to 366 days and five years .to be 
equal to 1830 days. Thus 62 lunar months are equal to 
1830 days. Really they are equal to 1830·.8964 days. During 
twenty years this mistake in the Tithi would amount to 3 days 
and a half approximately. This is too large not to be 
detected. How did the Vediinga-Jyotisha continue in·· vogue 
and retain the respect of the people in spite of these· two 

· serious mistakes, the mistakes in the Sun and the Tithi ? 

38! The following verse in the Rig-Vediinga-Jyotisha 
solves this puzzle:-

\<ll\llPJrij' ~lll1~ ~itT «flii :uciTG'it I 

~~itf~ ~: ~ ~~: II "' II 

[Translation.-" When the Sun and the Moon· with the 
constellation Dhanishthii ("ffirlr-Delphini} will together 
{«Ail~.) occupy the sky, then there would be. the first 
Cycle, the month of Miigha, the bright half of the lunar 
month, the season · named SiSira• (atr:) and the aban
donment of days (~~:)." 1 

39. .This shows that at the end of some cycles, (we have 
already seen that their cycle consisted of five years) when they 
saw the Sun and the Moon together in the Dhanishthi actually 

,. 
'Note.-The reading really is ~r;f;~il;; but as that has no ~caning · 

whatsoever, we should adopt the reading ~ifi'Jrij that we get i~ the. 
corresponding verse of Ya)ur-Vedilnga•IJ!ollaha (~~<f<d•1\Nln'6~). . . _.::~· 
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in the sky th~ ancient Indians abanqoned some days and thus 
got the mistakes corrected. This can be at the end of six 
C?JCles or seven cycles as the following table will show:....,. 

Actual Motion of 

I 
Actual Motion of 

Cycles the Suo the Moon 
.. 

One cycle or 1830 days 5 Revolutions and 66 Revolutions and 
3·66447 degrees 352·735744 degrees 

Six cycles or 10980 days 30 Revolutions and 401 Revolutions and 
21•98682 degrees 316·414464 degrees 

Six cycles minWI 24 days. 29 Revolutions and 401 Revolutions and 
i.e.. 10956 days or 3S8 • 333 degrees or 0·1827 degrees or 401 
371 lunar months ap- 30 Revolutions ap- Revolutions appro:d· 
proximately proximately mately 

40. This shows that the Sun and the Moon occupy 
almost the same position again after six cycles minus 24 days. 
This would show that after six cycles the ancients abandoned 
24 days and corrected their Calendar. But at times they had 
to· make corresponding correction by omitting 23!- days only 
after ~even cycles as the following table will show:-

Actual Motion or I Actual Motion of 
Cycles the Sun the Moon 

19 cycles or 34770 days 9S Revolutions plu 
69•62493 degree:a 

1272 Revolutions p/111 
221•979136 degrees 

19 cycles mifllll 71! days. 95 Revolutions mifllll 1210 Revolutions minus 
i.e., 3469Ht davs or apo 0·9 degrees or 95 0 •2 degrees or 1,2?0 
proximat:ly 1175 lunar Revolutioas approxi· Revolutions approln• 
months toat are really mately I mately 
equal to 34698•44 days 

-
This shows that the ancient Indians had to ·omit 71! 

days in nineteen cycles. But as they omitted 24 days in each 
of the two former groups of six cycles they had to omit 23! 
days in the last group of seven cycles. 

41. But until this correction is made, the calculated Sun 
and Tithis would not correspond with the actual Sun and 
Tithi seen in the sky. This mistake in the Sun cannot be 
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·easily seen b~t that in the. Tithi can be seen vecy easily even 
before the completion of six cycles. Correction hi Tithis 
.was, therefore, necessary while the cycles were progressing: . 
The Yajur-Vediinga-Jyotisha therefore intercalated one day 
in one cycle and ma.de it equal to l83l.days. This is proved 
by the 12th verse of the same. ·The' first· Pada of 'that 
verse reads ·" ~ qm~ n and is quite .unintelligible. 
Lokama~ya Tifak has suggested .the reading· .ct ~ ~ ''}'i 

This does the least violence.' to the present text and gives an 
intelligible meaning n~ely . " A day is to be pa~sed . over"~ 
i.e., intercalated .if' the. Parv·a is at the end or' the Pada, ·i.e.·, 
if the Pourl).ima or Amavasya occurs. when the constellation 
is !th. This happens only once in one cycle, that is, . at the 
end of the 93rd Parva (Pourl).ima or ·Amavasya)6 ·(See The· 
Vedic , Chronology and Vediinga-Jyotisha by Lokamanya 
Tilak, pages 86-94.) 

. 42. We getJth constellation at the end of a Parva only 
once in one cycle .. Therefore, by this rule .only one day is 
passed over or intercalated in one cycle. If instead . of 
taking 1830 .days in one cycle we take 1831.days, that is, one 
day more, at the time of correction at the end of six 'or· seven 
.cycles, we :will have to abandon 30 days or 30! day~ 
instead of 24 or 23! days or for the sake of convenience one 
lunar month; for, 95 years are almost exactly equal to._l175 
lunar months as shown by the table just given. This 
appears to be the origin of the Miisakshaya {ifTij~) or.loss 
of month referred to in the line, 

~~ ectffi(IQII :;;r ifT«<'itj :;;r ltlif Eftqt II ~ \ 117 ·. 

43. In the Mahtfqhiirata too, there is very clear ~vide~ce 
to show . that the number of days of th~ cycle taken by the 

a See supra, para. 19. 
• Note.-In ~2 Lunar months ther~ are 124 'Parvas and the ;Sun goes 

27 X 5 constellations during 124 Parvas. Therefore, in 93 Parvas · it goes 
101/-h or 101! constellations. . · · , · r-

1 $anti P~rvrl, Chapter 301 · . 
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ancient. Indians exceeded 1830·8964 days, i.e., exceeded the 
actual dimension of 62 lunar months. We have in Bhishma 
Parva, Chapter 3, 

:irofit~f!llf ~ ~ ft :{~ I 
~ R{~ ~tl!i14ifl,..ua: 11 ~c: n 

·~~;~~~ 
~; ~:stlirst at~ ~r n \'II 
~~~ '(('6m~f'r ~;{~~ I 
~ !Jl~ Sl':stf: ~l\fll~: II \\ II 

[Translation.-"Both the Sun and the Moon became 
eclipsed on the 13.th Tithi on the same day of the week, i.e., 

. at an interval of 14 days. Having become eclipsed on a day 
other than that of Poun,1ima or Amavasya, they desire the 
destruction of the populace. I have seen Amavasya on 
the 14th, 15th, or the 16th Tithi, but never like this on the 
.13th Tithi. Both the Sun and the Moon were eclipsed on the 
13th Tithi in the same month. Being eclipsed on a day 

· other .than Amavasya or Pourr.1.ima, they will destroy the 
populace.''] 

44. Here the word " Ekahnli n has been taken to mean 
"On the same day of the week." This interpretation of 
the word " Ekahnli" {t.t<i11'f)1 will be strenuously objected 
to. But t4ere are good reasons for this interpretation. Week· 
days are given in the verse, 

·,, ~: ~~ ~fif• a~r !1:1~ 1 

~: ~ft'«~.'<t6 \rn ~;m\rn': II\\ 11
11 

in the A.t~arva Jyotisha which may be as old as the Vediinga· 
Jyotisha, and a week-day is referred to in the Riimiiya~;~a• as 
we shall see later on. We should, therefore, accept this inter· 
pretation of " Ekiihnli " in spite of the prejudices of Euro· 
pean Scholars, who say that week-days were unknown to the 

1 See 111pra, para. 16. 
• See infra, para. 306. 
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ancient Indians, especially .as no other rational interpreta
tion has been put forth. Moreover, this interpretation is 
justified by the actual calculations that give eclipses on the 
same week-day. If the Chaldeans knew week-days 3800 
years before Christ as European Scholars say,. the Indians also 
could have' known them in very early times; for, they could 
even have borrowed them from the Chaldeans. (See DiXit's 
Bhiiratiya Jyotisha, page 138.) 

45. The idea of the late Mr. S. B. Dixit was, that .at 
the .time of the Mahabharata War, the ancient Indians knew 
though incorrectly how to calculate the true positions of 
the Sun and the Moon, that according to their calculation' 
they got the Paksha (the bright or the dark half of the lunar 
month) to be of 13 days only, and that they saw the eclipse 
also at ~he end of the Paksha, and that, therefore, it is said 
there in the Mahiibhiirata that the Sun and the Moon were 
eclipsed on the 13th Tithi. But this is wrong. For, if one 
Paksha is pf 13 days,· the next must be of 16 days, the two 
together can never be less than 29 days evert by calculation 
based upon true positions of the ·sun and the Moon. There
fore, if one eclipse happened ·on the 13th day, the next eclipse 
occurring in the same month must happen on the 16th. day. 
But the Mahiibhiirata says the eclipses of both the Sun and 
the Moon in the same month occurred on the 13th Tithi. 
Thus Dixit's idea does not explain all the statements. 

46. The only acceptable explanation is, that the real 
Tithi was always in advance of, i.e., preceded, the.calculated 
Tit hi, on account of the excessive length. of the lunar month 
then taken for calculation. The real length of 62 lunar 
months is 1830·8964 days. But if a period larger than this, 
i.e., 1831 days as in the Yajur-Vediinga-Jyotisha'or 1830·9375 
days as in the Pitiimaha Siddhiinta (see my Bhiiratiya Jyoti~ha 
Siistra Nirikshatza, page 75) be taken as the length of 62 
lunar months, every calculated Tithl10 would come ~~~er than 

to Note.-By " Calculated Tithi" I mean Tlthi calculated acc:ordin' 
to the calendar thet1 in VOfUC. 
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the actual Tithi . . The interval between the calculated and the 
actual Tithi would increase as the . Cycles advance and the 
statements given above show that it had accumulated to the 
extent of about two Tithis at the time of the War. Therefore, 
the statement says ·~hat both the eclipses, that always happen 
on the 1Sth Tithi happened on the 13th Tithi in the same 
month. Thus this clearly shows that the length of 62 
lunar months taken in the Mahiibhiirata is longer than 
1830· 8964 days. 

47. The following statements also support this expla-
.nation: 

~~~~~~~ at qr 3irnctl~ 1 

~WT «im1 ii"trir ~ySV~r s;if: ·u , ' 11 

mR ~ ~Rij .~ 311Hf :qr~ ~~ or: II , \ i111 

· [Translation.-Having seen that Amavasya on the 13th 
Tithi, he (Sree Krislu:la) said "Rahu has again made this· 
14th Tithi the 15th Tithi. It had 'come at 1be time of 
the Mahabharata War and it has come again for our 
destruction."] 

48. This shows that both at the time of the Mahabba
rata War and at the time of the destruction of the Yadavas; the 
14th Tithi, coming on a day on which at the sunrise there 
was the 13th Tithi, was made the 15th by the Rahu, i.e., by 
the eclipse and not by any mathematical calculation as 
suggested by Dixit. We should feel confident, that had 
Dixit been living he would have accepted this explanation. 

49. On the whole, it is clear that in the time· of the 
Mahabharata War the length of 62 lunar months was taken 

, to be greater than 1830·8964 days. The ancient Indians 
·must, therefore, have been required to abandon a whole lunar 
month instead of 24 or 23! days at the end of six or seven 
cycles and therefore we find the mention of Miisakshaya 
(~m~if) " loss of month" in the statement in Siinti 
Parva given above. 

u Mausala Parva, Chapter 2. 
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50. We can thus hold. the following characteristics of 
the Mahiibhiirata Calendar to have been 'proved. 

(1) Their cycle consisted of five years of 62 .lunar 
mot:J.ths. . · . . · " · . . 

(2) The length of. 62 lu.nar mont~s was greater than 
their real length, i.e .. , greater tha~ 18~0·8964 days. 

(3) At" 'the. e~d of six ,.or seven cycles, one of th~ 
62 lunar months of the cycle was abandoned for correcting 
the .calendar. At this. time they made no correction in the 
Tithi. For, otherwise, the mistake in the Tithi could not 
have accumulated to tWo Tithis. 

( 4) Therefore, the mistake in the calculated Sun 
could be as great as 30° but could never exceed · 30° 
for the ·mistake was corrected when the lunar. month was 
abandoned at the end of six or seven cycles. 

(5) The calculated Tithi came later than· the actual. 
At about the time of the War, the interval between the calcu-
lated and the actual Tithi was about two Tithis. · 

51. Having thus solved the puzzles about the Maha
bhiirata Calendar and ascertained, its characteristics we wilJ 
proceed to solve approximately the first question, i.e., the 
·question about the month and 'the Tithi on which the War 
began. 

52. In Udyoga Parva~ Chapter 83, we have the following 
statement: · · · 

~~{{ "mrt ~~ 'ft;Jfirir i1 " I~ 
[Translation.-"Sree Kt'ishi,J.a started to go to Hastinapura 

from Viratapura for making peace between the PaQ4avas 
and the Kaura vas, on the constellation Revati in the month 
named ' Kaumuda' (<ii!F{) at the end of Sarat and the 
beginning of Hemanta."] 

. ~ ' ; . . , . I, 

53. The ·words '' Cfi~ ;:rr«" have been taken· to 
mean the Kartika by Nilkantha, the commentator, but others 
may dispute it. This verse does not give us any· uniifsputed 
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data. It only shows that Sree Krisht}.a went to Hastinapura 
for making peace at the end of the rainy season, the exact 
month being unknown. Sree 'Krislu)a stayed at Hastinapura 
for some days and when returning from that city, he spoke 
to Kar~a in the following words:-

~~~~~~ 
•r ~ai ·m (ffmS: ~ n ,, n12 

[Translation.-" There would be Amavasya after the 
seventh· day, i.e., on the eighth day from this day. Let us 
fight on that day; for it is said that the Lord of that day is 
Indra."] 

54. This statement clearly shows that the fight 
began on an Amavasya. But this is rejected by others on 
several grounds. They advance the propositions that the 
fight began on the 11th Tithi of the next bright Paksha or on 
the 14th Tithi of the same, when the Moon was in the con
stellation of the Mriga or on the 2nd Tithi of the dark 
Paksha coming after this Amavasya. Though the actual 
Tithi and even month is thus in dispute it cannot be disputed 
that the Lord of that Amavasya on which or a few days after 
which the War was fought, was Indra. Now, according to 
the traditional lore, Indra is not the Lord of any Tit hi what
soever and in any case not of an Amavasya. (See Muhurta 
Chintama!li, . 

ftNm q'~ mu ~SI(~(r Uir: I 

~m f.l~ {R: C6Tll: fuel: W'f II \ II 
w 

[Translation.-" The Lords of Tithis are Fire, Brahma, 
Parvati, GaQe§a, Serpent, Kartikeya, the Sun, Mahadeva, 
Durga, Yama, Visvedevas, Hari, the Lord of Love, Mahadeva 
and the Moon. On the other hand, he is the Lord only of 
the constellation named the Jyeshtha.'' We have therefore 
to conclude that "~~ili~"'dl'(" can only mean that the 

u Ud)'Oga Parva, Chapter 143. 
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constellation of that particular Amavasya was the Jyeshtha.13 

(For the Lords of the constellations see Dixit's Bhtiratiya 
Jyothisha, pages 82-83.) 

55. So Jyeshtha was the constellation of that Amavasya, 
the first Amavasya that followed the talk between KarJ}.a and 
Sree Krishna. The constellation of the previous Paurvima 
must, therefore, be the Krittika. Let us therefore, hereafter 
call. the month ending in this Amavasya, the Kartlka. 

56. We thus get the undisputed fact that the Sun was 
in the Jyeshtba on that particular Amavasya whatever be the 
name of the month in whicb this talk bet\yeen KarJ).a and 
Sree Krislu).a took place. The longitude of the star Jyesbtha 
is 229·15°, supposing that of the Zeta Piscium to be 359·33°. 
(AU longitudes given here are measured in this way.) So 

u Note.-This conclusion appears to be inconsistent with the statement 

'' Wf :t,:.qfa cRT ~ ~: 'ti~: I 
"' " • ... ' " 11 i'14b:'BECf'l ~: ~ ~ ~ II ,. II 

in Salya PilTftl, Chapter 35, addressed by Sn:e Krishna to the Pao4avas 
after his return from Hastinipura and apparently implying that Sn:e Krishna 
returned from Hastinapura on or before the Pusbya constellation; for if the 
Pushya c:onstellation comes on or after the talk 6etween Karo.a and Sree 
K.{isb.J)a. the constellation on the Amivasya that was to come on the 8th 
day from the talk. would be the Swati at the.mosL This is inconsistent with 
the inference that the constellation of that A.mayisyi was the Jyeshfhi. This 
inc:onsistency however, disappears if we construe this verse as follows:-

.. The Kauravas do not abide by my advice being impelled by Destiny. 
Therefore start from Kuruksbetra with me as your Pushya constellation." 
The propriety of this construction is brought home to one's mind if one notes 
that as ordered by Duryodhana according to the verse 

" ~ ' au,N<EI'i!l ~ qJ 'llil2>"4dtt: t 

wrrdf \ ~ ~Rfia ~: s;r: II \ II" 

(sec infra, para. 226), the armies of the Kauravas must have started for the 
Kurukshetra on the constellation Pushya which was supposed to be the most 
auspicious and that the Pil)4avas could not do the same and that, thercl'ore, 
Sree Ktislqla being confident of his ability to render effective help and advic:c 
to the Pi9cJavas who also had faith in him, could have said such a thing, to 
the Paoc}avas to reassure them that it would not matter even if they could 
not start oo the auspicious Pushya constellation. 
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the minimum longitude of the Sun on that Amavasya was 
216° and maximum 242°. So at the beginning of the Wai 

· the minimum longitude of the Sun was 216°; supposing of 
course t4at War began on that Amavasya. And on th( 
assumption that the War began 17 days after that Amavasya: 
as some say, the maximum longitude of the Sun, at the begin· 
ning of the. War would be 259°. But as there could be a 
mistake of even 30° and not more, we will take it that the 
maximum longitude of tht> Sun at the beginning of the War 
was 289°; therefore the longitude of the Sun at the begin· 
ning of the War was 216° plus 289° divided by 2, i.e., 252!0 

approximately. · 

. 57 .. This is the approximate solution of the 1st ques
tion; for it indirectly shows the Tithi and the Month of the 
beginning of the War. In actual calculation we shall take 
the appro~ate S~n to be 245°. That will not cause any 
mistake in the exact year. · 

58. We .shall now take up the question of the exact year 
of the War. But for finding the exact year from the planetary 
positions and to get only one solution we must know the year 
also approximately. We shall therefore first consider the 
~pproximate year of the War. 

59; All the four PuraJ)as that give dynasties of Kings, 
namely the Bhligavata, the Vish(lu, the Vayu and the Matsya, 
are agreed that 37 Kings ruled between the Mahabharata War 
and the Nandas and that the Nandas ruled for 100 years 
and then Chandragupta Mo~rya became the ruler. The 
date of Chandragupta has been ascertained to be 322 B.C. 
(More correctly it is 312 B.C. But this difference of ten years 
no~ being important for the presenf purpose we shall not 
di~<;uss it here.) If one generation be held to . be equal to 
twenty years, this gives us the approximate date of the Mahii· 
bhiirata War to be 322 plus 100 plus 20 x 37, i.e., 1162 B.C. 
Some research-workers say that many Kings have been 
omitted in the .PouraJ;tic Dynasties. Even if that be true, 
the date that we thus obtain from the dynasties, would be 
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the latest possible date. And the earliest date assigned to 
the. War is 3102 B.C. the beginning of the Kali Yuga 
accordiitg to the astronomical Siddhantas. We shall therefore 
take it as proved that the date of the Mahabharata War is 
between 1162 B.C. and 3102 B.C. 

60. There is ·another way of finding the approximate 
date of the Mahabharata War. It is stated in the Ramiiyff{la 
that rams then began in Sravatta, in Southern India, of course. 
(See Kishkindhii·Kal)ga, Sarga 26, verses: ]3...,.16; these14 

have been given hereafter in Lecture ill aild translated.) 
At present rains begin in Southern India about the 7th June. 
The 7th June corresponded to Vaisakha Amavasya in 1851 
Saka, toJyeshthaSuddha 11th in 1852 and to Jyeshtha Vadya' 
7th in 1853, i.e., to Othand 11th and 22nd Tithis of Jyeshtha, 
and therefore to the 11th of the Jyeshtha on the aver~ge.
From the 11th of the Jyeshtha to the beginning of Sraval}.a we 
have 49 Tithis or days. The seasons take 72 years ·to recede 
one day. Therefore, the approximate date of Sree Rama is 
49 x 72 years before 1852 Silk:a, i.e., 1676 years before Saka 
Era, i.e., 1600 y~s B.C. The duration between Sree Rama 
and the Pal}.4,avas, is about 400 years corresponding to 22 
generations between them as shown hereafter in Lecture IV.u 
'(he approximate date of the Mahabharata War is, therefore,. 
1200 B.C. This agrees with what ~e have seen before. 

61. We shall now ascertain the positions of the planets 
at the time of the War .. Chapters IT and ill of the Bhishma 
Parva purport- to give the positions of the planets in the 
morning of the first day of the War; for, after giviitg these 
positions Vyasa says, " You will get the fruit of your unjust 
acts ta.day when the night dawns into day". 

{~~firm ~21+1~4 '6+1'tlt(4q II \'\ II 

Chapter 3, Bhishma Parva) 
Now, here, we are beset with difficulties. Two positions are 
assigned for every planet except the Mercury. The verses 

1' See infra, para. 315. 
u See infra, para. 388. 
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giving these positions, however, obviously fall into two groups, 
each consistent with itself. Either of the two dates, calculat· 
ed from each of the two groups, must correspond to the 
real date of the War. We shall, therefore, study these two 
groups and find the probable dates from each and select 
from them, one, with the _help of other data. 

THB FIRST GROUP 

62. 1. ~~: ~ft-f ~qw ' 
~~tci ~~ ~ ilzy.:llf: II ' uu 

[Translation.-" On that day (on which all the Kings came 
together) the Moon was in the constellation whose subject 
is the same as that of the Magha, i.e., in the constellation 
named the MUla; and all the seven large planets, being efful
gent met together in the Sky.n] . 

63. The Sloka just previous to this shows that, that was 
the day on which all Kings (planets, accord,ing to the Madras 
Edition) had met together. It was not, therefore, the day 
on which the War began. The 7th and 12th verses where it 
is stated that they (kings) after being brought together and 
addressed by Bhishma, started with their armies, of course, 
to go to the battle-field, also, show the same. 

64. · The seven large effulgent planets are: The Sun, 
the Moon, the Mercury, the Venus, the Mars, the Jupiter and 
the Saturn. That they met together in the Sky does not mean 
that their longitudes were the same. For they being effulgent, 
i.e., bright enough to be seen by the naked eye they must 
be at some distances from the Sun. Their meeting together, 
therefore, means only that they were near each other. It 
does not preclude their being in different constellations. If 
an observer can see all of them at once except the Sun just 
before sunrise, when facing towards the East, he would feel 
that all the seven planets met together. This verse expresses 
the feeling of that observer. The first line of the verse bas 

11 Bhfshma Parva, Chapter 17. 
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been so construed as to agree with this meaning of the second 
line. In the Atharva Jyotisha the twenty-seven constellations 
have been divided into three groups of nine each, every tenth 
constellation having the same subject (~) under its 
influence (see Dixit, pages 99-100).' Therefore, the subject 
under the infiuence of the Magha, the Mula and the Ashwini 
is the same. Therefore, the first line of the verse can be 
construed to mean either that the Moon was in the Mula or 
in the Ashwini. But if we take the latter meaning the Moon 
stands far distant from the Sun, which we have already seen 
to be near about the Jyeshtha, and that would be inconsistent 
with the second line 3:5 explained above. We should there
fore accept the former meaning, i.e., that the Moon was in 
~M~ . . 

65. The statement in this verse is the chief statement in 
the first group. All other statements in the Mahabharata 
that are consistent with this verse are included in the first 
group and all those. that. are inconsistent with this verse are 
included in the second group. 

66. 2. ""(ij(('tll~r ~ !f(r SI\Ril~a,~m 1 

f.hn;e141: ~'NOO m~~ u '" ttl'' 
[Translation.-" Both the Jupiter and the Saturn, t~e 

planets that stay for a year or years (in one Rasi or constel
lation), being effulgent stand near the Visakha.''] 

67. This is quite clear and falls under the first group. 
The longitude of the Visakha is approximately 209°. The 
longitudes of the Jupiter and the Saturn have therefore been 
taken to be 211 o for the purposes of calculation. 

68. 3. ~ ~ ~ ~ 'ITCAiSI~: 1 

~~~~m:u,,uts 

[Translation.-" The planet Mars that is as bright as fire, 
having moved retrograde towards the constellation Sravana 

' . 
17 Bhishma Pam, Chapter 3. 
11 Ibid., Chapter 3. 
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once and once again (i.e., twice) has returned to and occupied 
the sign ·.or constellation of the Brahman, i.e., the Jupiter; 
the reading in Madras Edition is ';rf1r 'fij'311J~ 1 in 
the third Pada but that does no~ change the meaning. 'wtui 1 

is .in the accusative on account of the. preposition 'ltm ' to 
be ·understood."]· 

, 69 .. The· word "CfiP~SC~iili It literally means retrogres- · 
sion and retrogiession following it, i.e., retrogression on 
two occasions. Some may doubt this meaning. However, 
whatever the meaning, the position of the Mars at the time 
of the War is quite clear and it is near the Brahman. Now 
the Jupiter is the only Brahman amongst the planets. There
fore the Mars is near the Jupiter, i.e., 211° approximately . 

. It may be objected that the Jupiter being the lord of the 
· Pushya constellation, Brahma-Rasi can mean also the 

Pushya. But the Mars in the Pushya does not faij. in the first 
group and it is inconsistent with the second group also where 
the Mars is said to be in the Magha. Therefore, this meaning 
is to be rejected1 especially as the statement in 4 given in 
paragraph 70 also .shows that the Mars was near the Mercury 
and the Venus, i.e" near the Sun: 

10. 4. ~ssrr 'fff~ ~JJ~m , 
. ~~~~m~u ,"n1

" 

[Translation.-"The planets, the Mars, the Venus and the 
Mercury, were in front of (to the East of) the eldest of the 
sons of PaQ.Q.u, who were the masters of the whole Land (or 

- of the land of the Kurus).''] 

71. For Sarva '' ri" in the last Pada of the verse, 
· there is another reading also, i.e., " ~ ". The word 

'' :qui " literally means the last; the eldest is the last if 
we count from the youngest; therefore " ~;i " has been taken 
to mean the eldest to suit the context. The verse is part of 
the description of the fight between Yudhishthira and Salya 

19 Salya Par~a, Chapter 11 (orrutted in the Ma4ras Edition). 
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on the morning of the 18th day of the War. The planets, 
the Venus and the Mercury, can, therefore, be seen only~ the 
East. In the fight the Pa1)4avas. faced the East and the . 
Kauravas faced the West. 

(
11 q~: ~ ~: ~: qJ~: ~ 4ic(li+JI"'T: II '\ 11")20

· 

Therefore, the planets, the Venus, the Mercury and the Mars,· 
that was near them were all in front of or to the East of the 
Pai)4avas and this is clearly expressed by the word '' smrn:. ". 
The word~' :q~ '' is in the accusative because of the preposi
tion " !ilffi' " that is to be understood. 

72. 5. ~ ~Vr ~iUlr if ·!.Rli: I 
~ :qnij- ~fcrar ~= n 
..... ..... t • 
~~ ..rCII?llll<tlqGJ: I 

~ ~S'+!~ ~II 'lt\ 1121 

[Translation.-"After KarJ;t.a was killed the rivers ceased 
to fiow (being frozen on account of winter season), the Sun 
set, the white planet Venus became as bright as fire or the Sun 
and the planet Mercury, the son of the Moon, arose concealed· 
(invisibly).] 

73. I have given above the Madras reading of the 3rd 
Pada of the verse. The Bombay reading of this Pada . is 
'' !!'(~ ~ ~o\CJVi: ". The tran,slation of the Bombay 
reading would be:-

" After Karl}.a was killed, the rivers ceased to fiow 
(being frozen on account of the winter season), the retrograde 
planet became as bright as fire or the Sun and the planet 
Mercury, the son of the Moon, arose concealed (invisibly)." 

The retrograde planet mentioned here must be the 
Venus; for, that only can be very bright and retrograde 
when near the Sun, as it necessarily must be according to 
the statement in '' ~m"'l~ ~fer ~(T: " discussed in 
supra, paragraph 64. 

so Bhishma Parva, Chapter 20. 
21 xa~!Ja Pana, Chl\pter 94. 

3 
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, 74. The word cc ~" has not been properly under
stood by others. The word '' Rml_ u from which it is 
formed has two meanings, i.e., (1) obliquely, crookedly; 
(2) secretly, invisibly, covertly •. The word " ~ n can there
fore mean both (1) retrograde and (2).invisibly. .We should 
take either of these meanings where it suits. 

15. It should be noted that the Mercury does not become 
retrograde after it has begun to appear in the East. It 
becomes retrograde only while appearing in the. West, and 
continues its retrogradation for some time·after it.has begun 
to appear in the East. Therefore, we cannot understand 
the last Pada of the verse to mean that the Mercury becanu 

· retrograde after Kaqta's death. Nor can we understand il 
to mean only that it arose being already retrograde from 
before KU\la's death; for the author clearly intends to men· 
tion things that happened after Kaqta's death and the risin~ 
of the retrograde Mercury would, in that case, be an even I 
happening every day. The setting of the Sun is also an 
event happening every day but it can be mentioned if the 
Sun set just after Kaqta's death, especially because the Sun was 
regarded as Kaqta's father. We have, therefore, to understand 
this last Pida of the verse to mean that the Mercury became 
invisible after Kaqta's death. The poet may have used the 
word '' ~ •• in both the Padas· of the verse to show its 
double meaning and thus to ornament the verse. In the 
fourth Pada of the verse the reading in the Madras Edition is 
u ~ ~ ~,.. This reading is clearly mistaken 
for amongst the seven planets there is none who is the son 
of Yama. 

76. 8. ~: ~ Uf(ail1{ ' 
'Ill." :iuuteill fcmm 11 '\, un 

[Tramlation.-u (When Kartta was killed) the Jupiter. 
having made the Rohitu to conceal herself, became like the 
Sun or the Moon." 

• Klu(Jtl PflfWI, Q.aptcr 94. 
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Explanation.-The root in' ~ft.illr~' means to conceal. 
Its causal form therefore means " to make to conceal". The 
Jupiter being in the Visakha (see supra, para 66) the distance 
between the Jupiter and the RohiQi was twelve constellations, 
i.e., nearly 160°, at the time of Karl)a's death. Therefore 
when the Jupiter rose the Rohil)i went down to the horizon 
and became invisible. This is just like the RohiQi's becom· 
ing invisible on account of the Sun or the Moon approaching 
the Rohit;li and therefore it is said that the Jupiter became 
like the Sun or the Moon. 

77. There are some other statements coming under 
the first group but we need not refer to them at this stage. 
These six statements are sufficien~ for finding the date of the 
War. ·· 

THE SECOND GROUP 

78. We now come to the second group. It consists 
of two verses only. Th~y are these :-. .... . .... ...... 

~~mm ill'lb: ~criiJ :cr rotrra-: 1 

~ ;r";rr.n;~ ~~~IJf ~ij- II W II 

~= srt~!J' '!.'if ij~~ fcRR6 1 

:at~' ~ q~ ijf{a': ijiji{fi?Ja n ," n23 

[Translation.-"The ~ars is retrograde in the Magha and 
the Jupiter in the Sraval)a. The Saturn 'is afflicting the 
Pu.rva Phalguni. The Venus, riding on the Purva Proshtha
pada (Piirvtibhtidrapadif) literally the back of the bullock, 
appears beautiful and having gone round to the North and 
having become stationary it is waiting (for the Sun coming 
from behind)."] 

This does not give any position for the Saturn; for, a 
planet can afflict another constellation while standing .in one. 
It should be noted that when near the stationary point a 
planet goes round to the North or to the South· and this fact is 
expressed by the fit word " qR " in 't qft~ "·· The 

u BhTshma Parva, Chapter 3. 
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word "~fto': " means' stationary for the root "~it" 
means to . stop, to wait, as in ct f'r.nvlf(ii'4 ill ~ ". 24 

79 .. The second group consists of these two ver~es only 
found in Bhishma Parva, Chapter 3. All statements found 
els'ewhere ·fall in the first group. 

80. ·we have first to find the probable dates of the War 
from each of these two groups and then to select from them. 
How to select ? There is· one test that will help, us in this 
selection. It is the test of the eclipses. ·we have seen that two 
eclipses, one of the Sun and the other of the Moon took place 
in the same month. That this statement about eclipses indi
cates the year pf ·the War is quite certain; .for .the· statement 
is connected with dark forebodings, i.e., "efr:r~fiir ~r ~: 
·~~: " Those statements that are connected with 
dark forebodings must indicate the year of the War. That 
these eclipses took place in the Kartika is known from what 

·follows. · 

81. · It' is clear that the talk between Kai'J)a and Sree 
KrishJ)a referred .to in supra, paragraph 53, took place in the 
dar~ half of the Kartika. In the same talk we have, 

. «fiRlJ wPiil' ~ ~Rr ;;;r II , , 11 211 

This means that ·the spot, i.e., the eclipse of the Moon has 
already happened and the Rahu is approaching the Sun. 
This shows that the eclipse of the Moon took place on the 
PourJ)ima of the Kartika and that an ~clipse of the Sun was 
expected on the next Amavasya. A solar eclipse sometimes 

. ·happens on the Amavasya next before or after a lunar eclipse; 
this simple law must have been known to the ancient Indians. 
Therefore, the surmise of a solar eclipse on the Amlivasya of 
the Kartika must have been made from a lunar eclipse on the 
PourJ)ima of the Kartika and the words " ~(ll' w~ 6iil~ '' 
also mean that a lunar eclipse took place. Therefore, the 

u RaghuvanJa, Chapter V. 
u Udyoga Parva, Chapter 143. 
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verse must be taken to mean that a lunar eclipse took place 
on the Pournima of the Klirtika. Having therefore found 
the probable ·years from each group we shall apply the test · 
of eclipses in Kartika for' making the selection. 

82. Now we shall find the dates from the first or. the 
second group. The positions of mean plarlets on· Sunday 
the 9th Tithi of the Chaitra Vadya in Saka 421 28 are given 
in Mr. S. B. Dixit's book the Bharateeya Jyotisha to be as 
follows :-27 

I 
Mean Longitudes 

Planet 
' : Signs Degrees ' , 

Sun .. .. 0 0 0 0 

Moon .. .. 9 10 48 0 

Rahu .. .. 11 22 12 0 
Moon's Aphelion 1 s 42 0 

.. 
Mars .. .. o. 7 s 0 

Jupiter .. .. 6 7 . 29 54 

Saturn .. .. 1 18 20 6· 

Mercury •• .. 6 3 22 12 

Venus .. .. 11 26 17 36 
' 

The time is 15 Ghatis after mean Sunrise at Ujjayini. 
The longitudes are measured from a point 40' to the East 
of the Zeta Piscium. 

83. In the following calculations this date and time is 
regarded as 0 (Zero), the time being plus or minus after or 
before this date. Here I have taken the longitudes of the 
Mc;>on, the Rlihu and the Moon's Aphelion from Ady~ Suyra 
Siddhanta. This is necessary to ensure accuracy in the 

z• This is the current year; the past years are 420. 
" See p. 2~, columns 12, 1 and 3, 
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calculation of ancient eclipses especially the total solar eclipse 
referred to in the Harivansa; because, for this we must have 
their positions actually observed, at a time as much distant 
from our time as possible and their motions derived by 
comparison of those positions with those of the present 
times. We should therefore use the Bhaga1,.1as, i.e., their 
revolutions in 4320000 years derived in this way. They are 
as follows:-

Moon 57752979 · 67 J These are the 
Rihu . . minus 232273 ·4 Bhaga1,.1as on the 

· Moon's Aphelion 488160·5 Zero-date. 

84. The positions and revolutions of other planets are 
~en as they are in European Astronomy, for our ancient 
astronomers did nQt understand perfectly how to find them . 
. Their revolutions are:-

Mars .. 2296874·0 

Jupiter .. 364194·0 

Saturn .. 146655·0 

Mercury 17937038·0 

Venus .. 7022259·5 

Days of 4320000 years are 1577907540·0. 

The time corrections are to be taken as given in my 
- . C1 C1 C1 5C1 

Kartu.ta~Kalpalata, r.e., equal to + 55, + o' + T' - 8' 
minutes for the Sun, the Moon, the Rahu and the Moon's 
Aphelion respectively, where C are the centuries from the 
ZerO-date. 

85. Th~ date of the Pa1,.1t;Iavas is taken to be minns 
1,700 for at present we only require an approximate 
date for calculating longitudes of the apsides, etc. The 
longitudes of the apsides in minus 1700 are taken to be as 
follows:-
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Longitude of the Aphelion 

Aphelion of 
Signs Degrees 

Sun 2 12 

Jupiter 5 18 

Venus 9 23 

Mars 4 0 

Mercury 7 21 

Saturn 7 26 

86. Now we calculate the date from the first group. 
We take it that, the longitude of the 

True Sun is 
, Jupiter is . 
, Saturn is 
, Mars is 211° 

The mean positions calculated from these are approxi-
mately as follows :- · 

Sun's longitude 
Jupiter's longitude 
Saturn's longitude . . 204°·70 
Mar's longitude 199°·75 

Now the longitude of the Jupitet is 187°·5 on the Zero· 
date; it would take 0·69 years to become 208°•43. The 
longitude of the Saturn is 48° · 3, on the Zero-date; it will take · 
12·73 years to become 204°·70. Therefore, we get the 
following equation:-

12 · 73 + 29 · 456624 x (Full Revolutions of the Saturn) 
= T (the time of the War) 

and 
0·69 + 11·861764 x (Full Revolutions of th~ Jupiter) 

=T. 
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Combining these two equations we get:-

12·04+ 29·456624x (Full Revolutions of the Saturn) 

11·861764 

= Full Revolutions of the Jupiter. 

Or approximately, 

61. + 149 x Full Revolutions of the Saturn 

60 

=Full Revolutions of the Jupiter. 

This is an indeterminate equation (~} and its solu
tiops are :-

(1) Revolutions of the Saturn . • = minus 29 

Revolutions of the Jupiter . : =minus 71 

T .• · = minus 841 ·49 years 

{2) Revolutions of the Saturn . . = minus 89 

Revolutions of the Jupiter • • =minus 220 

T . . = minus 2608 · 89 years 

(3) Revolutions of the Saturn • • . = minus 149 

Revolutions of the Jupiter . . = minus 369 

T . . = minus 4376 · 30 years 

But we know that the Sun, the Jupiter and the Saturn 
come approximately to the same position again after 59· 30 
years or 913·35 years; for, five revolutions of the Jupiter 
require 59· 308820 years and two revolutions of the Saturn 
require 58·913248 years and 77 revolutions of the Jupiter 
require 913•3558 years and 31 revolutions of the Saturn 
require 913·1553 years. Therefore the years we get are:-
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(1) Minus 722·89 (13) Minus 1932:74 

(2) , 782·19 (14) , 2549•.59 

' (3) 841·49 (1.5) , 2608•89 . 
(4) .. 900·79 (16) 

" 
2668·19 

(.5) ,, 960·09 (17) , 2727·49 

(6) 
" 

1019•39 (18) II 2786•79 

{7) 
" 

1078•69 (19) , 3403·64 

(8) 
" 

1636·24 (20) .. 3462·94 

(9) .. 1695•.54 (21) .. 3522·24 

(10) 
" 1754·84 (22) 

" 
3581·54 

(11) u 1814·14 (23) ,, 3640·84 

(12) ,, 1873·44 (24) 
" 

3700·14 

87. Now the longitude of the Mars is 7° ·1 on the Zero
date; 1t will take 1·0066 years to become 199°·75 and the 
longitude of the Sun that is 0 on the Zero-date will take 0·68 
years to become 245°. Therefore we get the equations:-. 

T = 0 · 68 + 1 x (Full Revolutions of the Sun) 

= 1 · 00~6 + 1 · 8808 x lFull Revolutions of the Mars). 

Or 
' 

0·327 +·1·8808 x (Full Revolutions of the Mars) 
1 

= Full Revoutions of the Sun. 

Or approximately, 

112 + 647 x (Full Revolutions of the Mars) 
344 

= Full Revolutions of the Su~. 

The following are the solutions of this indeterminate 
equation:-



Revolutions of the Rcvolutlonso! I Time in Years Sun the Mars 

(1) ·Minus lOS Minus 56 Minus 104·32 

(2) 
" 

752 , 400 , 751•32 

(3) ,. 1399 " 744 •• 1398•32 

(4) .. 2046 .. 1088 
" 

2045·32 
Ill. 

(5) 
"' 

2693 .. 1432 , 2692·32 

(6) .. 3340 .. 1776 " 
3339·32 

(1) .. 3987 .. 2120 " 
3986·32 

88. These years would give the desired position of the 
Mars and the Sun exactly, while a large number of years at 
an interval of 13, 15, 17, 32, 45, 47, 49, 64, 79, 158, 188, 284 

·or 363 years or their. combinations from these years obtained 
above, would give the same position approximately. It is 
difficult to give a list of such a large number. Therefore 

· we would only see if the years· of the Jupiter and the Saturn 
also fall in the list of years for the Mars by seeing whether 
the interval between the year ofthe Jupiter and the Saturn 
and that of the Mars given above is equal to the sum or differ
ence of the periods 13, 15, 17, 32, etc., given above. Thus the 
year minus 841·49 differs from minus 751·32 by 90 which is 
equal to the sum of 45 and 45. Therefore this ye~r falls in 
the list of years of the Mars also. The year minus 900 · 79 
differs from minus 751 · 32 by 149. This is not equal to 
the sum or difference of any of the numbers given above. 
Therefore the year minus 900 · 79 does not fall in the list of 
years for the Mars. In this way we get the following years 
only that fall in the list of years of the Jupiter and the Saturn 
and also in the list of years for the Mars. 

(1) Minus 841·3 
(2) " 1078.3 
(3) " 1695·3 
(4) " 1932·3 
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(5) Minus 2549 · 3 
(6) " 2786.3 
(7) " 3403 . 3 
(8) " 3640. 3 

89. It should be noted that the inte~vals between these 
years are 237 and 617 years alternately. This order shows 
that we have got all the probable years here in this list. It 
should'be noted that the fractional part of the years of the 
Jupiter and the Saturn is to be taken 0 · 3; for by this way 
only we get the Sun's desired position, i.e., 252°. From these 
we have to select those that give eclipses in the Kartika. 

90. The minimum longitude of the Sun, on the Ama· 
vasya of the Kartika was_216° and the maximum would be 
272° (see supra, para. 56). Therefore, ·the approximate 
longitude of the Sun on the. Amavasya of the Kartika was 
244°; therefore that on the previous Poun;lim'a would be 229°. 
Therefore the iongitude of the Rahu would be 229° or 49°. 

91. Now the Rahu or the Ketu takes the same position 
again after 19, 37, 93, or 3199 years and thus it follows that 
eclipses would happen in the same month again after 9, 19, 
28, 37, 65, 93, 1646 or 3199 years. Now the longitude of the 
Rahu is 11 signs, 22°, 12' on the Zero-date. It would become 
49° in the Kartika in the year plus 15 · 7 and would then give 
eclipses in the Kartika according to the calendar of those 
days: From this we can derive a large number. of years 
that would give eclipses in the Kartika. We should, there
fore, see if each of the years given above can. give eclipses 
in the Kartika. The year minus 841·3 differs from plus 
15·7 by 8?7 which is equal to 9 X 93 plus 20. This year, 
therefore, ts very near the year that can give eclipses in the 
Kartika and must, therefore, be accepted as probable. The 
year minus 1695·3 differs from plus 15·7 by 1711 which is 
equal to 1646 ,plus 65. This year is, therefore, acceptable. 
The year minus 3640 · 3 differs from plus 15 · 7 by 3656 which is 
equal to 3199 plus 93 x 4 plus 65 plus 20 and must be 
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accepted as probable. But the year minus 1932 · 3 differs 
from 15·7 by 1948 which is equal to 1646 plus 3 x 93 plus 
23 and must be rejected. In this way we get the following 
probable years only:-

Minus 841·3 

" 1695·3 

,, 3640·3 

92. Both the years minus 841 ·.3 and minus 3640 · 3 
being beyond the limits previously settled, i.e., 1162 and 
3102 B.C., i.e., minus 1660 and minus 3600, the only acceptM 
able year is minus 1695.3 from the first group, especially as 
the year minus 3640 · 3 does not give the eclipses as required 
when actual calcwation is made. 

, 93. Now we shall find the year from the second group. 
In this·group the Venus is stationary, i.e., it is at a distance of 
29° from the Sun. The Venus 'is riding on the Piirva 
Proshthapada; that can mean that it is in the Satatiirakii or 

· · in the Purvabhiidrapadii or even in the Uttariibhiidrapadii. 
The minimum longitude of the Satatiirakii is 307° and thereM 
fore the minimum longitude of the Sun would be 278°. And 
we know that the maximum longitude of the Sun is 289° at the 
beginning of the War. Thus the longitude of the Sun cannot 
be less than 278° and cannot be greater than 289°. Therefore 
we can conclude that the longitude of the Sun is approximately 
278° and that of the Venus is ·307°. The longitude of the 
star Maghi is 130°. The minimum longitude of the Mars 
would thus be 117° and let us take it that the longitude of the 
. Mars is 117°. Let us take the longitude of the Jupiter to be 
290°. Thus the true approximate longitudes are:-

Sun· . . 278° 

Venus 

Mars 

Jupiter 

.. 307° 

.. 117° 

• . 290° 
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The mean longitudes of these are:-

Sun 277° 
Venus 
Jupiter 
Mars 

The. longitude of the Mars is 7° on the Zero-date; it 
will take 0·506 years to become 104°. The longitude of the 
Jupiter is 187° on the Zero-date; it will take 3.591 years to , 
become 296°. Therefore we get the following equations :-

T = 3 · 591 + 11· 861764 x (Full Revolutions of the 
Jupiter) 

= 0·506 + 1·880815 x {Full Revolutions of the Mars). 
Or 

\ 

- 3 ·085 + 1·880815 x (Full Revolutions of the Mars) 
11·861764 

=Full Revolutions of the Jupiter. 
Or approximately, 

- 123 + 75 x (Full Revolutions of the Mars) 
473 

=Full Revolutions of the JU:piter. 

From this we get the following solutions:-

Revolutions of the 
Jupiter 

Plus 24 

Mitms 51 

It 126 

It 201 

276 

.. 351 

Revolu..,..,' of the ' I · 
Mars 

Plus 153 

Minus 320 

.. 793 

.. 1266 

, 1739. 

It 2212 I 

Yeara 

Minus 601•.34 

.. 1490·965 

" 2380•59 

.. 3270•215 
' 

" 4159·84 

Of these we can accept only minus 3270·215; for it only 
has as its fraction 0·215 without which we cannot get the 
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desired position of the Sun. But we can get other years also 
by adding to those obtained above, periods of some full 
revolutions of the Mars that have a period approximately equal 
to the period of some full rev9lutions of the Jupiter. For this 
purpose we should use the following table:-

Revolutions 
ofthcMars 

6 

19 

2.S 

63 

82 

'107 

120 

126 

'121 

473 

839 

Time (Years) 

11·284890 

3S•13S48S 

47·020375 

118·491345 

154·226830 

201·247205 

'125·691800 

236·98269 

426·945005 

889•625495 

1578·003785 

I Revolutions 
of the Jupiter 

3 

4 

10 

13 

17 

19 

20 

36 

75 

133 

Tune (Years) 

11·861764 

35·585292 

47·447056 

118·61764 

154•202932 

201·649988 

'125·383516 

237·23528 

427·023504 

889·6323 

1577·614612 

In this way we get the following years:-

Minus 1124•207 

.. 1171·'127 

.. 1218·247 

H 1408•210 

H 1455·23 

.. 1692·212 

" 1739·232 

Minus 1976·214 

.. 2023·234 

•• 2702·210 

" 2749·230 

.. 2796·250 

2986•212 

.. 3033·232 

Minus 3270· 216 

" 3317·236 

.. 3554·218 

., 360! ·238 

.. 3791·200 

.. 3838·220 

.. 3885·240 

Now we shall find the equation for the Venus. The 
longitude of the Venus is 356° at the ZerO.:date; it will take 
0·1609 years to become 85°. The longitude of the Sun that 
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is zero degre~ on the Zero-date will take 0 · 77 years to become 
277°. Therefore, we get the following equations:-

T = 0 ·1609 + · 6152 x (Full Revolutions of the Venus) 
= 0·77 +(Full Revolutions of the Sun). 

Or 
- 0·6091 + 0·6152 x (Full Revolutiops 'or the Venus) 
=Full Revolutions of the Sun. 

Or approximately, 
- 473 + 478 x (Full Revolutions of the Venus) 

777 
= Full Revolutions of the Sun. . . 

The solutions of this equation are:-

Revolutions of the Revolutions or the Time (Years) Venus Sun 

Plus 422 Plus 259 Plus 259·77 

Minus 355 Minus· 219 Minus 218·23 

.. 1132 .. 697 .. • 696·23 

.. 1909 
" 

1175 .. 1174•23 

'• 2686 .. 1653 .. 1652·23 

•• 3463 .. 2131 .. 2130·23 

,. 4240 
" 

2609 .. 2608·23 

" 
5011 

" 3087 .. 3086·23 

.. 5194 
" 3565 .. 3564·2~ 

.. 6571 
" 4043 .. 4042·23 

The Venus and the Sun attain the same position again 
after 8, 235 or 478 years. We shall test, therefore, the years 
of the Jupiter and the Mars for the Venus, as we tested the 
years of the Jupiter and the Saturn for the Mars in 'the first 
group. For example, minus 1692·2122 differs from minus 
1652·23 by 40 years that are equal to 8 x 5. Therefore, 
minus 1692·2122 is the year that will give us the desired 
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positions of the Mars, the Jupiter, the Venus and the Sun. 
· Minus 1455·23 differs from minus 1174·23 by 281 years that 

are equal to 235 plus 8 x 5 plus 6 years. This year is there· 
fore, to be rejected. In this way we get only three years. 

Minus 
. 
" 

" 

1692·2122 

3270·21599 (by courtesy) 

3791·200 

None of these years stand the test of eclipses in the 
Kartika and are therefore to be rejected. The last is also 
beyond the limits previously settled.18 

94. We thus get only. one year from both the groups 
as the year of the War. In this year we get an eclipse of the 
Sun at a place whose latitude is 30° 17' and longitude is 
zero from Ujjayini; of the magnitude of about 18! minutes 
(the Sun's disc being 32'·5) at 21 Ghatis 45 Palas from mean 
sunrise on Friday the Amavasya of the A.swina that is, on 
S days, 2t Ghatis, 45 Palas calculated from sunrise of Sunday . 

. We get an eclipse of the Moon, of the magnitude of about 
24' ·4 (Moon's disc being 33') at the same place, on the 
Pouq;rima. of the Kirtika on Friday at 19 days, 37 Ghatis, 

- 18 Palas, the time of contact being 33 Ghatis, 46 Palas and 
the time of Moksha (Egress) being 40 Ghaps, 50 Palas. 
This agrees exactly with the statements about eclipses referred 
to previously, namely, that one eclipse of the Sun and one of 
the Moon took place on the same day (Friday) of the week 
and in one month.· It also agrees with the statement 

~ • t ~.... 2fl 
~Itt\.'!~~ (is«titfild =if II ,, II 

discussed in supra, para. 81. 

For though a solar eclipse had already happened another in 
the same month could be expected. 

11 See supra, para. 59. 

• Udyoga Pana, Chapter 143, 
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It also agrees with 

~~-cr: sr~ ~;r: tiTOllTr~ :q <firfil<tfl~t 1 

:4-irs~ftrcl~~ ~qQf* ~ u ~\ u30 

[Translation.-u On the PourJJima of the Kartika, the. 
Moon became imperceptible, devoid of lustre, and of the 
colour of fire, while the sky was of normal, i.e., blue colour!'] 

For,· this is the description of the Moon just before it is 
eclipsed, the change in colour being caused by .the penum~ 
bra iii which the Moon then enters. -

It is also clear that if it was the 13th Tithi by the calcula
tion of those days on the day of the solar eclipse, it was also 
the 13th Tithi by the same calculation on the day of the lunar 
eclipse; for, the duration of 15 Tithis was 14 days, 46 Ghatis 
approximately even then. Therefore, if the 13th Tithi ended 

1 at 5 days, zero Ghatis, that in the next Paksha will end at 
19 days, 46 Ghatis and therefore, it would be the 13th Tithi at 

• 19 days, zero Ghatis, one .Tithi having the durati~n of about 
·59 Ghatis. 

96. The eclipses, therefore, clearly prove that the year 
ofthe War is minus 1695·3, i.e.; 1197 B.C. ' 

97. This conclusion is confirmed' by the following 
considerations t~at fix the identity of the year. 

98. (1) An eclipse is mentioned to have happened at the 
time when the Yadavas perished fighting with each other. 
This is stated in the verses already referred to (see supra, 
para. 47). They mean that a solar eclipse happened at 
Dwaraka .. at the time. And we get a solar eclipse at Dwaraka 
of the magnitude of about 14' · 6 (theSun's disc being 32') 
270 lunar months after the solar eclipse in the year minus 
1695 · 3, at 5 days, 22 Ghatis, 25 Palas from mean sunrise at 

• Note.-This is the reading in the Madras Edition and I have taken it 
as its meaning is more certain, while the meaning of the Bombay reading 
( q~'iij) may be " blue or red like a lotus ". 
' ao Bhishma Parva, Chap. 2. 

4 
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Dwaraka. We get a lunar eclipse also on the next Pourl)irna, 
of the greatest magnitude of 28' (Moon's disc being 29'. ·6) at 
5 days 58 Ghatis, 23 Palas from mean sunrise at Dwaraka. 
Thus in this year also we had one solar and one lunar eclipse in 
one month both on Friday as in the year minus 1695·3. The 
lunar eclipse is not mentioned in the Mausala Parva but that 
does not matter~ We learn definitely that a solar eclipse 
happened. It happened 270 lunar months after the solar 
eclips(i of the year minus 1695·3, that happened ·on the 
AmavasyJ of the Aswina; therefore it· rn1.1st have happened 
on the Amavasya of the Bhadrapada about 22 years after. 
[The Vediinga-Jyotisha was in vogue in the year minus 
1695·3 (see Dixit, page 88). On the Amavasya of the 
month, named Kartika by us, the Sun was in the Jyeshthii. 
This happens in the Kartika in Idavatsara, the. third of the 
cycle of five years of the Vediinga-Jyotisha (see Dixit, page 
77) or in the Marga§eersha in Idvatsara, the fifth year of the 
cycle. (see Dixit, page 78). But we shall see hereafter 
in paragraph 235 that in the year of the War the Vishuva 
happened on the fourth Tit hi of the bright half of the Kartika. 
This happens in the Ida.vatsara and not in Idvatsara (see 
Dixit, page 91). The War was, therefore, begun on or after 
the Amavasya of the month named Kartika then also. It is 
also thus proved that the War was fought in Idiivatsara, the 
third year of the cycle. From the Aswina Amavasya of that 
year to· the end of that cycle we have 28 months; the next 
four cycles would be of 62 months each. But one month 
must have been omitted during this period to correct the 
mistake in the Sun. This makes 275 months from the solar 
eclipse of the year minus 1695·3 to the end of that fourth 
cycle. Five months before that we get the Amavasya of the 
Bhadrapada.] . 

99. The Paogavas were exiled just after they performed 
the Rajasiiya and proclaimed themselves Emperors. They 
passed about thirteen years from the exile to the War, and 
from tbe War to this solar eclipse on the Amavasyii of the 
Bhadrapada, they passed 22 years. That accounts for the 
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approach of the 36th year spoken of in the Mausala Parva, 
Chapter 2, verses-20-21, in the Stri Parva, Chapter 25, verse 
44, and in the Mausala Parva, Chapter 1, verses 1 and 13, 
which say that the Yiidavas perished when the 36th year had 
arrived. (All these verses are given in the footnote with their 
·translations. 31) The time appears to have been counted from 
the Riijasiiya when perhaps the Piii)4avas might have begun an 
Era that was not continued long afterwards. Thus this ·solar 
eclipse also confirms the date of the War found out by us. 

100. (2) A solar eclipse is referred to in 

~~mrvr~ ifq~f'Or f%mij n ·,' 1132 

This is addressed to Dhritariishtra at the time of the play 
at dice which resulted in the exile of the Piii)4avas, i.e., about 

a1 ~.-z:ui!cr tt m qfi:~ ii!ifti{;r: 1 

JFr srTH ij ~ if~ ~ 't~: II ~ o II 

~r~m trr~Rl ~aili~m 1 

~~~H:rar cr~ ~llr.rrtraq: u ', n ~~qti, if. ~. 
~~1t ~r ij!(J:q": ~iiCIT: 1 

\;q~if triJ~~ ~~ijt8ttr. q~:q'f~ II .. 
~q~ij il'if tt{_fSl~ ~if-f II 't't II ~1~, if· ':\~: 

,...,_..., ' ' 'f - • \. 
~':J~ f<'l~ ~!tiR ill:f 'iil~~: I 

~=U fcrqfrarfir fijfir'tltf;r !!~l\: 11 , 11 

t'(~ifs~ (ffifif~ ~W!lifHlWJ';ijf ~1'1;. I 

~R ~~fit~: <fiTW:qlf~l: II H II i{f~~~, If.,, 
Trans/ation.-Considering those times, Sree Kpshl)a thought that the 

36th year, which Giindhiiri afflicted with the grief for the loss of her sons 
spoke of, had approached .•• (20, 21) •. "Oh Krishoa, as you connived at 
the kinsmen the Kauravas and the PiiQ4avas, killing each other, you will also 
kill your kinsmen when the 36th year will approach (44). When' the 36th 
year had approached Yudhishthira saw bad omens (1). When the 36th year 
had approached, the Yiidavas committed the extremely wrongful act of killing 
each other by Musalas, being impelled by Destiny (13). 

as Sabhil Parva, Chapter 79, 
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13 years before the War. Wonderfully enough, we get a solar 
eclipse 164lunar months before the solar eclipse in the year 
of the War in the SravaQa by the calendar of that time. 
It· was a total eclipse in India but at Hastinapura whose 
!attitude is here taken to be 30° 17' it was of the magnitude 
of about 19', Sun's disc being 32' at 18 Ghatis, 20 Palas from 
mean sunrise. This eclipse, of course, occurred abqut two 
· Tithis before the Amivasya by the calendar of those days. 
This explains the word '~iVr ' [see supra, para. 50 (5)]. This 
also confirms the identity of the year. 

101. (3) The planets at the time of the killing of Kansa 
by Sree K.:rish1.1a have been given in the. Haril•ansa in the 
following verses:-

'It'll ~~: ~((aiji@)@~ rratr: I 

q'lfi+itll('ifl~ ~ ~{A: U ":t ~ II 
' "' • '' '*' ~<lir qr~ «~ ~mr ~~ur ~ 1 

~ -\lTWRII~ ~r mRJ:<rR :q:;;m: ~ 11 ''l 11 

m.«: ~;rr ~ ft{crt'f'<fii1Gtt4d 11 ~, n:l 3 

[Translation.-" This terrible planet Mars as if writing 
on the Swati with "its rays has entered the Chitra by retrograde 
motion. The western twilight has been occupied by the 
Mercury with its terrible light, and the Venus has entered the 
" Path ~f the Fire , by moving more rapidly than usual. The 
Rahu had so eclipsed the Sun that it became night even in 
daytime."] 

These statements are very clear and there is no ambi· 
guity about them as there is about many statements in the 

· Mahiibhiirata. 

. 102. We are wonderstruck to see that the positions of 
the planets in the year minus 1734·84121, that is 39·54121 
years before the Mahabharata War began, exactly agree with 
statements given above. They are as follows:-

n Harivania, Vlsh(lll Parwz, Chapter 23. 



Longitude 
Planet Constellation and 

Remarks 
' Signs Degrees Minutes 

Sun .. 1 27 40 Mtiga 

Mars .. 6 5 38 Chitra. Retrograded 
from the Swati to 
the Chitrii.. 

Venus .. 0 28 42 Krittikii. Motion very 
rapid, increasing every 
day. 

Mercury. 2 15 16 S~n in the Evening 

103. It is quite easy to s.ee that this agrees · with the 
statements given above.. One point only is to be explained. 
The Venus is said to have entered the " Path of the Fire ". 
In the Satapatha Briihmatza the Nakshatras for consecration 
of the Fire begin with the Krittika and, end in the Chitra and 
it is also stated " ~ ~~ aft Simi{l({<fra ". . . 

"[When the Sun moves 'in the North of the Equator 
then one should perform consecration of the Fire.] This 
shows that other Nakshatras are omitted because they were 
to the South of the Equator and that the Nakshatras from the 
Krittika to the Chitra were to the North of the Equator and 
that the Krittikli was the first Nakshatra in the Hemispher~ 
North of the Equator. The. Northern Hemisphere js thus 
the " Path of the Fire". Entering the " Path of the Fire " 
means, therefore, entering the Krittika or going to the North 
of the Equator. In the calculated positions also we get the 
Venus to be equal to Of28° f42'. Deducting the Ayanansas 
Of25°j21' we get 0/3°/15'. This shows that the Venus has 
just entered the Northern Hemisphere. Thus there is exact 
agreement of the calculated Venus with that in the statement. 

104. The solar eclipse also happened at Mathura 493 · 
lunar months before the solar eclipse of the ·year minus 
1695·3 (i.e., about five lunar months before the date, the 
positions . of the planets on which we have given above). 
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The greatest magnitude of it was 30' (Sun's disc being 32' · 5) 
at 13 Ghatis 29 Palas from mean sunrise at Mathura. This 
eclipse was thus sufficiently large to cause night in daytime. 

105: This close agreement of calculations with the 
statements in the Harivansa proves the identity of the date of 
the War as calulated by us with the real one, especially as 
the interval between the date of the War and the date of killing 
Kansa, i.e., 'minus 1734·84121 plus 1695·3 or minus 39·54121 
is also supported by statements in the Mahabharata and the 
Harivansa. 

106. Sree KrishJJ.a was about 15 years of age when 
Kansa was killed. The statement that Sree Krishi)a had not 
yet manifested his youth when he killed Kansa34 shows that he 
was not yet in his 16th year, the 16th year being the Indian age 
o.f majority. Sree Krishi)a and Arjuna were of the same age; 
for, when they met they embraced each other. ·The verse 

~OR~: :a<ffifl~ iQ' S'fl ~;r: II 'o 11811 

tHe having embraced those of equal age) shows that rela· 
tives of equal age em~raced each other. The verses, 

ani!-;~ ~~ tftii'T~ ~ ~~;r: 1 

if~CIAT ii'{Jil'rt ~~U~ !it'r~l{ II 't"\ II 

mrr ~~qr~rffi ~ril;r :o:r il'{r~: 1 

~~ij;r <mr~~t :o:rrfwnfcrn: 11 '~' ua~ 
(Sree . Krishi)a departed having taken leave of the 

PaQ.c}avas; bowing down to Yudhishthira, being scented on his 
. head by Bhima to confer benedictions, having been embraced by 
Arjuna and being bowed down by Nakula and Sahadeva) and 

affl~~~~ ~~4 6Si ill~: II 't II 

ij~~ IQ'il'lflti5~ 'liT :q ~ lf'ir 1131 

---
34 ~~~TCI~PJlii~: smmr { II , ':. II · 

Vishl)u Parva, Chapter 2~. (Translation.-Akrilra praised_Srcc Krishtta who 
had not manifested his youth.) 

11 Adi Parva, Chapter 218. · 
•• Vana Parva, Chapter 22 • 
. rr tfdi Parva, Chapter 218. 
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(Then Sree KrishJ;~.a went to his friend, Arjuna. They 
having embraced each other and having asked· each other 
if they were happy) show that Sree KrishJ;~.a and Arjuna 
embraced each other when they met. 'This shows that Sree 
Krisht;ta ,and Arjuna were of almost equal age. · 

107. Arjuna was 33 years old when he burned the 
Khan<;iava forest. The following verse shows this:-

~ia~tfcti!f ~~ q~Cf~ t 1 

sp.fl~lSS~ ~sffi;rnq~ II , • 1188 

[Translation.-" It is heard that Arjuna is invariably 
victorious; for even at the age of-33, he invited and gratified 
Fire in the Khan<;iava forest."] .-

Chapters 221 and 222 of the Adi Parva show. that Abhi· 
manyu was born just before the burning of that forest; and 
that the thread-ceremonies of all sons of the PaQ<;iavas were 
performed before the PaJ;~.<;iavas were exiled: ~ccording to 
Manusmriti the thread ceremony of a Ksatriya is to be 
performed between the ages of six and eleven years. Thirteen 
years passed between the beginning of the exile arid of:the War. 
Therefore it follows that the age of Abhimanyu at the time of 
the Wa'r may be about 8 plus 13, i.e., 21, and that of Arjuna, 
21 plus 33, i.e., 54. This is confirmed by the description 
of Abhimanyu at the time of War as a SiSu (youth) and 
iistTR~Iiffl (not having attained maturity). (See Dro!fa Parva, 
Chapter 4~, verse 33.) On the whole, we can take the age of 
Sree KrishQa at the time of the War to be about 54 and that 
at the time of killing Kansa 15. Thus we get a period of 
about 39 years between the killing of Kansa and the War. 
This agrees with the dates calculated by us and confirms 
them. 

108. Having thus calculated and got confirmed the exact 
year of the War, we shall find out the Tithi and the. day when 
,the War began. 

as Udypqa Parva, Chapter 52. 
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109. Bhishma says at the time or' his death:~ 

arri:err~ni \J?<:T: ~~rif~r~ ~ ~en: 1 

m~ f;rfmf~ ~~~ Cf~~ci (f:qf II '>, 1.t II 

+rr~rs:r.f ~+r~:;rn~r +rr~: ~wr ~Nfu\ 1 

~.,m~q: qctl'rs:r.f ~~r .,~Rr 11 \' 1130 

[Translation.-"! have passed fifty~eight nights on this 
bed of sharp arrows, as if they were hundred years. The 
month of the Magha has come. This bright half deserves 
to be one which has yet to pass its third portion, i.e., ten 
Tithis of the bright half have passed."] 

110. In the year of the War, i.e., 1197 B.C. the Vedanga~ 
Jyotisha had already come into existence (see Dixit, page 88) 
and in that Jyotisha the months began with the bright 
Paksha (see supra, para. 38). Presumably, therefore, the 
months in the Mahiiblzarata Calendar also began with the 
bright Paksha. It has also been proved independently in 
para. 147 that the months in the Mahiibhiirata Calendar began 
with the bri&ht Paksha. We must, therefore, construe this 
verse accordingly. The verse says that the Magha has 
arrived. This can be said only in the first part of the month 
and not in the last. Therefore the verse must be construed 
to mean that Bhishma died in the first half, that is, the bright 
Paksha of the Magha and it has been construed here accor· 
dingly. Again, the question is " Why does Bhishma usc the 
word" 41~Q;;r~fff " (deserves to be) instead of the simple word 
'41en'a' (is) ? The mistake of two Tithis in the calculated 
Tithi found out at the time of the eclipses10 made such a 
language necessary. On account of the discovery of thi) 
mistake, though the Tit hi of the calendar of those days \I :1 ~ 
the eighth, Bhishma had to say that it was proper to say that 
ten Tithis of the bright half had passed. Therefore, the 
Panchtinga Tithi at the death of Bhishma was the eighth of thL' 

39 Anusiisana Pan·a, Chapter 167. 
' 0 Vida supra, para. 46. 
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bright half of the Magha. Bhishma slept on the bed of 
arrows on the lOth day of tae War, i.e., he slept in his tent 
for nine nights and on the arrows for 58 nights; that makes 
67 nights or 68 Tithis. Thus· C!Jlculated the War must have 
begun on the Amlivlisya (by the calendar then in vogue) of 
the Klirtika as was proposed by Sree Krishl)a to Karoa in 
'' ~q R(cfEtli(+iliJII~I etc.", already discussed.41 

111. Some construe this verse otherwise and say that 
Bhishma died on the 4th of dark half of the Miigh~, but they 
are mistaken as the following discussion will show. 

112. Bhishma died just after the Sun turned to the 
North; for he says:-

""" ...... • • t. .... 
J~q~ ~l'A!FH qrcri(TCfaif ~C{: II "\, II 

'lnr.tr ~ ~Q[fa 6 :ot 3r~RI' ill ~= 1 

~ ~~'fJTI~RrT ~ rrar ~: II "\ \ II 

'l;f m~if \q.~mi11nrm 1 

f.rlir~s{ ai(i !JTO'Tfif_ ~~: ~firqrr1{q 11 "\l u•2 

[Translation.-"- I will sleep on this bed until the turning 
back of the Sun (to the North). Kings that com~ then will 
be able to see me. When the Sun will go in the Direction 
of Vaisravaoa, i.e., the North, in his bright chariot drawn 
by seven horses, I will give up my lives that are dear like 
friends."] This shows that Bhishma died just after the Sun 
turned to the North. The poetical statement that Bhishma 
could control his death given in 

~~u~r;~ 3ITOJ~rqor;r.jqrqr 1 

!JlVTT<it :ot ~ij ~ ttllt~ fip.«f :i'nl II , , '-\ II 

q ~ itffi cRI ~ fcr.rr llif +ilftlfiff I 

U'.{a~ ~~~f{fij a~~ if •t , , ' u·n 

u See supra, para. S3. 
u Bhishma Parva, Chapter 120. 
u Ibid., Chapter 119. 
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[Translation.-"' I will hold my lives with the desire of 
getting Uttarayal}a, as I have got control over the giving up of 
my life. Let the boon given to me by my father that I will 
have my death at my will, become true"], must have 
originated in the fact that though lying wounded for 58 days 
he died immediately after the turning of the Sun to the 
North. Therefore Bhishma died just after (say within two 
days after) the Sun turned to the North. 

113. .Now in the days of the War (minus 1695) the 
Equinox was 90° to the East of the Dhanishtha, and the Sun 
turned to the North when it entered the constellation 
Dhanishtba. · So, Bhishma ·must. have died soon after the 
Sun entered the Dhanishtha according to the calendar of 
those days. , Now as already seen the Sun was in the Jyeshthii 
on the Kartika Amavasya according to the calendar of those 
days. Supposing the Sun was then just in the beginning of the 
Jyeshtha, the maximum period between that Amavasya and 
the turning of the Sun to the North is that of 5 constellations 

of the Sun, i.e., 3~627x 5, i.e., 68 days. Therefore UttarayaJ}a 

began within 68 days from the Amavasya of the Kartika. 
And Bhishma niust have died within two days from 
the beginning of the 'Q'ttarayaJ;ta. Therefore Bhishma 
must have died within 70 days from the Amavasya of the 
Kartika~ 

114. Now as 67 days passed. between the beginning of 
the War and the death of Bhishma; the War must have begun 
on o~ within three days after the Amavasya of. the Kartika. 
This confirms the conclusion already arrived at that the War 
began on the Amavasyii of the Kiirtika. This also disproves 
the theory that nhishma died on the 4th of the dark half of the 
Miigha and that the War began on the I 1 th of the bright half 
of the Margasirsha. This also disproves the theory that 
the War began on the second Tithi of the dark Paksha, next 
after the Amiiviisya referred to in ~flll'lil{rfll ~<mrn: etc. (sec 
supra, para. 53). 
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115. It was the 13th Tithi by the calendar on the morn· 
ing of the day on which the solar eclipse took place. Let us, 
therefore, suppose that the 13th Tithi ended at sunrise of 
that day, i.e., at 5 days zero Ghatis. The next 13th Tithi 
would then end at 19 days 46 Ghatis. The next Amavasya 
would end at 36 days 29 Ghatis, ·;.e., on Monday at 29 
Ghatis, from sunrise. Therefore the War began on Monday 
and 29 Ghatis is the minimum period of Amavasya on the 
day on which the War began .. 

116. It is clear that the minimum duration of the 13th 
Tithi on the day of the Solar eclipse is zero Ghatis. The 
maximum duration of the 13th Tithi on this very day cannot 
exceed 13 Ghatis; for if we take the period greater than 13 
Ghatis, we do not get the 13th Tithi in the morning of the day 
of the Lunar eclipse; 14 Tithis being equal to 13 days 47 
Ghatis, the 13th Tithi would then commence after sunrise, i.e., 
after zero Ghatis. Thus it is proved that the duration of the 
13th Tithi on the day of the solar eclipse was zero Ghatis at 
the least anci 13 Ghatis at the greatest, the solar eclipse 
actually occurring during the 14th Tithi, as is shown by the 
statement in the Mausala Parva discussed in para. 47 and in 
para. 48. The duration of the Amavasya of the Kartika was, 
therefore, 29 Ghatis in the least and 42 Ghatis at tre 
greatest on that Monday on which the War began. 

117. We now give here the actual positions of the 
planets on that Monday which was really the Pratipada 
(1st Tit hi) of the Maq~asirsha and on a day 17 days from the 
same, i.e., on the third Tithi of the dark half of the Marga· 
sirsha. The positions of the planets on Marga§irsha Suddha 
Pratipada, Monday, morning, in the year minus 1695 · 3. are 
as follows :- · 



Planets 

Sun 

Venus •• 

Mercury •. 

Mars 

Mean 
LongitUde 
in Degrees 

251·8 

86·3 

167·92 

235·6' 

Jupiter .. 215·68 

' Saturn . . 209·43 
I 

Moon .. 268 

True I True 
Longitude I Motion in 
in Degrees Minutes 

251·8 

220·5 

233·0 

235·45 

218·25 

.215·63 

263·2 

7·0 

Constellation 

MUla 

Anuradhii, • Retrograde 
only four days back 

Jyeshtha 

Jyeshthii 

Visakhii 

visakhii 

Purvashiigha 

Note.~If'one calculates from my work named Karatla· 
Kalpalata he should take minus 282 for Chakras and minus 
1344 for days (Aharga1;1a). Time-correction has not been 
given to the Sun. The Moon has been calculated approxi· 
mately and has been given time-correction on the supposition 
that, . that of the Sun is zero. 

On the 18th day from this Monday morning we,get the 
following positions of planets, at mean sunrise : 

' Mean True True Ktiltinsa or the dif· 
ference between the Planets Longitude Longitude Latitude rising of Sun and the in Degrees in Degrees in Minutes Planet in Palas 

Sun .. 268·6 269·2 .. .. 
Venus .. p3·53 227·3 .. .. 
Mars .. 244·5 249•0 .. . . 
Mercury .. '237·49 258·2 -48 126 

118. These positions of the planets exactly agree with 
those in the Mahabharata. They agree with the statement 

• the retrograde Venus crossed the Jyeshthii and went into the Anu· 
radha. 
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(' !.(]QJ~f~ ij-(tg-: etc." (All the seven planets being 
effulgent met together in the sky.) For, two days ago, the 
Moon was near the Miila and could be seen in the East in 
the morning. Thus two days before the War began, all 
the seven planets stood from Visakha to Miila, six of them 
being at sufficiently long distances' from the Sun to be efful· 
gent and all the seven planets could be seen in the East in the 
morning.« This agrees exactly with the statement in the verse 
referred to. These positions also agree with the statement, 

·~ ~ "~~!I r.t~m 1 

1l~: imffi 'rdt.f ~~ +r~ II ~, 11440 

[Translation.-"Oh King, a greedy planet swoops on 
the head of each of all the three constellations that cause 
destruction to the Kshatriyas, and gives rise to the greatest 
alarm]; for, according to our calculations, the Saturn was in 
the Visakha, the Venus (that had just finished its retrograda
tion) was in the Anuradha,, and the Mars .was in the Jyeshtha, 
and all these planets can be regarded as evil and greedy 
planets. 

119. W~ have not made any use of the positions of the 
Venus and the Mercury for calculating the year. However, 
we get them, as. required, in the East and effulgent. This 
further confirms the identity of the year and the Tithi also. 

120. On the 18th day, the Kalansas of the Mercury 
are 126. The Mercury cannot be seen if its Kalansas 
are less than 130. On the 17th day the Kalansas of the 
Mercury wer~ 131!. Therefore the Mercury could be seen 
on the 17th day on which Kar.Qa was killed and could not be 
seen on the next day. This agrees exactly with the statement 

H (6' <nifi •••••••• ~r;r~ ~rs~~~ ta~~" 

" See supra, paragraphs 62-64. 
ua JJhis~ma Parva, Chapter 3, 
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(After Kan;ta was killed the Mercury rose concealed.) This 
confi~ms the identity of the year and the Tithi still further 
very strongly. (See supra, paragraphs 72-75.) 

121. . Before the year minus 1695 · 3 and after passing 
through the SravaQa, the Mars became retrograde only twice 
and on both occasions its motion was of course, towards 
the SravaQa. This agrees exactly with' 

'( Cfsll~ Wttrr :er Wf1Ji ffl<Ai51~: 1 ~m mrr~ etc.," 

which means that the Mars became retrograde towards 
the SravaQa twice. This also confirms the identity of the 
year (see supra, paragraphs 68 and 69). 

122. We did not make use of the positon of the Mercury 
for finding the year. Calculation however shows that on the 

. day on which the War began it is in theJyeshtha. This agrees 
exactly with the following statement:-

~;qll{r !:[{: ~: ij'~ !(<!' Q'ffli: 1 

~ ~~ 'fn ~Tif~- u•:. 
[Translation.-" The black planet, that is the Mercury 

dimly bright like a fire with smoke, stands in the bright con· 
stellation the Jyeshtha."] 

123. This confirms the identity of the year calculated by 
us and· also our conclusion regarding the Tit hi on which the 

·War began and incidentally refutes the theories that the War 
began on the 11th or the 14th Tithi of the bright half of the 
Margasirsha; for the Mercury which is a very fast moving 
planet and actually moved 25° in 17 days could not possibly 

·have been in the JyeshtM on the 11th or 14th Titlti of the 
bright half of the Margasirsha. This also. refutes the theory 
that the War began on the second Tithi of the dark Paksha 
next following the Amavasya referred to in the talk between 
Sree KrishQa and Kan;ta (see supra, para. 53) .. 

45 Mnhabhiirata, Bhisllma Parva (Madr ~ Edition), Chapter 3, verse !6. 
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124. It may be objected here that the -reading in ·this 
verse is u~ ~:",i.e., the Venus in the BombaY: Edition. This 
objection is not tenable. The Madras Edition has got the reading 
(( ~riir ~:",i.e., the mercury and that is the acceptable read· 
ing. For, the planets, the Mercury and the Venus,formacouple, 
one member" of the couple being called '' ~ij " (black) and the 
other "~" (white). The names "~ '' and "%a" 
are expressive of the fact that they form a couple; therefore, 
when· the u ).m" planet is described in one verse, i.e., the 12th 
(~~ ~t ~ Rr~Rt' etc.), the "~" planet 
is most likely to be described in another. The Madras 
reading must, therefore, be the correct reading and must be 
accepted. We cannot have the description of the"~'' both 
in the 12th and the 16th verse as in the Bombay Edition. One 
of these verses ·must refer to the '' ~ u and the Madras 
Edition shows that the 16th verse refers to the '' ~ '', i.e., 
the Mercury. 

125. Calculation shows ·that the Venus was retrograde 
and that it was stationary only four days before the War 
began. The Venus attains maximum of brilliancy about 15 
days after it becomes stationary. Therefore the Venus attained 
maximum of brilliancy a few days before Karn,a's death. Now 
it is very difficult to say exactly, merely by observation by 
the eye, when a planet attains maximum of brilliancy. It is 
therefore quite possible that the Venus was thought to have 
attained maximum of brilliancy just after Karn,a's death. This 
agrees exactly with '' %ij!Jf1I• ~;n<6cr~: or Rr~ q• ~flvi: 
(see supra, paragraphs 72-74) whichever reading we accept; 
for both these readings mean that the retrogr_ade Venus 
became as bright as fire or the Sun. This also confirms the 
identity of the Titht of the beginning of the War. 

126. The crossing of the Jyeshtha by the retrograde 
I Venus and its position in the Anudldha also exactly tallies 
I with the correct interpretation of the following verse:-
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iCClT ~~ er:fi ~m<lf ~~ I 
' co~ Ill• • "' 4G 
~ 3lllT<iQ ~~'Sf e•14'141ilC( II \ II 

[Translation.-" The planet Venus having become retro· 
grade in the Jyeshtha aims at going into the·Anuriidha as if 
to terll1inate friendly feeling , (for, Mitra, the friend, is the 
lord of the Anuradha).] 

· 127. It may be objected here that Angaraka means the 
Mars and not the Venus as we have taken it to mean. But 
when the Mars is so near the Sun, that is at the greatest in the 
Uttarashadha, i.e., only three constellations from the Sun, it 
cannot be retrograde. The Mars cannot be retrograde unless 
at least ten constellations apart from the Sun. We must, 
therefore, regard this verse to be an interpolation or to hold 
that it refers to the Venus. But we cannot infer an inter· 
potation if an absurdity can be explained otherwise. We 
:r:nust, therefore, accept that this verse refers to the Venus if 
'' ~ " . or " ~ " can mean the Venus. And 
" ~ or eWTR<ti " c~n mean the Venus. For both the 
Mars and the Venus become very bright, as bright as Fire 
(~) when retrogra~e and therefore u ~ , may 
have meant in ancient language either the Mars or the Venus 
and in later language the word may have become restricted 
·to the· Mars. Or, the word in ~ may be 6firrR<ti 
and~ can mean a descendant of~ (Fire) or the 
correct reading may be ~ as suggested by my pre· 
ceptor Sreeyuta S. K. Barlingay and that also can mean 
a descendant of Fire, i.e., the Venus. That the Venus is a 
descendant of Fire is known from the following statements in 
the M ahiib~iirata itself. 

~ft~ ~ ij ~~r 1 

~ ifia~ iij'ffi': m'1il~Rr if: ~ II ' 1141 

" Udyoga Parva, Chapter 143. 
17 Adi Parva, Chapter S. 
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ill~Qlr m film iii:~ +11TCI'Ii{ ~= 1 

~: s;r: 'it~ 'i$= ;Jfil~ffi II{: u 't' .uu 

"The sage Bhrigu was born from fire in the sacrifice ofVaru-oa 
on account of the Brahman. Bhrigu came out of the heart 
:>f the Brahman. From Bhrigu was born the planet S ukra 
[Venus) also called Kavi and Kavisuta ".} In conclusion the 
verse under consideration refers to the Venus and states 
that the Venus having crossed the Jyeshthii is standing in 
the Anuriidbii at the beginning of the War. 

128. It may be objected again that the Venu~ was in 
the Swiiti as stated in the verse 

~~m Flsrt ~~ Rl~ 1 

artrrci it: ~~~ ~ o';f q~1f n " u~Q 

This verse when translated means ~' Venus stands in the 
Swiiti, of course, having crossed Chitrii and it shows the 
destruction ofthe Kurus."· At the time of the War the Venus 
cannot be retrograde in the Chitrii because there it is more 
than 29° from the Sun, the Sun being at least in the 
Jyeshthii. Therefore according to this verse the Venus 
stands in the Swatf having crossed the Chitra. This is 
opposed to what we get in the year minus 1695·3 by calcula
tion. This is the objection against thddentity of t~e year. 

129. But we have calculated the year from data about 
which there can be no dispute. The year cannot, therefore, 
be wrong while the reading of the text can be wrong and mis
taken. Moreover calculations given in the following tables 
show that we do not get the Venus in the Swati aner the 
Amavasya on which the Sun was in·the Jyeshthii in any of the 
years in which we get the required positions of the Saturn the 

' . ' Jupiter and the Mars. · · 

•• Adi Parva, Chapter 66. 
" Bhishma Parva, Chapter 3, 

~ 
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The' following table* gives for each of the years the 
mean Tithi and the m~n Venus at a time when the mean 
Sun is 230°·4:-

The Year Mean Titld ~M~in 
(1) Minus 841·36 6·33 121·64 

(2) 1078·36 24·54 32·0 

(3) 1695·36 9·03246 50·8 

(4) 1932·36 27·24 321•16 

(S) 2549·36 11·73 339·96 

(6) ,. 2786·36 29·94 250·32 

(7) 
" 

3403·36 14·43 268·12 

(8) ; 3640·36 2·64 178·48 

• The calculations in this table and the next are somewhat approximate. 

To these mean Tithis we add or subtract something to 
give plus 2; (for the actual Tithi on the Amiivasya of the 
Kartika was the 2nd Tith1) and we make corresponding addi
tion to the mean Sun and the mean Venus and find the true 
Geocentric Venus from them. The mean Sun that we get 
must be between the minimum and maximum limits of the 
Sun at the beginning of the War, i.e., between 216 and 289 
degrees. The following table shows these calculations :-



i 
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Tithis Mean Mean True 
The Year added or Sun, Venus, Venus, Constellation 

deducted Longitude Long.i· Longitude of the Venus 
in Degrees tude in in Degrees Degrees 

Minus 841•36 ...:. 4·33 226 115 184 Chitra 
I 

! 

I 

I 

+25•67 255 162 21$ VWikhii 

+ 55·61 284 209 253·5 PfirvishiicJhi -.. 1078·36 + 7·46 237·7 44 267·7R Uttii.rishii.4hi 

+ 37·46 266·8 91 256·8R PQrvishiicJhii 

u 1695·36 +22·97 251·74 86·8 220R Anuriidhii 

+52·91 280·84 133·8 235. Iyeshthii 

'' 
1932·36 + 4·76 235 328 272 Uttarishii.qhi 

1t 34·76 264 15 306 Dhanishthii 

.. 2549·36 +20·27 250 12 295 Dhanishthii 

+ 50·21 279 59 325 ~atatiiraki 

.. 2786·36 + 2·06 ~32·4 253 ' 241 MOla 

+32·06 261·5 300 216•5 Uttarisha4lti 

,. 3403·36 + 17·57 248 295 267 Uttarii.shii.9hi 

+ 47·57 277 342 304 Dhanishtha 

" 3640·36 - 0·64 230 178 208•5 . ViSikhii. 

+ 29·36 259 225 245 Mula 

+ 59·36 288 272 281 SrivaQa 

-10·77' 220 162 196 Swati 

Here R means Retrograde. 

This table shows that only in the two years namely minus 
~41 · 36 and minus 3640 · 36 do we get the Venus in the Swati. 
3oth these years are beyond the limits already settled by us. 
rherefore we can say that in no year within the limits .deter
nined by us, do we get the Venus in the Swati arte'r the 
\mavasya on which the Sun is in the Jyeshtha.. It should be 
toted that though in the year minus 3640 · 36 the Venus is in 
he Swati, it is so before the Amavasya on which the Sun is 
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in the Jyeshtha and not after as we require ·and therefore this 
year cannot be said to satisfy the condition that the Venus 
should be in the Swati. 

130. As we do not get any year in which the Venus is 
in the Swiiti, we have to suppose that there is some mistake in 

. the reading of the text. I suggest . the following reading of 
the text that I think to be the correct one. 

~~ !f{: ~~: ij"~ ~ IJ'TlAi: I 

~ ~ftq if~ i4~P.t mRI' II , \ II 

~ ~tJl bf ijtf~ ftmij I 

~rei ft mr'ifoT ~ a5r' ~fa' II , ' II 

~~~~~~~~ 
~lf\vft q'i~~cf a'~~ :q ~~~ It , "· u 

Here I suggest for the word; mt the reading ~at. ~at 
and Rsrt being much similar in writing, ~~ could have been 
misread. for ~mq:. I also suggest and hold that in the origi· 
nal text the verse about the Sweta must have followed that 
about the Syiima because both must be near each other and 
because the verse that contains the words ;, atn~ '· (and also) 
must follow the other verse and not precede it. The trans· 
latiori of this corrected reading is " The black planet Mercury 
dim lik-e :fire with smoke is standing in the bright constellation 
the Jyeshthii and also the white planet Venus stands having 
crossed the ~arne constellation and shows the· destruction of 
the Kurus, the sons of the eldest (::iirs) brother Dhritarashtra. 
[Because the constellation Jyeshthii (~) is crossed over, the 
sons of the Jyeshtha. (::nm) i.e., eldest brother must be 
destroyed.] Surely the planet being terribly resplendent, mo\'~~ 
retrograde and afflicts the Rohil).i, the Sun and the Moon. 
This is a very expressive description of the Venus that we get 
by calculation in minus 1695 ·3 at the beginning of the War. 
The year of the War being proved by the other undisputed 
evidence, suggests the corrections of reading proposed by .m?• 
.and these correct readings in turn confirm the year. ThiS 18 
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the only logical ~ourse and we have already noted it in .the 
first lecture. 

131. Another objection is that according to the verse 
~; etc., the Mercury was to the East of the PaQ4avas50 

and it must, therefore, have been seen on the 18th day of the 
War. But the calculations show that its Kalansas being 126, 
i.e., less than 130 on thai day it could not be seen. How is 
it then described in the verse ? The explanation is this. 
Though it could not be seen on that day its position was 
known, because it was seen only the previous day and there
fore the planet could be described. Or, the keener-sighted 
men of those ancient times may have seen it also, ·on the 18th 
day of the War, but not on the 19th day. Therefore the author 
of the Bhliratez51 could describe it as· standing before the 
PaQ4avas on the 18th day of War and because it was not seen 
on the 19th day, i.e., only one day after Kart,1a's death, be 
could also say that the Mercury became invisible after 
KarQ.a's death in " ~illl ~~~~ Ri~"lt" (see supra, 
paragraphs 72-75). 

132. We see that the distances between the planets are 
greater on the 18th· than on the 1st day ofthe War. On the 
1st day the distance between the Sun and the Venus is 31°·3; 
that between the Mercury and the Mars is 2•·45; that bev' 
tween the Mercury and the Venus is 12°·5 and that between• 
the Sun and the Mars is 16°·35. On-the 18th day the same 
distances are 41 o.9; 9°·2, ~0°·9 and 20°·2 respectively. The 
same is true about the Saturn and tb.e Jupiter whose distances 
from each other and from the Sun must be greater on the 18th 
day of the War than on the 1st day. Thus the planets are all 
separating from each other at the time of KarQa's death. 
Th1s is expressed very vividly in the following verse ::.... 

fir:~ifr ~~~o {{.'-r~<t. ij'ff il~l~l: II 't un 

110 See supra, paragraphs 70, 71. 
11 The Bhlirata is the original work by Vyiisa and the Mahdbltiirata h 

the same increased in size by the additions niade by subsequent editors, 
•= Kar(la Parva, Chapter 37, 
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We must take this to mean that all the seven great planets 
namely the Sun and others (~iq_ ij'ff q~r: )53 were 
seen separating from each other. This is opposed to 
'' ~~" (met together) in Bhishma Parva, Chapter 17, 
verse 2.64 Nilkal}.tha's commentary on this verse runs as 
follows: 

u f.f:~r ~r~ffi' ~: 1 

~~~~~' ~i{i{(P<l)Qi ~Rr ~ij: n 

This shows that Nilkal}.tha also supports our construe· 
tion of H ~R«R'iJ{l!l{l: '', He only differs about the 
mea~ing of H ~:~: ". Our construction of the same, i.e., 
'' separating from each other " agrees with the positions of 
the planets of the minus year 1695·3 at the time of Kan;ta's 
death as already shown. 

133. Now we have to consider a very important objec
tion namely that about the second group.55 How can the 
positions of the planets of the second group be explained ? 
They are the positions of the planets at the time of the 
finishing of the compilation of the Bhiirata by Vyasa. 

134. That Vyasa intended to write the history of the 
War and that he took three years to write it is clear from the 
fo11owing passages:-

. ·~ ij <iftffiifijqf ~ ~ I 
~ =if ~ !fq~f'r qf tff: IlliG 

[Transiation.-" I will proclaim abroad the fame of the 
Kauravas and the Piil;t4avas. Do not bevaiJ."] 

This shows that Vyasa intended to write the Bhiirata 
even before the War began. That Vyasa took three years to 
compose the Bhiirata is shown by the verse: 

aa We cannot construe this otherwise; for the seven great planets include 
the Sun. 

11 See supra, paragraphs 62-65. 
" See supra, para. 78. 
61 Bltishma Parva, Chapter 2. 

V.2,tl :7b :(83). Cr 
lo5o43 ltL 
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~(~: ~({IC'"II"''f ~~ 5iiJ: I 

t{tflfrollf~r.i ~~~ '' '\ 11
57 

[Translation.-Krisht.ui Dwaipayana (V)'asa) compiled 
the Bhorata57a in three years, being constantly engaged in the 
same."] 

135. As Vyasa was very old at the time of th~~ War, 
he would commence the compilation immediately after the 
War for fear of his death preventing the compilation. But 
he could not have found any leisure for at least about two 
months from the commencement of the War, i.e., until after 
the coronation ofYudh~shthira was over. For, the War itself 
took 18 days and it was followed by mourning for thirty days 
($iinti Parl'a, Chapter 1) and the coronation of Yudhishthira 
took about 12 days. We can, therefore, safely infer that 
Vyasa finished the compilation of the Bhiirata about 3 years 
and 2 months after the commencement of the War. The 
)econd group gives a date exactly agreeing with this. We 
!lad obtained three years. from this group namely minus 
1692·2122, minus 3270·21599 and minus 3791·200 and the 
first of these follows the date of the War minus 1695·3 by 
3 ·08 years only, i.e., 381unar months. This is quite decisive 
and shows that the second group corresponds to the finish
ing of the compilation of the Bhiirata by Vyasa. 

136. We will, however, calculate positions of the planets 
in both .the years minus 1692·2122 and minus 3270·21599 
that are within the limits previously settled by us,&" in order 
to remove some doubts that are likely to be taken against the 
year minus 1692·2122. Of course, we have to calculate the 
positions of the planets when the Venus would be stationary. 

17 Adl Parva, Chapter 62. 
57a Note.-The word Mahilbhii.rata in this verse must be understood to 

m.ean the Bhiirata; .ror the subsequent editor who must be the author of 
this verse must destgnate the Bhiirata as the Mahlihhlil'ata to conceal the 
!act that he made additions to the Bhtirata. 

JS See sup;a, para. 59, 



Mean Mean Mean Mean 

Year 
longitude longitude longitude longitude 

of the Sun of the Venus of the Mars of the Jupiter 
in degrees in degrees in degrees in degrees 

- 1692·228 278 84·14 103·85 308·5 

-,3270·1 324 131·84 128·9 300·8 

True True True True 
longitude longitude longitude · longitude 

Year of the Sun of the Venus of the Mars of the Jupiter 
in degrees in degrees . in degrees in degrees 

-1692·228 279 311; stationary 117 • 5 retro- 301·5; in 
in the Sata· grade in the Dhanishthii 
tiraki Mag hi 

- 3270·1 325·9 355·4; station· 101· 5; station· 302·8; in 
ary in the ary in the Dhanishtb5. 
Rewati Pushya; was 

retrograde 
in the Magha 
also 

137. This will show that the year minus 3270 does 
not satisfy the conditions of the second group. For, the 
Venus when stationary is in the Rewati while we Vtant it to 
be stationary in the Piirvabhidrapada, the Uttarabhadra
pada or the Satataraka.{j' Moreover the Sun being 325°·9 
is much in excess of its maximum already determined upon. 
It cannot, therefore, be the year of the War. Nor can it 
be the year of the finishing . of the compilation of the 
Bhlirata by Vyasa; for there is no year, three years previous 
to it satisfying the conditions of the lst group. We must, 
therefore, conclude that the year minus 1692 is the only year 
that satisfies the conditions of the second group and that as 
it does not stand the test of the eclipses, it is not the date of 
the War but the date on which the compilation of the Bhiirara 
was finished. It may be objected that in this year the Jupiter is 
not in the constellation Sravana when the Venus is stationary. 
But this is a defect which is donuD.on to both the years minus 
1692 and minus 3270. It is noteworthy however, that in 

" (Jhishma Parva, Chapter 3, verse 15. See 1upra, para. 78. 
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both these years the Jupiter was actully in the SravaJ)a when it 
was retrograde. This suggests the construction of " ~~ 
fi: ~ ::q ~:" that " the Mars is retrograde in the 
MagM. and the Jupiter was retorgrade in the Sravat;tau. 
Thus we get the year minus 1692·228 from the second group 
as the date on which the compilation of the Bhiirata was 
finished. 

138. This is confirmed by the statement 
~ ..... ~ ",... 60 .... .,.~ :qcr fci'l!O: ~: II ," U 

(The Node is stationed between the Chitrli and the Swliti) 
which is beautifully and accurately explained by the date 
minus I69i·228. For, a partly seen lunar eclipse, i.e., an 
eclipse in which the Moon set while partly eclipsed (~), 
took place 29 iunar months after the lunar eclipse of the 
Klirtika of the year minus 1695 · 3 already referred to, at 1 day 
3 Ghatis 31 Palas (the middle of eclipse) and at the time the 
longitude of the Moon was about 182°. The longitude of 
both the Chitrli and the. Swliti- is 184o and the latitude is 
minus 2° and plus 30° respectively; the Moon was, therefore, 
almost on the straight line between the Chitrli and the Swliti. 
The place of the Rlihu is the same as the place, of the Moon 
at the time of the eclipse. Therefore, it could be said that 
the Rlihu is stationed between the Chitrli and the Swati. A 
subsequent lunar eclipse was seen ~ix months later. But 
then the longitude of the Moon was about 353° and that will 
not remove the impression that the R.ahu was between the 
Chitra and the Swati. The year minus 3270 ·1 does not 
explain the statement we are discussing. This shows that 
we have found out the year correctly from the second group. 

139. The statement in the second group that the Venus 
went round to the North(~ ij ~) was not made a basis 
for calculation of the date. However, we get this condition
also on the date calculated and decided to be the date of the 

• Bhis/mlll Parva, <llapter 3. 
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finishing of the compilation of the Bharata by Vyasa. Solio
c'entric longitude of the Venus is then 84° as already seen and 
the longitude of its Node is ~7°·6. Therefore, its latitude is 
North and is also increasing, i.e.~ its northern latitude is in
creasing, while being stationary its motion in longitude is zero. 
This wo.uld give an appearance that the planet turned .round 
and went to the North. This exactly agrees with the 
description fn the Bharata and confirms the calculated date. 

140. ·The date minus 1692 · 228 being thus only 3 years 
and 2 lunar months apart from the date of the War must be 
that of. the finishing of the compilation of the Bharata by 
Vyasa. " Why then has the second group been given along 
with the first in the same chapter? " My theory is that this is 
one of the confusions created by the subsequent editors of 
the Bharata. · · 

141. As first composed by Vyasa, the Bharata must 
have contained only the history upto the coronation of 
Yudhishthira 'or the death of Bhishma; for Vyasa finished 
the work within 3 years after the War. The second group 
must have first .stood at the end of this original compilation 
by Vyasa. But when Vaishampayana added the Asva· 
medhika and other parvas to complete the history of the 
Pal).c;lavas, he could not allow the second group to remain 
where·it was and for want of a better place, he put it in the 
;ame chapter as the first group. This is supported by the 
~act that the .statements of the second group are found only 
n this one chapter and nowhere else. No better explanation 
>f the existence of the two groups suggests itself and we are 
.herefore constrained to accept it. 

142. Thus it is proved beyond doubt that the War began 
in Idavatsara (see supra, para. 98 parenthesis) on the Amii· 
vasya of the Kartika by the calendar of those days, i.e., actu· 
ally on Monday the Pratipada of the bright half of the 
Margasirsha according to the calendar of those days but 
really of th.e Pausha in the year minus 1695·3. 
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143. We shall now enquire into the details of the 

calendar of those days. The Vedanga-Jyotisha came into 
existence in about 1400 B.C. (see Dixit, page 88). At the 
time of the War, therefore, the Vedanga-Jyotisha or 
some modified form of it must have been in vogue. 
In the Vedanga-Jyotisha, the beginning of the first 
Yuga was to be determined by actual observation, as 
the verse ~1m, &c., shows (see supra, para 38). Such a 
beginning cannot be observed by the naked eye exactly. It 
must, therefore, have been taken, presumably, at sunrise; 
for, the Indians begin their day at sunrise. We, therefore, 
take it that the first Yuga began at sunrise. In the Yajur
Vedanga-Jyotisha. the Yuga consisted of 1831 days, i.e., a com
plete number of days (see supra, para 41). Therefore 
according to it every subsequent Yuga also must have begun 
at sunrise. The Amavasya of the Kartika of the Idavatsara 
must, therefore, end according to the YajurVedanga-Jyotisha, 

at (1050-16 ~~ days from sunrise; i.e., ~t about 4 

Ghatis from sunrise. But we· have seen that this .Amavasya , 
ended between 29 and 42 Ghatis from sunrise (see supra, para. 
116). It follows, therefore, that the Yajur-Vedanga-Jyotisha 
was not in vogue at tlie time of the War. A modified form of 
the· Yajur- Vedanga-Jyotisha, in which a ratio between days 
and Tit~is more accurate than 61/62 was adopted, must have 
been in vogue at the time of the War. The first Yuga 
of this modified system also must have begun at sunrise. 

144. We have seen that the maximum duration of the 
13th Tithi of the dark half of the Aswina of the year of the 
War was 13 Ghatis from sunrise and its minimum duration was 
zero Ghatis from mean sunrise (see supra, para. 116). We 
would not be far from truth if we suppose that the duration 
of that 13th Tithi from sunrise was 6! Ghatis and that the 
duration of the Aswina Amavasya was 4! Ghatis from mean 
sunrise. The duration of the Amavasya <>f the preceding 
Sravaoa would then be i of a Ghati from mean sunrise. Thus 
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~here is no. h.arn1 if we take it that the Amaviisya of the 
Sdivm;u approximately ended at mean81 sunrise according 
to · the calendar then in vogue. · 

1.45. Now Vyasa says:

::i!f~ol~~" m!'ififttJ~or~~ 1 

at~T~J;;f ~PH ri ail:~~ ~~- 1i \ ':t 1162 

[Translation.-"! saw a day on which the constellation 
of the Sun and the Moon was brilliant and on which the 
Kshaya (~H.J), i.e., d'eduction of days was without a remainder. 
This forebodes evil."] 

146. The verse purports to tell that something unusual 
happened. The constellation of the Sun is always invisible. 
But the constellation of the Moon is invisible only on an 

· Amavasya day. The visibility of the Moon's constellation 
is an unusual thing only if this occurs on an Amaviisya day. 
The verse, therefore, must be taken to mean that on an 
Amavasya day, the constellation of the Moon and of course 
that of the Sun could be seen. This is clearly the result of 
the fact alteady shown that the dimension of the year taken 

.in the Vedfinga-Jyotisha was not correct. 68 

147 .. Deduction of days meansthe deduction to be made 
from the Tit his to find out the number of days they correspond 
to. To find this~ in Vediinga·Jyotisha, 62 Tithis are taken to be 
equal to 61 days. ·It has been shown tha:t in the Mahabhiirata 
days tbis ratio was found to be incorrect and another was 
adopted. What was the new ratio adopted? To get a 
deduction that has no remainder the ratio must be 
expressed by integers. Such a ratio which is more accurate 
than 61/62, is 63/64 that is 63 days for 64 Tithis. It is not 
possible that the astronomers of those days could have found 
a more accurate ratio, as io the later Pitiimaha Siddhiinta 

11 Tho Veda11ga..Jyolisha knew the distinction between true and mean 
sunrise, as clearly it knew the di9tinction between true and mean duration 
of the day. See Dixit, p. 90. 

11 Bhishma Parva, Chapter 2. 
11 See supra, para. 50. 
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described in the Panchasiddhiintikii of Varaha:mihira 
we find the same (a arcrt:~q'-Jlill{" ; see my Bhiiratiya 
Jyoti~siistra NirikshaiJ.a, page 75). This·ratio in the Yajur
Vedanga-Jyotisha is 183Ij1860 but this would give a deduction 
without remainder at the end of a Yuga only : while in the 
statement under consideration it happened some time before 
t.he Kartika Arnavasya, the Adhika Magha being the end of 
a Yuga. It follows, therefore, that the ratio of days and 
Tithis taken in the Mahiibhiirata days was 63/64. And by 
this ratio a deduction in Tithis without a remainder was 
obtained at some Amavasya before the beginning of the War. 

This conclusion takes us to another important inference 
namely that the months then began with the bright ·Paksha. 
For by this ratio we cannot get a deduction without a remain
der on an Amavasya, if the months begin with the dark 
Paksha, as the formula for finding it· then becomes 
30x Months+ 15 ·h . h d' . b. b 
----"7"

64
::- ' w ere t ~ tvtsor emg an even num er 

and the number to be divided being an uneven number, we 
would never get an interger for the quotient. Therefo~e, the 
lunar months then began with the bright Paksha as in the 
Vediinga-Jyotisha, for then the formula for finding the deduc-
. b 30 x Months h' h. . . tlon ecomes 64 w tc can gtve an mteger. 

· 148. The Kartika Amavasya . was not itself the 
Amavasya of deduction in the Tithis without a remainder 
(fi{(ift"'ttr~~f:() for in that case the wording would have been. 
u ar{t~r;i lfCI~~" (To-day is the day of deduction jn the Tit his 
without a remainder) instead of "e:riR:t:;i';r'-Jrt2.,. Now to 
find such an Amiivasya of deduction in Tithis without a 
remainder, we shall get a series of solutions and ,we ought to 
accept that solution, which would give the least distance 
between the Kartika · Amavasya and the Amavasya of 
deduction in Tithis without a remainder ; for Vyasa would 
not have inferred dark future from such an Amavasya 
unless it was very near the Kartika Amavasya. 
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149. At the time of the War,. ldiivatsara the third of 
the five years of the Yoga was going on (s~e supra, paragraph 
98, parenthesis). This shows that from the begipning of the 
system of the Mahiibhlirata Calendar to the beginning of the 
War _some , cycles and 35 months had passed. But 
how many :cycles ? By taking the ratio between days 
and Tithis to be 63/64, the length of the 62 lunar months 
of one Yuga becomes 1830·9375 days, while the actual length 
is 1830·8964 days. Thus there is a mistake of 0·0411 days 
in one_ Yuga. As the mistake in Tithis amounted to about 
2 days ot Tithis, about 48 Yugas must have passed between 
the War and the beginning of the system of the calendar 
in the Mahiibhlirata. But even any number of Yugas more 
than 25 and less than 66 would give a difference of 2 Tithis 
between the· real Tithi and that of the calendar. 

150. Now we have to find out the number of Yugas 
that would give a deduction in Tithis without a remainder 
on an Amavasya before the War. The general indeterminate 
equation that we get is:-

. <62 X~ 2a) X 30 = Y (here X and Y ar~ integers), 

·where X is the number of past Yugas andY, the Tithi-Kshayas · 
(deduction in Tithis) and where (62 X + 2a) represents 
the number of. lunar months from the beginning of the system 
of the Mahiibhlirata Calendar to the Amiivasya of deduction 
in Tithis without a remainder in the year of the War, 'a' 
being any integral number. The general solution is this:-

X -a ) '"'10 = S (here X and S are integers . 

151. We get a Kshayamiisa at the end of 19, 25, 31, 38, 
44, 50, 57, 63 or 69 Yugas, the total number of Kshayamasas 
being 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or 11 respectively. Again we want 
to get deduction in Tithis without a remainder on the Amii
vasyi of any month before the Kirtika and the Kartika is the 
3Sth month of the Yuga. Therefore 2 a = 35- Kshaya
masas- D, where D is the number of months between the 
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Amavasya of the Kartika and the Amavasya of deduction in 
Tit his without a remainder. Therefore, D == 35- Kshaya· 
masas- 2a. We have to accept that solution that gives the 
least positive D. The solutions are given below :-

a . I X l D I X .I D I X D 

0 *16 .. *32 30 48 28 

1 17 .. *33 28 49 26 

2 18 .. *34 26 •so 23 

3 •19 26 *35 24 •s1 21 

4 •2o 24 36 22 •52 19 

s *21 22 37 20 *53 17 

6 *22 20 *38 17 *54 15 

7 23 18 *39 15 55 .13 
' 8 24 16 *40 13 56 11 

9 •25 13 *41 ' 11 . •51 8 

10 •26 11 42 9 *58 I 6 

11 *27 9 43 7 *59 4 

12 •28 . 7 •44 4 •60 2 

13 29 5 *45 ' 2 61 0 

14 30 3 "'46 0 62 -2 
15 *31 0 •47 -2 •63 -5 
16 •32 -2 48 -4 •64 .. 
17 *33 -4 49 I -6 *65 .. 
18 •34 -6 •so -9 *66 .. 
19 •3s -8 *51 -11 67 .. 

j 

20 36 -10 *52 -13 68 .. 
21 37 -12 *53 - 15 *69 .. 
22 •38 -15 •54 -17 •7o .. 
23 •39 -17 ss. -19 •71 .. 
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152. Of these solutions four are wortn consideration. 

(1) a= 13, X= 61 and D= 0 
(2) a,= 12, X= 60 and D= 2 
(3) a= 13, X= 45 and D= 2. 
·(~) .. a= 14, X= 30 and D= 3 

The first solution gives us deduction in Tithis without a re
mainder on the Amavasya of the Kartika. We have shown 
that this is not what Vyasa meant and, therefore, this solution 
is to be rejected. Moreover, the Amavasya of the Kartika 
in the year of the War ends towards. evening and if there was 

. a deduction ~n. Tithis without a remainder at the end of this 
Amavasya, there would be a complete number of days be
tween the .end of this Amavasya and the beginning of the 
system of the Yugas. This would mean that the system of 
·the Yugas began in the evening. But the Indians never 
began their day in the eyening (see supra, para. 143). 
For this reason also this solution is to be rejected. Any 
solution in which D is an even number is to be rejected for 
this reason also. The second solution would not be able to 
account for the mistake in the beginning of the UttarayaJ)a 
that is as large as 24·54 days as shown hereafter." This 
mistake ·amounts to 4. 726465 days in one cycle of 5 years 

· · and is corrected by 2 ·53 days when Kshayamasa is taken 
at the end of 19th, 25th, 31st, 38th, 44th, 50th 57th, 63rd, 
or 69th cycle; so the mistake in 60 cycles and 3 years 
would be only 17 ·814 days. Therefore this solution 
is to be rejected. The third solution is to be rejected for a 
similar reason. All solutions that are to be rejected for this 
reason are marked by(*) in the table of solutions given above. 
All. solutions wherein D is Jess than zero are of course to be 
rejected.: Of the solutions that give positive D, we have to 
accept that which gives the smallest · D. Therefore, the 
most acceptable solution is the fourth, i.e., X= 30 and D = 3. 

" See l11{ra, para. 206. 
11 See ;infra, para. 211. 
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. 153. By taking it that the system of the calendar began 
30 Yugas and 35 months before the War we get a deduction 
in the Tithis without a remainder on the Sraval}.a Amaviisya of 
the year of the War. For, from the beginning to this Amii
viisya, we get (30 x 62, ·+ 32) months and from them four 
lunar months that mpst have been omitted at the end of 
e,very six or seven Yugas as already shown, must be deducted. 
Thus we get 1888 months and 56640 Tithis. · Dividing the 
Tithis by 64, we get the deduction of 885 days and the days 
of the Tithis· would be 55755. Therefore, the number of 
days between the beginning of the system of the Yugas and 
the Amiivasya of the Sraval}.a in the year of the War is 
55755 exactly. Now we know that the Amavasya of this 
Sraval}.a ended at mean sunrise approximately. Therefore, the 
system of the Yugas also must have begun at mean sunrise 
approximately. But we will have to go further ·and say 
that the system of the Yugas began at mean sunrise exactly 
because a beginning ·of the system at an odd hour is not 
possible. The discussion in supra, paragraph 143, also 
supports this conclusion. Therefore, we conclude that the 
system of the Yugas began at mean sunrise 30 Yugas 
and 35 months before the War and that, therefore, 
the Amavasya of the Sriival}.a in the year of the War ended 
at mean sunrise. 

154. As the Sraval}.a ·Amavasya ends at zero Ghatis, 
the A.swina Amiiviisya must end at 3! Ghatis and the 13th 

· Titht of the day on which the solar eclipse occurred must 
end at 5! Ghatis. This agrees well with our previous con
clusion that the duration of the 13th Tithi on that day was 
zero in the least and 13 Ghatis at the greatest. 66 From this 
we obtain the result that the Amiivasya of the Kiirtika on 

which the War began was 35 :~ Ghatis ~y the ~alendar of 
those days. 

ea See supra, para, 116. 
6 
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155. Let us now consider the objections to the year 
and the Tithi found out by us, first those to the year and 
then those to the .Tithi. 

156. The first and the foremost objection to the year 
is that though it accords with the number of kings given in 
the Pural}.as between the War and Chandragupta Mourya, it 
. does not accord with the number of years given in the 
Pural}.as between the War and Chandragupta Mourya; and 
that the number of kings given in the Puri.il;tas is unreliable 
and the number of years given there is reliable, because the 
Pural)as themselves say that important kings only are given 
by them, in the statement 

:m~: ~ ;mreliJ ~II'''-~ 1167 

To meet this objection we must examine the Paural)ika 
Dynasties carefully. The Dynasties68 are given below :-

" Yayu PIITii(la, Chapter 99. 
11 See Yii)'ll Purii(la, Chapter 99; Matsya PIITa(IQ, Chapters 27o-73; 

Yuh{UI Puraf,lfl, AnSa 4th, Otapters 23/24; and Bhiigavata Pur6(14, Skandba 
9, Chapter 22 and Skandba 12, Chapters 1/2. 



The Kings of the Biirhadratha Line 

Vdyu Purlit;~a Matsya Purdi)Q 

List A Vish~;~u Ptud~;~a Bhdgavata Purd(za 
Years Name of King Name of King 

Name of King I ):"ears Name of King I Years 

58 (1) Somiipi Miirjiiri Somiidhi 58 Somadhi 58 

64 (2) Srutasravas Srutasravas Srutasravas 64 Sruta5ravas 64 

36 (3) Ayutayus Ayutiiyus Ayutiiyus 26 Apratipi 36 

100 (4) ~iriimitra Niramitra Niramitra 100 Niramitra 40 

56 (5) Sukshatra Sunakshatra Suktitta 56 Suraksha 56 

23 (6) Btihatkarmii Btihatsena Brihatkarmii 23 Brihatkarmii 23 
, 

50 (7) Senajit Karmajit Senajit .. Senajit 50 

40 (8) Srutanjaya Sritanjaya Srutanjaya 40 Srutanjaya 40 

. 93 { (9) Vipra Vipra .. 35 Vibhu 28 

(10) Sucbi Sue hi Suchi 58 Suchi 58.+6 

28 (U) Kshemya Kshema Kshema 28 Kshema 28 

64 (12) Suvrata Suvrata Bhuvata 64 Anuvrata 64 

35 (13) Dharma Dharmasutra Dharmanetra s Sunetra 35 
/ 



The Kings of .the Biirhadr~tha Line { Contd.) 

rayu Pura~a 
list A VishQU Purii{la 8hiigavata Purd(la 
Years NameofKing Name of King 

I 
. Name of King Years 

58 (14) Susrama Sarna .. 58 

38 (15) ~- ~. .. Suvrata 38 

58 (16) Dcir,lhasena Dyuq~atsena DriQ.hasena 58 

33 {17) Sumati Sumati Sumati 33 

32 (18) Subala Sumala Suchala 22 

40 (19) Sunita Sunitha Suchala 40 

83 (20) Satyajit Satyajit Satyajit 83 
53 (21) Visvajit Visvajit Wirajit 53 
50 (22) Ripunjaya Ripunjaya Arinjaya so 

TOTAL 1092 Total of years Total of years Total of years 
(as given by the (as given by the (as given by the 

Purii(ta) PuriiQa) Purt'JQa) 
1,000 1,000 1,000 

Number of Kings Number of Kings (as given by the (as given by the 
PuraQa) 

I 
PurW.ta) 32 from 

i 21 Brihadratha 

Mf.lts.v~ Plf'iil,za 

Name of King l Years 

Nivriti 58 

Trinetra 28 

Dyuinatsena 48 

Mahinetra 33 

Achala 32 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
Ripuojaya .50 

Total of years 
(a$ given by the 

Pura(IQ) 
1,000 

Number of Kings 
(as given by the 

PuraQa) 32 from 
Brihadratha 

' 

<»-
0-



Kings of the Pradyotana·Line 

VayuPura1,1a Matsya Puriil)a 

Vishllll Purii!ID Bhdgavata Pwii1,1a 
Name of King Name of King 

I 
., > 

NameofKing Years Name of King Years 

(1) Pradyota Pradyota Pradyota 23 Son of Pulaka ;l3 

(2) Piilaka Piilaka Piilaka 24 Pal aka 28 

(3) ViSii.khayiipa Visiikhayupa Visakhayupa so Visiikhayiipa 53 

(4) Janaka Riijaka 
, 

Ajaka 31 Suryaka 21 

I (5) Nandivardhana Nandivardhana Nandivardhana 20 Nandivardhana 30 

. Total number of years Total number of years Total number of years Incomplete in Calcutta Edition . 
(as given by the (as given by the (as given by the Bombay Edition gives the total of 

Puriil)as) Puriir.ra) Puriir.ra) 52 years for all five Kings. 
138 138 138 

-



Kings of the $at§unaga Line 

Jfcf)'U Purcf(UI Matsya Pur1J11a 

>loA .. - J BhtJfaVata Purd1,1a 
Nome of King Name of Kina 

Name of Kina Year& -Name 9r Kina Years 

(I) Si,unAaa Si6unAaa SiAunllan 40 Si4unliaa 40 

(2) K4kavaron KAkavaro• Sakavaroa 36 Kikavarl)a 36 
(3) KshemavanM Kshemavarmll · Kahemavarml\ 20 KahemadhAmll 36 

(4) Ksbatraujas KsbetraJna Ajil.tasatru 2$ Kshemajit 24 
(5) BindusAra. Vidhisnra Ksbatraujas 40 Vindbyasena 28 

.. .. .. .. KAnvAyana 9 

.. .. .. .. Bhllmimitra 14 
(6) Ajiltdatru Ajl\tasatru Vivisira 28 AjlitaMtru 27 
(7) Darbhaka Darbhalca Dariaka 25 Van§aka 24 
(8) 'Udoyana Ajaya 'Udayt 33 . Udllst 33 
(9) Nandivardhana Nandivardbana Nandivardhana • 40 Nandivardhana 40 

(10) Mabinandl Mahllnandl Mahilnandl 43 Mahllnandl 43 
Total number of years Total number of years Total number of years • Total number of years · {as given by the Purii(la) as given by the Purtlvo) (as given by the PuriJ(Ia) ' as given by the Purii!la) 362 . 360 362 360 

• The reading in the tellt sivea 42 years, but the reading is incorrect for there are nine letters in the Pi\da of the verse. So, we 
have to red " "lc<!llf\~Ui\ '' for " i'H~II~ ", 
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157. The Pural}.as all agree in saying that after the 
Satsunaga kings, the Nandas ruled for 100 years, the 
Mauryas for 137 years, the Sungas for 112 years, and the 
Kal}.vas for 45 years. The Andhras, the last of whom is 
Puloman, then ruled for 456 years. according to the Vish1J,u 
Pura7Ja and the Bhagavata Pura7Ja and 460 years according 
to· the Vayu PuralJa that gives an incomplete list. 

158. Now the objectors find the date of the W11! in this 
way:-;:- . . 

1000 years for Barhadratha Kings 
138 , Pradyotana , 
362· , · SaiSunaga , 
100 , Nanda . " 
322 B.C. the date of the accession of Chandragupta 

Mourya 

1922 B.C. or mip.us 2420 by our way of giving time. 

These objectors have not, however, carefully examined 
the dynast~es in the Pural}.as, as we will show below. 

159. According to the Pural}.as the ten Saisunaga kings 
ruled for 362 years. This gives an average of 36 years for 
one king. The five Pradyotana kings ruled for 138 years; 
this gives an average of 27 ·6 years for one king. The 
twenty-two kings of the Barhadratha line ruled' for 1000 
years and this gives an average of 45 · 5 years for one king. 
It is a historical fact that the average for one king of any line 
does not exceed 25 years and this is explained by the fact that 
a man generally gets a son at the age of 25 or even before 
that. These large averages therefore, need an explanation. 

160. The objectors say that some kings are omitted from 
the lists though the years of their rule are included in the 
total years given. This is untenable. For, the Pural}.as give 
the years of each king separately and the separate years alone 
almost make up or even at times exceed the total they have 
given and leave very little or no room for the years of 
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the unnamed kings. The statement "Slt1lltiQJG: 3R~11Tfir " 
really means that only those that became kings are men~ 
tioned in the dynasties and not that some kings in the dynasties 
are omitted. In historical works moreover, such omissions 
would also be quite unreasonable and unhistorical and 
should not be supposed to have been resorted to by the 
PuraQ.as. Moreover, the averages obtained from the addition 
of the separate years of the named kings are also excessive, 
even at times almost double of what they ought to be. How 
can this be. explained ? It cannot be explained unless we 
suppose that the PuraQ.as omitted each alternate king and 
included his years in those of his successor or predecessor. 
But this supposition is quite absurd . 

.161. Moreover, the PuraQ.as also give the total number 
of years from the birth of Parikshit, i.e., from the Bhirata War 
to th~ crowning of Mahiipadma, the first of the Nanda Kings 
and from his crowning to the end of the reign of Pol oman, 
in the following verses and these conflict with the totals of 
the dynasties given separately. I will therefore, discuss 
these verses in detail. 

162. (a) · 

an(~'?.!' ~crer \if~ ~~of" 1 

. ~~ tt ~ij tl::cri{~ffi~ II ~ \ II 

· ijijo · ~IS[~r ~~~~illffif "l"Tf'{ 1 

a tcr(r~ ~1: ~ ~orr :tfl~T ~-.n: II '' II 

~~r ;rcrr+~r ~~~ ~1&1- ;rm: 1 

oi{T ~31~1S[ <ti~ft if~Rr II ~' 11
60 

-[Translation.-" One thousand and one hundred and fif~ 
teen (1115) years will pass ... from your (Parikshit's) birth to 
the coronation· of Nanda. The seven l,Ushis, i.e., the stars in 
the Great Bear, stand conjoined with one constellation for 
one hundred years of men. They are at present in your time 
in the constellation Magha. When the seven great ~;tishis 

• Bhagavata Pura~ta Sk.andha 12, Chapter 2. 
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will go from .the Magha to the Piirvasha<;lha then, i.e., from 
the time of the Nandas, the Kali will grow in strength."] 

We have similar verses in the Vishpu Purava in 24th 
Chapter, 4th Ansa, where for ';mi ' we have the reading 
'W' (see verses 104 to 112) and for r.fcr<{~ we have 
ri"'!lltl~'d(i(. 

Some persons have translated this 26th verse as, 

" One thousand 'five hundrd and ten years will pass 
.... etc." But it is clear that this is not the meaning of the 
author of the Bhagavata. For, in the 32nd verse the same 
period is given in terms of the constellations traversed by the 
~ishis. The ttishis were supposed to be in the _Magha at 
the time of Parikshit and they were supposed to .take hundred 
years to traverse one constellation as stated here. This is also 
well known (see Dixit, page 373). Thus to go from the Magha 
to the Piirvasha<;thii they cannot take more than 1100 years. 
We cannot, therefore, accept the meaning that 1510 years 
passed between the birth of Parikshit and the coronation of 
Nanda. This ~s supported by the reading in the Vish!IU PuriilJa. 
Moreover, such a construction would require the wording to be 
' ~f.l ri~ ' which is not the case here. 

163. (b) The following passage from the Mastya 
Purii~;ta is also very clear and unambiguous :-

·;J{ftJ~~ ij~ooa: 1 

ttal~ ~W l{:qr~ u \'-\ 11 
~" . .. ' 
<n~ (NT~ ~ftJ~a~ ~= 1 . . " ...... am· ~fr<.rlr ~ l71ltlliif ~un: ~= 11 \\ 11 

alctt<filwid( ~ amlffin{ttrRT~a: 1 

il~ ij- $~tffi: ~: !laftifu: II \" II vo, 7l 

70 Matsya Purii!la, Chapter 273. 
71 There is a similar passage in the Vayu Purii1.1a, Chapter 99. We have 

given above the reading from the Calcutta Edition. The Bombay Edition 
does not differ in any material point from this reading. 

Mr. Karandikar, the learned editor of the Kesari, however, says that 
in some copies of the Voyu Puriif)a, the reading is lj:qitffi (meaning five 



[Translation.-" From the birth of Parikshit to the 
crowning of~ (Mahapadma) (the first of the Nanda line) 
the period amounts to .1050 years. So also the period be· 
tween Mahapadma and Pouloman, the last of the Andhras, 
amounts to 836 years. This is the period between the end 
of the .Andhras and Parikshit, i.e., 1886 years. These years 
have been told by }.tishis learned in the Puraoas in the 
portion of the PuraQ.as dealing with the future. "1 

164. Do these periods agree witli the totals given for 
each dynasty? The following calculation will show it:-

100(} Barhadratha Kings 
138 Pradyotana ,, 

· 362 Saisunaga , 
100 Nanda 
137 Maurya 
112 Sunga· 
45 Kaova 

456 Andhra 

" 

" 

" 
. 2350. Total according to the dynasties. 

hundred) instead of c:fii~ and that this reading is proved to be the 
correct one by the verse 

· ct ~~ ~tll~T: ems qrfu'ifi!sm I 
. . artma a lifSI~~ ~ "6 ~ " n 

that follows the three verses we are discussing (see " Kuarl,.. 13th 
December 1938). But the word, mr ill! meaning io ;, .ily opliuon ·;,, imply that 
there was another opinion also.· Moreover the reading ~. and its inte~ 
pretation by Mr. Karandilcar cannot be take~ in the corresponding verses io the 
Jlishvu and the Bh4gavota Purill)as for the rea,son already given in paragraph 
162 a. It, therefore, appears that the reading q1JVij' is the result of a cor
rection made in modern times for. removing inconsistencies in the Purll.Q.as: 
this reading cannot, therefore, be .accepted. Even if it be acc:epted and con· 
&trued to mean five hundred, there arises a conftict between the Jlayu Purdt}a 
on the one side and the JlisiJI)u and the Bhilgavata Pura'}Qs. on the other. 
Mr. Karandikar has not explained away thi5 conftict. Therefore the date 
of the Mahabhlirata War based upon this reading and its interpretation by 
Mr. Karandikar cannot be ac:c:epted as correct, especially as the reading can 
be interpreted to mean one hundred and five also. Even if we interpret 
q:qw to mean one hundred and five, we cannot ac:c:ept that readins. be· 
cause it cannot be reconciled with other statements in the Puril.n,as. 
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B~t acc~rding to the statement under discussion the 
same period amounts to 1050 plus 836, i.e., 1886. 

165. There is a difference of about 500 years between 
these two calculations and this is about half of the period of 
the Barhadratha Kings. This is suggestive. Did the author of 
this statement in the Matsya Puriitta and the authors of similar 
statements in the Vishttu Puriitta, the Bhiigavata and the Viiyu 
'PuriilJ.aS know that the real period of the Barhadratha kings. 
was half of what is stated in the dynasties in the PuraJ)as. 

166. To decide this we should calculate the real period 
of the Barhadratha Kings. In the lists given above there is 
some difference between the M atsya Puriitta, and the V ayu 
Puriitta about the years of some kings. Let us take the larger 
number where there is a difference. But in the case of the two 
contiguous Kings Vibhu and Suchi, we know that according 
to the Matsya they together ruled for 92 years and'according 
to the Viiyu they ruled for 93 years. Therefore let us take 
93 years for both tog'ether. In this way we get the lis,t shown 
as the list A above and we get the maximum period for which 
the Barhadratha Kings may have reigned; half of it is 546. 

· . Taking this to be real period of the Barhadratha Kings we get 
the following calculation:- · 

546 Barhadratha Kings 
138 Pradyotana , 
362 Saisunaga ,., 

· 100 Nanda 
U7 Maurya 
112 Sunga 
45 Ka1,1va 

456 Andhra 

1896 Total. 

,; 
., 
,, 
" 

This differs from the years given by the Mat sya by only 
ten years. If, however, in the list A we take the years of 
Ayutayus and Suchala to be 26 and 22 as told by the Viiyu 
Purii~;~a, the addition of the years of all the Barhadratha 
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Kings will be 1072 and half of it will be 536. If now we take 
the period of the Barhadratha Kings to be 536 years instead 
of 546 years in the calculation just made we get the figure of 
the Matsya Purii'(la.71 Does this not show that the author 
of these verses in the Matsya Purii'(la knew that the real years 
of the Barhadratha Kings were 536, that is, half of what 
were told in the dynasties? This is wha~· the excessive 
average of the periods of their reigns also suggests. 

167. Apply this same principJe to the Pradyotana and 
the Saisunaga Kings; for their averages also are large.· We 
then get the following calculation for the date of the Bharata 
War. 

536 
69 

180 
100 

Barhadratha Kings 
Pradyotana , 
Saisunaga , 
Nanda , 

312 B.C. the da!e of the coronation of 
Chandragupta Mourya. 

78 · 3 the period between the beginnings of 
the Christian Era and the Saka Era. 

420 The Saka year which we have taken as 
Zero-date, i.e., the years from the 
beginning of the Saka Era to our 
Zero-date. 

1695·3 Total. 

'" Note.-lt may be objected that the Matsya Puriit)JJ gives the period 
from Pa.rildhit's birth to Pouloman's end, in two parts and that these parts 
do not agree with our calculation. According to our calculation the first 
part from Parikshit's birth to the beginning of the Nandas would be 1036 
years and the second part is equal to 850 years while the Mats.va Puriil)ll gives 
the two parts as 1050 and 836 years. Our two parts are together equal to the 
two of the Matsya Puriit)JJ taken together but our first is less by 14 and our 
other part greater by 14 than the corresponding parts of the ,Mats.va. This 
only proves that a doubtful period of 14 years passed between the beginning 
of the reign of Mahapadma and his coronation and it may be that this period 
of 14 years represents the period of conflict between SiSunaga, given in the 
Jist from Mahiimnso just hereafter and Mahiipadma. thf! first of the Nanda 
Kings, before the latter's coronation. Some included this period of 14 years 
in the reign of the Nandas and some in that of the SiSunagas and therefore 
the difference between different statements came into e:(istence. 
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Thus we get the very year we got from the astronomical 
data. 

168. Objections may be raised against this calculation 
(1) that the date of Chandragupta's coronation is 322 B.C. 
and not 312 B.C. and (2) that the periods of the Barhadratha, 
the" Pradyotana and the Saisunaga Kings only have been 
halved and not of the others, i.e., of the Nandas. To answer 
·these we refer the reader to the following lists from the 
Mahlivanso, Chapters II, IV and V, and the Purai).aS respec
tively. 

Kings Years in Kings Years in 
Mahiivanso Puriit;~as 

l. Ajatasatru 32 

. 2. Udayi-bhadraka · 16 Udayi 

3. Aniruddhaand Munda 8 Nandivardhana 33 

4. Nagadasaka t. 24 Mahiinandi 40 

5. Sisunaga .• 181 43 

6. Katasoka .. 28 

. 7. Nandas (ten) nj 124 
8. , (nine) 22 Nandas (nine) 100 

9. Chandragupt!l 34 \ Chandragupta 24 

10. Bindusiira .. 211 

11. Asoka 37 

169. The lists show that to make up the hundred years 
of the Nandas mentioned by the Purai).as, we have to include 
18 years of Sisunaga and also the first ten years of Chandra
gupta. This shows that the Purai).as did not include the 
first ten years of Chandragupta's reign in his •reign but in 
that of the Nandas and that there was a period of ten years 
(of conflict) that was doubtful, some. including it in the reign 
of the Nandas and some in that of Chandragupta and that 
Chandragupta reigned for 34 years altogether. Now 
Chandragupta became !<ing in 322 B.C. undoubtedly; but 
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the first ten years of his reign having been included by the 
Pural}.as in the 100 years of the Nandas, we have to take 
312 B.C. as the beginning of his reign if we take tOO years as 
the ·period of the Nandas. . 

This is what we have done. Had we taken 322 B.C. as 
date of his coronation we would have been required to take 
90 years only as the period of the Nandas and the result 
would have been the same. 

170. In verse 21, Chapter V of the Mahavanso .it is 
stated that 218 years passed between the coronation of A§oka · 
and the Nirval}.a of Buddha. In verse 32 of Chapter II it is 
stated that the· Buddha's NirvaQ.a took place in th~ 8th year 

· {~'4) of Ajatasatru's reign and that Ajatasatru reigned 
for 24 years after NirvaQ.a. We do not get 218 years be· 
tween the NirvaQ.a and Asoka's coronation unless we suppose 
that Ajata8atru reigned for 16 years altogether, i.e., i of his 
years of reign stated by M ahiivanso and unless the reign of 
Aniruddha and Munda is taken to be of 18 years. For, in 
that case, we get the period in this way :-

8 years from the Nirvaoa to the end of Ajata;. 
satru's reign. . 

. 16'Udayibhadraka. 
18 Aniruddha and Munda. 
24 Nagadasaka. 
18 Sisunaga. 
28 KaUisoka. 
22 Nandas (Ten). 
22 Nandas (Nine). 
34 Chandragupta. 
28 Bindus~ra. 

218 Total (years). 

Therefore we m~y safely say that the real period of 
Ajatasatru's reign is 16 years and that of Aniruddha and 
Munda is 18 years. 
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171. The period.of 124 years of the Nandas and 
Chandragupta given by the PuraJ)aS corresponds exactly with 
124 years of the M ahavanso from tlie beginning of Sisunaga to 
the end of Chandragupta. But corresponding to the 116 years 
of Udayi, Nandivardhana and Mahanandi given by the 
PudiJ)as, we have. 58 years of Udayibhadraka, Aniruddha 
and Munda and Nagadasaka, i.e., exactly half of the former, 
the years of Aniruddha and Munda being really 18 as shown 
above, t~ough stated to be eight. The years of Udayi in the 
Mahavanso are. almost half of those in the PuraJ)as and as 
shown above the years of Ajatasatru are really half of what are 
stated in the Mahavanso. We, therefore, infer that the years 
as given in the PuraJ)as up to the end of the Saisunagas are 
double of the actual years but that the years of the Nandas 
are not so doubled. 

172. We have thus proved that the years in the PuraJ)as 
are sometimes double of the real years and that when 
halved they give the same· year for the Bharata War as the 
astronomical data do. 

173. But we may be asked why the PuraJ)as doubled 
the real years. The explanation is that the authors of the 
PuraJ)as did not in fact intentionally double the actual 
years of the reigns of Kings but the words Samal,t (~ifr:) and · 
Varsha ("") as commonly understood in those days also 
meant half a year and they only gavenumbers of half-year, 
to indicate the periods of reigns of Kings, as the words 
Samah (~;rr:) and Varsha (Ci'~) in those days meant half 
a year also. ' 

174. The word Sarna (~if) originally means equal 
·and it can be taken to mean one of the two equal parts of a 
year. It was therefore first used as equivalent to half a year 
and then equivalent to the whole year. This is the only 
way by which we can explain how a word originally meaning 
'equal' came to mean a year. Besides, both the words 
Samal,t and Varsha seem to be equivalent to. half a year in 
the passage :-
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~ a:T~r ~ fq~~ • 
~fitt citf {Fill~ !iij: II '\ II 
iJ1J ~ ~ ipffif #m: II , o 1173 

[Translation.-" After I had lived in the house of the 
Ikshwakus for twelve Samiih, i.e., in the thirtenth Varsha of 
my residence in the house of the Ikshwiikus, the King Dasa
ratha took counsel (about the installation of Sree Rama as 
a Yuvaraja) ..... My husband was then of twenty-five years of 

· age."] · 

Here Sita says that after she had lived twelve Sama),l or 
V arshas in the house of the lkshwakus her husband became 
25 years old, i.e., twelve Samal,l or Varshas after her marriage 
her husband became 25 years old. If we understand Samal,l 
or Varsha to mean one complete year Sree Rama's age at the 
time of his marriage would be only thirteen. This is not the 
age at which men were married in ancient times.· This age 
is also too small for the exploits Sree Rama is said to have 
performed before marriage. This age does not also accord 
with the story in the Riimiiyat;~a where in the last chapter of 
Biilakiit;~{ia, Sita is described as cohabiting with Sree 
Rama immediately after marriage (Uiit ~:) 11 ,.., 11 

On the other hand if we understand the words Samiil,l (ij~JJ:) 

and Varsha (oN) to mean half a year, Sree Rama's age at 
the time of marriage would be 19 and this agrees very well 
with all the stories in the Riimiiyat;~a. Though the passage 
~~ 'WR ~: " forms part of an interpolation it shows 
without doubt what the interpolater understood by the words 
Samiil,l («J~Y:) and V~rsha (<~~) in the passage under con-
sideration. ' · 

175. In 
~: q:q. 'q m :q cmjar %a<n{tr: I 

~ ~ 1tffit ~~<f. II " 11
14 

" R4m4yat.JO, ArOJJyoklitJI/a, Sarp 47. 
'' Yirifta Pana, Chapter 43. 
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Parth (Arjuna) is sai4 to have possessed the great bow of the 
Prajapati for 65 Varshas, of course, from the time he got it, 
j,e., from the burning of the Khai).<;lava forest to the end of the 
exile, as the context would show~ Here the commentator 
NilkaiJ.tha construes Varsha (qi) to mean half a year~ He 
says tt qr~: q:q :q q~~~~ ij q~\UID ifm: I Q~T :q ~m q.q.~ 
~r~ 1 ij~ft ( 1:1;~o:r ct~IJJ tFf: \Ud'f{ ~tJl!1ii:quf ~rffi s:rq'tiJl (!':Ql' cr~a
~11ii:qir <fi~Rf I U 11:) 

Here NilkaiJ.tha has given a quotation in which Varsha means 
"rain~,. and thus ultimately half a year. Nilkai).tha is not 
.cited here to show that in this pa,ssage in the Mahabhiirata 
Varsha (cr~) really means half a year, but only to show 
that Varsha (cr~) can have that meaning. If in the passage 
.of the Mahtibhiirata given above we take Varsha (Ci~) to 
mean one complete year, Abhimanyu, who was born when the 
forest was burned, would be 65 years old at the time of the . 
War and if we take Varsha (<~~) to mean ·half a year he 
would be 32! years oid at the time of the War. This does not 
agree with the description that he was Sisu at the time of the 
War.78 Therefore we have to take it that the period sixty-five 
.Varshas is counted from the burning of the forest to the end 
-of Arjuna's life. Arjuna lived 22 years after the War as the 
-eclipses prove and we can suppose that 21!77 years passed 
between the burning of the forest and the War. In making 
the number 65 the latter period appears to have been doubled 
before it i~ added to the foriD;er [~2 + (2 x 21!) = 65]. This , 
mistake mtght have happened m th1s way. The latter period 
may have been stated somewhere as 43 and being misunder .. 
stood as meaning 43 years it was added to 22 years of the 

7
• Translation.-" In this passage namely, qJ~: tfcr :q &.c., etc., the word 

varsha is equ~valent to a rainy season. There are two rainy ·seasons in one 
year. It i~ therefore sai~ "Being .gratified. by one rainy season, he (man) 
performs Agr(iyava by nee and bemg grat1fied by another rainy season he 
(man) performs Aflriiya~;~a by barley." 

11 See supra, para. 107. 

77 This is proved to be a fact in infra, para .. 403. 
7 
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former period. This is the explanation of 65 and no better 
explanation suggests itself. This also shows that years were 
at times given doubled in those days. 

176. In Rajatarangi'pi the history of Kasmira by 
K~a, twenty-kings from third Gonanda to Narendra
diiya are given with the years of each separately. The addi
tion comes to 967! and gives an average of 48 which is almost 
double of what is possible. This also shows that those 
years are double of the real ones and that Varsha (ifli) and 
Sama4 (ijl[[:) meant half a year in the days when the years 
of the kings in the PuraJ,.las were first recorded. Words change 
their meanings. The word \iQ'IT for instance has a similar 
history in Mathematics. It first meant a full chord of an 
angle. It has now come to mean half the chord of double 
the angle.78 We can, therefore, conclude that Samal;t (ij1JJ:} 
and; Varsha (eN) formerly meant half a year and it is there
fore that the periods of the Barhadratha, the Pradyotana,. 
and the SaiSunaga Kings given in the Puraoas are expressed 
in half-years. 

177. Another objection may also be raised against our 
calculation of the date of the War from the statements in 
the PuraJ,.las. The objector would say that the statements in 
the PuraJ,.las are inconsistent with one another, that we have 
selected and used only those that are favourable to us, that we 
have in the case of the Kings of the Brihadratha line, used 
the sum of the separate reigns of the Kings, but in the case 
of the Pradyotana and the Sai.Sunaga Kings, we have used 
the totals given by the P~aoas. 

178. The reply is that the inconsistencies can be removed 
by the methods suggeste4 in the First Lecture and that after 
the removal of the inconsistencies we get the data that we 
have used above for calculations. Small differences in names 
and omissions of some Kin!!s in one Purana or the other - . 

7& See verses 38-4S of YaJish{ha Siddhiinta, where ::T<.l1 and '\i'~cl havt 
been used as synonyms. 
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can be explained by asssuming corruptions of the text by mis
readings. When a name of a King in one Purai).a differs 
absolutely from that in another, that may be due to the fact 
that the king had several names, but he can be identified in' 
most cases by the years of his reign being the same in different 
Pural)as and by his order in the list For instance, Somadhi 
and Marjari can be identified with each other. 

179. Many inconsistencies can also be removed by 
reading f.hrfu and ~ for i!vuRi and fSJmr. and vice versa. 
For, f:r and fcr can be easily mis-read for each other and 
authors of the Purlil)aS used, it appears, fct.u-tt for 
mn'a' and ~11' for ffroct without caring for grammar. 
In the Pradyotana line the 'years of Ajaka are stated by the 
Viiyu Puriina by the words" C(Cilbi'iil~+il{hr4 ~ ~~~Rr" 
(Chapter 99, verse 313); but the Matsya says," C(Ciltq'iil~+tf 
~ ~ ~~,.(Chapter 272, verse 4). Here, if we read 
'C(CilFfmt in th~ ViiyuPurii!IO: as we actually have in the Matsya 
Pural)a, the sum of the reigns of all Pradyotana Kings comes 
to 138 as given in the total in all Purlii).as except the Matsya. 
If we can thus remove the inconsistency between the years 
of the separate reigns of kings and a total of years for the 
dynasty as a whole given by the PurliQ.as, we must accept that 
total as the correct one and reject a.ny other total. Here in the 
case of the Pradyotana Kings we have followed this principle 
in accepting the total of 138 years and in rejecting the total 
of 52 years given by the Matsya Purii!la, which clearly appears 
to be a result of some misreading and is inconsistent with the 
years of the reigns of the kings separately given. 

180. In the case of the Saisunaga Kings some Pu(lil}.as 
say that the total of years for the Dynasty is 362 and others 
say that it is 360. The sum of their separate reigns in the 
V iiyu Puriil)a is 330; but if we read ~ for ~ 
in the verse about Ajatasatru, emr.rocr. for aJ211'CiitiC( in the 
verse about Vivisara and take the reading q:q~ in the verse 
about Dadaka as available in one MSS. we get for the 
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Dynasty the sum of 360 years as stated in some PuraiJ.aS. In 
the M atsya Pur/ina the two kings KaJ.1vlyana and Bhumi· 
mitra have · certainly come in by mistake in the list of the 
Saisunaga Kings, for they ·are given. again in the same 
PurlJ.1a by the same words amongst the Kattva Kings. Omitt
ing .these twQ, the sum .of ,the separate years of the other 
Saisunlga Kings is 331; but if we, substitute in the Matsya 
PIUiitza the readings just suggested for the V ayu Purii!ta, we 
get the total of 361. ·But that does not agree with any total 
given by the PurlJ.1as, even with the total giveri by the M atsya 

· Purlipa itself. We should, therefore, infer some mistake in 
the readings of 'the years of separate reigns in the Matsya 
Purii1Ja. · Thus ·we can· con!!lude that the total of years for 

. ~he Kings· of the Saisunlga line was 360. 

181. We have already seen that the sum of the half· 
years of the separate reigns of the ·Barhadratha Kings was 
taken to be 1072 ·by the authors of the statements (a), and 
(b)·,.,o The .statements in the PurlJ.1as that they ruled for one 
thousand years, (really half-years), must be a statement of an 
approximate and round number and cannot be said to con
flict with the sum of the years given separately for each king. 
The inference, therefore, that the 'Barhadratha Kings ruled 

·for 1072 half-years is legitimate. 

182: It should be noted that though the Matsya and 
the V ayu Puriitzas say that there were . 32 Kings in the 
Barhadratha line, there is no inconsistency for the number 
32 includes the ten Kings from Brihadratha to Sahadeva 80 

and the reading in the verse rc ~:i~ ~ri.Ta' ¥~Pcmltr !il:~Rt. '1'
1 

means the same. 

183. Thus we have removed all the inconsistencies in 
the statements in the Purl9as and got the data we have 
used for calculating the date of the War. 

" Sec supra, paragaphs 162 and 163. 
10 Sec P'lyu Puril(IQ, Chapter 99, venes 221-88. 
u P'iiyu PurU.tJ.O Chapter 99,· verso 308. 
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184. Similar to the objection we are discussing is· 
another, based upon the follo.wing statement of Garga 

arRF( ~g ~: 11ir~Rr ID~ ~"l:(r;ft ~ I 
,.., • ,..., 82 

•rs~f:(i!fi'i"'4~: 'til"fi"fiici'(ij'tlt l[\iQ:I't<f 11 

[Translation.-" The Saptarshis were in the Magha when 
Yudhishthira was ruling. His Era is equal to the Saka Era 
plus 2566 years. "] . · 

. 185. '' ~ '' really means two· sixes, b'!lt Kalhat;ta 
the author of the Riijatarangil:zi has taken it to mean 26, i.e., 
he takes ~ equivalent to fit while grammatically it really 
means a group of two things. Here, therefore, . ~ 
really means a group of two sixes, i.e., 66 but as KalhaJ}.a has 
taken the meaning 26 in his Riijatarangil;li we shall for the 
purpose of showing his absurdities adopt the meaning ' 26 '. 
Moreover our arguments, will apply to any of the said 
meanings. 

186. The objection is 5 that this statement proves the 
date ofYudhishthira to be 2566 or 2526 before the Saka Era 
or 2488 or 2448 B.C~ and that this is opposed to the con
clusion that .the Mahabharata War was fought in 1197 B.C. 
We shall discuss this objection here. 

187. This statement gives a,result different from that 
given by the statements in the PuraJ}.as and both as they are, 
give results different from the result obtained from the astro
nomical statements in the Mahiibhiirata. These astronomical 
statements come from those who actually made the observa
tions and are primary evidence; while the statements of the 
PuraJ}as and of Garga are obviously secondary evidence. 
We have to reject the secondary evidence, where it conflicts 
with the primary evidence; for the conflict shows that there 
must be some mistake in the statements constituting secon
dary evidence although we may not be able to find out what 

81 Note.-Quoted by Kalhal}a in the Rajatarangiv1, Chapter I, verse 56, 
The original Garga Samhita is noi available. 
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that mistake may be as we did in the case of the statements 
in the Pural)as. It is true that we ca~not find out the exact 
mistake in this statement of Garga but we shall see to what 
absurdities KalhaQa was led in accepting it as correct. 

188. KalhaQa says that Gonanda, the first King of 
Kasmiqt, was the contemporary of the Pao4ava Yudhish
thira, that 52 kings beginning with this first Gonanda have 

· been forgotten, that these 52 kings ruled for 1266 years 

(~lurt ~m tffg: ~filllf ~r 1 

l{~ <filw«~~t tla)q':ql~ldr iRfT 1183) 

that ·these 52 kings consist of 4 kings from the first to the 
second Gonanda, of 35 forgotten kings, of eight kings 

• beginning with Lava, of Asoka, of Jalauka, of Damodara, of 
the joint kings Hushka and Jushka and Kanishka, and of 
Abhimanyu; that twenty-one kings beginning with the third 
Gonanda and ending in Andha-Yudhishthira then ruled in 
Kasmira for 1014! years, that about 2330 years passed be
tween the third Gonanda and Kalhaoa (1070 Saka Era) 

(sn~ilr.\G:J~<r IU\<U ~: 1 

i( ~dr or1r ~;u~~ :q w~ n "\\ uu) 
and that RaQaditya ruled for 300 years. 86 

189. The absurdities are (1) that RaQaditya ruled for 
300 years; (2) that 21 kings from Gonanda to Andha-Yudhi
shthira ruled for 1014! years, i.e., almost double of what is 
really possible; and (3) that the dates of Asoka and Kanishka 
are earlier than 2330-1070, i.e., 1260 before the Saka Era. 
Now we know for certain that Kanishka ruled at about the 
beginning of the Saka Era and that Asoka ruled 338 years 
before the Saka Era. It is, therefore, clear that KalhaQa 
has made a mistake of about 1260 years and that there is a 

11 R/ijatarangii)Y, Chapter I, verse 54. 
" Ibid., Chapter I, verse 53. 
II Ibid., 3rd Taranga, verse 470. 
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mistake of about 1260 years in Garga's date of the Pat;J.Qavas. 
This shows that the real date of the Pat;J.Qavas or of the first 
.Qonanda is about (2526-1260), i.e.·, 1266 before the Saka _Era. 
This is also confirmed by the traditional statement given by 
Xalhat;J.a that the first 52 kings, of whom Gonanda, the' con
temporary of the Pat;J.Qavas, is the first and Kanishka, who 
ruled at about the beginning of the Saka Era is the last but one, 

:ruled for 1266 years. Thus from the examination of R·aja
Jarangi!li also, we clearly come to the conclusion that the real 
.date of th~ first Gonanda and the PaQQ~vas is about 1266 
years before the Saka Era. This is only nine years later than 
the date of the Mahabharata War, as determined by us from 
the astronomical statements. · 

190. If the real date of the Pat;J.Qavas was about 12~6 
before the Saka Era and Kalhat;J.a took it to be 2526, how was 
1he gap of 1260 years filled up ? Of course mainly by suppos .. 
ing that Rat;~.aditya ruled for 300 years (~d) though really 
he may have ruled for orily tsrmf8G (thirty) and by making 
the forgotten kings from the third 'Gonanda to Andha
Yudhishthira rule for 1014! years after the first 52 kings, 
though they were really included in those 52 forgotten kings. 
Thus he filled the gap by 270 + 1014!, i.e., 1284! years. 
Now if we.calculate the date of the PaQQavas from the years 
of the reigns of all the kings, ·as given by Kalhat;J.a, we get· it 

80 Note.-That RaJ}ii.ditya ruled for thirty years only, is confirmed by the 
following considerations: (1) Firstly, l~mf can be mis-read for ~~ij 
.and Kalhar,a appears to have adopted the reading 'J%~ij in works avail. 
able to him because it suited his date of the Pii.r,9avas. (2) Secondly, if we 
.accept that RaJ}aditya ru_led only for thirty years, we get by calculation that 
Mii.tpgupta abandoned the throne of Kasmira in the year 297 of the Saka 
Era. .nus is the well-known date of Samudragupta's death. KalhaJ}a also 
tells us that Mii.t{igupta abandoned the throne immediatel;Y after hearing the 
death of Vikramaditya (fCJS!i1lrf~) who had placed him on the throne 
{Chapter III, verse 287), This shows that the king, who placed Matrigupta 
(;JR!Wf) on the throne of Kasmira was Samudragupta and that Rar,aditya 
eally ruled for thirty years. · 
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to be 2544!87 years before the Saka Era. Therefore the 
. real date of the PattcJavas is 2544! minus 1284!, i.e., 126() . 
~efore the S~ka Era. Had we known the small period during 
which Harsha and others appear to have ruled before Pratapa-

. ditya, 88 we would get a slightly earlier date. Thus even the· 
evidence of the Riijatarangf(li, if properly sifted,. only serves 
to confirm the date that we have already determined from 
independent astronomical statements and incidentally proves 
that there must be some mistake· in the statements ascribed 
to Garga. 

191.. The objection that the year found by us does not 
· agree with the years in the dynasties in the Purattas and with 
those given by Garga is thus completely replied to. 

192. The second objection is that in the Satapatha 
· Briihmatza, there is a reference to Janamejaya, the great . 
· · grandst>ri of the PaQQavas, that therefore, the Pai)c;lavas 

must have: lived .ptior to the compilation of the Satapatha 
Briihmatza and that, as the date of the Satapatha Briihma7Ja 
is proved to· be 3100 ·B.C. by the statement in it that the 
Krittikas never swerve from the East ["ll;~r (Jl1iqir:) ~ ~ sn~~ r'Wr 
;r :i~~~r'li \ u" ••.• ]89 the date of the Mahiibbarata War must 
be taken at least as far back as 3100 B.C. 

193. :To this the reply is threefold. Firstly, the king 
Janamejaya, referred to in the Satapatha Briihma1Ja, is not 
the same as the great grandson of the Pai)c;lavas. Secondly~ 
the date of the Satapatha Briihmar,za is not really 3100 B.C. 
Thirdly, the statement about the Krittikas may be merely a 
traditional ·one and not based upon the actual observation 
by its author. 

87 The reign of the Karkotakas ended in the thirty-first year of the 
Saptarsbi Era (Chapter, IV verse 716), i.e., in 777 of the Saka Era. Before 

· that, Karkotakas ruled for 258!' years, the kings in the third chapter for 590t 
years, those in second chapter for 192 years, 21 kings from third Gonanda 
for 1014i years and 52 kings from first Oonanda for 1266 years. This gives 
the year 2544-t before the Saka Era. 

88 See verse 7 of the Second Taranga . 
., Satapatha Brahma(la, Kar;a4a 2, Cliapter 1, Briihmar,~a 2. 
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194. We shaJl considt!r these' in detail. 

195. The first reply is as foJlows :-That the PaQ.4avas 
had also an ancestor named Janamejaya is. proved by the list 
of kings in their line given in Chapter 95 of the Adi Parva and 
by the express statement in the Harivansa Puriil;za that there · 
were two Janamejayas in the line. 

" m~r ij'<f ~~sfu:A: oo :;;r tJRI'ia'm ' 
~rilijonrir ~1\il'\ ~ Gf~r "80 11 , • v 11 

That the father of this Janamejaya was Parikshit and that this 
J anamejaya had brothers named Bhimasena, Kakshasena, 
Indrasena, U gd.sena, SusheQ.a, Chitrasena, and several un~ 
named others, is proved by the verses 53 to 54 in Chapter 94 
of the Adi Parva. There is thus no difficulty in identifying 
Janamejaya of the ·Satapatha Briihmal)a with thi~ ancestor 
of the PaQ.4avas. 

196. The only hitch.- is that the Satapatha. Briihma'l)a 
mentions Srutasena as a brother ofJanamejaya while we do
not get this name in Chapter 94 of the Adi Parva. This, how
ever, is not an unsurmountable difficulty. Srutasena may be 
the name of one of the several brothers of Janamejaya, whose· 
names are not mentioned in Chapter 94 of the Adi Parva. Or 
Srutasena and SusheQ.a may be a mis-reading for each other. · 
W.e get such mis-readings in PauraQ.ic lists of kings very often. 
·If.·we see the lists of kings in the line of Nimi, we find 
Swal:}.ketu (~:q) for Suketu (~),• Mahavira (iltM~) for 
Mahavirya (iltlcfl~), Sudhrit (w-a) for Sudhriti (iiffi), ·Marut 
{~) for Maru (;r-q),. Kritiratha (iffi~~) for Kirtiratha 
(<1ft~~), Pratidhaka (!ilftf~) for Pradipaka ($<J;) etc. 
Moreover, we can infer from the words o'{ll'Tfct in · 

"ms~ msmffcr;:ftqfa: qft~rfq Gfi1JJGI'<r~'«onqij•nfrilij<tr: ~'•Wnn 
m~'fr ".n 

'
0 Harivansa Parva "' Harivansa Pura1,1a, Chapter 32. 

11 Jli'sh1,1u Purii(la, 4. 21. 1. 
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[Translation.-" The king Parikshit, (the grandson of the 
PaQ.davas), who is reigning at present, also had four sons 
named Janamejaya, Srutasena, Bhimasena and Ugrasena), 
that like Janamejaya, the descendant of the PaJ}qavas, their 
.ancestor Janamejaya also had a brother named Srutasena. 
Thus this difficulty passes off.] · -

197. However, the most important point against the 
.objector is that the Janamejaya in the Satapatha Brahma"{la 
cannot possibly be identified with Janamejaya, the descen
dant of the Pat;~.qavas; because theAsvamedha of Janamejaya 
and his brothers, referred to in t.P.e Satapatha Brahma"{la, was 
,performed by the priest named Saunaka Indrota while that of 
the descendant of the Pat;~.qavas was performed by Soma
Sravas, son of Sruta-Sravas, as stated in Chapter III of the 
1di Parva. Indrota-Saunaka is also stated to be the priest of 
Janamejaya, the ancestor of the PaQqavas and the grandson 
of Kuru, in the Harivansg, Chapter 30, verses 9 to 16. These 
verses are as follows:-

. ~t: ~ (.nSI\lf) ·u~ mr: qr'iu~ { 1 

~ ~ '{~ if1i mqrq:_ ~ 1:l'Rffii II \ II 

~ f( ~ ern% ~ ~r Gfijq\iP.f: 1 

~ ~ijfij" ~<iTIJ ~: II 'I o II 

~ ~!l{~<tf ~: qftm~ffiffif: 1 

ti'i~~;r~ri~ll ,, II 

aa: ~ ~:~~m:r: ~~~ f:fi'Rffl: a 
~la:(ij') ~ '{1\iil mot 3Kif!Rffl' 11 n u 

_,...... " ...... ..... . 
~~TQ' :;:ulJO: !Ur.:Jilil ~ I 

laf.Pcilf1r.J ~ ~ ~"'mif: II , \ II 

~ ~l'{lhlfo•.N\ll't't(41<f«~ { I 

~ :q f<toifr iqr USfif.. <r~T~~4d~~T II W II 

~: ~or ~ ~)r o~If:(iN: 1 

'[~~icifli1~<t lffff •nii::~ ~It II '1'-\ II 

tRfr ~r ~mht +ihr~ \~I 
.. ... rll-... .t. • 
~ ~\\<r~ ""'~T ilil\<fil<\;J: II , ~ II 
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Translation of the relevant portion of these is as follows:
"' That chariot of the grandson of Kuru and the son of 
Parikshit was destroyed by the curse of Gargya (9). That 
King named Janamejaya killed a talkative son of that Gargya 
.and the King thereby committed Br~hmahatya, i.e., murder 
-of a BrahmaQ.a (10). That King was therefore abandoned by 
the people and did not get happiness anywhere (11).. The 
King therefore took shelter of Indrota-Saunaka (12). Indrota
Saunaka performed Asvamedha for the King and purified him 
(13). The divine chariot was then given to Vasu, the King 
.of the Chedis, by Indra and King Brihadratha got it from 
Vasu (14). From Brihadratha, the chariot went to Jara
sandha and Bhima obtained it by killing Jarasandha (15). 
Then Bhima (a PaQ.4ava) gave .that chariot to Vasudeva 
{Sree KrishQ.a) (16) ..•. " 92 . 

This passage and especially the verses 15 and 16 clearly 
show that this Jana~ejaya was an ancestor of the PaQ.4avas 
and that he killed a BrahmaQ.a and that he was freed from 
this sin by the performance of Asvamedha by the priest 
Indrota-Saunaka. The same story is told in the Satapatha 
Briihma'l)a in the following words :-U ~ wm 'i{<m: ~Tifcli: I 

~~~ 'ilRTW 'llt~4i~'fiR: 1 ~ \=fctr il'~~r+r~ 1 \=~Crt qrq~t 
-ijctf ~~~q~ffi ~s'clif~ ij~ II , II ~ , \, Sf'<~"'' if~ v,"· 
KaQ.4a 13th, Chapter 5th, BrahnlaQ.a 4. 

[Translation.-" lndrota Devapa Sa unaka got Parikshit's 
son Janamejaya to perform this Asvamedha. He, i.e., Jarta
mejaya cast off all Brahmahatya (sin of murdering a Brahmana 
by performing this Asvamedha). · For he who performs ~n 
Asvamedha casts off all sins and all Brahmahatyas."] 

92 Nott.-In the 9th verse the reading is t ~ •, This reading is clearly 
... 

wrong. It ought to be tflSTW because verses IH-100 of Chapter 32 of the 
First Parva of Hariva11sa show that Janamejaya was the son of Parikshit, the 
son of Kuru. The word q(i~~ in verse 9 of Chapter 30 proves the 
.ame. 
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On the other hand the story in Chapter III of the Adi 
· Parva, relating to Janamejaya, the .descendant of the 
Pa~C,avas, is quite different; there the sin committed by Jana
mejaya and his brother was the beating of the divine dog 
and not. the murder of a Brahma~a and his priest was Soma-

. Sravas,. the son of Sruta-Sravas.93 All this clearly shows 
that Jailamejaya, referred to in the $atapa(ha Brahmacza, was 
an ancestor of the PaJ;t<;iavas and not their descendant. 

198. Now the second reply is as follows:..:._ The Salapatha 
· Brahmacza · says that the Krittikiis do not swerve from the 
East.. This haS:been taken to mean that they were exactly in 
the East, when on the horizon, and the date of the Satapatha 
Brahmm:za has been calculated on that supposition. But as a 
matter of fact they or any star or planet except the Sun or the 
Moon cannot be seen when on the hori2on; they can be seen 
only after they rise some degrees above the horizon. I have 
found by actual observation, that the Krittikas cannot be 
seen before they rise 13 degrees above the horizon and then 
only very faintly. How then, could it be known that the 
Krittikiis were in the East when on the horizon ? That can 
. be known only by mathematical calculation ; but .lt is abso
lutely wrong to suppose that mathematics was then so much 
advanced· as to enable such a calculation to be made. In 
fact such . an advance was not made before the Siirya-Sid
dhiinta was written in Saka Era 420. We have, therefore, 
to understand by the statement in the Satapatha Brtihma'{la 
that the Krittikas were in the East when they rose sufficiently 
high above the horizon so as to be distinctly seen. · 

199. This ·is supported by the following passage in the 
Baudhtiyana Srauta Sutra which directs that the East should be 
known by the distinct appearance (~rtf.r) of the Krittikiis. 
The passage is as follows:-~ 31Filif'Ci~r ~tt?t ~~~ 1 ~: 
om~~r= !I'Rft ft;:~ wr q~ 1 ~n«t ~m ~~~ ~<t , ~rorm({iritwr 
mq)rf<{~ uo• 

ta See verses l-20. 
• 4 PraJna 25, Khao~a 3, Bhaga s .. 
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[Trmzslation.-" Then they should lay out a buidling, 
.whose rafters are pointed to the East. These Krittikas do 
not swerve from the East. He should lay out such a building 
by the distinct appearance of these Krittikas or by the distinct 
appearance of the SravaJ}.a."] It must be noted. here that the 
Srava(la, whose latitude is 29° -North and whose declination 
(iliim) cannot, therefore, be less than 5° at any time,· can 
never be in the East when on the horizon. However supposing 
its declination to be the least, that is, +so, it can be in the 
East in .the Kurukshestra only when -it rises 10° . above the 
horizon and, of course, when it is distinctly seen. If its decli
nation be more than +so it can be in the East in the Kuru
kshetra when it rises more than 1po above the horizon and 
when, of course, it may have been regarded as being distinctly 
seen. We have, therefore, to attach tht; same meaning to the 
statement about the Krittikas, i.e., that the Krittikas were 
in the East when they rose some degrees above the horizon 
and were just distinctly seen. Now distinctness and indis
tinctness are such indefinite things that one observer may 
regard the Krittikas as being ·distinctly seen when 17• above 
'the horizon, while another may regard them as being dis
tinctly seen when 20° above the horizon. We have seen that the 
Sravaoa was regarded as distinctly seen when more than 10° 
above the horizon and the Sravaoa is a very bright star as 
compared with the Krittikas. We can, therefore,' safely assume 
that the Krittikas were regarded as distinctly seen when 20° 
above the horizon. The date calculated from this assumption, 
i.e., that they were in the East when they rose 20° above the 
horizon in the Kurukshetra (latitude 30°), is 1170 years before 
the beginning of the Saka year, i.e., 1092 B.C. If however . ' ' 
we suppose that the Krittikas could be seen distinctly when 
13° above the horizon, the date of the Satapatha Briihmana 

'will have to be carried 630 years back, i.e., it would be 1800 
years before the Saka Era or 1722 B.C. This is the earliest 
date of the Satapatha Briihma!la. . 

200. Closer examination of the Satapatha Briih~za1)a 
supports this view. The constellation of the Krittikas has 
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been recommended by the Satapatha Briihma!la as one of the 
co~stellations on which fire is to be consecrated (arf!{I:'#Rt) • 

. It .only recommends some constellations from the Krittikas 
to the Chitra and no constellation after the Chitra. What 
is the reason ? The reason is clearly suggested by the Sata
patha Briihma!la itself in the passage :-

cr~r !fililir ~: 1 '€t i{qr ~= ~~o: fu~ Nm:: •••• 
II, II«~~'&'~~ ~fa" •••• ~<{~ ~off 
~~ • • • • II \ 11 ~ ~~rcr~ a!futt arr<{l:l'Rr. • • • u v 11911 

[Translation.--:-" The seasons Vasanta (Spring), Grishma 
(Summer), Varsha (Rains) are gods and the seasons Sarat 
(Autumn), Hemanta (Winter) and Sisira (Bitter Winter) are 
Pitara)J. (Manes). When the Sun moves in the part of the sky 
north of the Equator, he is amongst the gods and when he 
moves in the part of the sky south of the Equator he is amongst 
the manes. Fire should be consecrated when the Sun is in 
the north ofthe Equator."] · 

201. This clearly shows that the Satapatha Briihmav.a 
omits constellations after the Chitra because they were to the 

· south of the Equator and thai the constellation of the 
Krittikas was to the north of the Equator in the days of the 
Satapath'a Briihmatta:This is also supported by the Taittiriya
. Briihmana which says that the constellations from the Kritti
kas to the Visakha are divine constellations (~~) and 
that the others are constellations of Death (~~) (see 
Taittiriya Briihmal)a, 1. 5. 2. 7). Now the Krittikas cannot be 
to the north of the Equator in 3100 B.C. but they can be s<> 
only after 2322 B.C. Therefore, the date of the Satapatha 
Briihmatta may be any after 2322 ~.C. and not before that 
and we have already proved it to be any later than 1122 B.C. 
Thus even if we supose that the Janamejaya, referred to by· 
the Satapatha Briihmantza, is the great grandson of the 
Pai;tQavas, the objection raised does not hold: for, the Sata
patha Briihma~10 can have been composed after 1197 B.C. 

Bli Ka~;~c;la II, Chapter 1. Briihmaoa •II 
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(our date of the Mahabharata War) and caJ.?. refer to the great 
grandson of the Pat}.Qavas. 

202: Incidentally we may mention that the Satapatha 
, Briihmava was in fact composed about the year 1150 B.C .. 

after the Mahabharata War. The Sukla Yajur Veda being . 
only an improved edition of the K.risht}.a Yajur Veda and the
Sa~apatha Briihmava being only the Brahmat}.a of the Sukla · 
Yajur Veda, the Satapatha Briihmava could have been com
posed only after Vyasa, the grandfather of the Pat}.Qavas,. 
prepared96 the Sanhita of the Krisht}.a Yajur Veda. Now the 
date of the Pat}.Qavas has been proved by indisputable astro
nomical evidence to be 1251 B.C. to 1175 B.C. and the history 
of the Pat}.Qava's great grandson, Janamejaya, given in the
y iiyu Puriiva, narrated in Lecture IV97 shows that the Sukla 
Y ajur Veda and the Satapatha Briihmava were composed in 
his reign. All this shows that the Satapatha Briihma~a was. 
composed about the ye.ar 1150 B.C. 

1 

203. There are only two difficulties in this view (1) The 
statement about the Krittikas and (2) the fact that the 
Asvamedha of the Pat}.Qavas is not referred to in the Satapatha 
Brahmat}.a though it refers to the Asvamedha of so many other 
kings. We have seen the real meaning of the. statement about 
the Krittikas and that meaning does not conflict with the. 
date of Satapatha Briihmava being ilso B.C. especially if we. 
suppose the statement to have been based upon traditional 
information; and the Asvamedl;la of the Pat}.Qavas may not . 
have been referred to in the Satapatha Briihmava as the author 
may not have thought it necessary to refer to it for reasons of 
his own. 

204. The third reply is the following :-We have seen 
that the $rauta Sutras of Bhaudhayana have got a statement 
about the Krittikas just like that in the $atapatha Briihmana9~t-

tG See Mahabhiirata, Adi Parva, Chapter' 63, verse 88 and Chapter 105,. 
verse 15. 

87 See infra, para. 407. 
,. See supra, para. 199. 
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but the Sutras of Baudhli.yana are unquestionably'a work of 
a very recent date99 and we have necessarily to suppose that . 
the statement about the Krittikas in .that work is based upon 
:traditional information and not upon actual observation by 
its authors. Can we not say the same thing then about the 
:statement in the Satapatha Brahma1J.a, especially if we have 
-certain other evidence to show that it is of a very recent date ? 
.And we have already seen that there is such evidence .. 

205. In conclusion the date of the Satapatha Briilzma1J.a 
is subsequent to that of the PaQ4avas and is 1150 B.C. approxi
mately. ·This disposes of the objection we are discussing. 

. 206. The third objection is this' : On the day of the 
War found by us the mean Moon is 268° in the morning. 
But the Mahiibhtirata says that the Moon was in the Jyeshtha, 
i.e., about 230°. In that year the Sun also would turn to the 
North41·06 days·afterthe morning of the :first day of the War. 
But the,Bhiirata shows that the Sun turned to the North 65·6 

·.·-days after the beginning of the War.100 Both these mistakes 
:show that the year found by us is wrong. 

207. This is the third objection and its reply has already 
'been indicated.101 The reply is that the constellation of the 
"Moon and the day of the turning of the Sun, given in the 
Mahabharata weJ:e arrived at by calculation by the wrong 
process· in vogue in those days. We have already seen that 
the dimensions of the year and of the lunar month then taken 
were wrong and that one Lunar Month had to be omitted 
to correct the mistake and that even then the mistakes were 
not completely corrected and .there was actually a mistake of 
.about two Tithis in the Tithis as then calculated. We have 
:also seen that 64 Tithis wereJhen taken to be equal to 63 days. 

•• Because Baudhayana refers to Goutama whose date i~ proved to be 
-613 B.C. in para, 433. See BaudltiJyana Dharma Siitra, 2. 2.17 and Gautama 
Smrlti, 10. 2-5. · 

100 According to the calendar of those days UttariiyaQa comes 66 Tit/Iii 
.after the Kirtika Amiviisyi which ended at 36 Ghatis from the mean sunrise 
.on the first day of the War. Thus we gel 65·6 days. 

101 See supra, para. SO. 
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We have ~lso seen that at the date of the War 30 Yugas and 
.about three years had passed from 'the beginning of the system 
of calendar then in vogue. Now one Yuga is equal to 62 
lunar months or 1860 Tithis; they were taken as being equal to 
1830·9375 days. Du~ing this time the Moon was, of course, 
taken to perform 67 (62 + 5) revolutions. It actually goes 
5·08858 degrees more. In 30 Yugas and three years it would 
go 155·71· degrees more. But when one lunar month is 
·omitted 29° ·1 are deducted from this excess, as it were. 
Four lunar months are omitted in 30 Yugas, that is, there were 
four Kshayamasas before the War; therefore this excess . of 
motion was reduced by 116°·4. Thus only 39°·31 remain 
to be corrected. Deducting this from the actual mean Moon 
in the morning o.f the day on which the War begari we get 
.268°-39"·31; i.e., 228°·69. This agrees with the statement in 
the Mahlibhlirata. For if the star Dhanishtha whose longitude 
is 297°, is the beginning of the system, the Moon at the end 
.of the Amavasya of the Kartika of the Idavatsara mu~t be. 
233° ·13 according to the calculation of the Vediinga-Jyotisha. 
But as sho~n above that Amavasya ·ended at 35i Ghatis 
from the sunrise. Therefore at mean sunrise the Moon of 
the calendar then in vogue would be 225 · 31 degrees. This 
.agrees with the Moon obtained above only approximately. 
This' means that the mean Moon at the beginning of the sys- ·. 
tern was 300·38 degrees and not 297°. For, in that case only, 
the calculated Moon102 would be 228 · 69 degrees in the morn
ing of the first day of the War and would agree with the 
position of the Moon which ought to have been got by the 
-calculation then in vogue, i.e., 228 · 69 degree~ · 

. ~08. Now one Yuga is equal to 1830·9375 days; while 
five sidereal years are equal to 1826·2815 days. Therefore 
the mistake in the Sun in one Yuga is equal to 4 "59 degrees. 
In 30 Yugas and three years the mistake would come to 
140 · 45 degrees and at each Kshyamasa 29 ·1 d~grees would be 

lOa This means "calculated according to the VPdiiuga-Jyotisfto." 
8 
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corrected; or 116°·4 would be corrected by four Kshaya
masas. Therefore the mistake of 24 degrees would remain. 
The actual mean Sun in the morning of the first day of the War 
is 252°. Therefore the calendar Sun ought to have been· 
228 degrees. This agrees with the statement in the Mahii
bhiirata; for~ if the longitude or'the Dhanishtha is 297 degrees,. 
the calendar Sun of the day, would be 233 ·13 degrees at the 
end of the Amavasya of the first day of the War and 232!~ 
in the morning of that day; This agrees with the Sun 
obtained above ·only approximately. Therefore the mean 
Su.n at the beginning of the system must be 292!0

; for, then 
only it would be 228° by the calculation of those days. 

209. This shows that in the beginning of the system 
the mean Sun was 292f0 and the mean Moon was 300°·38. 
Thus the Tithi was. 0 · 656 corresponding to 0 · 646 days,. 
though it was taken to be equal to Zero. By the end, of 3() 
Yugas and three years this mistake· ought to increase by 
30 x 0·0411 days plus 0·0246 days, i.e., 1·2576 days. The 
total mistake must be therefore 1·9036 days (1 ."2576+0·646) 
in the time of Tithi, as then calculated and we find that this is. 
actually the case. For the mean Asvina Amavasya really 
ended at 9 Ghatis 28 Palas on Friday; while that of the 
calendar· of those days ended at 3 Ghatis 45 Palas from sun-

_rise on Sunday, thus showing a difference of 1·905 days. 

210. In the beginning of Uttarayal)a the true Sun must 
be 270° from the Equinox. The longitude of the Equinox 
was 26° in those ·days. Therefore, .the true Sun at the begin
ning of the Uttarayal)a ought to be 296°, while we have seen 
that the mean Sun in the beginning of the .system was 292!~> 
and the true Sun would be 294°. Thus the Uttarayal)a was. 
taken to begin two days earlier than the real one. · 

211. Now one Yuga is equal to 1830·9375 days and 
five solar years are equal to 1826 · 211 days. There is thus a 
mistake of 4·7265 days in one Yuga. Therefore, in 30· 
Yugas and three years the mistake would be 144·63 days. 
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One Kshayamasa . corrects it by 29 ·53 days and four Kshaya~ 
masas by 118 ·12 days. The mistake of 26 ·51 days w~mld, 
therefore, still remain to be corrected at the time of the War. 
But we have seen that at ~he beginning of the system of that 
calendar the UttarayaJ,.la was taken two days earlier than the 
real one. Therefore, in the year of the War the UttarayaJ,.la 
must have been taken 24·51 days after the real one. This is 
what has actually happened. lOS -212. This clearly shows that all the mistakes in the 
Mahabharata calendar can be explained by the proposition 
that the system of the calendar began thirty Yugas and three 
years (35 lunar months) before the War began. This objec
tion, therefore, does n~t hold good. 

213. The fourth objection to the year of the War being 
1197 B.C. is that the Kali Yuga began a very few years before 
the year of the War and the Kali Yuga began in 3102 B.C. 
according to the Astronomical Siddhantas and that therefore 
the War was fought in 3102 B.C. or a few years after 3102 
B.C. This objection will be fully stated and thoroughly 

· replied to in Lecture III, after determining the dimensions 
and the starting point of the Yugas. We shall see there that 
the Kali of the Mahiibharata is quite different from the Kali 

· of the Astronomical Siddhantas . 

. 214. The fifth objection is this. The statements in the 
Mausala Parva (~T+rltl<tRlri' at qr in~~ 1 ~ 
cf~ <Jffit ~rsurr S'J: u m"H ~ m\ij ~~ !tTRT :qmpot 
require that the Solar Eclipse should have happened during 
the 14th Tithi on a day in the morning of which there was the 
13th Tithi. But the Solar Eclipse that happened 270 months 
after the Solar Eclipse in the year of the War happened at 5 
days 22 Ghatis and 25 Palas and on that day the 13th Tithi 
would end at 32 Ghatis (for, 270 lunar months are equal 
to 7973 days 26 Ghatis and in the year of the War the 13th 

101 See supra, para. 206. 
10, ee supra, para. 47, 
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·Tithi of the Solar Eclipse ended at 5 days 6 Ghatis1os) so that 
in fact the Solar Eclipse occurred during the 13th Tithi. This 
conflicts with ~~"t q:qt{~ ~ (the 14th Tithi has been 
made the Amavasya). · The reply is this :- · 

215. In the year of the War the mistake in the Sun had 
already amounted to 24 degrees as shown above.1°8 After 

· two years it would amount to 26° and one Kshayamasa must 
have been taken at that time; and at that time the correction 
might have been made even in the time of the Tithi in view of 
the mistake of two Tithis just discovered; or they might have 
given effect to the principle told in '{ ~a ~ifm ~~ ~~ 
~~~.n 11 ~l'ij({l~~ etc.,"107 and might have corrected the 
·Tithi also. This would be after 27 lunar months from the 
Amavasya of the Solar Eclipse in the year of the War. 
Twenty-seven lunar months are equal to 797 days 20 
Ghatis 36 Palas. So. the Aptavasya of the 27th Month, 
from the Solar Eclipse in the year of the War, would end 
at 24 Ghatis, 36. Palas from sunrise by the calendar of 
those days (for,. in the year of the War the Calendar 

. Amavasya of Asvina ends at 4 Ghatis from sunrise). These 
24 Ghatis and 36 Palas may have been omitted at the time 
of the correction when omitting the lunar month and in this 
way the 13th Tithi of the Solar Eclipse in the Mausala Pafl'a 

. would end at 7 Ghatis 24 Palas from sunrise and the Solar 
Eclipse would happen during the 14th Tithi as required. In 
~ 'QSI.IJT !fof: the word ~: may have been used to mean 
" in spite of correction ". 

216. The sixth objection to the year is that the 
inconsistencies between the statements in the .Mahiibhiirata 
show that the statements are merely . imaginary and that no 
real year can be calculated from ·them. The reply to this 
objection has been indicated already. It is not legitimate 

105 See supra, para. J54. 
101 See supra, para. 208. 
107 See s11pra, para. 38. 
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to suppose that statements in a work professing to be 
. historical are merely imaginary, oniY. because there are 
inconsistencies between them. It is proper to suppose that 
the inconsistencies are caused by .mistakes in the reading <>f 
the text and such other causes. We have explained the incon
sistencies by very probable .mistakes in the reading of the 
text and such other causes. Moreover, we do not require 
all the astronomical statements for calculating the 
year; A few of them are sufficient to give us the year by 
calculation. We have seen that the other statements agree 
with the year calculated from these few statements. Thi~ 
would not have been possible if all the statements were_ 
merely imaginary. · 

.217. The seventh objection is that raised by the late. 
Mr. C. V. Vaidya and is based upon the following stateme·nt 
of Megasthenes quoted by Arrian. The statement Is this:~ 

" From the time of Dionysos to Sandrakottos the Indians 
· counted 153 kings· and a period of 6042 years, · but among 

these a republic was thrice established and another to 300 
years and another to 120 years. The Indians tell us that 
Dionysos was earlier than Herakles by fifteen generations 
(M'Crindle's Ancient India, pages 208 and 209) ". Mr. 
Vaidya's argument is that the geQerations between Dionysos 
(or Daksha) and Sandrakottos (or Chandragupta) being 
153 and the generations between Dionysos and llerakles 
(HarikrishQ.a or Sree KrishQ.a) being 15, the generations 
between Sree Krishl}.a and Megasthenes or Chandragupta 
must be 138 and therefore the period of time between the 
PliQI;lavas and Chandragupta must be 138 x 20 or 2760 
years.108 This is, however, quite wrong. For we find these 
numbers of generations even in the PuriiQas, and their relia
bility is not advanced merely by having passed 'through the 
mouths of Megasthenes and Arrian. We shall explain our
selves:-

1oe See page 6 of Section IV of History of tlte Sa11skrit Lfteroture 
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218. The HariWJn!a in Chapters 9-10 and 33-34 gives 
IS generations from the Second Daksba to Sree KrishJ)a 
and the Puri.J)as give 153 generations from the First Daksba 
to Chandragupta (18 from Swiyambhuva Manu, contem
porary of the rust Dabba to Second Dabha the son 
of Prachetas, 96 from the Seoond Daksba to Bribadbala, 
.the contemporary of the Pi1)4a,vas, 37 between the P3:(14a,vas 
and the Nandas, and 2 of the Nandas, if we aa:ept the 
maximum generations given by the PurlioasJ. Megasthenes 
must have taken his information from the Porii.Qas and 
his statement about generations exactly agrees as shoVrll 
just now with the statements of some of the Pwioas 
as we bave them at present. If these statements in the 
Pmi{las are not reliable. how can the statements of 
Megasthenes agreeing with these statements be reliable? 
And these statements in the Pm:iJ)as are certainly not reliable. 
because there is no agreement between the Pura.ttas them
selves. AD Pwi:oas agree that the generations between the 
Pil)4avas and the Nan~ are 37, while they disagree about 
generations between Ikshvil.u and ~ree Rima, some 
giving 63, some 52 and the Riimi)•m.uz itself 35 and all the 
Poril)as giving 22 generations between Nimi, brother of 
Ikshviku, and S'"u:adhvaja, the father-in-law of Sree Rima. 
The Pmivas also disagree about generations between ~ree 
Rima and Bribadbala, the contemporary of the PitJ4avas. 
They alsO give 42 generations between the Second Daksha and 
the Pi(l<Javas the contemporaries of Sree Krishtta. while the 
HartranJa gives only IS generations between the Second 
Daksha and Sree K.fislu}.a. It is clear that Megasthenes made 
the statements without considering the reliability of the 
statements in the Puriioas and without distinguishing l::dween 
the First and the Second Daksba.1• 

219. The unreliability of Megasthenes' statement is 
seen more clearly if we consider the years gi\·en by him. 
Mr. Vaidya has only blinked this point. 6042 years for 
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153 generations gives an average of 39 · 5 for one generation 
· .and this is prima facie absurd. This figure can only be 
·explained in the following way. The years of Kalpa Era . 
{Kali Era) which probably elapsed when ·Megasthenes wrote 
were-2811. For, it is well known thatMegasthc:mes acted as a 
<Jreek ambassador between 302 and 288 B.C., i.e., between 
Kalpa Era (Kali Era) 2800 and 2814.110 It appears that 
this figure 2811 was doubled and 420 years of the two 
republics added to it thus making the figure 6042. This 
-shows the .utter unrelia'bility of the statements of Megas
thenes. He has given us only the least number of generations 
found in the PuraQ.as between the Second Daksha and Sree 
Krishna, the greatest" number of generations between the 
First Daksha and Chandragupta and double the years from 
the beginning of the Kalpa plus the years of the -two 
republics, although the date of the First Daksha is about 432 
Kalpa Era and although the years of the republics are already 
included in the years of the Kalpa Era already elapsed 
till then.111 There is thus so much inconsistency in the various 
statements of Megasthenes that no reliable inference can be 
·drawn from them. 

220. All objections against the year of the War found 
by us have now been removed. We shall now consider 
.objections to the Tithi found by-us. 

221. The first objection !s based upon the following 
·-statement made by Balarama on the battlefield on the 18th , 
.day of the War. · 

:;;ro:nR~~~ 't :q iT fif:~Q'\ll ~ I 
~ ~ffi'rsfw W1'Ur ~;:romr: u ~ 111u 

[Translation.-" Forty-two days have elapsed since I went 
.away (from you). I went on the Pushya constellation and have 
-come now on the SravaQ.a constellation."] · 

uo. See M'Crindle's A11cient India, page 14. 
111 See Lecture III for information about the Katpa Era· and Lecture 

IV for republics and dates of Daksbas. ' 
118 Salya Parva, Chapter 34. 
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If this statement is accepted as true we get the SravaQa. 
on the 18th day of the War and, of course, theMriga on the 
1st day. As the constellation of the Kartika Amavasya 
was the Jyeshtha it is clear that on these data the War must 
be held to. have begun on the 14th Titlzi of the bright half 
of the Margasirsha. It must, therefore, be supposed that 
though it was first intended to begin the fight on the Kartika 
Amavasya it was postponed to the 14th Tithi of the bright 
half of the following Margasirsha. 

222. If we accept the year found by us as correct, this 
~objection cannot ;hold. For in that year the Mercury became 
invisible11aas shown before on Margasirsha Vadya 3 and as 
this happened on the 18th day of the War, the war must have · 
begun ·on the Pratipada, which was the Amavasya of the 
Kartika by the calendar of those days. Moreover if we sup
pose that the War began on the 11th or the 14th Tithi of the 
bright Paksha of the Margasirsha or on the 17th day from an 
Amavasya, the constellation of which was the Jyeshtha, we do 
not get the Mercury in the Jyeshthii in the morning of the 

~ first·.day of the War as required by ~~: Sl\i'Cf~: etc. 
(see paragraph 122). Thus the fast-moving planet Mercury 
'fixes the ~ay of the beginning of the War after the year of the 
. War is fixed. 

223. Independently of the year of the War found by us. 
the inference of the objector as regards the Tithi of the begin
ning of the War, is incompatible with the statement in u 81'!
tf:cnmt ~'Xf: " etc., already discussed by us.114 According 
to this statement there ought to be 67 nights between the 
beginning of the War and the death of Bhishma that took 
place on the 8th Tit hi of the Magha. But if the day proposed 
by the objector be accepted there are only 43 or 42 nights 
between these two events. Many attempts have therefore 
been made to force out from orn:ti'tlr~cf a meaning different 

ua See supra, para. 120 and para. 117. 
m See sllpra, para. 109. 
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from 58. But they do not even deserve mention and refutation. 
Therefore there is undoubtedly a conflict between the .. two 
statements. How then are the conflicting statements to be re.:. 
conciled namely, those in 61~ zy>e£: etc., and in :q((fff«<'~
~ '[ ~ if etc! ? Neither statement can be shown to be an 
interpolation for we can see no motive for interpola~ion of 
either. Moreover the idea of interpolation should riot be 
entertained if correction of reading serves our purpose. 
My suggestion is that the words '' ~ " and u ~OJ ', 
have been interchanged in the aforesaid statement in Salya 
Parva so that the real reading is as follows :-· · · 

:q(CltR~~ 't: :q' if f.:r:~ ~. I 
~ \lwnij'ISRq siffor ~: II 

[Translation.-"Forty-two days have 'passed · since I 
started (from Dwaraka). I started (from Dwarak~) on the 
SravaJ)a constellation and came to you again on the same 
Pushya constellation, i.e., l came to you once on the Pushya 
constellation and. on this second occasion also I came to you 
on the Pushya constellation.] 

224. This agrees exactly with the other statement that 
the War began on the Jyeshtha constellation; for, in that 
case on the .18th day the constellation will be the Pushya .. 
This also agrees clearly with :- ' 

~~ iffi m si41Jf il~= 1 

~·~~:q~:~u ,~ 11115 

[Translation.-" After Balarama had reached the 
PAQ<;Javas on the Pushya constellation, Sree KrishQa marched 
with the PaQ<;Javas to the country called Kuru." 

225. This verse ought to have been really between the 
lOth and 11th verse of the chapter, as according to the story 
in the Udyoga Parva, the dispute between Sree Krisht].a and 
Balarama described in verses 11-13 took place after the 
PaQ4avas went to the Kurukshetra. But it is given here 

UG SaTya Parvo, Chapter 35. 
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after the 13th verse. I think some body misunderstood this 
verse to mean that fight began after Balarama left the 
PaJ)Qavas on the Pushya constellation and having misplaced it 
interchanged the words ' ~ ' and ' ~' in '=iftltl~~~~ ', 
etc., and this is the cause of almost all our difficulties. 

226. If we take the reading suggested by me, all the diffi
<:ulties vanish. If on the other hand the reading as it is to-day 
is taken to be correct it conflicts with 

.. tl . mrr :q .. ~q dkifl 'fllrl1f ~wr: 1 

({[~~ ~\iR: ~~ 'lillijm: II , \ II 

. ~'ijij'4l~l~ ~{t:a: mr~: II 'v 11116 

where Balarama is said to have gone to pilgrimage, i.e., away 
from the Pal).Qavas on the Anuradha constellation(~), 
i.e., the day just before the day on which the War was pro
posed to. begin. It also conflicts with 

en~l'IR!il' ~ ~<~~= t· 
SRIT~l<# ~ ~" ~ s;r: s;r: II \ 1111 T 

where it is stated that it was the Pushya on the day on 
which Sree Krishl).a was in the meeting held at Hastinapura; 
for, if Sree Krishl).a was in Hastinapura on the Pushya 
constellation, Balarama could not have had a talk with Sree 
Krishl).a and the Pal).Qavas as stated in the Mahiibhiirata in 
157th. chapter of the Udyoga Parva, verses 16-35 and then 
depart from him on the Pushya also, this having taken place 
after Sree KrishQa's return from Hastinapura. These con
flicts disappear by adopting our reading. 

227. The commentator NilkaQtha tries to explain the 
first conflict by suggesting a ~ ft ~~: SfijJuT &TS\T'if· 

~~~~~ ~ ~'li: ". (A distinction should be made that 
on the Pushya Balarama departed from the Pal).Qavas and on 
the Anuradha he departed for the pilgrimage.) But the second 
conflict, namely, that with an~rqijlil' etc. continues in spite of 

ue Salya Parva, Chapter 35. 
117 Udyoga Parva, Chapter ISO. 
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this distinction and the author of the Bhiirata himself does 
not make the distinction suggested by NilakaJ)tha as would 
.appear from the following verse:-

. ~ 
l(ilij'f(iiil +i(IGII§(~~id~ Q'T\r.f: I 

· ij'f~ ~roifl fir~ +i~"il. n ~ ~ n' lli 
[Translation.-" Balarama having said this and being 

permitted by the Pan<;Iavas, went to the pilgrimage making 
Sree KrishJ)a return from him."] The meaning of this obviM 
ously is· that the departure from the PaJ)<;lavas and the 
departure for the pilgrimage were not two different things 
but were one and the same act. We have, therefore, to accept 
the reading suggested by me and if that is .done, this objection 
to the (Tithi of the beginning of the War found out by us 
and both the conflicts referred to abov~ vanish. Moreover 
we see why the curious statement :q(CI'JfWft-rr etc., has 
been made. We see that it has been made purposely to state 
the curious occurrence that Balarama happened to go to 
the PaJ)<;lavas on both the occasions on the same Pushya 
-constellation. 

228. The second objection to the Tithi is as follows:
On the fourteenth day of the War the combatants fought 
even in the night and in the description of this night-battle, it 
is said very often that there was much darkness and eventuallv 
the rising of the Moon in the latter part of the night is als~ 
described. This conflicts with the beginning of the War on 
the Amavasya, for according to it there would be bright 
moonlight on the 14th night of the War and the Moon would 
rise before the sunset. The older objectors, therefore, reach 
.the conclusion that the War must have begun on the 14th 
Tithi as shown by the constellations mentioned in u ~-

ft-m=~ 1i fir:~\ 1 ~ ~sr~ro) etc. " We h~ve already 
seen the difficulties in this theory. To avoid some of 
these difficulties Mr. Karandika:r, the learned Editor of 
the" Kesari", has improved this theory by suggesting that the 

118 Udyoga Parva, Chapter 157. 
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. War began on the ·11th ·Tit hi of the bright half of Marga
sirsha. He supports this. theory by his own construction 
of the two verses "at~~l">lf: iUlJI~T~ etc."llll His 
construction of these . verses is this :-"I (Bhishma) 
have passed S8. nights on this bed of sharp arrows, as if they 
were 100 years.:· The 'month of Magha has come. This dark 
ha1f of Magha having yet to' pass. its three quarters, ought 
to be regarded as the bright half, i.e., it is the fourth Tithi of 
the .dark-half." From· the 11th Tit hi of the bright half of 

· M[rgasirsha to the 4th of the dark-half of Magha, we get 
· 67 nights as required; therefore the War must have begun on 

the llth·of the bright-half of Matgasirsha .. This is what 
Mr. Karandikar says and he also insists that in the· year of the 
War the Sun turned to the North on the 4th of the dark-half 
ofMagha as itdoes in the 5th year (Ui!~) of the. Yuga of 
·five. years. · 

229. This theory is untenable: Firstly. this construction 
is wrong for reasons given in paragraph 110; secondly, it has 
either to reject as hyperbolical almost all the astronomical 

. statements in the Mahiibhiirata and the }farivansa or to 
misconstrue them. Moreover, it cannot explain the statement 
'':q(CI'rfW~~ l::trir etc.~' and has to regard this as an inter
polation. But this verse is not an interpolation. It is a part 
of the conversation between Sanjaya and Dhritarashtra and 
not of the conversation between Janamejaya and Vaisam· 
payana and is thus a part of the original Bhiirata. No 
motive can be shown for interpolating this verse in chapter 
34. Though chapters 35 to 54 containing description of 
" holy places " is an inte.rpolation, there is no reason for 
supposing that any part of chapter 34 also is an interpo
lation. Moreover, the supposition of a mistaken reading is 
preferable to the supposition of an interpolation.120 

119 See· Kesari from 25-11-'38 to 27-1-'39. 
. 120 On MrtKarandikar's theory according to the calendar of those days 

there would be the Bharai;)I constellation on the first day and the Mula on the 
18th day of the War. It can be said that the Milia of the then calendar cor· 
responds to the actual Sravar;.a, there being a mistake of three constellations 
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. 230. The assumption that the Sun turned to the North • 
on the 4th of the dark-half of the Magha;js also proved to be 
false by the statements in the Asraniavasika Parva, which we 
will discuss here in detail. 

231. . We will first. give here the statements and their 
translations :-

~~ ~~'1if~~1'Ur «~o:ifu ~ d ;ri I 
~~rnr CNir'Ur <ro q'if :q 11 ' 11

121 

[Translation.-" The PaQQ.avas consulted Dhritarashtra 
about all thipgs to be done and did them with his permission 
for 15 years."] 

aa: q~ ciit ·~;rem- ;ruN-r.r: i 
~f.ill fif.ii{if~ ~lTciJT'lltfr~: u n 11122 

(Translation.~" When the fifteenth year had passed away 
the King Dhritarashtra being distressed by the arrow-like 
words of Bhima, beca!lle disgusted with life."] 

These \two . statements show that the events narrated 
here happened at the end of the fifteenth year from the 
Bharata War. 

232. itTI:1W~JQ': ~cR 'fulr ;r(Rilill 1 

~JWffi oim'f~ il' fiR~ II ' II 
or~ ft ~'it ijqt ~~'{ 1 
S?fllllt ~~ar lra,-rr~ CJ!i n , 11123 

----
in the Moon; and that in this way the constellation SravaQa mentioned in tho 
verse ~~~~ t :q if can be explained. · But this explanation has 
not been put forth by Mr. Karandikar and does not in fact help him. 
For, if the Sravaf)a in this verse is taken to be the reid constellation then 
1he. Pushya mentioned in the same verse must also be taken to be . 
the real constellation and must precede or be the same as that Pushya on 
which Sree Krisht;~a was speaking in the meeting at. Hastinapura; 
.and since Balarii.ma left PiiQgavas after Sree Krishl)a returned from ' 
Hastinii.pura it is clear that Balarama could not have left the 'Fiit;~gavas on 
1he Pushya, the real Pushya or the Pushya according to the calendar 
.of those days as the verse " =CJ<<irft~[\<Jr;:ll~ '' etc. requires. 

u• Asramaviisika Parva, Chapter 1. 
121 Ibid., Chapter 3. 
1u Ib!d., Chapter 8. 
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[Translation.-" Oh Gandhiiri, I shall soon go to the forest 
being permitted by Vyasa and Yudhisbthira. But before 
that (arcm.) I wish to give away money for the benefit of my 
deceased sons who played the vicious play of. dice."] 

~r +r(r~rit mrer~ <tl~a:·l 
~~fa troi ~r~rmtt ~f6<ii1tilitrq_ u \ u124 . 

[Translation.-" Db.ritarashtra will go to the forest on the 
approaching Paurl}.imii of the Kartika."] 

<~:~r(irci <~:Iifr!ir <{(if! ~~ffircnrijo: 1 
if~ !f.i[qf~IUJT~f~6t~ II 'l' 111211 

qo-: 3t~iij ~r ij' mfl1S~ija: 1 

ifTI:iRr «f{ffi \:ft;r~ifi~~~fcl~ I 

~ qf;siJf'l. cr1~r;r_ crif•n« ii(lll;l1IT: 11 'l 11 

cniRTIJflJT cnRfllc'i(fi ;n!Jl~<{lm:~: 11 <. II 

fir~~r ~~= 11 \ 11126 

[Translation.-" Having in this way made gifts for 1() 
days, Dhritarashtra paid off the debts he owed to lis sons and 
grandsons. Then on the following morning he called the 
Piil}.Qavas and congratulated them and having got performed 
the sacrifice on the Paun;limii of.. the Kartika, went to the 
forest."] 

Th~se statements show that DhritarasMra performed the 
Sraddhas of his sons and grandsons for ten days previous to 
the Paurl}.imii of the Kii.rtika. 

233. Why did he perform these Sraddhas then? They 
were not the days when his sons and grandsons died; for they 
died in the Margasirsha. Dhritarastra must have performed 
these Sraddhas on , tliese days because they followed the 
Vishuva (Equinox); and·were the days when the Sun was t() 
the South of the Equator; for, says the Mahiibhii;ata:-

tu Airamaviisika Parva, Chapter 11. 
115 Ibid .• Chapter 14. 
121 Ibid., Chapter 15. 
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~~G:r.i~G:~ ~I 
ar:qif M!ji?t ~ mr~ :q II , ''t II 

~~quit :q ~q~:q~~ u n \ 11127 

[Translation.-" Gifts made on a Parva become double,. 
made at the beginning of seasons ten-fold, but at· Ayana,. 
Vishuva and Shadasitimukhas and eclipses they become 
imperishable.") 

Therefore, Dhritarashtra must have begun to perform 
those Sraddhas on the Vishuva, that comes on the 4th Tithi 
of the bright-half of the Kartika in the third year of the Yuga 
of five years in the Vediinga-Jyotisha. This conclusion is. 
confirmed by the following express statement:-

~:q~:« ~UJt ~'VJ I 
~~ ~~~ W fcrei~crn: II '\ 11128 

[Translation.-" Dhritarastra often used to give gifts to 
Brahmal)as in Sraddha. on the days when the Sun is amongst 
the Pitaras (i.e., Manes), i.e., to the South of the Equator.''] 

234. The commentator NilkaQtha construes '' ~!J 
~=« " to mean " on the days of the death of the Manes ". 
He has entirely missed the_ point. He did not see that· had 
this construction been correct, Dhritarashtra would not have 
performed the Sraddhas in the Kartika. 

The statement in the Satapatha BrahmaiJa ~ffi 3:1:f~T Cftfr«r 
~~: etc. already ·referred to129 suggests that the real 
meaning of ~'if~=« is " the days when the Sun is to. 
the South of the Equator ". 

235. If Vishuva came on the 4th of the bright-half of 
the Kartika in the year in which Dhritarashtra went to the 
forest, it must have come on the same Tithi in the year of the 
War, which was fought fifteen years before, as according to 

127 Vana Parva, Chapter 200. 
1211 AJramavtisika Parva, Chapter 2. 
m See supra, para. 200. 
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the Vediinga-Jyotisha, we get Vishuva on the same Tithi after 
every five years. The turning of the .Sun to the North, there
fore, came 93 Tithis. after the Vishuva, i.e., on the 7th Tithi of 
the bright-half of the Magha, in the year of the War and 
Bhishma admittedly died within a day or two from the· same. 
Mr. Karandika.rts theory is, therefore, clearly untenable in 
view· of this. 

236. Mr. Karandikar's theory is shown all the more 
untenable if the year o.f the War is taken into consideration. 
The year of the War is minus 1695·3, i.e., 1197 B.C .. At 
this time, the Sun turned to the North when it entered the 
-constellation Dhanishtha and the Vediinga-Jyotisha, which 
had come into vogue in those days, also mentions this fact. 
Now it is an undisputed fact that the Sun was in the Jyeshtha 
on the Amavasya of the Kartika according to , the calendar 
.of those days. · The maximum number of days after that 
Amavasya that. the Sun would take to enter the Dhanishtha 
is 68 as already shown.iao Therefore, the Sun must have 
turned to the North within 68 days from that Amavasya and 
not after 79 days, as Mr. Karandikar supposes. He must, 
therefore, find a year for the War, which would satisfy all the 
.other conditions known from the Mahiibhiirata, which would 
agree with the statements in the Pural).as and the Harivansa 
and in which the Sun would turn to the North, when entering 
.Satatiiraka. But this is an impossibility, as any one who 
has gone through the calculations of t~e year, given by us, 
will see. It should be noted in this respect that the year of 
the War suggested by Mr. Karandikar is 2009 before the Saka 
Era, i.e., 1931 B.C. or minus 2429 and that it does not at all 
-satisfy all the conditions mentioned above. It does not give 
1he planetary positions in the first group or the second group. 
And no year about '39 years previous to it gives the planetary 
positions and the eclipse mentioned in the Harivansa. The 
Harivansa gives the positions of the Mars, the Venus, the 
Mercury and the Sut:t and describes a total Solar Eclipse in 

130 See supra, para. I I 3. 
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unambiguous wbrds. The Sun, the Mars and the Venus attain 
·the same positions again after 32, 331, 1215, 1578 or 1909 
years. Therefore the year that gives the. planetary positions 
mentioned in the Harivansa, just before the year of the War 
:suggested by Mr .. Karandikar, is-- 1734·84 - 2 x 331 
- 2 x 32, i.e., - 2460 · 84. But this year does not give any 
eclipse of the Sun. The year suggested by Mr. Karandikar 
must, therefore~ be rejected. Thus the year minus 1695·3 
being certain, the day of the turning of the Sun to the 
North 'and thus the day of the beginning of ·the War is 
;also certain beyond di&pute. The arguments in, para. 222 
also show the same. 

·A deeper consideration of the statements in the M ah ii
bharata, also, points to the same conclusion. It is certain from 
"' Wltl'iflltr etc.," that it was proposed to begin the War on the 
Amavasya of the Kartika (see supra, paragraphs 5l·;.S5). If the 
War was not started Qn this proposed day, the author of the 
Mahabharata must have known that fact and in that case he 
.could not have failed to mention it, especially because, he 
would have seen that such a statement as· ~'ifllfr etc., by 
itself without a statement about the postponement of the 

· War, would have the tendency to mislead the reader. He 
would, therefore, have expressly mentioned the postpone:-: 
ment of the War an,d the causes thereof. But it is a fact that 
he has never mentioned the postponemen~ of the War nor the 
-causes of the sanie. It follQws, therefore, that the War was 
not postponed. Moreover in giving the statement " ~'R;J"T
=tm1r" etc., the author can~ot be supposed to have had any 
intention other than that of stating the day on which the War 
began and it is significant that the statement has not been 
-contradicted anywhere. 

237. How then, can the darkness and the moonrise 
:(Chapter 184), forming part of the description of the battle 
•On the 14th night of the War, be explained 7131 

' 
m See supra, para. 228. 

9 
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. 238. The fact that the battle is described as being 
fought even befor~ ,the moonrise or even before the light
ing of torches, shows that there was some kind of liglit in the 
first part of the night and that could be no other than the 
moonlight. It also shows that the description or' the dark
ness is 'only poetical, even the moonlight, not being quite 
sufficient for the purposes of the fight and that the descrip· 
tion of the moonrise is an interpolation. · This is confirmed 
also by the following considerations:-

239. -(1) The ornaments and weapons are described as 
shining in the first part of the night in Chapter 154, verses 
27-33. These verses are the following:-

~~;f ~rs~ 1:~ ~rfUr6or SJ~rritij- 1 

~Rr<ffi'~~ ~cR: ~~~ aiftS+-1ifflft. II ':t" II 

oQ': ~r ~r«fr ~orr ~~fir~flia-r r 
~crr«t~~r ~t ~o~:!i 11 ' ' u 
~r ffl-~1~ il'il\~ ~rsma- ~tft ~ · 
.It;. It;~ ~It; (:;.,. 
~: ~RT'f~'ll: Q~lq+ff1~a'T n ''-II 
QSf ~·rrrr ~~r~ ::if~f.J+IJ7rnr: 1 • 

ffl"mijt SJ~Q' ir~r ~ ~!ir'ga': ·,, \" u1u 

[Translation.-" Oh king, the dust rising from the earth,. 
settled down on account of blood and the darkness passed off 
on account of the ornaments· and arm ours of gold. Then the 
army of the Bhilratas, ornamented by jewels and gold, appeared 
in the night like the sky with the stars and in the midnight 
that army was seen lighted by bracelets, ear-rings, necklets 
and weapons; and. their elephants and chariots, ornamented· 
by gold, appeared lik~ clouds, ornamented by lightning."} 

All this , is not p~ssible without the moonlight. It is 
stated clearly that when the dust settled down on account of 
blood, the da~kness passed off on account of the light from 
the ornaments and armours. But the ornaments and arrnours 
shine only by reflected light. This shows that darkness was . 

us See Drol)a Pana, Chapter I 54 • . 
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caused by dust and that there was some kind of light, of 
course, the moonlight. 

239. (2) Even a day has been described as dark by 
reason of the atmosphere being filled with dust during a 
battle. Much more properly can then a moonlit-night be 
described as dark for the same reason. There is the descrip
tion of darkness even after the moonrise, in the twilight and 
even after the sunrise. See the following verses:-

' " "' ~ ~<H ~ :y2: mJ2{ij~ :q II , \ II 
0,.. 

Qif~R 'lij{!!ii (f:\1 ~it~ I 

~f.nt!il~ ~: !TRUira <'I~ II , ' II 
~ ..... • t • "" 
~ ~ l@" tl<~t~~cnsmra:. I 

~ ij- ;r cp.j ~ mmf~ ~II ,\ una 

~~iffi: t.:ifiiN~ I 

~P:nfJJif ~ ~a J;Jm ~ n l· n13' 

[Translation.-" There arose the shower of dust and of 
the arrows and there also arose terrible darkness and sound. 
In this condition, the sky, the earth or the directions could 
not be known. All (army) became blind and stupefied on 
account of the dust (raised) by the a.rrhy; Oh king, neither 
they nor we could recognize one another".] This describes 
a fight during twilight. ' · 

[Translatiol,l.-" When the terrible confusion began and 
when the cloud of dust arose they thought as if a second 
night, had arrived."] This describes a fight during the day. 

239. (3) If tlie War began on the 11th Tithi of the 
bright half, there ought to be bright light on the first nights 
of the War in the beginn\ng but in the description of the 1st 
day we have 

m'H ::qR'i f{<tt.{ 01 51Tlfl~~ ~01 11 ~.~ 11tu 

131 Drol}il Parva, Chapter 186. 
:au Ibid., Chapter 187. 
tsr. Bhishma PariKI, Chapter 49. 
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(When the Sun had set nothing could be known i.e., seen) 
and in the description of the 2nd day we have 

..,...,.....,...,.~-- • ...~ _.., 2.. ~~ 
'd(ifii'8t~~~-llf: I Ff~q alU ~'I: II 
""' ........ r... ...... .. ..... ..... "' • ~ 116 
Fml2:14~11tid'8"141<1T I :or:i r-f'rn ""tl'"~"ll ~II 't\\ II 

(The_ army of the Kurus entered their camp with the help of 
torches and lights.) 

These statements conflict with Mr. Karandikar's theory. 
He will say that even the moonlight was insufficient and there

. fore we have such descriptions. Well then, can we not say 
the same about the night of the 14th day? 

240. Mr. Karandik~ lays _much stress on the wording 
i'i!ril 011: (double darkness) in a passagel17 and says that this 
can be explained only by supposing that it was a dark night. 
Our reply is that the moonlit-night is a night after all and can 
be regarded as dark, as c-Ompared with the day and that the 
darkness of the moonlit-night and of the dust can be 
described as double darkness. 

241. We may suggest here that the interpolation of the 
description of the moonrise was probably provoked by the 
• d' f It .... .... ... .... 1::.. - ,, t mcorrect. rea mg o . • "ilCCIII(\11("11""4?l i[ ::q ~ , .. :~ cr. e c. 
The interpolator appears to have thought that consis
tently with that reading, the Moon must rise on that parti
cular day after midnight while the fight w~s going on and 
that the deficiency in the book ought to be made good by 
interpolating the description of the moonrise. He saw no 
impropriety in doing this as he appears to ha\'e thought that 
the moonrise was a fact 

.. 
PI BhiJIIrntl Porro. ChapltT 59. 
lD S6Mptilctl Porm, Cbapter a. verse 97. The \('I'!,C is as rollows:-

ll - """" , .......... 
• dildSfqi(tii"'ii(: '"I~JUJ ~: I 

aawi-r.iJM ijqj ~ fimor Oll: II ~.., II 

[Tnwlation.-.. The dust rai!led by lhe feet or those men running here 
and tbere, created double darl"'"llm in the night, in their c:arnr.'1 
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242. After all this discussion, we can· put the problem. 
of the date of the Mahabharata War in a nut-shell. Shall we 
reject the only year and the Tithi that we hav~ calculated from 
indisputable astronomical statements and that satisfies all 
the conditions except this moon-rise which can fairly be 
inferred to be an interpolation ? Any reasonable man will 
hold the· moonrise to be an interpolation and accept the 
·year and the Tithi. 
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LECTURE III 

THE SYSTEM O.F ANCIENT CHRONOLOGY 

OR 

The Year, the Cycles, the Kalpa, the Mamantara 
The Date of Sree Riinia 

243. In the previous Lecture, we have determined the 
date of .the Mahabharata War·to be 1197 B.C. We have 
not however, considered a very important pbjec.tion to this 
date. The objection is as follows:-

It is stated in the verse 
...... ~ • .... ro.. .... 

arnt :qq mmr <fi~ruwm:~ ' 
•• ~ • ' .... .... 1 

ijtlaq:q"fi ~ !t~iRJT: II , l II ·', 

that the Wa~ was fought in the interim between the Dwapara 
Yuga.and the Kali Yuga. It is also stated in the verse. 

!tiH q:;~ Frl~ II ~I.\ 11:: 

said by Sree Krishl)a to Balarama o~ the 18th day or" the 
War, that the Kali Yuga had already started. Again, it is 
stated in the verse 

ttQ"t:lfii~ltt' atRroct. '.J~ff II .l' 113 

said by Maruti to Bhima that the Kali Yuga was to begin 
very soon. This talk between Maruti and Bhima took place 
just before Arjuna returned from Indra's abode; and the 
Pal)(lavas had completed six years of their exile when Arjuna 
returned from lndra's abode. This is prove~ by the verse 

~~ qy~ ~~lsf I ~ ~Re''.lf oG:! 'qiJ~: II 

~~ ar ~ ~r.rt 1 fucrr if~at CJir! .n "\ n" 
·(Translation.-" They lived there for four years after 

Arjuna had joined them and they had formerly> passed six 

1 Adi Parva, Chapter 2. 
' s Salya Parva, Chapter 60. 

s Vana Pan•a, Chapter 149. 
' Ibid., Chapter 176. 
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years before that event. Thus they passed ten years in the 
forest.'1 

ThiS proves that the talk between Maruti and Bhima 
took place about six years from the beginning of the exile. 
The War was fought after thirteen years from the begin
ning of the exile. It follows that the talk between Mliruti 
and Bhima must have taken place just about seven years 
before the War and that, therefore, the Kali Yuga must have 
begun within seven years before the War. The astronomical 
works say that Kali Yuga began when all the planets were 
in conjunction in the Revati in the year 3102 B.C. There
fore, the argument is that the date of the War must be 
Within seven years after 3102 B.C. 

244. We have to explain this objection and we cannot 
do it without a thorough study of the Yugas. 

245. Our date of the Mahlibhlirata War, i.e., 1197 B.C. 
having been obtained from astronomical evidence is so certain 
that we must hold that the Kali Yuga referred to in the 
Mahiibhiirata must have started within seven years before 
1197 B.C. and must be different from the Astronomical 
Kali, which is said t'! have begun in 3102 B.C. 

246. This is confirmed by the following considerations 
also. 

I. The planets were in or near the end of the Revati 
at the beginning of the astronomical Kali while they were 
near the Miila at the time of the War as already shown. 

2. We can find no date within seven years after the 
beginning .of the astronomical Kali, that gives the planetary 
positions mentioned in the Mahiibhiirata either in the first 
group or the second group. This is clear from the possible 
years calculated in the previous lecture.5 It is, therefore, 
quite clear that the Mahiibhiirata Kali and the Astronomical 
K.ali must be quite different things. 

• Sec supra,paragtaphs 91, 92 and 93 (last sub-para). 
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247. This conclusion is supported by the fact that we 
actually find in the Vedas and the Mahiibhiirata mention of 
two systems of Yugas, the Manusha or the Human and the 
Daiva or the Divine. 

. .. 
The following are the statements· about the Divine 

Yugas and the Human Yugas :-

~;rt ~ ~fr amr: ~~II '=t II~'~.,.,~· \t':{, 
I" """' -... ,......_ ' ~ 
ffil1 ~~ffi' ~ """'94i"""fl"""(fqrn:qr:r'( I 

.,~ ""' "" ,.. 4 
~ C'f'.\SilJTill'ij' JqT~;JJt<aCJ: II , II ~~ffil, ~.or. , '· 
~ if~ ~fir <fir(i .. 4 ~~~ illif ~ II v II 

=;r;i«, ~. ,,~ ,.\. 
fq% ~ ifG'fT ~ qjffi ~rot: II 'lil;ii~, ~. "\, ~ ""'· 

In these statements the word Yuga (~) is qualified 
either by the word \sf (Divine) or by the word iff~ (Human). 
These statements, thus clearly show that there were two 
kinds ofYugas, the Divine and the Human. 

248. The Divine Yugas must be comparatively .much 
longer than the Human Yugas and cannot be made use of in 
historical narratives; for, they give no idea of time. Suppo
sing that the present Astronomical Yugas are the same as the 
Divine Yugas, it is clear that their use in History will give us 
no idea of time. To say, for instance, that Sree Rama lived in 
the Tretii Yuga of 12,96,000 years seems hardly intelligible. 
For giving us an idea of the time of historical events, the 
long Divine Yugas would be useless ; the smaller Human 
Yugas only can give us some idea of the time of the occur
rence of events. It follows that the Yugas mentioned in the 
statements in the Mahabhiirata just referred to and those 
referred to in other historical works also must be the Human 
Yugas, hereafter named also Historical Yugas and not the 
long Divine or Astronomical Yugas. 

249. We must, therefore, study the Human Yugas. 
This is the main subject of this chapter. 
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· 250. We must meet hei:e a preliminary objection. The 
late Mr. S. B. Dixit held that the dimensions of the Yugas 
were~ already settled before the Astronomical Siddhantas 
came into existence; but that their starting point was not so 
settled and was probal;>ly calculated by the authors of Astro· 
nomical Siddhantas assuming it to be the day of the conjunc
tion of all planets. 6 ·The late Mr. C. V. Vaidya follows him 
and holds further that there was no Era in use in An.cient 

. India.7 Our attempt tp study the Yugas would, therefore, 
be futile from the standpoint of these learned authors. We 
must meet this objection before we proceed further. 

~51. These authors have not seen clearly that there were 
two systems of Yugas and that they must be considered 
separately·. They have not seen that there is clear evidence 
of the .existence of some system ofYugas in times previous 
to the Bharata War. The statements from the Bhiirata 
just referred to, show that the dimensions and the starting 
point of the Yugas was then well known; for, otherwise 
they could not have said that the Kali was soon to begin or 
that it had just begun.", The statements in Chapter 98, 
verses 88-93 of the Viiyu Purii(Ja referred to hereafter8a show 
the same. These statements could not have been made 
without the existence of an Era, i.e., the system ofYugas. Any 
statement that a certain event happened· in a certain Yuga 
and in a certain subdivision of the same cannot be made unless 
the dimensions and the starting point are settled; and we 
have a number of such statements about very many ancient 
events as the reader would see hereafter. This proves that 
some system of Yugas which was used for narrating history 
was in existence in very ancient times. The starting point 
of this system could not have been a calculated one; for such 
a calculation was not necessary and was impossible in those 
ancient times on account of the undeveloped condition of 

1 See Bhiiraleeya Jyotisltsiistra, page 143. 
7 Histor.v of Sanskrit Literature, pp. 2·-4, in Seclion f. 
sa See infra, paragraph 278. 
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Mathematics and Astronomy. Moreover an Era can be 
-started from any event actually seen. Therefore, the existence 
in ancient times of an Era, i.e., a system of Yug~s, is beyond 
doubt. We shall study the various aspects of this system 
in the following sections. 

SECTION A 
. 252. Befor.e studying the dimensions of . the Yugas 

we must know the length of the year of the ancient Aryas 
in India. · To the ancient Indian Aryas, the ye~ was equi
valent to the round of the seasons; they could not observe 
the sidereal .revolutions of the Sun ; they could only observe 
the round of the seasons and therefore, they regarded ~he 
round of the seasons as the year. This is clear. from the 

•following statement:-

~~~~er:~l 
~Imi ~~ ~fu wrij u 
~iria" ·~rf~'-i 1 

.,;sxAA~ fCilim u8 

[Translation.-" The year is the fire and the seasons are 
the sling (for holding it): for, the year can stand by the help 
of the seasons. By the seasons only does (one) support the 
-year. The word Sikya (~) (sling) is derived from Sak, 
which means ' to be able '. The seasons are, t.herefore, 
<;alled Sikya (t~'-i) because they· are able to support the 
year.") 

~err ~: ~<ffiR:: '· ~ tcmit !IRrRmRr n' 
· (Translation.-" The six seasons constitute the year. 

They (men) s~nd in the year by standing in the seasons."] _ 

253. This shows that the year was taken to be equal to 
the round of the seasons. The round of the seasons approxi
mately is equal to 365-A: days as is well known. But we find 

• Satapatha BrahmaTJQ, 6. 7. 1. 18. 
• Tairririya Sanhilil, 1. 5. l. 
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in· the followin~ statements that one year· was taken to be 
equal to 360 days:--

~~f511((il~o: \lJI\{ ~ elf ~ail(: ij-qc~: I 

g:r((~ '{r~<U%o: \lJft{ ~II{~ ;rr~n: ~iffiR: 11 

~fi{~ \TST1(rr%'o: W\{ Sf~fi{~ iJ!ttT: «<mr\: I 

~ \r;fr~1r~o: ~mr. !f:q'.{~ q-r ar~~ \!Sf~: 11 10 

[Translation.--One should perform sacrifice for 6 days 
for six are, the seasons of the year. One should perform 
sacrifice for 12 days for twelve are the months of the year . 

. One should ·perform sacrifice for 13 days for thirteen are the 
months of the year. One should perform sacrifice for 15 
d~ys for fifteen are the nights of half the month., 

o\lJ :q :;ftfGT :q ~orfif q~~ ~rsfr~r: w:rcft: dq-c~ {!Sf~: 111 

[Translation.-" He has got 360 Stotriyas, for so' many are 
the nights of one year."] 

m~ ~ !i[:;([qRRm= 1 ~ qf ~ dq-ctl{~ ~ere-= \if~' :q lffcrrfir 
fctm'ff~r~r~,:r;;rrfQr 111 :1 

[Translation.-The year is the Prajapati or the F~re. 
This Prajapati has got seven hundred and twenty days and 
nights. taken together."] 

254. This shows that the year was taken to be equal to 
360 days of 12 months each, a month being equal to thirty 
days. But this is not equivalent to the real length of the 
round of the seasons, i.e., 365! days. By taking a year to be 
equal to 360 days only, the seasons would advance 51 days 
every year. They would thus advance 21 days in four years 
or 31f days in six years. Such an advance can easily be 
detected in at least twenty years and the ancients 
could not have been ignorant of the same. It is therefore 
that the year is also' said to consist of thirteen months. This 
means that though the ordinary year was taken to consist of 

10 Talttlriya Samlzila, 5, 6, 7. 
11 Ibid., 1, 5, 1. 

Satapatlta Briilunaua, 10. 4. 2. 
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12 months or 360 days an extraordinary year was taken to 
consist of thirteen months. 

255. What then was the length of this thirteenth month 
and when was it taken are the questions to be answered. 
The answer is that the thirteenth month consisted of twenty
one days and that it was taken in every fourth year. 

. 256. The following is the evidence for this answer. 

In the Satapatha Briihma!la, the Yiipas in the Asva~edha 
Yajiia are described in the following manner. 
~ I',... ... ~~,-A."' 

~.,ocm''1;.'1': I ijCf (("filiillil~(ijij'!ff (1\J\tli!(IISn·ll~f 41ctlo qgi!(T<Cfl· 
~ 4 " ' err~: ~~ ~ !{Nff( Iii'~ ~r~:q ~ ~ lii'Z" 

qr~~:q ~~ ~Rl u " u <ro'a ~ ~r ~RI 1 ~a: 
mul'tf.fiid!J \Uti~ ~~fw.~a a~ :q: ~'Eilm"RJ:. ij' ijJ~ ~~~ il"li'!fitr 

.... .... ,, P.Pt3 
01~ \l{ffJil'ffi ltll( Cf'l~q~ql{J\irtici ~TI'\ 

[Translation.-There are twenty-one Yiipas and twenty
one Cords, all told. There is one Yiipa made of Rajjudala 
in the place of the Fire. There are two Yiipas of Pitudaru 
on two sides of the Fire. There are six Y iipas of Bilva, three 
being here (on this side of the Fire) and three being here 
(on the other side of the Fire). There are six Yiipas of 
Khadira, three being here (on this side of the Fire) and three 
being here (on the other side of the Fire). There are six. 
Yiipas ofPalasa, the three being here (on one side of the Fire) 
and three being here (on the other side of the Fire): These 
Yiipas are produced in this manner. When Prajapati (i.e.,. 
the year, as stated in a passage previously cited) died, his 
body was kept up to increase ( ~). His Phlegm came out 
of his riose and became the tree, named Rajjudala. His 
watery lustre (essence) came out of his eyes and became the 
tree named Pitudaru: His fat came out of his ears and became 
the tree named Bilva. His bones gave birth to the tree 
named Khadira and his ,flesh gave birth to the tree named 
Pa.tasa.] 

1a Satapatha Brahmaf)a, 13. 4. 4. 
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257. lt is cleat from this that in some year, the civil 
year, of 360 'days, was· kept up by adding some intercalary 
days, and that the twenty-one Yiipas represented those days. 
Whether one Yupa represented one intercalary day is the 
question . .The number twenty-one suggests the answer. For, 
·we cannot get the n~mber twenty-oiJ.e without supposing that 
intercalary days were added in the fourth year. If the civil 
year is eqmt.l to 360 days, it is short by 5! days. This short
ness amounts to 21 days in four years and therefore, 21 days 
are required to be intercalated in the fourth year·. We do 
not get this number twenty-one in any other way. There
fore, the twenty-one Yiipas must be taken to represent 
·t~enty-one intercalary days. Hence, though the ordinary year 
.amounted to 360 days, every fourth year was taken to be made 
()f 381 days. The thirteenth month was thus taken every 
fourth year and consisted of twenty-one days. 

258. This is supported by the fact that in the following 
pas~ages the Satapatha Brahma1)a teJis. the names of three 
hundred and· eighty-one days of the year, which could be 
no· other than tlie long year:-

'-'f.[T~l ~ 't\ifr: 1 r.t1&Tt foi\fuiffir~~ 51P-f1JJ"r-i' «r~m:nij' fcrwiR:tffiv.r • 
~~~~~3Jcrt~ ~I:TT~F3''i~sr1fqr+rr1='-flf11<m"4'ifflJifir<liRsrp.f1llf~1fmf II , II 

~if~lilg!'iihrij{: 1 ~Gtrsfuri ~l(i'Z4 aim:fu~ aRQ": ~~r;rr;r: 
'afTlq:~~ iiJ'v.T:~\ij"J+rl"!': ~i[.l';il~ a"~ wro1J'lf<fr fiF-r~,..<if 
.itrss~r fcr~+m ~~~ifli{qr~ ~~mr~ 'll!'~ I!!Tt q-~ ~~
-:..~r+r!il. 11 ' " t.Rij"\t\qrij~: ~rqij~{litofJ. ~riir~~1lf.ijffi
·~srn~ «~ ~ ~ {r~~~WI: ;m~a- ij"~r +r<tfft ~<«~ +riiffl' 
~U ~~~o II\ 1114 

[Translation.-" The Gods created the day named:-

. {1) D«ksha (i{l~) from Sraddha (~l) 
(2) Prayal)iya (m:qvf}<J) Aditi (~fft) 

(3) Kraya ('fill') , Soma (~if) 
(4) i\tithya (:anffiv.:r) , Vhhr,tu (~) 

14 Sathapatha Brahnza{w, Kiir,tl,fa 12, Chapter J, Brahman,a 2. 

'. 
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(5) Pravargya 

(6) Upasadal~ 

{7) Upavasatha 

·(8) Prayal)eeya Atiratra 

(9) Cl!aturvinsa day 

(10) Abhiplava 

(11) Prishthya 

{12) Abhijit 

(13) Svarasiimans 

{14) Vishuvao 

{15) Svarasii!Tlans 

1l6) Visvajit 

{17) Prishthya 

(~) from Aditya . (S1Jli:.:~) .. 
(;:r•Hf<{:) ., Swadhii (~\:ll) . 
(~~) , r\gnishoma ( SITH-iril') 
(~l~I'-J 
OJ!m:r~) , this World . (~Tfitcntn,) 

(~~lUi!'~:) , Samvatsara (~;:mn:) 
(stfl:rgq) , Briihmal)as (~!H) 

(~) ,. Kshatriyas · (~1~) 

(adl:r~n.) , Agni (arm) 
(~\ijliJTil':) , Water (q:q:) 
(~•nil) , Aditya (anf<{~) 

(~ij'fiJ'irr:) , Water as already (a:J~'-J:) 
told . 

(~-'li~) Indra .(~) 
(~) , Kshatriyas as (~'!') 

already told 
(18) Abhiplava (Oil~<f) , · Briihmar,.as as (~} 

alreadY. told 

(
19

) Go and ((ilr) ) } ." Mitravaru~;~a 
(20) .Ayus Sl~ 

~21) Dasar~tra (<{Ill'\~) ,. Visvedevas 

.(22) Dasariitrika Pcish- (c:;m:r~<r.) · 
thya Shadnha · ~'-Jlil~ , Disas (~iU:) 

(23) Chhandomiis (~~fliT:) •• Lokas ( ~TCfiT:) 
(24) Tenth day (Da~ama) ( <{iUil'il'l{l) . ., · Samvatsara ( trCfffi'{:) 
'{25) Mahiivrata ( 'l'lii1«f) , Prajapati (Si~rqfu') 

(26) Udayaneeya Atirlitra (~:q;f'rCJ) , Samvatsara (~iffi'R) 

. S1TQ1:1~ · ~, 

He who. knows this birth of the year (~cr~) becomes 
:great, becomes high-souled, becomes the year and goes to 
the Gods." 

259. A second list also is given in the 4th Brahmana of 
the same chapter of the same KaQc;la where the ye~r is 
described as analogous to the human body. In this list, 
however, the first seven items and the items (22), (23) and 
(24) 'have been omitted. 

10 
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260: The following passage also is very important: 

.~~ ij';mt ~~60'-JT "tt<i l:J{«frfl(!l!ftfrSRf~~~~R!Itt
srf: lf:errod ~nl!Cfc:frsfi:rnriiA. \J'l~iia srr: . ti:crr~~R:!r<r. fif~fm 
~~~ ~~;~~tp.ff~ fif~~~{'lJ<t. ~fa ~ ~ ~Cft~
~4fa u , ~ 11 ar?.t" ~sflrnllrr.r:. ~4:rmnt smr~;6rsmim~~ra
~~q~ra: ij'lmf~ij ~T~ ~V.W~&~~fff (lR!(l!lqlti 

~R2rn:. ~smrrls<rn: ~~~if: a-q:lffif qqft2ra: ~qrd ~«fra:, ~= 
~&l~:lffa ~qr~R:!r<r. ~~f&Rlf ij'iJCfT II , \ 1116 

. 

[Translation.-" The year has symmetry. There is an 
Atiratra on both sides of the Vishuvan. There are fifty-three 
Agnishtomas and 120 Ukthyas on both sides of the Vishuvan 
in. the calculation of those who take the Svarasiimans as 
Ukthyas. But in the calculation of those who take the Svara
samans as · Agnishtomas there are fifty-six Agnisthomas and 
·tl7 Ukthyas on both the sides of Vishuviin.16 There are six 
Sho4asins on both sides of the Vishuviin. Thus there are thirty 
Sha4ahas (groups of ~ix days) on both sides of the Vis~uvan. "J 

This passage shows that the year consisted of 360 days 
with one Vishuviin in the middle, i.e., 361 days. 
I 

261. -Does this description apply to the first list or to 
the second? The question is very important. The number 
of the d·ays in the first list exceeds those in the second by the 
days of items (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (1), (22), (23) and 
(24). The items (22), (23) and (24) amount to ten days; for 
Prishthya Sha9aha is equal to six days, being a group of six 
days and Chhandomas are three in number. [The Chhando
mas are three in number because they have been created from 
Lokas and Lokas are said to be three in Satapatlra Briilrmarta, 
Ka~Qa 12, Chapter 2, Brahma~a 2, and because in 
<m ~: il(<f: liRl: ~<r ij' ~ ~~~~)m: 1111 they (Chhandomas) 
have been said to be Lokas (which are three)just as ShaQaha 
of six days is said to be the seasons which are six. Moreover 

15 Satapatha Briihma(la, KiiQ~a 12, Adhyiiya 3, BriihmaQa 5. 
18 This shows that Svarasiimans are three in number. 
u Satapatha Briihma(ra, KiiQ4a 12, Chapter 2, Briihm:u)a 3. 
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the very fact that item (24) is named the tenth day (~) 
shows that Chhandomas are three: for then only· 
with the six days of the previous item· (22) named 'R't 
( a group of six days) would they make nine and then only 
would the description of the following day as the tenth day 
be appropriate.] Now if the items (22), (23) and (24) coming 
after the ~ (Vishuvan) and omitted in the 2nd list are 

·equal to ten days, the items 1 to 7 coming before the Vishuvan 
and also omitted in the 2nd list must also be equal to ten days. 
This follows from the symmetry referred to in the above 
passage. It should be noted that the 6th i_tem U pasadal) 
being in the plural number can be taken to be equal to 4 days 
and the 7 items together can then make ten days. The diff
erence between the first and the second list is thus that of 
twenty days. Now if the second list amounts to 361 days 
the fir;t list would amount to 381 days. But if the first be 
taken to amount to 361 days the second would amount to 
341 days. But 361 or 341 days do not correspond to any 
actuality. Therefore it must be held that the year as repre
sented by the first list consisted of 381 days. 

262. Moreover, there is yet another reason to suppose 
that the passage about symmetry applies to the second list 
only. The days on each side of Vishuvan given in the second 
list are, like those in the passage about symmetry, divisible 
by six. This is not the case with the days enumerated in the 
first list. This is easily seen if we examine the second list 
carefully. In that list the Prishthyas and AbhiplavaslB are 

11 That Prishthya and Abhiplava are each equal to six days is shown by 
the following passage also :-'It" CiT ~ G{Qffi'IJ~: 1 iiJCJT~(U~ 

~' ir ~rfuw.lr in a:rr~ ~rsr{ffil 'RJ~mt ~ ~'{~ ' '1¢ 
11 , 11-Satapatha Brahmaf)a, Kio4a, J 2, Chapter 2, Brihrnal}a 3. 

[Tranflation.-'' This year is equivalent to a Brihatl; for two Sha4ahas 
(a group or six days) or praying days, the two named Prishthya and Abhiplava. 
Go, Ayus and DaSl\ratra (name of a group of ten days) make thirty-six days 
and so many are the letters of the Brihatt ".] Here we get the addition or 36 
only if PrishJhya is six days and Abhiplava is six days. Moreover in Sata· 
patha Br6hmaf.ID, KiQ4a 12, Chapter 1, Brihmat)a 3, ar~ and 'l~ 

are expressly called ~ in " at'?.J ~'!{~ ~t ij'P-if6 ••• ~ •• 11 , • n 
and io " aN ~~ U{~ " II , , II 
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Sha4ahas and are divisible by six: items (8), (9), (12) and (13) 
make 6 days (for Svarasamans are three as is well known and 
is clear from. the passage about symmetry); on the other side 

. of Vishuvan also items (15), (16), (19) and (20) make 6 days; 
Items (21), (25) and (26) make 12 days. Thus the days 
on both sides of Vishuvan in the 2nd list are divisible by six; 
the days in first list exceeding by ten cannot be divisible by 

-six. . Therefore it follows that the passage about symmetry 
applies to second list only and cannot apply to the first list. 
The number of days in the second list has thus to be taken 
to be 361 and that in first list 381. 

263. We thus reach the conclusion that the Vedic 
Calendar consisted of three years of 360 days and one long 
year ·of 381 days .. We shall henceforth name this year of 381 
. days as the "long year" or the "fourth year,, · 

SECTION B 

264. The Aswamedha was performd in.the "long year". 
This is proved very clearly by the following passages in the 
Safapahta Briihmatza : 

3fSiflfRr ~r;r:qi'( Jlifi<J: ~<-rr.t: ~;ria' « ~rcr~~ ;rT{m~ "'~r'f·· 
~lt:q'?J: ffi~T<t offi' ~ tf Mf{l"l: 'a{:qfif+rtm_ll , 11 111 

[Translation.-" Prajapati (i.e., the year) desired that he 
should be great (long); he saw in Aswamedha two Grahas 
that could lengthen him. 20. He offered oblations to them and 

· thereby he became great (long).''j 

. This is only a poetical description of the fact that the 
Aswamedha was performed h1 the ' long year '. · 

~q'ffi:~~ mtr~flfot'lffiJtf: tr~i~•m:. o<P'J~I~ o~r 61~~
~ ~ ij- 3fSirqfrr «~ .rufff ~it~l:rrr :q~ij uz1 

11 Klil;~~a 13, Chapter 2, BriihmaQa 11. 
to KiiQ~a IJ, Chapter 3, BrahmaQa I. 
21 This is the meaning of ;rf(+rrw:r. It has a similar meaning in 

41 ~ mf il'~il'lo:t'~ '' (Taiulriya Samltltli, A~htaka 4, Prapli~halca 3, 
Anuviika I 1.). 
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[Translation.-The eye ·of the Prajapati increased 
(grew); (while growing) it fell away. From it a horse came into 
being. A horse is called Aswa, because it grew Aswayat 
(at~). That (the eye) the Gods set again in its place by 
the Aswamedha, itself. Therfore he who sa-crifices by the 
Aswamedha, i.e., performs the Aswamedha· sacrifice, makes 
the Prajapati complete.''] 

Here the eye of the Prajapati can mean nothing but 
the difference between the civil year of 360 days and the solar 
year of 365! days. This difference increased (at~<t) 
every year till in the 4th year it amounted to twenty-one whole 
days-an· integral number of days convenient for inter· 
calation. This fact is described as the falling away of the 
eye. That ' this eye was set in its place again by the 
A.Swamedha·' means that this difference was filled in by 
performing the Aswamedha during the whole period of the 
long year. Thus it· is clear that the Aswamedha was 
performed in the "long year". 

SECTION C 

265. We shall now see that the period of four years 
ending with. the "long year", was called a Yuga. We. have· 
the following important statements-

(a) ~f;t {TGrf.f ~~~ ~ w:rrill'f: 11 'It"\ n22 

[Translation.-" The King (i.e., Raval).a) ruled here for 
thirteen Chatur-Yugas."] . 

Here Chatur-Yuga can only mean a Yug~ of four years. 
For a man's life does not much exceed 100 years and therefore 
13 Chatur-Yugas must be a number less than 100 years and 
must be held to be equal to 52. years. If by Chatur-Yuga 
we understand, the Kali, the Dwapara, the Treta, and the 
Krita together, the rule of Raval).a would be irrationally long. 
This proves that there was a Yuga of four, of course, of four 
years. The word Yuga generally means any period in which 

u Vayu Pllriil}a, Chapter 70. 
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the same thing happens again. One year is thus a Yuga as 
the seasons happen again in one year. The period of fow 
years would also be a Yuga as the "long year" recurs at 
its end. And we have just seen that" Chatur-Yuga" can 
only mean a period of four years. 

{6) ~ 41141d4'l'Mft~O( ~!if 1121 

[Translation.-&& Dirghatmas, the son of Mamata, became 
old in the tenth Yuga.'1 Here also a Yuga must be 
construed to mean a period of a few years; for ten Yugas 
must be a period less than 100 years. This supports our 
conclusion from the passage (a) above that a Yuga was then 
in vogue consisting of 4 years. 

266. In the Vediinga-Jyotisha the period of five years is 
called a Yuga in the verse, 

'""'"znr'lmr::r:rn .I\ ..... 411"1Wfj!lq'il(4 qjqfiWIQfliN"t: I 

~~~~li\\Uzt 

[Translation.-"· The method of knowing time of the 
Yuga of five years beginning with the bright half of Magha and 
ending with the dark half of Pausha, is told (here}, and five 
lords of the five years are mentioned.'1 In the Taittiriya 
Briihmar.za (1. 4. 10), however, only· four years and their four 
lords are mentioned. This shows that before the Yuga of 
five years was introduced by the Vediinga-Jyotisha, a Yuga 
of four years was in vogue. '!Jl.e Viiyu Puriiua also says in 

~~: fi "iigill0ff.iiil1qal: II ,,, on 

[that " the five yem beginning with Samvatsara were 
obtained by the modification of four years.'1 

It is thus evident that in days before the Vediinga
Jyolisha .. Yuga" could only have meant four years. 

II Ripeda, I. 158. 6. 
•• YajiiTFtdiinga...I.IIOiisha. 
u Ydyu PIITiiluz, Chapter SO. 
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267. The following calculation also supports ,the same 
proposition :-

.~ ~ - ' 
ot~nCii:il'~'41i\i"-41~ iffiT ijq~dSij( I 

~ mtl4fu: ~~ fu-2T ~ ~a II ~~" I~ 
'~wrn~~m ~~= ~ "iill'il: •26 

~~~ fqf~ affi~a~ II ~\ o II 

[Translation.-" In the period of the Vaivasvata Manu, 
18 Yugas have elapsed and 40 Yugas are to elapse.'j This 
means that the period of the Vaivasvata Manu was 68 Yugas. 
The period of the Chakshusha Manu was also of 68 Yugas, 
.as appears from the passage :-

~ ~: d\ll ~J11WR: I 

f<i «t(olli!'("'4R • • • • II\" 112" 

[Translation.-" The creation of that great Soul (the 
Chakshusha Manu) is measured as regards the length and the 
number in the seri~'!S of descedants (~1) by those of 
Vaivasvata Manu], which means that the period of the 
Chakshusha Manu was equal in length to that of the Vaivas
vata Manu, i.e., 68 Yugas. 

Now the Vaivasvata Manu is the 12th descedant of the 
Chakshusha Manu28 and one generation is approximately 

22 X 12 , 
.equal to 22 years. Therefore one Yuga = 

68 
== 4 years 

in round numbers. 

268. All this shows clearly that the word Yuga was used 
for a period of four years. Now~ the year, the Yuga of four 
years and' the Era must have begun simultaneously and the 
first three years of the Era must naturally have been the ordi
nary years of 360 days and the fourth year must have been 
of 381 days. Thus it is clear that the first Yuga ended with 
the long year of 381 days and of. course, the subsequent 

!I Chapter 99 of Vayu Puriif)a. 
n Viiyu Puriif)Q, Chapter 62. 
:& See Lecture IV, paragraphs 367 and 376. 
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Yugas and thus every Yuga ended with the long year. Hence
forth we shall designate this Yuga of four years ending with 
the ' long year ' by· the word ' quaternary •. 

SECTION D 

269. New ~ik, Yajush and Saman Mantras(~,~. 
~) were made for the A.Swamedha every fourth year .. 
the ~riod or' four years being also called a Manvantara. 

270. This is proved by the following passage in 
Satapatha Briihma[Ul :-

. ~ a !1\iffltRRnt: I •••• ~ W Olf~ frr<ro 'tiiefl'l1\i€41D~61· 
.... .... ffi . ' ~ ,.t., ~ c.. 

Cffln {<II ~: SI~Jq <uJ: •••• ·u 'l 11 &Na'{r ~~ 0'-Jf{it. i[lf{iU<J 

'fiffi«t(i41D~ir ~rd ~nt mmq_ '<tffi<lm~~.q~~~~m .... 
• • • • II '\'4' 1128 

[Translatioll.-" Year is the Prajapati who is also the Agni 
(Sacrifice). He arranged the .~ig Veda into twelve thousand 
Brihatis; for only so many are the ~ik hymns created by 
the Prajiipati ..... ·He then arranged the other two Vedas 
into twelve thousand Brihatis; the Yajur Veda into eight 
thousand Brihatis and the Sarna Veda into four thousand 
Brihatis. For so many only are the hymns of these Vedas 
created by the Prajiipati. "] 

271. This clearly states that the hymns of all the 
Vedas were created by the Prajapati, i.e., the year. This only 
means in non·poetical language that hymns were made 
at a regular interval of years. We also know that th'e Aswa
medha was performed every ' fourth year' to make the 
Prajiipati or year complete. These two facts combined 
together, show that the Prajiipati is said to have created 
hymns because they were made for the Aswamedha that was· 
performed for completing the Prajapati and therefore that 
hymns were made every 'fourth year' for the Aswamedha 
performed every fourth year to complete the year. 

:. Kio~a 10, Chapter 4, Br;thmaJ}a 2. 
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272. This conclusion is supported by the following 
statements in the Pur~il;tas :-

{a) Slffi'lr<1a:{ ~Cf ~fffi:;:qrfCJlfp.fij J : 

~ ~;;ij1{ ~llHr.t ~~CRSI~~aq: II "\" 1180 

.[Translation.-" New Vedas are made in every Man
vantara, namely. ~ik, Yajush and Sam!J.n for every deity."] 

This passaage alone proves that new hymns were made 
in every Manvantara. · 

(b) ~): r.ro~ (!'~litr.:~ffl:\l':q ~~~:· I 
.~ (> *" it . ., 1 il:f: ij'{T'«f ~Ia' ili{04!fi+icti'IO!l II ~ \\ II" 

[Translation.-" When the Mailvantara is finished (the 
~ishis and Manus) abandon their offices and go up to the 
happy· Maharloka with the Mantras.") 

This · clearly means that the hymns in the old 
Manvantara could not be used in new Manvantara and that, 
therefore, new mantras had to be composed in every, 
Manvantara. · 

273. There is further evidence to support this conclu
sion. In the first list of the days of the " lopg year" given 
by us already there are three ·days named Chhandomas (item 
No. 23). The word Chhandoma (u<nm ql~ err iif;ft~ij' ~! 
a ~:) means those days in which the hymns are com
posed or measured to see if the presc~ibed length of hymns 
is composed. Though we do not find· in the Brahman as 
of to-day, such an act of composing or measuring 
hymns, the derivation of the word Chhandoma is itself so 
very certain that it can point to no other conclusion than that 
new hymns were composed every ' long year'. 

274. The following passage also confirms this conclu
sion:-

~ir ~ f<r'={v.:i ~llT"=C•i'r ~~~ :q~\l ~~~ ;:ra:q~q: 1a2 

ao Vay11 Puriil)a, Chapter 59; Motsya Purill)o, Chapter 145. 
a1 Vayu Puriil)a, Chapter 61. ' 
a2 Rigfeda, MaQQala 6, Siikta 8. 
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[Translation.-" Give wealth useful for Yajiia and fame 
to us, who sing new praises to you in every Yuga."] As a 
Yuga has been shown to be equal to four years this means that 
new :g.ik, Yajush and Saman were composed every· fourth 
ye:u (for Aswamedha, of course). Incidentally this passage 
also shows that the Manvantara was the same thing as a 
Yuga, i.e., a period of four years. 

SECUON E 

275. ·we will now consider the meaning of the Kali 
Yuga, the Dwapara Yuga, the Treta Yuga, and the Krita 
Yuga. Here we have to consider two points (a) their 
dimensions, (b) .their starting point. We will take up the 
former here and the latter afterwards. ' 

276. In the Vayu Puratza we find the following· impor-
tant passage :-

~~raf'ri:~~~:<n~~( 1 

qRCJ~'lM~ ';t~tiii'iir! ~ II " II 

~R:~ a~fbrr; <nt~ <roirllRll: 1 

if iijili~Rf WJntt ~ooqP.i~mr.rr n ' 11 

alU .~ qrp;r~r ani(r ~ ~ 1 
.&\ ..... • t-. 

'.if,;f.Pf~ ~ll<t ~~~ ;J'(Rfi;Jl: II \ II 

~ii'T~l:!f ifif{Qri{ m I;J~IWJ:. I 
51~ ii'(T~ ~ar: ~ ~ ffifT 11 , a 11 

ai4' ~ ~ ~~lll~d'iS: I 

W ~~~ atm~~ ii't~ II , , II 
.... . . " 

aN qf ij'(T~{Q a' <fi~ ~'{ I 
if ~iina mt ;fit CJ: <nrij: ~~all{ 11 , ' 11 

' ' ' • t' 
~r<f ~~ WTCJT'l ~:q- <Jil\i: m;:sr:q-: II , ~ II 

:q-%tf~ ~ ~ :qg~lf ft ~~1f I 
• l. 

m$1:r.:ttir.d:r.r!j'*•l •nz:r ~ ~~ liJ ~'i II , v II 

4~dl('tliqOiht fil:dt<f CJ: ~ ii~T I 

Rn~~~RI'a-~~f~:.II ,."' n 
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~~ ~ mii rn:~ ~~~ 1 

~S7f ;rfqv.mi{ [f.li ifTif ~'i II , " II 
~ t. ". ..._, 

'!<ll{dt'ti6lliC('llf+[ ~F.f ~filifl{. I 

~ ll~;j ~~roi ~:~if: II ,, II 

(fa: ~~ .qrt ~~~ ' 
~ ~ ~ 'imrn. =<la~ ii'Tif ~IJJ'I. u , ' n<~a 

The substance of this passage is as follows:-

"As the four Yugas, the Kali, the Dwapara, the Treta 
and the· Krita were revolving like a wheel, the Gods could 
not determine the dimensions of time (year). Therefore 
prior to the Manvantaras, they re,.ishis, Devas and Indra) 
-concentrated their mind for one thousand years and prayed 
{sr'f'Jtr:) to Mahadeva ·and asked, 'Oh Lord, 'this time 
{of thousand years) has four heads and is composed of fours, 
i.e., quaternaries(~:); who would know this. time 7' 
Mahadeva said, 'Its head named the Krita has four 
tongues, its head named the Treta has three tongues, its head 
·named the Dwapara has two tongues and its head named the 
Kali has one tongue only. This is the fqurth head of 
the Kalpa.'" 

277. From the number of tongues of each Yuga, given 
in this passage, we know definitely that· the dimension of 
the Dwapara was twice that of the Kali, of the Treta thrice,· 
and of the Krita four times of that of the Kali. Here we 
may suggest that in the above passage 11 aR' Cfilw: " (this 
time) has reference to and stands for ~ qr'tcffiRIOJ;. 

(one thousand years). If so it would follow from its de
scription as Chaturmukha (having four heads), that all 
the four Yugas together make up a thousand years 
.and that, therefore, the Kali Yuga is equal to one 
hundred years, the Dwapara is equal to two hun~red years, 
the Treta to three hundred years, and the Krita to four 
hundred years. But since some may cast doubt on this 

. a a Vliyu P11rtil)(1, Chapter 32. 
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interpretatipn, we proceed to prove the dimensions of the 
Yugas from o~her independent evidence. 

278~ In the Viiyu Purii(la we have the following passage 
in Chapter 98 :-

~~m~: tl[Qr~ .~~r: ~~~= §lllr: 1 

~~r:. «H ~~~~ fffTqiiJr~ffii~Q' II ' ' II 
.... ..... '' " ..... 
~19;;r g ~fff;r ~'51'<1T iii~ { ~ 

.... "' t '" .~~ il"! :q:gql( Jrl<fi~~~:«\: II '~ II 

q:q-;r: q:ql{~t g ~~T ~if~ I{ I 

;rt~:~rcrr :q'ifi<fo1 SJ c:r~ir'li!J\=«\: 11 ~~:. o u34 

q;<ir;rf.t~ ~~r~t «~~srtoifi'rS+I<lC( 1 

. iiJI~~qr W ~l'cllimnJ\:«{: II "., II 
:etij~ !~ \rijr erf«'gir ~r~m 1 · 

~~ ~1'-fURlrl~ ~ ~~~~~~: II ~ \ II 

at~r e:rq't fct~'lr(ii~ ~~~tq_ 1 
" ~ ...... t 
~~I«'!S~Qf ~ iiJiii.'lilll~:«\: II ~ ~ II 

. We have a similar passage in theM atsya Purib.;za, Chapter 47. 

One who believes in the correctness of the dimensions 
of the Yugas given in Indian Astronomical works will render 
this passage as follows :-

" These three are said to be His divine incarnations. 
Now learn His seven human .incarnations brought about by 
curse. · Tbe fourth incarnation named Dattiitreya, was born 
in the Tretii of the tenth Mabayuga. The fifth incarna· 
tion named' Mandhiita was born in the Tretii of the fifteenth 
Mabayuga. The sixth incarnation named Jiimadagnya 
(Rama) was born in th.e .Treta of the nineteenth Mahiiyuga. 
The seventh incarnation named Rama, the son of Dasaratha, 
was born in the Treta of the twenty-fourth Mahayuga. The 
eighth incarnation named Vedavyasa, son of Parasara, was 
born in the Dwapara of the twenty-eighth Mahayuga." 

31 This is the reading in the Matsya Puriiua. The reading in the Pti)'U 

Purii.{ID is " ;JTl:'ffij~\!fiiifffi~ (f~l trt~~{:~~: 11

1 
hut that reading has no 

meaning. 
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279. According to the Indian Astronomical works the 
Kali Yuga is equal to 432000 years, the Dwapara Yuga is 
<:qual to 864000 years, the Treta Yuga is equal to ·1296000 
years, the Krita Yuga is equal to 1728000 years and the 
Mahiiyuga which is the comNnation of the Kal~ the 
Dwapara, the Treta and the Krita, is' of course, equal to 
4320000 years. On the basis of these dimensions and of 
the construction of the passage given above, the interval· . 
between Dasarathi Rama and Vedavyasa would be equal to 
four Mahiiyugas and one Treta Yuga at least, i.e., equal to 
18576000 .years, and the interval between Jamadagnya' 
Riima and Dasarathi Rama would be five Mahiyugas, i.e., 
21600000 year~ nearly. We, however, know definitely tha~ 
Brihadbala, a descendant of Dasarathi Rima, fought and was 
killed in the Mahabharata War and that this Brihadbala was 
the 25th descendant of Dasarathi Rima, according to the 
Bhtigavata Purtil)a, 32nd descendant according to the Vishl)u 
Purtil)a, and the Vtiyu fural)a. Vedavyisa was the grandfather 
of the PiiQ.4avas who fought the Mahibhiirata War. There
fore we will have to hold that 30 generations are equal to 
18576000 years. In the same way since it is said that 
Jimadagnya Rama was a contemporary of DUarathi 
Riima we will have to hold that Jamadagnya Riima lived for 
21600000 years. Plainly these are impossibilities as we know 
that a generation is never greater than 25 years and that the 
span of a man's life does not much exceed 100 years. Even 
if we hold that a ·Mahiiyuga is a combination of the Kali of 
hundred years, the Dwapara of two hundred years, the Treti 
of three hundred years and the Krita of four hundred years, 
i.e., that a Mahayuga is equal to 1000 years, we still get the 
interval between Dasarathi Riima and Vyiisa to be 4300 years 
and the life of Jamadagnya Rima to be 5000 years and 30 
generation to be equal to 4300. These also are impossibil
ities. We are, therefore, constrained to construe the passage 
in another and a reasonable way, taking that the words tenth, 
fifteenth, nineteenth, twenty-fourth and twenty-eighth repre- . 
sent subdivisions of the TreUi and the Dwapara, namely, the 
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quaternaries. This finds support in the fact that the word 
twenty-fourth (:erg~~) in the 92nd st~nza qualifies the word 
Yuga (9ir) which as we have seen means a quaternary. 
The correct rendering of the passage is, therefore, as 
follows:-

·"These are His three divine35 incarnations. Now learn His 
seven human incarnati~ns. The fourth incarnation named 
Dattatreya was born in the tenth quaternary of the Treta; 
the fifth incarnation named Mandhata was born in the 
fifteenth quaternary of the Tret!; the sixth incarnation named 
Jamadagnya Rama was born in the nineteenth quaternary 
of the Treta; the seventh incarnation Dasarathi Rama was 
born in the twenty-fourth quaternary (of the Treta); the 
eight~ incarnation named Ve_davyasa was born in the 28th 
quaternary of the Dwapara." From this true interpreta
tion .of-the passage we caniind the dimensions of the Dwapara 
Yu.ga and others. 

280, This passage says that Vedavyasa was born in the 
28th quaternary of the Dwapara Yuga, i.e., between 108 to 
112 years from the beginning of the Dwapara. We also know 
that the fourth descendant of Vedavyasa, named Parikshit, 
was born36 just after the Mahabharata War and that the 
Mahabharata War was fought just after the beginning of the 
Kali. 37 ) Therefore taking one generation to be equal to 
22 years, we get the Dwapara Yuga to be equal to 108 + 22 x4 
in the least or 112 + 22 x 4 in the greatest, i.e., to 196 or 200 
years. The dimension of the Dwapara must have been a 
round number. Therefore it .follows that the Dwapara is 
equal .to' 200 years and that the Kali is 100 years, the Treta 
300 years and the Krita 400 years. 

85 The divine incarnations mean those born in the country of the Devas. 
i.e., the illl'Tifij and the Human incarnations mean those bom ia other 
countries (see infra, para. 357). 

81 See Mahiibharata, Asmedhika Par~a, Chapter 66. 
a1 See supra, para. 243. 
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281. Nor is this inconsistent with the number of genera
tions between Dasarathi Rama and Brihadbala. For, the 
B/zagavata gives '25 generations from Sree Rama to Brihad
bala and the other Purag.as give 32. It is clear that some 
mistake has crept m here. It appears that the Kings of several 
lines of descendants of Dasarathi Rama have been mentioned 
together 'and that the line is thus lengthened by mistake. 
the Matsya Purif(la gives in Chapter 12 fifteen generations 
from Sree Rama to Srutiiyu, who was killed in the Maha
b~rata War. We ought to take this shortest line· as the 
most reliable. On this basis the interval between Dasarathi 
Rama and Vedavyasa, i.e., the Tretii Yuga plus four quater
naries are equal to thirteen generations; (taking the genera
tion of Srutiiyu to be the same as that of the Pa1}.4a,vas, who 
were 2nd in descent from Vedavyasa). Therefore the Treti 
Yuga is equal to (13 x 22- 16)= 270 years or in round 
numbers 300, agreeing with the dimension of the Dwapara 
previously determined. This clearly supports the conclusion 
that the Dwapara is equal to 200 years. We may, therefore,. 
take it as proved that the K.ali was 100 years, the Dwapara 
200 years, the Tretii 300 years and the K.rita was 400 years. 

SECilON F 

282. We shall now consider what is meant by a Kalpa 
and what are the dimensions of a Kalpa. 

283. The word Kalpa is derived from the root ft. 
that means to create, to plan, or to devise. A Kalpa, there
fore, means a period of creating the same thing again. For 
instance, the period of four years at the end of which another 
President is elected in the United States, can be called a Kalpa. 
The framing of a new constitution would be also the begin
ning of a new K.alpa or rather of a greater Kalpa (Mahi
kalpa), while the period of re-elections by virtue of that con
stitution would be a small Kalpa. It would be seen hereafter 
that the word Kalpa was used in both these senses, i.e., in the 
sense of a Mahlikalpa or a larger Kalpa and of a smaller 
Kalpa. 
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284. · Why was the Kalpa called a Kalpa? The reason 
is that the Manu, Saptarishis (~. tnrlif) al!d other Devas 
.or public functionaries were freshly elected or selected in 
.every Kalpa. This would appear from th~ following 
passage:-

~ m a(\1' ffi~ l.\1~ ~~~ I 
" ..... ..... ~ "' .... 
Ql~ Q'(r ~ <311~ <iJIIIIf<tiltg ~ I 
~ ~ '.t. .... ~ ,..,.. 

'q,~~~~<tii"i CJ ~ CJJitr.f.lil: ~: II , t:. II 
-~ ,......_ o\. ' 

1'.\"tllf 1m~ ~'.....,IJir::rlf'i"""«l=-~""'1 I 
... " \' 

~~ICf('i't('( !"'l tp;(P-Jllmlif: I 
.:::....... ,.....,, " " 
'*'Wfl.l"'il~ifl i{CIT ~:iji{TIO[il: II '\ \ II 
" ,... ..... 'flo(" ..... r.. ........ 
~IQ<tiR? Q'(r '!?J afffiii tn~Q{ I 

'W{ICJ~~CJI: Ql~ ~ ~ II ~'I II 
'lit 

'~ "'' " aotlCWf41<i'tli{lf ~ OOifllif :ijfc:'fij": I 

~l<tiR ~P.fli«ldtd G:N~ ilf('l1{ II lt'\ II 

a~mw~~: (~=) ~: u :t\ u38 

· [Translation.-" When the Kalpa came to an end and the 
time of burning (offerings in the Asvamedha) arrived, the 
Vaiminika Gods that were in .that Kalpa (the Vaiminika 
<Jods are those who remain Gods for one Kalpa only), 
namely, Gods, Pitaras, ~his and Manus, whose authority 
terminates by a Kalpa (<tiPQI'I~iiWl<tii: ), who stay in Trailokya 
and who are proud of their offices (~~:) knowing 
that the time of their office had expired and knowing 
further, when the subsequent period {tn"~m) had arrived 
.and when the end was near, that their inevitable end had 
arrived, put their heart upon (~ ~) going to the 
Maharloka and the1 went to the Maharloka with their own 
bodies;"] . -

285. That tlie Manu, ·the Saptarishis and other Gods 
were public functionaries is shown by the following 
passage:-

*' Jltiyu PuriiiJII, Chapter 7. 
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+rl:fa' a:q-r~a-~if +r~~ijrs~q-q_ 1 

f.rf;r.rerr~Rf11Tt ~Tiff ~':£ ~ ~~: u '\ U38 

[Translation.-" When Brahma uttered. the word (+r&:r) 
Maha the Maharloka came into existence. The Maliarloka 
is the abode of Gods who have retired from their offices."] 
As the Manu and the Saptarishis went into the Maharloka, 
t~e abode of retiring officers, after leaving their places 
they must be public functionaries. 

286. These passages clearly show that the period of office 
of the Manu and the R,ishis (~, ~mN) was a Kalpa. It 
follows that fresh elections or selections for the office of these 
functionaries must have been made at the beginning of every 
new Kalpa. · · 

287. But what is the dimension of a Kalpa ? As the. 
Kalpa is also the period of a Manu it must be equal to four 

· years; for we have already seen that the Manvantara, 
i.e., the period of the Manu, is equal to four years. (See 
Section D above.) Moreover as the Manus and the R.ishis were· . 
human beings and went with their bodies to the · Maharloka 
after the expjry of the Kalpa, the Kalpa must be much less 
than the life of a human being. !he followjng discussion 
will show that 28 Kalpas are equal to 112 years and that 
one Kalpa is equal to four yeats of 1461 ·days each, the 
28th Kalpa consisting of 1460 days only. 

288. We have the followi.ng statements in the Viiyu 
Purli!Ja :;_ 

arrtfl~ ~Rff.: Cfit:tJ: q<t(r;;rff f«::ilr'tf+rr: 1 

'11\1'(: ~aif'ft ij\(.1' '1~'-JTfiJ f~~ II , ' II 
~ "" ' ~ ~ Sllliif: if.l."'l ~l<!i~T S!Tqa:s~r II 't II 

TMl~ ijif: Cfit:q~:q~q ~'-J~ 11 ' ' 11 ~rf?( •o 
j 

[Translation.-" Oh excellent · Brahmal).as, the seventh 
Kalpa was that . which was named Padma. The present 

as Vuyu Pura~, Chapter lOJ. 
'o Ibid., Chapter 21. 

11 
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Kalpa is Varaha. I shall tell its details. . The first Kalpa in 
the. beginning of the world was Bhava, the second was 
Bhuva, the third was Tapas, .... the seventh Kratu, the eight 

. Vahni, etc."] 

Here in the 21st Chapter we have 28 names of the 2g 
·· Kalpas, the last being Brihat. It should be noted that the
. names of the seventh and .the eighth Kalpas are Kratu and 

Vahni instead of Padma and Varaha as stated in the twelfth 
verse. This and the fact that _the 28 names are part of the 
details of the eighth Varaha Kalpa, that are promised to be
stated· prove that these 28 Kalpas are subdivisions of a greater 
Kalpa also called a Kalpa. 

289. After the enumeration of the above 28 smaller Kat-
pas we have the following statement in the Viiyu Purii!la41 : 

armrmr~~ ~~ Slilrm'f= , 

t~t ij fWt qoj ~~ij'_ II "" II 

ft~rw2 ij ~ ~ ~~~, 

~~,fq arrr:«r;r ij ~mier u·"' n 
~~fof~ ~~ ~ \~ II II\ II 

[Translation.-" The Rathantara is the greatest MaJ;t<fala 
of. the -Sun measuring eighty thousand and eight Yojanas. 
This MaJ;tc;tala of the Sun that is separated by the Brihat 
Sarna, i.e., the 28th Kalpa, cannot be broken into smaller 
parts. The other Kalpas are united into the Rathantara."J 

290. What is this Rathantara that is referred to here? 
It is not mentioned as the name of any of the 28 Kalpas · 
mentioned in the 21st Chapter. It is said to be separated 

. from other Kalpas by the· Brihat Sarna, i.e., the 28th Kalpa. 
This shows that the Rathantara means the group of first 28 
Kalpas ending with. the Brihat-Kalpa. 

" Vayu PurfifJ/1, Chapter 21. 

u The reading actually Js "~ g u but as that has ·no meaning, 

1 have adopted the reading "~~~tin 11
, 
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291. The following statement in Chapter 22 preceding 
the ~mention of five other Kalpas is also very important and 
shows that the group of 28 Kalpas was ·called the Rathantara. 
The statement is as follows :-. 

Of'lr~~ ~r ifFJg: qr1:c€irnar: 1 

ij'ii ~rir ~m ~~~~ u " n . 
\~ ~ \1qftm~~ij I 

.... ( . 2) "' " 45 ~ ~·n . Off+JI!P-fTTif ••• , •• II ' II ' 

[Tra~slation.-" I shall now mention the names of Kalpas 
coming after the 28 Kalpas whose names have been given 
before. Learn the names of the Kalpas after Raihantara 
Sarna."] 

In this passage the author proposes to narrate the names 
of the 'Kalpas coming after the Rathantara. He also says· 
that he will mention the names of the Kalpas after the 28 · 
ones, which have already been mentioned by names. Both 
these statements obviously mean the same thing. It follows 
that the Rathantara was nothing else than the group ·of 28 · 
Kalpas which the author says he has already named. 

292. Now what is the meaning of the statement that 
the Rathantara is the largest MaQ4ala of the Sun ? A Kalpa 
is no doubt some period of time. The 'Rathantara which is 
the group of 28 Kalpas must, therefore, be a period of time 
also. As the' Rathantara is said to be Siirya-MaQ4ala the 
word MaQ4ala also must connote the. period of the complete 
revolution or revolutions of the Sun. MaQ4ala is, therefore, 
·equivalent to a " cycle" of time. How can this period of the 
Rathantara be described as the largest MaQ4ala of the Sun ? 
Because it contains smaller MaQ4alas of the Sun and is 
exactly equal to a period of whole days during which the Sun 
makes a complete number of revolutions. What is the small 
MaQ4ala of the Sun ? The smallest number or' whole days 
that are approximately equal to a complete number of revo· 
lutions of the Sun. The fact that the Rathantara is called 

u V4yu Purii(ta, Chapter 22. 
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, the largest MaJJ,Qala of the Sun and that it contains 28 Kalpas 
shows that one Kalpa' was a small MaJJ,Qala of the Sun. 

· What is such a small MaJJ,Qala of the Sun and did the ancient 
Indians know it? The ancient Indians knew that the Sun 
performs four revolutions approximately in 1461 whole days; 
we have already seen this" when we found out that they took 
a quaternary of 1461 days. Therefore a Kalpa is really 
equal to a quaternary. But the Sun does· not perform four 
revolutions exactly in 1461 days. One year~ i.e., the Tropical 
or the seasonal year, is equal to 365·2422 days. Therefore 
if we take four years to be equal to 1461 days, we will have to 
omit one whole day again after 128 years. The ancient 
Indians took it that one whole day is to be omitted after 112 
years, i.e., in the 28th quaternary. Therefore the 28th quater· 
nary was taken to be of 1460 days and the whole group of 
28 quaternaries was taken to cpnsist of 40907 days, i.e., 81814 
half~days. This number agrees with the number of Y ojanas 
in the Rathantara. Yojana is no doubt some period of time. 
the word Yojana literally means-"Y oking" and may desig
nate a period ·by which horses of a carriage are unyoked, and 

· may with reference to the Sun's carriage and horses mean half 
a day figuratively. The number of half-days given in the 
Vayu P,ural)a must have been given in round numbers and 

· the correct reading may have been aNmn~J{ meaning 
eighty thousand half-days. 

293. These conclusions are supported by the number 
,given in a passage in Chapter 50 of the Vayu ·Pura'(la. This 
number cannot be a product of mere wild imaginati9n but 
must obviously correspond to some real measurement of 
the motions of the Sun or the Moon, since the whole chapter 
deals with the motions of these· planets. That passage is the 
following:-

uSee supra, Section A, paragraphs 2SS-57 and also 258-63. 
u Yayu Puraua, Chapter so. 
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(Translation.-" The shining ones (days) are forty' thou 
sand, eight hundred and seventy and ninety more as deter 
mined by the learned."] Here, the reading in the last Pad; 
of the verse is manifestly wrong; for after giving thousands 
hundreds and tens, one would naturally give units and no 
tens again as appears to have been done. Moreover we d< 
not get from the reading as it is, any number correspondinJ 
to any actuality. We, therefore, adopt the reading 11 ~cr 

liTitiiD";f~ " meaning " nine as determined by the learned " 
Thus the number is 40879. This differs from the days of 21 
quaternaries, i.e., 40907 by only 28 which number is the sam1 
as the number of the Vishuvan days in 28 quaternaries 
This suggests that the days other . than the Vishuviin day, 
were called ·" shining days (~:)" probably becaust 
as suggested by R. Syama Shastree in his Gaviim Ayanam4 

those other days were each represented by a letter in th• 
hymns composed in every quaternary and the Vishuvan wa 
not so represented. · Anyhow the difference of 28 days i 
significant as it corresponds to 28 Vishuvan days of 28 quater 
naries and thus the verse shows that the days of 112 years o. 
of 28 Kalpas were 40907 and that the days of one Kalpa ar1 
equal to 1461 days. It is also clear that the days of the 28t1 
Kalpa were 1460 days. 

294. That a Kalpa is equal to four years is alst 
supported by the following statement where the Kalpa, th 
period of the Saptarishis, which is the same as that of th 
Manus as shown by the passage in the Viiyu Puriil)a, Chapte 
7, quoted above,47 is designated by the wordYuga, which w 
know, is equal to four years. The passage is this :- _ 

~~ a~fa~ ~~Jeflf~lli{fiq{ 1 ~Eisn~ il~<fi •.•••• 11 , , , 

v,<i ~ijecffif~ ;{{~1rnl\iifoi !lRr '·' , 'v n ~~ ~~~~ ;r~: 
~~~ II , ''\ II ~~l;(i!f \Cflq(iJq~l'lcJTOJ;, I ij'~lf:RJ'ij- ~ «; 
Offl:~' ~!tl1r n' uu 

" See Gavlim Ayanam, pages lS & 16. 
" See supra, para. 284. 
u Brahmlll)r/a Puro~a, Pada 4, Chapter 1 or Jlliyu Purdl)a, Chapter 100. 
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[Translation.-•• Thereafter when the Lords of the Trai
lokya had gone and reached the Maharlok.a and when the 
Gods had gone from the Maharlok.a to the Janaloka and 
when all the abodes of people beginning l'ith Bhii (li.) 
and ending with .Mahar had become empty, then Brahmi 
having withdrawn the Gods, the J.llihis, the Pitaras and the 
Dinawas (i.e., having withdrawn their authority) establishes 
creation (of course of Gods, R.ishis, etc.) seeing the day at 
the end of the Yuga.'1 

295. Having shown that a small Kalpa is equal 
to four years we have next to consider the period 
of a· Mahi·Kalpa. Now a Mahi-Kalpa cannot obviously 
have any fixed period if it has its origin in the affairs 
of State such as framing of new constitutions, etc., 
for, new constitutions are not framed at regular intervals 

. arbitrarily fixed by man. But a Mahi-Kalpa can ha~·e a 
fixed period if it depends upon the motions of the Celestial 
Bodies. Such a Mahi-Kalpa is possible. The point of the 
Equinox moves back one degree in 71·6 years, i.e., it mo\'es 
back about one constellation in one thousand years, so that 
the constellation of the Sun at the beginning of the year will 
change by one after the lapse of one thousand years. It is, 
therefore, possible that a Mahi-Kalpa was regarded as being 
equal to 1000 years. 

296. The following statement also supports this:

~ ""ttt¥fntiinlt~(~ldciildd • 
stiiiVJtaf.tt: ir;i .. • .. • • • II , W uu 

· [Translation.-•'This Chatur-Yuga is taken again and 
again till one thousand is completed. This is spoken of as 
one day of the Brahmi, i.e., a Kalpa. 

This passage can mean one of the following three things: 
(l) that the Chatur-Yuga, i.e., a quaternary, was 

repeated till thousand years were completed, i.e., 
that 250 quaternaries make a Alaha-Kalpa; 

• Ytf111 Pt~Tib10. Chapter 58. 
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(2) that the Chatur-Yugas were repeated a thousand 
times, i.e., that 4000 years make' a Mahli-Kalpa;. 

(3) that the four Yugas, ·the Kali, the Dwapara, the : 
· Treta and the K.rita, repeated a thousand times· 
make a Mahli-Ka~pa. 

The first of these meanings supports the proposition that a· 
.Mahii-Kalpa was equai to one thousand years; and we c.an· 
accept the same if we accept that a Maha-Kalpa must have 
-corresponded to some reality; some striking regularly recur-· 
ring phenomenon when originally devised. This phenomenon 
is that the Equinox takes 'one thousand years to move back 
.one constellation. The larger peri.ods do not correspond to 
any such phenomenon. 

297. The following passage also clearly shows' that a 
new creation was made at the end of every thou~and years 
and thus supports our proposition beyond doubt:-

q~ ti~mto: ij•m1~: t{:qq:q'T~~r: ti~~r: ri:q-~6: ~H({m: 
~:q q=qr~a-: ~~r: fer~ ~ ~emf~~ II , 11 tt6irf · ~. T~'ci~~ ~ 
fcr~ <nl~:i(il ~'f'{+flfij:~: II\ II fii~il;rrr~ ~~~ ~ 
~~Rf II \ IIGO . I 

[Translation.-" the Trivritstoma Soma Yaga is to be 
·performed for 250 years; the Panchadasastoma Soma Yagf,l. · 
is to be performed for 250 years. The Saptadasastoma 
Soma Yaga is. to be performed for 250 years and the Eka· 
vinsastoma Soma Yaga is to be performed for 250 years. In 
this way is constituted the sacrifice named " one . thousand 
years " of the Creators of the world. By this the Creators. 
.of the world created this world. They were called " Creators 
of the world '' because they created the world. '(he world 
-springs up into existence after those who perform this sacri-
iic·e ·named " one thousand years ". , · 

In the same Tli1J4ya BrlihmalJa in 'Chapter 25, Khiit;lQa 6, 
we have the following description of a sacrifice of 12 years: . 

&o Tat;~r}ya Brilhmaf.Ul, Chapter 2s, Khiit)Qa IS.· 
1 
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"'~~= ~cr«Hr: ~= ~;rrr: Sflf: ~R'i:\lfrr: srlf: ttififiilfrr: sranq'a': 
Wi:\lfrij'~fl:. I ~ij;:r· ~ 3f~qfu: ~~W 3l«'i~~ ~~W ~ ;r:t;Gia' ~ 
~<iffi' 11111 

[Translation.-" The Trivritstoma Soma Yaga is to · be 
performed for 3 years; the Panchada.Sastoma Soma Yaga is 
to be performed for 3 years; the Saptada8astoma Soma Yaga 
is to be performed for 3 years and the Ekavinsastoma Soma 
Yaga is to be performed for 3 years. In this way is consti
tuted the· sacrifice named " twelve years " of the Prajapati. 
By· this the Prajapati (i.e., the year) gave birth to all .and 
those who perform this sacrifice give birth to all.) 

Here. ·the language used to describe the " thousand 
years sacrifice " is quite similar to the language used to 
describe the," twelve· years sacrifice ". Therefore if the period 
of the latter sacrifice is twelve years, the period of the former 
must be taken to be 1000 years. There is no reason to doubt 
that the period of the " twelve-years-sacrifice " is twelve years 
especially as the Viiyu. Puriiva clearly states that the ~ishis 
of the Naimi~a forest who performed this sacrifice even 
according to the Tiil)~ya Briihmal)a (Chapter 25, Khau.(la 
6. verse 4) performed it for twelve years (see infra, para. 
340). I~ is, therefore, quite certain that the sacrifice named 
"one thousand years" was to be performed for one thousand 
years.u ·And the passage that is being discussed says that a 
new world came into existence when the sacrifice was com .. 
pleted. , 

But how can a sacrifice for one thousand years be per
formed by man whose span of life is only about 100 years? 
The answer is that it was not to be performed by a single or a. 

11 Tlit,tdya Brlihma~;~a; Chapter 25, KhiiQ~a 6. 
•• Note.-Jaiauni holds that the word samvatsara in the passage '' q::q 

·cfqr~:, etc." means a • day • and that this sacrifice is to. be pcrormed for 
1000 days only (see 6. 7. 31-40). He is c:Jearly wrong. He has not considered 
the points discussed here. Jaimini states that the sage KArsholljini holds 
like what is advanced here (see 6. 7. 35) that this sacrifice was to be per
Jormcd for thousand ye~ by a group of several persons (~: ). 
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private individual; but it was to be· performed by public 
functionaries. This is shown by the following two passages: 

QtJr WRf:ir~ ~~Slffi~ I ~r<:rf~ 'mRtf 'IITITtr;i' CJSI' ~
• ~A:.~~ ~: 0~" ;r~;rn:r_ 11 " uaa 

[Translation.-" In that sacrifice the Sun was the 
Sacri:fi.cer, the Brahma (th~ highest authority in the state) 
~as the Brahma, the Earth or the public functionary named 
Ila or Ira (see Nighantu, Chapter V. 5) was the wife and 
the Death did the duty of Samitri.] · 

O'ir wr~ ~mrt:rr-:CJ~ '3'lfoT ~ 31\Qral ~~~~ 
~ arfficn: ~~r: ~~ {Tafi a-m~=. • • • • • n v uu 

· [Translation (of the substantial portion).-The Sun is 
the Sacri:fi.cer, Brahma (the highest authority in the state) 
is the Brahma, the Earth or the public functionary, named 
Ila or Ira, is the wife. water(~) is the Udgata, .the Past is 
Prastota, the Future is Pratiharta, the Seasons are Upagatris, 
the Truth is the Hota, Ritta is MaitravarUJ;ta, ..•• the public . 
functionary Bhaga (see Nighantu, Chapter V. 6) is the 
Gravastut, •••• Nights and Days are ldmawahas and Death 
is S.unita.] · 

These descriptions show that the Sahasra-Samvatsara 
Satra was virtually the counting of the days of one thousand 
years by public authorities. ·' 

298. What .was the new world which was created and 
came into existence after one thousand years ? It can be no 
other than the world of the constellations. For instance, the 
constellatio.ns were once ordained to begin . with the Mriga. 
After the lapse of one thousand years, i.e., in B.C. 3102 
which is the beginning of the Varaha Maha-Kalpa as. will be 
seen later on (see infra, paragraphs 336 and 345), they were 
ordained to begin with the Rohini and in B.C. 2102 they 
were .ordained to begin with the Krittik~s. In B.C. 3102 it 

u Vdyu Purd1,1a, Chapter IT. 
u Td!!f/:Ya Briihn:a!la, Ghapter 25, KhiiQQa 18. 
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was also probably ordained after counting the days of one 
thousand years by actual observation that each quaternary 
was to consist of 1461 days but that every 28th, quaternary 
was to consist of 1460 days only. This is what the verses 
7-10 of Vayu Puraf.Za, Chapter 32, already quoted, probably 

. mean (see supra, para. 276). In· B.C. 2102 it was also prob
ably ordained that the days should be named after the seven 
planets-the Sun, the Moon, the Mars, the Mercury, the 
Jupiter, the Venus .and the Saturn, in continuous order from 
the lst day of the Krita Yuga.55 Such is the creation 
referred to in the above passage from the Tiif,Zt)ya Briihma'{la 
and this was to be ·repeated every thousand years. 

299. This is confirmed by the statement in the· Mahii· 
bharata about the creation by Visvamitra. The statement is 
this:-

~ili!W~ :;t ~ ~ ~;i~~~ijq1(f I 
!lfo ~jfilr ;r~filr ~ ~: II. \ v U1il

1 

[Translation.-" Being displeased with the efficiency of the 
constellations he created another world. Instead (srRI} 

56 It has been shown hereafter that the first Kfita began in 3102 B.C. on 
a Thursday (see infra, para. 336); the next Krita would, therefore, begin on a 
Sunday; for one 1000 years are equal to 365250 days minus 8 days (as one 
day was omitted every 112th yeltr), i.e., equal to 365242. Divided by 7 this 
Jeaves a remainder of three only. This means that the first day of the second 
Kfita was a Sunday. Thus Sunday was, in fact, the beginning of the new crea
tion or Kalpa of 2102 B.C. These facts are very important when combined 
with the belief of all Astronomical Siddhiintas that Sunday is the beginning of a 
Kalpa. They show thlit the Indians started the system of week-days in 2102 
B.C. either having invented the system themselves or having borrowed it from 
the Chaldeans; and it is, therefore, that we find week days referred to in the 
R.amayal)a, the MahtibhtJrata and the A.tharva Jyotisha. The question as to 
who invented the system. of week days is beyond the scope of our lectures. It 
is sufficient to say· that the Indians started the system of week days in 
2102 B.C. and that this was one of the creations of the Kalpa that began in 
that year. [Week days are found in the Clay-books of the King Sargaon I of 
Chaldea and his date is 3800 B.C. very probably. (See Laing's Human. Origins, 
pages 45 and 156.) The order of the days can be explained by the Chaldean 
division of a day into 24 hours or by the Indian division of a day into 60 
Ghatis. (See Dixit, pages 137, 138 and 395.)) 

10 .ldi Parva, Chapter 71. 
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()f the old world or system of constellations,. he .made 
~onstellations beginning with SravaQ.a."] 

It is clear from this passage that Visvamitra ordained a 
new system of constellations beginning with the sravaQ.a in 

'place of the old one beginning with the Dhanishtha. But 
· this is called a creation of a new world. This shows that the 

-creation referred to in the To:~;tf/,ya Briihmar.za ,was of the 
~arne kind~ 

. Thus we come to the conclusion that the system of tlie 
~onstellations was changed every thousand years and that, 
therefore, the period of thousand ·years was called a MahaN 
Kalpa. This is. also proved very clearly by the statement 
'' ~ SI wa '-m~~fl:." in verse 19, Chapter 32, of the. 
Vayu Purii~;ta,. already cited; for, that shows that the four 
months or Yugas, together make a Kalpa. 

SECTION G 

300. Let us now consider the starting point of the 
Yugas. We are. told in the Mahiibhiirata that the MahabhaN 
rata War was fought just after and within seven years frc;>m 
the beginning of the Kali. And we have seen that the date of 
the Mahabharata War is. 1197 B.C. ··Therefore, the first 
Krita Yuga must have started just. before and within seven 
years of 2097 B.C. or 3097 B.C. or 40~7 B.C.,, etc.; of these 
several dates for the starting of the first Krita the date 3097 
B.C. strikes us most, for it is nearest to· 3102 B.C., the startN 
ing point of the Kali of the Astronomical Siddhantas. · This 
is a date on which all planets were together near about the 
end of the Revati. and it is quite possible that a historical 
Era was started from such a date. The Astronomical 
Siddhantas state directly or indirectly that all the planets were 
in conjunction in the end of the Revati, in the beginning of the 
Astronomical Kalpa or in t~e beginning of' the starting of 
their motion (t~~:qlm~). This statement can have its · 
origin in the fact that the Kalpa, i.e., the first Krita in the 
Human system of the Yugas was started on the day on which 
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the planets were seen together near about the end of the 
Revati: All these considerations suggest that the first Krita 
in the human system of the Yugas started in 3102 B.C." on 
the day on which all the planets were together near about 
the end of the Revati. 

301. That the first K.rita started in about 3102 B.C. 
is also evidenced by the following statement in combination 
with the number of generations that have been said to have 
passed between . Sree R.ama and the Swayambhuva Manu. 
The statement is as follows:-

' . .-.,...,. ~ " .. ;qo:n: ~ IC{lti!J:::tl~ cmFn': 1 ~~~ ~ ....... ~ ~mr-
~ ~ ~ ......... ~ .... ~ ......... 
1;:;;rnl II Y U tlti5S{ICfi(qdi SITaot't J'iiiil;ua1 I ~.;m''i.." aml ~ 

QiC{f II '\ 1167 

The susbstance of this passage is that the Swayambhuva Manu 
had ten sons, who oceupied this whole earth in the first 
Treta Yuga. 

Now PuraQa.S give twenty generations from the Swayam
bhuva Manu to the Vaivasvata Manu and twenty-three from 
the Vaivasvata Manu to Siradhwaja, the father·in-Iaw of 
Sree Rama (we should not accept as correct the generations 
from the Vaivasvata Manu to Sree Rama; for different 
PuraQa.S ·and the .Riimiiya(lll differ on the number of these 
generations while they all agree about the generations be
tween the Vaivasvata Manu and Siradhwaja) and they give 32 
generations from Sree Rama to the P~~vas at the greatest. 
This makes the total of 75. generations or about 1650 years. 
We grt almost the same number in another way also. The 
number of generations between the Vaivasvata Manu and the 
P3.J;l~vas is stated~ to be forty-five (for all this information 
about generations see infra, paragraphs 367, 376, 386, 388, 
397 and 398} and this shows that about 1430 years passed 
between the S~ayambhuva Manu and the Bhiirata War. 
This is more reliable than the former, as in the former calcuJa· 
tion we have assumed 32 generations to have passed between 

" Ydyu Puril{la, Chapter 33. 
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Sree Rama and the PaQQavas, which, as we shall elsewhere 
see, is not quite accurate. 58 The date of the PaQQavas or the 
Bharata War is already proved to be 1197 B.C. It follows 
tha( the· approximate date of the Swayambhuva ·Manu is 
2700 B.C. and as the Swayambhuva Manu lived in the first 
Treta, the first Krita.must have begun approxima~ely in 3100 
B.C. 

302. We shall, therefore, take it as our hypothesis that 
the starting point of the Astronomical Kali was also the start
ing point of the historical system of the Yugas, ~.e., of the first 
K.rita of the human system of the Yugas and show that 
this hypothesis explains and is confirmed by the various 
'Statements in the Riimiiya1J.a and other works. 

303. The birth of Dasarathi Rama is . stated to have 
taken place in the 24th quaternary of the Treta, of course, the 
second Treta. On our hypothesis, therefore, it must have 
taken place betweenJ492 to 1496 years of the Era beginning 
from 3102 B.C. The years 1492 and 1496 are the long years, 
i.e., the years in which the Aswamedha could be performed 
and according to the Riimiiya1J.a, Rama was born in the 
Chaitra, the 12th month after the completion of the Aswa
medha.69 Therefore the date. of the bb:th of Sree Rama 
would be 1493 of this Era, i.e., 1609 B.C. If this 'agrees with 
the astronomical statements in the Riimiiya1J.a our hypothesis 
would be confirmed and at the same time the date of the 
birth of ~ree Ra.'ma would also be proved to be 1609 B.C. 

304. Sree Rama was ~wenty-five years old when he was. 
sent into exile. . This is proved by the verse, 

ifil' ~cfr +rtibiSlT Cf~«T lj:qfcro'Cii: II , o 1160 

where Sita says that her husband was 25 years ,of age when 
exiled. Therefore the date of the beginning of Sree Rama's 

OR See infra, para. 388. 

1
10 See BIJia KIJfJda, Chapter 18, verses 1-10. 
eo .Jrapya K1J1pja, Sarga 47. 
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exile would be 1518 of this Era or 1584 B.C., i.e., 2082 
(3180-1518+420) years before our Zero-date.11 

305. The mean motions of 2082 years according to . the 
mean motions of the Zero-date, i.e., Saka 421, are:- ' 

Mars • • 348 degrees (plus) 
Jupiter 187 .. 
Memuy •• 23.5·.5 
Veoos 96 
Moon • • 261·97333 
Moon's aphelion 95·84666 
lWm . • • 339·435 (minus) 

T~ = 4 days 46 Gba.Jis 21 Palas and S4 VJPil)as .. (plus) 

Hence in the beginning of the year we get the following 
longitudes of the planets at two days 28 Gbaps, 38 Palas 
6 Vipalas from the mean sunrise at Ujjain on a Sunday. 

Mean Sun • • .0·0 degrees 
Mean Mars 19·1 
Mean Jupiter 0· S 
Mean Moon 18·82666 
Moon's apbdion 299·8.5333 . 
1Wm 331·63S .. 
Mean Venus 260· 3 
Mean Men:u.ry 307·87 ,, 

Excictly 19 days before this on Thursday we 
following longitudes of the planets:-

Mean Sun •• 341·40 degrees 

Mean Moon 129·68 

Mean .Mars 9·17 
.Riho 333·544 
True Sun .. 343·50 .. 
True Moon 129·ll 
True Mars.. S·l •• 

TIIDC = 4 days 28 GbatiS 38 Palas 6 Vipalas11• 

u See SlfiPI'tl, paragraphs, 82 and 83. 

get the 

• This is the remaindct left after dividing by seven tbc number of d 5 

ia2082~ 
A Tbc Sun. the Moon and the lUhu have been givco here comction for 

time. 
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It should be noted that the longitudes of the Pushya_ and 
the Uttara Bhadrapada are 108°·85 and 354°·2 respeCtively. 
This shows that at the sunrise of this Thursday the Tithi 
was the 12th and the longitude of the Moon. was nearly 12lt 
degrees. Though the Moon was then almost at the end of the 
Pushya, it could have been in the Pushya by the 'wrong calcu
lation of those days during a large part of the day. We have 
seen that in the Vedanga-Jyotisha ofYajur V~da the cycle con
sisted of 1831 days. The Moon must then have been held to 
perfonh only 67 revolutions in these days though actually
it performs 67 revolutions and goes 5°·9 more.64 Therefore. 
the calculated Moon would be less than the actual Moon and 
the calculated Tithi also would be less than the actual. 

306. This position of the Moon agrees with the: 
statement: 

arQl ~: ~)in'( ~: ~~· "'<f<l II \ II u 

where Sita says to Sree Rama on the 1st day of the exile,. 
"To-day is Thursday combined with the Pushya." It may be 
objected that the month during which this particular Thursday
occurs according to our calculation .is not the Chaitra as. 
required by the verse 

~= mm•H.i ifm: u 't n86 

because the Moon when full would be in the Poorva Phalgunr 
as it was in the Pushya on the 12th Tithi. But this thing is. 
possible even in the Chaitra if the intercalary month is to· 
follow very soon. · 

307. The positions of the other planets also agree with 
the following statement of Da.Saratha about the position of 
planets just before the exile. 

~4 :q ~ "if 'l~ ~~: I 
anmfo mr: ~fu~~: II ,, 1181 

---
11 See supra, para. 207. 
a Ayodhyii Krll)r.}a, Sarga 26. 
•• KaQc,ia 2, Sarga 3. 
" Ayot/haya Ktif)(la, Sarga. 4. 
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[TrllliSlation.-u Oh Rlml., 'the astrologers say that' the 
constellation of my (Da.Saratha's) birth bas been blocked up 
by evil planets namely the Sun, the Rahu, and the Mars. "] 
For, as the calculations show the constellation Uttari Bhidra
pada has been blocked up on the one side by the Sun and the 
Rahu and on the other. side by the Mars. Thus the positions 
of the planets agree very closely with the exact meaning of 
• 01420\t'l.'· Therefore this exact agreement confirms 
our hypothesis that the first K.rita began in 3102 B.C. and 
also proves the date of Src::e Rima's birth. 

308. These are not the only statements in the Ramiiyfi!UI 
that agree with our hypothesis. We shall proceed to show 
that in fact, all genuine astronomical statements in the 
R!Jm5.yll{la agree with our hypothesis. We shall deal with 
all these statements one by one. 

309. Three days after the day on which Sree R.ama 
was to be installed as Yuvarija, we get the following longi
tudes of the planets approximately:-

Plaoet Longitude in I Planet I Longitude 
Degra:s in .Degrcc:s 

MClll Sun . . 343·~ I True Sun .. 346·33 

Mean Mooo . . 164·13 TroeMooo .. 164·13 

Mean Mars 11·0 TrueMan 7·0 

'Mean Jupiter 359·0 True Jupiter .. , 358·6 

Mean Me:n:ury ~ ~, 242·0 True Men:ury .. 324·0 

This agrees with the statement 

Btilt8ii'(tli••.- ut'lidiiiqi'fl • 
~: ~1+141~ R'(T: ri ~: II , , 1111 

[TrllliSlation.-" The dreadful Tri.Sanku, the Mars, the 
Jupiter, and the Mercury ·all stood in front of the Moon.")" 

" A;,adli}Yi Xii{tl/a., Sarp 41. 

• Tbe word ' a,.~ ' c::a.o also be translated as • Came to • but woe 
c armot aiXq)l. this sense or the 1i"'fd ' ~ •. For, we a..oo- that tbe 
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The calculations given· above will show that when ,the. 
Moon was near the Eastern Horizon the previous evening, the 
Mars and the Jupiter were near the Western Horizon and that 
when the Moon was near the Western Horizon, the Mercury 
was near the Eastern Horizon and the Trisanku, Alpha Crusis, 
also, whose longitude is 201 o • 45 and latitude is 52° ·55 
South was near the Southern Horizon at its greatest 
'height when the Moon was near ·the Zenith. All this 
supports the statement that the Trisanku, the Mars, the 
Jupiter and the Mercury stood in front of the Moon. 

310. An eclipse of the Sun occurred after the depar
ture of Sree · Rama from Ayodhya. It· is described in the 
following words:-

mlmx ·~~1.\' iifGijit;rffi ~r 1 

o:rrfuirsn~RJ{irq ~~~ffi~tJ:qo 11 \ 1170 

'' 

[Translation.-'~ When Sree Rama had gone away with 
folded hands the people did not offer oblations to the Fire and 
the Sun was concealed, i.e., eclipsed."} 

As Sree Rama was exiled. in the bright half of the month, 
the eclipse of the Sun could not have occurred until after at 
least 15 days from Sree Rama's departure. We cannot, 

· therefore, construe this statement to mean that the Sun'!f 
eclipse occurred just on the first day of the exile. We must, 
therefore, hold that the po.et is here generally describing 
the events of several days after the exile and that the Solar 
Eclipse occurring some months after Sree Rama's departure 

. would also be mentioned by the poet. 

Mars was near the Sun from u a{i:f~al~.i =T.I' ';r \H1 ;;~sj- f{f'qlJT ", etc., 
and the Mercury must always be near the Sun; so they cannot go near the Moon 
which being in the Pushya at the time must be very distant from the Sun in 
the month of the Chaitra. The 'I'riaanku also being far distant from the path 
.of the planets can never be near the Moon ; so we have to translate 
"a{'.:~~' in another way, i.e., 'Came in front of' (ail~). 

7~ AycJdhyti Klil.l{la, Sarga 41. 
12 
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_311. As a. matter of fact as the calculations show an 
eclipse of the Sun did occur about 5! months after Sree 
Ramats departure. The greatest magnitude of this eclipse 
was 24 minutes, 10 seconds,.at 16 Ghatis 37 Palas and 54 
.Vipalas from mean sunrise atAyodhya, the Sun's disc being 
31 · 9 minutes. It was a very large eclipse and the poet would 
not fail to mention it as it happened only 51 months after the 
Paur:r.tima next· following the exile. · 

312. Hundred and thirty-five lunar months after this 
·eclipse, another Solar Eclipse took place on the banks of 
the river Godavari. It could be seen between the latitudes 
25° Soutli and 34° North approximately. The latitude of 
the Godavari being from about 20° North (Nasika) to 17et 
North (Rajamahendri), about half the Sun could be seen 
eclipsed on the Godavari. This Solar Eclipse agrees with 
that described in the following statement :-

'ifSl'lt. ~ ~~~q~fQr +f&:JJr{: II , ' II 

firsst~Sl{f\Cff.li\: II , \ II 11 

[Translation.-"The great planet Rahu eclipsed the Sun 
on a day other than Amavasya. The Sun became devoid of 
lustre.") 

313. Sree Rama wandered amongst the hermitages on 
the Godavari for ten711 years and 'then he went to live at Pancha .. 
vati; and it was at Panchavati that the demon Khara came 
to attack Sree Rama with his Rakshasas. It is at this time 
that the· eclipse is described to have occurred. This accords 
with the period of 135 lunar months; for they with the five 
months and a half between exile and the Solar Eclipse at 
Ayodhya make 140·5 months, i.e., 11·35 years. Sree Rama 
stayed at Chitrakiita for about three months and he must have 
required about three months to go to the Godavari. Ten 
years after that he went to Panchavati on the Godavari. The 
events between Sree Rlima's reaching Panchavati and the 

n .lrapya Klil)t/a, Sarga 23. 
n See Ara1)ya Kiil)f/a, Sarga II, verses 25-28. 
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fight with K.hara can occupy teri months. All these also 
make up the period of 11 · 33 years. 

314. The description of this eclipse is not that of a 
total eclipse; for it only says that the Sun became devoid of 
lustre and not that there was total darkness. The statement 

~~ Pcr.tmffr"G'TU= ~~= 11 n n"3 

[Translation.-"The stars shot up even without night like 
Khadyotas (i.e., the fire-flies),''] also cannot be construed as 
describing a total eclipse. It must be construed as describing 
the fall of the· meteors, because the statement says that the 
stars shot up(~:), i.e., had movement, while in the total 
eclipse the stars are only seen and are almost steady. 

315. Sree R.ama was exiled at the end of 1518 years 
from the beginning of the first K:rita. His fight with Khara 
took place at 1529·35 years from the same date; at 1530·6 
from the same date, Sree R.ama began his march from 
Kishkindh.a towards Lanka. The positions of the planets at 
this time agree with those given in theRiimiiyll!la in the follow
ing passage$ : 

.... • ,.., "' :rr"P.r:rr.ITTI" 
~~ iilli"'iMIItt: tU<f'JI: 'QJ(Oki)J414f: 1 

... " ~ . 511m: iQIP.J =iJ(CJTU mm <m~: 11 

~lffi'W.I: !lfcro iii sU,?JllPI. It ,'t II 

<t;TI'ffii ~ (<j ~ ~ II , \ 1114 

[Translation.-" Sree Ra.ma says to Sugriva: 'This 
SravaJ).a in which rains begin is the first month of the rainy 
season. Oh, pleasing one, the four months named rainy 
seasons, have begun. This is not the time for action. There
fore now enter the good city. When the Kartika arrives 
attempt to kill Ra.val)a'."] 

a'd<l'b~j'ittn<:t ~ ~ 4'1\f.ld 1 
" "' " ... Y5 arr~ Wflif 'ti"'l«il<t.Q4tltffi: II \ II 

" Aral},-a Kih}/a, Sarga 23. 
n Kuhkilulha KDTJda. Sarga 26. 
n Yuddlra Kiil)r/a, Sarga 4. 
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[Translation.-" Sree Rama says to Sugriva: ~ro-day 
the constellation is the Uttara' Phalguni and to-morrow it will 
be the Hasta .. Oh Sugriva, let us start with all our forces'."] 

mmiir ijCf q:t:q-nf{ ~~~~~~mi~ u · t' n 
';'ffrifl~ :s:ffi'i!IRffs(ifT ~~~iftmr: II ·u. II 
~~ ij~t;;T 'l1f if~ifl~JI:fi\S:q'ij I 

' 
;@Ji{Wifar~r ~ff ~~g;;r u "'~,~ 11 
~~ ~af[llr•:aw ~n~Hnirr?;Iq~ij 1 
<m~ ifiw.i~m;;T if~:;f !l~rfrf;sal{ II "\"'f 1176 

[Translation,;_" LakshmaiJ.a says: 'Oh Rama, I see all 
good omens tending to the accomplishment of your object. 
The Venus, the son ofBhrigu with bright.lustte, is going along 
with you. The constell~iion Miila which is the constellation 
of the Rakshasas, is afflicted too much (both by the comet and 
the planet). The· MUla constellation is, as it were, emitting 
smoke on account of a comet having a tail. All this and their 
constellation, i.e., Miila being afflicted by a planet are going 
to effect a destruction of the Rakshasas. 

316. These passages show that at the time of the march
ing of Sree Rama from Kishkindhii ·a planet and a comet 
were in the MUla and that the.Venus was seen, shining bril
liantly: We cannot compute the position of the comet but we 
can compute the positions of other planets and we get the 
following result approximately. 

Planet Longitude Planet Longitude 

Mean Sun 2J60•13 True Sun 215"·13 

Mean Venus 73°·7 True Venus 11o•·o 
Mean Mars 271°·3 True Mars 24s··s 
Mean Moon 178°·69 

The mean Moon is in the Chitrii constellation. The 
longitude of ~he Milia is 243°. This shows that the Mars was 

11 Yudd/1a Kli(u/a, Sarga 4. 
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in the Mula and that the Venus was seen on the left when in 
the morning the army of Sree Rama was marching to the 

, South. Thus the Venus must have appeared as it were to go 
along with Sree Rama as described in the above passage. At. 
this time the Moon also could be in the Hasta and the month 
also could be the Kartika as on the previous Pau111ima the 
Moon was in the Bharat;1i. This shows that Sree Rama 
started with his army on the 27th or 26th Tithi of the dark" 
half of the Kartika. · 

317. Seventeen and a half lunar months after the Solar 
Eclipse on the Godavari, i.e., about 46 days after Sree Rama 
started from Kishkindha, we get a total eclipse of the Moon 
on Wednesday at 52 Ghatis and 9 Palas and. this agrees 
exactly with what is described in the following passage :-

~;~rmg ~r:n:rfu" ~T: I 

~~r.r~m ~f.iie.~ ~rr~= n' u \ n7i 

[Translation.-" The Moon does not shine even in the 
night and tortures the mind. The edges of the Moon are · 
blackish red showing as if the end of the world has arrived.'1 

This is a part of the description of the night on which the 
army of Sree Rama crossed the bridge made by the Monkeys. 
It is obviously a description of a total eclipse of the Moon; 
for, in such an eclipse the Moon· does not become black but 
becomes blackish red and can be seen as void of lustre. 

318. On the date namely 1531·0922 years from the 
beginning of the Krita as assumed by us, in the evening of 
mean Amavasya, we get the following positions of the planets; 

Planets Degrees of 1· 
Longitude Planets I Degrees of I Constella· 

Longitude tion 

Mean Sun 33·2 True Sun 
I 

34 Krittika .. , 
Mean Mars 5·8 True Mars 23·4 Bbaraot 

Mean Venus .. 1·75 True Venus .. 20·35 .. 
Mean Mercury .. 77·14 True Mercucy 46•7 Rohit}i 

77 Yuddha Kar.uJa, Sarga 23. 
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This agrees exactly with the following :

~~if~if~ ~ !ffif ~ICf'JmS"'T I 

~~~~ :q ifri uftr.TJ"f ~~~.,= ~~~ 1 
.:.;. "' . 

ij';I'J"lfi1<1' !~T WT<iilfll~lili:f(: II ~' II 
~ • • /.::!. "~ 

lllii~WfifT :q if" ~~1ill{0~~·1 
etr~~~r f.Jm~ilf?f =<rt~ 11 ~ "\ u'~8 

[Translation.-" Seeing that Sree Rama was overwhelmc 
by RlivaQa like the Moon by the Rlihu, the Mercury porten~ 
ing evil to the people occupied the RohiQi loved by the Moor 
and the Angaraka had an aspect upon the Visakha, the co1 
stellation of the Kausalas. "] 

The following passage also tells us that this figt 
between Sree Rama and RavaQa began on an Amavasya:-

~Tif r.iif~'f P"J'i~:qg~~ I 
iiei:fT for~r~r~t r.r~~:q affiio: 11 '"\ 11'~ 0 

[Translation,.,_" Making preparation this very day whic: 
.is the 14th Tithi of the dark half, you (RiivaQa) should star 
<>ff.for victory on· the Amavasya accompanied by forces."] 

·Now the calculations given above show that both th1 
Venus .and the Mars were then at a distance of 13! constel 
lations from the Visakha star. Both can, therefore, be said t< 
have an aspect upon Visakha and to afflict it. 

The above description, therefore, agrees with our calcula· 
tion, whether by " Angaraka " the author means the Mar! 
-or the Venus. (For a discussion· of the meaning of the word 
Angaraka see supra, para. 127.) 

319. We thus see clearly that the astronomical state· 
. ments in the Riimliyal)a confirm our hypothesis that the Krita 
Yuga started from 3102 B.C., i.e., from the year minus 3600. 
There is one statement however that we have not yet 
explained. That statement is the following :-

78 Ramayaua, Yuddha Kav(la, Saraa 103. 
11 Yuddha Kiivr/a, Sarga 93. 
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~St" ;rrCJfif.ti fo~ n ' u ·;rijSJ" ~fu~cr~ ~;ijm! . q:q~ 1 ~ 
~ ~ ~n<fl«fl~~;rr ~ II , o II m~;rr~ •• • • Gt'f~T;f ij~w~IJI~i{ 
~I t. o nso 

This statement speaks in terms of the Rasis. The Rasis 
or tne Signs, however, became known to, or were devised 
by, the Indians much later than the Mahabharata War and the 
Vediinga-Jyotisha. For, the Mahiibhiirata and the Vediinga-
)yotisha do not speak in terms of the Rasis and the Uchchas. 
The Riimiiyal)a js certainly older th.an the Mahiibhiirata. It 
follows that a large part of this passage must have been inter
polated by one who wanted to deify Rama. ·The late Mr. 
Kale says in his Riimiiyal)a Nireekshal)a, page 174, that this 
part is not found in the Goudi edition of the Riimiiyal)a. If 
so, it supports our conclusion that a large part of this passage 
is ap interpolation. 

320. On the whole then the Riimiiyal)a confirms our 
hypothesis about th<! year of the beginning of the Krita. But · 
why was this particular· year selected as the first year of the 
Krita Yuga? What peculiarity has this year got that distin
guishes it from the other years ? The peculiarity is the 

· approximate conjunction of all the planets in the Revati in that 
year. Just as it was on account of the conjunction of the 
planets that the year was marked out as the starting year of 
the Krita Yuga, in the same way the day on· which the con
junction actually took place must have been marked out as the 
first day of the Krita Yuga. We shall now show that the 
statements 'about the beginnings of the Yugas found in the 
Prajii.pati Smriti and other works confirm this propositi?n. 

321. These statements are the following:

;rt~ q:q~ ii61JTT ifll~ 'f.l' ;;f~l~ I . 

<Fflli"T ;JII:l~ ~· ifCI'~ ~ra::q: I 

lll"i( <n~rq~ ~q il~ mrr qijl~ ifCI'ift '~ :q n81 

eo ·Btila Ktit)({a, Sarga 18. 
n Prajtipati Smriti, verses 22-23. 
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[Translation.-"The 15th Tithi of the dark half of the 
Magha, the 13th Tithi of the dark half of the Nabhasya, i.e.,. 
the Bhadrapada, the third Tithi of the bright half of the 
Mitdhava, i.e., the Vaisakha and the ninth Tithi of the bright 
half of the Urja, i.e., the Kartika, are the beginnings of the 
Yugas. · The Kali began in the lJhadrapada, the Dwapara in 
the Magha, the Treta on the 3rd . Tith( and the Krita on the 
9th Tithi. 

This gives us the beginnings of the four Yugas and shows 
.that some Dwipara begah on the Amavasya of some Magha. 
But according to what has been shown above :five:; Human 
Dw~paras have passed since 3102 B.C. and we do not , 
know exactly which Dwapara is referred to in this state
ment. · From this statement alone, therefore, we cannot find 
out the :first day of the first Krita. · 

322. We have, therefore, to examine the various theories 
abOut the beginning of the year. Loka-manya Tilak's view is 
that the year began on the day when the Sun turns to the 
North, i.e., three months before the Equinox. 811 Others 

· may suppose that the year began on the Equinox or one month 
before it, .i.e., with .the beginning of the 'Spring'. Our pre
vious discussion shows that the year must have begun on the 
day of the conjunction of the planets in the Revati88 and this 
day happens to be two months previous to the Equinox as 
calculation shows. u Which of these theories can we accept 
as correct? 

I 

323. ·In the year 3102 B.C. it so happens that the Equi
nox and all the other proposed or proved beginnings of the 
year, happen about the. :first Tithi of the bright half of some 
lunar month. And the· Dwapara Yuga referred to in the 
Prajapati Smrili began on an Amavasya. Therefore, between 
the begi,nning of the' fi.~st Krita and the beginning of this 

•• See Orion, pp. 26-31. 
•• See 11lpro, para. 320, 
" See Dixit, p. 142. 
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Dw§.para we ought to · get a complete number of lunar 
months. The first Dwapara does not satisfy this condition; 
for 700 years are equal to 175 quaternaries of 1461 days 
each an~ one day is to be omitted every 28th· quaternary and 
therefore, 700 years are equal to 175 x 1461 minus 6 days,
i.e., 8657 months and 23 Tithis. 

The second Dwapara satisfies this condition. Seven
teen hundred years froni the beginning of the K:rita are equal 
to 425 quaternaries. Each quaternary is equal to 1461 days 
and one day is to be omitted at every 28th quaternary. There
fore, the days of 1700 years are equal to 1461 x 425 minus 
15, i.e., 620910 ·days. These are almost exactly equal to 
21026 lunar months. The second Dwapara therefore satis
fies the condition that there :rp.ust be a complete number of 
lunar months between itself and the beginning of the first 
K:rita. It can easily be seen that the third, the fourth and the 
fifth Dwaparas do not satisfy the condition ; for 1000 years 
being equal to 365242 days are equal to 12368 lunar months 
and 7! Tithis. Nor is the Smriti so recent as to refer to the 
fourth or the fifth Dwapara. Moreover, we cannot suppose 
that the Human System of Yugas was continued· upto such 
recent times 'when the Astronomical System of Yugas was 
dominant. It is, therefore, clear that the second Dwapara only 
satisfies the condition. The Dwapara referred to in the 
Prajiipati Smriti can, therefore, be no other than the second 
Dwapara. · 

324. Seventeen hundred years after 3102 B.C. the longi
tude of the Equinox was 27°, i.e.,. the Equinox was almost 
at the end of the Bharat;1i. At the Paurt;1ima of the Magha, 
the longitude· of the Moon is about 130° (for that is the 
longitude of the Magf.a) ; ·the longitude of the Sun would, 
therefore, be about 310°. At the subsequent Amavasya the 
longitude of the Sun would be about 325°, I.e., the Sun would 

·be about 62° (27 + 360- 325} behind the Equinox. That 
means that this Dwapara started about two months before 
the Equinox (because the Sun goes 29° ·1 in one lunar month). 
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This also proves the proposition that the K.rita in 3102 B.C. 
started two lunar months before the Equinox, i.e., on the day 
of,the approximate conjunction of all the planets in the 
Revati. This also further proves that every year began two 
months before the Equinox. 

325. The beginnings of other Yugas also given in the 
Prajiipati Smriti agree with the beginning of this Dwapara. 
This is shown below:-

From the beginning of the Dwapara to the beginning 
of the Kali there are 200 years. These would be equal to 
1461 x 50 minus 1 day (for, between 1700 and 1900 years, 
the 28th quaternary comes only once), i.e., 73049 days. 
These days are equal to 2473 lunar months+ 20·16 
Titlzis. . Therefore, the Kali must have started on the 21st 
Tithi of some month; but as it is' said to have started in the 
Bhiidrapada it is clear that the beginning was shifted by half 
a year, i.e., 186 Tithis. Therefore the Kali ought to start on 
the ·27th Tit hi and this differs from what is stated in the 
Prajiipati Smriti by one Tithi only. This can be explained by 
supposing that a day ceased to be omitted at the 28th quater
nary and. that the real Tit hi has been mentioned. 

At this. beginning of the K.ali the longitude of the Sun 
would, of course, be 120° from the Equinox and the longitUde 

·· of the Equinox was then 24°. Therefore the longitude of the 
Sun must have been 144°. Therefore the longitude of the 
Sun at the next Amiiviisya would be 147°. At the previous 
Pauqlimii the longitude of the Sun should be 132° and that 
of the Moon 312°, i.e., the Moon should be in the SatataraU. 
This would, therefore, . be th'e month of Bhadrapada or 
SriivaQa. This agrees~ with the statement in the Prajiipati 
Smriti. We can, therefore, take it that the beginning of the 
Kali agrees with our proposition that the Krita in 3102 B.C. 
started on the. day two lunar months previous to the Equinox. 

326. Now about the next Krita Yuga. Here there is 
another statement to be considered. It is this:-
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:zJ<U ~l'<il' ~i(l'<ll' :zJ~T l~ffi I 

~rr ~1{15:4fo ~ffi ailr ~aq_ .n ~ • u86 

[Translation.-" When the Sun, the Moon, the constella
tion Pushy a and the Jupiter will be in the same Rasi, the 
Krita will begin."] 

This is a statement purporting to have been made by 
· Markandeya to Yudhishthira. It should, therefore, be taken 
to refer to the Kr,ita coming just after the Mahabharata War. 
We can get such a position of planets again after a period of 
95 years; for, eight revolutions of the Jupiter are equal to 
94·89 years, i.e., 95 approximately and 95 years are equal to 
.1175 lunar months, i.e.; the comple~e number of the lunar 

. months. Therefore, the Sun, the Moon, the Jupiter and the 
Pushya can be in conjunction after 95 years again. But, of 
-course, we must take that conjunction that comes on, next 
after the Mahiibharata War. 1133 lunar months after the 
Amiiviisya. of the Kartik~ on· which the War began, we get the 
following positions of the planets on the Amavasya of the 
Ashii4ha =~ · 

-
Degrees '. Degrees 

Planets of Planet of 
Longitude Longitude 

-
Mean Sun 108 True Jupiter 

; .. .. 119 

Mean Moon .. 
" 

Mean Jupiter .. 116 

The longitude of the Pushya is· also 108°. 

This agrees with the statement under discussion. 1133' 
·months are equal to 91 years and seven lunar months (for 
19 years are equal to 235 lunar months) and the Kali started 
four years and two months before the War. •That makes 95 
years and nine months. If we take into consideration the 

a& See Vana Parva, Chapter 190. 
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statement that the Kr.ita started in the Kartika, we shall have 
to take it that the Krita started 95 years and 12 months after 
the Kali began. That comes to 96 years. The days of 96 
years are (24 x 1.461- 1) counting 'as before, i.e., 35063 days. 
and they are equal to 1187 lunar months and 10·5 Tithis. 
Supposing one day of the quaternary ceased to be omitted. 
we get 1187 lunar months and 11 · 5 Tithis. Therefore, if the 
Kali started on the i3th Tithi and if it was taken to be equal 
to 96 years, .. the Krita would start on the 9th Suddha of a 
~unar month an~ that is so stated in the Prajiipati Smriti also. 

327. This shows that the Kali was really· taken to be 
equal to 96 years. But we have already shown the Kali to 
be equal to 100 years. How is this discrepancy to be ex
plained? 

' 
328. We have shown in Lecture II that the incorrect 

calendar of the Vediinga-Jyotisha was corrected by omitting 
one lunar month from the Vediinga-Jyotisha Calendar. ss 
There is another way also of doing the same. 19 years are 
equal to 235 lunar months almost exactly. Therefore, if 
we omit the last year of every fourth Vedanga Yuga, i.e., 
l3 lunar months, the calendar is adjusted. The following 
table will show this :-

OneYuga •• 
· FourYugas 

. . ... 62 ·Lunar months 

•. =248 
Last year of the Yuga • . == 13 
19 years of the Vedcinga· 

.lyiJ'tisha Calendar. . • . -235 

That this device was adopted some time after the War, 
is suggested by the mention of Samvatsarakshaya, i.e., loss 
of a year, in the verse ·' , · 

~~ ~CffiRf11Tt Iii, ~~~"'f =if ~~ (I'~ II \ •, 1117 

fTranslation.-" (Observing) the loss of the years as well 
as loss of the months."] 

" See supra, para, SO. 
If Blintl Ptii'Ya, Chapter 301: Moksha Dharma. 
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Supposing this system was adopted some years after 
the War, in that Kali they wo.uld get Samvatsarakshaya only 
four times. These omitted years with the 96 mentioned. in 

' paragraphs 326 and 327 above, that we have found, amount to 
100 years, the peiiod of the Kali. This is the explanation 
.of the discrepancy. The beginning of the. next Tretii can be 
explained in the same way, i.e.,· by supposing. that the K:rita 

· Yuga was taken to be equal to 380 years and in no other way .. 
· 380 years are equal to (95 x 1461- 4), i.e., 138791 days and 

these ·are equal to 4699 lunar months plus 21 · 26 Titlzis. 
Supposing that one day ceased to be omitted every 28th 
quaternary we get 138795 ,days and 4699 lunar months plus 
31·26 Tithis. From this we sQ.ould deduct 186 Tithisfor the 
shifting of the beginning of the year by half a rear back again. 
(Tretii is said to have begun in Vaisiikha; that shows that the . 
beginning of the year was shifted back again) .. We thus get 
25.· 26 Tithis. Adding these to 8 · 5 the. Tit hi of the beginning 
of the K:rita, we get th~ result that the Tretii liegan on the 
4th Tithi. The Prajiipati Smriti, however, mentions ~e third 
Tithi: That can be due to a mistake in the calendar of those 
days. No better explanation of the beginning of the Tretii 
-can be found. It, therefore, supports the proposition that one 
year was omitted every 19th year from the calendar of the 
Vediinga-Jyotisha. and was also qmitted from the period of the. 
Kali or the K:rita Yuga. 

330. The Kali Yuga could never originally have a dimen
sion which was not a round number of years. But we 
actually find. that that Kali was taken to be only 96 years 
long. · The only explanation of this is what has been given 
above and in the absence of a better explanation it must be 
accepted. · · 

331. But the following objection may still be raised 
against this explanation :-The Kali Yuga is said to have 
begun on the 13th of the dark half of the Bhadrapada. This 
was, of course, four years before the War, i.e., in the year 
named Anuvatsara. From the end .of the Bhadrapada . of 
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that year to the end of that Yuga, we have 17 lunar months 
including the last Adhika. The next Yuga amounts to 6llunar 
months; for; at the end of this Yuga the Adhika Miigha must 
have been omitted as already. shown, to correct the mistake 
in the calendar. 88 Then the new system was adopted and 
76 years of 940 lunar months followed. Then two Yugas 
o( 62 lunar months each, followed. Then from the end of 
those Yugas to the beginning of the Kiirtika of the Anuvatsara 
we get 46 months. Thus we get as showrt in the table below 
1188 .lunar months and 96·25 years. This is in excess of 
96 years; for, 96 years amount to 1187 lunar months and 
11·5 Tithis,. while here we get 1188 months and 11 Tithis 
between the beginnings of the Kali and the Krita. This 
discrepancy must be explained before the theory about 
Samvatsarakshaya, i.e., loss of a year, can be accepted. 

Period Months I Years 

From the end of the Bhiidrapada in Anuvatsara to 
the end of that Yuga · .. 17 1·5 

The Yuga in which the War was fought .. .. 61 s 

Next 76 years 940 76 

Two subsequent Yugas •. 124 10 

From the beginning of the next Yuga to the end of the 
A.shwina in the Anuvatsara . . . . . . 46 3·75 

TOTAL .. 1188 96·25 

332. The explanation of this discrepancy is rendered 
, all the more difficult by the following facts: In the year 
of the War the Vernal Equinox happened 132 days after the 
beginning of the War. The beginning of the year of the 
system of the Human Yugas, therefore, happened two lunar 
months or 59 days earlier, that is, 73 days after the beginning 
of the War. Therefore, the year of the system of the Human 
Yugas as taken in the Prajiipati Smriti in the statement about 

u See supra, para. 215, 
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the beginning of the Kali, would begin 183 minus 73, i.e.,. 
110 days or 111 Tithis before the beginning of the War, that is. 
on the lOth of the bright half of the Sraw.1Q.a. Four years. 
before this it must begin 49lunar months and 14 Tithis back· 
that is on the 11th Vadya of the SravaQ.a in the Anuvatsara~ 
Therefore the Kali Yuga must have begun on the 11th of the 
dark half of the SravaQ.a in the Anuvatsara. As there was a 
mistake of two Tithis in the calendar, the real Tithi would be 
the 13th Vadya of the SravaQ.a. The beginning of the Kali is,. 
however, stated to be the 13th of the dark half of the Bhadra
pada. Thus we get a difference of one month. This .also 
must be explained. 

333. It is, however, easy to give an explanation of this. 
What is the SravaiJ,a Vadya in the Vedanga-Jyotisha is the 
Bhadrapada Vadya in another system, in which the month ends. 
with the PaurQ.ima (the month ends with the Amavasya in 
the Vedanga-Jyotisha). So that we have to take it that the 
Kali really began on 'the .13th of the dark half of the Sraval).a 
by the Vedanga-Jyotisha system. If we calculate from that 
to the Kartika when Krita began, we really get 1189 months 
and 11 Tithis. So that instead of being required to explain 
the excess of one month over 96 years of the Kali, we shalt 
have to explain excess of two months. But the excess of two 
months can easily be· explained by supposing that the begin
ning of the year was shifted to the Equinox during the Kali 
Yuga. This will make the length of the Kali Yuga 96 
years plus two lunar months, i.e., 1187 plus two lunar months 
plus ll· 5 Tithis, i.e., 1189 lunar months plus 11· 5 Tit his; 
and this we actually find in the statement of the Prajapati 
Smriti if by the Bhadrapada we understand the Sravana of 
the Vedanga-Jyotisha. · 

334. Thus we see that the Kali was taken.· of 96 solar 
years and two lunar months and that the beginning of the year 
was shifted forward by two lunar months. 

335. We have thus explained all the beginnings of 
the Yugas as stated in the Prajapati Smriti and obtained. 
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confi~mation of our theory that the Krita in 3102 B.C. must 
have begun on the Pratipada of the Chaitra about two 
lunar months bef.pre the Vernal Equinox. It may be objected 
that if by Magha of the Dwapara mentioned in the Prajiipati 
Smriti, we understand the Magha that ends in PaurQimii we 
would get the result that the year began three months before 
the Equinox. This is undoubtedly true, but then the next 
Kali ought to begin as the previous calculation in para. 332 
shows, on the 13th of the dark half of the Ashagha ending in 
Amavasya or of the SravaQa ending in PaurQimii. However, 
it is mentioned in the Prajiipati Smriti to have begun on the 
13th Vadya of the Bhiidrapada. Therefore we have to under
stand by the Magha in the Prajiipati Smriti the Magha ending 
in Amavasya and that proves our proposition that in 3102 
B.C. the year began two lunar months before the Vernal 
.Equinox. It follows that in those ancient times every year 
began two months before the Vernal Equinox. 

336. The conclusion is that the first Krita Yuga began in 
3102 B.C. on a day, on which all the planets were in approxi
mate conjunction in the Revati and from which the Equinox 
was two lunar months ahead. That day was the first Til hi 
of the bright half of the Chaitra, ending in Amiiviisyii and was 
.a Thursday. This day is well known to all astronomical 
Mathematicians. 89 We will henceforth tall the Era beginning 
from this day the Kalpa Era. 

SECTION H 
' . 

337. Now we have to consider the question about the 
' ' . 

interims between the Yugas, i.e., about their dimensions and 
their positions. In the Astronomical system of the Yugas 
there are two interims for each Yuga, one before and one 
.after the Yuga, each being one-tenth of the length of the Yuga 
itself. Presumably the same was true of the Human system 
of the Yugas and we can, therefore, hold that in the Human 
system of the Yugas also there were two interims each of the 

" See Dixit, page 142. 
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length of one-tenth of the Yuga, one at its beginning and other 
at Its end. But an important question arises here.· The 
length of the Dwapara is 200 years; its interims, therefore; 
would be 20 years at the beginning and .20 years again· at the 
end. Would that make the ·whole 'length of the Dwapara 
to be 240 years as in the Astronomical system or would that 
keep the length unchanged, i.e., 200 years, the first and the. last 
twenty years of the same being only called interims ? We 
have to decide in favour of the latter solution, for, from the 
beginning of the Krita to Sree Rama's birth we calculated 
1493 years and this we can do only if the interims do not add 
to the length of the Yugas. It follows that the tenth part of 
a Yuga in its beginning and in its end was only called its 
interim but did not ~dd to the length of the Yuga. 

SECTION I 

338. Now, we are in a position to explain the objection 
raised against our date of.the Mahabharata Wat,stated in the 
beginning of this lecture. 

Our date of the ~ahabharata War is minus 1695·3, i.e., 
1904 · 7 from the beginning of the first Krita, i.e., 1904 · 7 of the 
Kalpa Era, as we have called it. The second Kali begins in 
1900 Kalpa Era a!ld its interim extends from 1900 to 1910 
of the Kalpa Era. This completely explains the statement 
in the Mahabharata that the War was fought in the interim 
between the Dwapara and the Kali. The Mahabharata War 
can also be said to have been fought in the interim between 
the Divine Dwapara and the Divine Kali; because, as shown 
hereafter in paragraph 347, the Divine Kali started in 1102 
B.C., i.e., in 2000 Kalpa Era and the interim between the 
Divine Dwapara and the Divine Kali~ must, therefore, be the 
period between 1$00 .K~lpa Era and 2100 Kalpa Era, and 
the War was fought in 1904·7 Kalpa Era. · 

SECTION J 

339. We must now .investigate about the Dwadasa
Varshika Satra. A Dwadasa-Varshika Satra is referred 

13 
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to in the very beginning of the Mahabharata in the follow-
ing words:- · 

~~sr :a11'~: ~'mf: tffiriGiiiiT ~1fmt:~ morm ~qer: 
"""' ... • 90 i(f'({iijqTTll[<li ~Sf II , II •••••••• ~~ II ' II • 

[Translation.-" The PauriiJ;J.ika Souti, named U grasravas, 
son of Lom1harshaJ;J.a, went to the Dwiida8a-Viirshika Satra 
of Sounaka in Naimisara1,1ya."] 

This Souti then told the history of the Piii)Qavas to 
Sounaka ·and other ~ishis. This means that this Dwadasa· 
Viirshika Satra was performed after the Mahabharata War. 

340. ·Now what is the Dwada8a-Varshika Satra? 
The following statement shows what it is:-

Rm~ilrvrr f..l'lf ft: ~ fcr~:!Jt:T I . 
~ ft ~~~~ !JO~ 'a'~ qR<mf\J'{ II '\ II 

f~~ ~~{ 6'f{ ~ 'flW~l'{ I 
asr ij- i~'t ~ ~r?r~ :amcrr~: 11 ~ 11 

~~qi ~ilf ~ \lfrm;Tl{ I 
~mm f<filit'a- sromRr crilf\~ u , v 1191 

[Translation.-" Gods (wise men) learned in Brahma 
worshtpped the thousand years at the very place where in 
ancient times the creators of the world while desiring to create 
the world, had performed a holy Satra for a thousand years, 
i.e., in the Naimisa forest. That Satra of the intelligent men 
was performed for twelve years, while the valiant Purfiravas 
ruled the Earth."] 

This is said in reply to a question by the l,{ishis about the 
place and the period of the Satra 

(fl «sf ~~llj'J~ijUJt I 
~ ~cr ffi!fil'&i ifi:Q- :q R<r<ia) 11 ' 1181 

and cannot be construed in any way other than what we 
have done. 

to Mahifhhdrata, Ad/ Parva, Chapter 1. 
11 Yayu Puril(la, Chapter 2. 
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341. These passages show that a Satra is performed for 
twelve years in honour of the passing of thousand years, of 
course, after every one thousand years, and that it was per
formed once, during the reign of Purtiravas and a second time 
after the Pat;t4avas. A Satra for twelve years is described 
in the Tib;ujya Briihmal)a, Chapter 25 and Kat;t4a 6, 92 and 
the Tiil)rjya Briihmal)a also says there that it was performed by 
the I,tishis of the Naimisa forest($01 \ ~\lfr~r: ~flll~T~Il). 
The Tiir.ujya Briihmatza also says that. the Prajapati, i.e., the 
year gave birth to all after the ~sacrifice of " twelve years " 
and also adds that those that pe~foim that sacrifice would 
give birth to all. Now the year does not give birth to any 
thing after a period of twelve years. but gives birth to a new 
system of constell.ations after a period of one thousand years, 
as we have seen already. The Tii1J.rjya Briihmana, therefore, 
confirms the proposition that the Dwadasa-Varshika Satra 
was performed after every one thousand years. Thus both 
the Sahasra-Samvatsara .Satra and the Dwadasa-Varshika 
Satra ended simultaneously and were followed by a new 
world, i.e., a new system .of constellations. About forty-five 
generations pass~d .between Pururavas ·and the Pal}.4avas, 
according to the Pural}.as. So the date of Puriiravas can 
be 2102 B.C. We have, therefore,' to. conClude that two 
Dwada8a-Varshika Satras were performed one about 2102 
B.C. and the other about 1102 B.C. It was at this last 
Dwadasa-Varshika Satra that So uti, the son of Lomaharshal}.a, 
recited the Mahiibhiirata to Sounaka and other I,tishis. 
The introduction to the · Viiyu Purli1Ja will show that it 
was his father' Lomaharshal}.a, who recited the Viiyu Puriitza 
to the same I,tishis.93 · 

SECTION K 

342. We have seen that a Maha-Kalpa' · began in 
3102 B.C. and also that a Maha-Kalpa was one thousand years 
long. However, a new Kalpa was not started in 2102 B.C. 

9t See supra, para. 297. 
u See Chapter 1, verses 12-29, 
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Instead of giving a new name to the period of 1000 years that 
began on 2102 B.C. it began to be said that the second revolu· 
tion of the Yugas began in 2102 B.C. and that the period 
between 3102 B.C. and 2102 B.C. was the first revolution of 
the Yugas. This is proved by the expression 811lr ~~ 
already referred to, in verse 5 of the Vayu Purava, Chapter 
3394, and also by the following statement in the Bhiigavata 
Pur ana ... ' 

arit ~~ tFfrir ~ ' 
:srla: 'R:Ilffuq_iJJ;it. • • • II W 1195 

[Translation.-"The Yogi was born from Parasara, when 
Dwapara had arrived in the third revolution of the Yugas."] 

343. The wording " the third 'revolution of the Yugas " 
proves that the Kalpa that began on B.C. 3102 was being 
continued at least during the third revolution of the Yugas. 

344. The following passage from the Viiyu Pural)a is 
very important 

~am:~d~l:lat 
Sl~i!": ~~r.rt ~s~ qijij fir-511: II 't\ II 

a~<~:~~~~~~~ ;rqq:~~ u '\• 1196 

[Translation.-"Oh, BrahmaJ)as, this Kalpa which is going 
on is Varaha (by name); the present Kalpa, i.e., the Varaha, 
is the first of those Kalpas (that constitute the Parardha of 
Brahma). In that Varaha Kalpa we have 14 Manus begin
ning with the Swayambhuva Manu."] 

This statement shows that Varaha Kalpa was going on 
at the time of the Swayambhuva Manu. We have shown 

. that Swayambhuva Manu lived in the first Treta after 
3102 B.C. Therefore the Kalpa that began in 3102 B.C. 
was Varaha (by name): The same was going on in the 

' •• See supra, para. 301. 
96 Chapter 4, Skanda I. 
91 Vayu Purana, Chapter S. 
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third revolution of the Yugas in whi~h the author of the 
Bhiigavata was born. 

345. We ktiow traditionally that at present the Varaha 
Kalpa is.going on. It, therefore, follows both that the Kalpa 
that began on B.C. 3102 was named Varaha and that the 
same Kalpa is still going on. 

SECTION L 

346. Thus far we have proved the dimensions and the 
starting point of the Human system of Yugas .. Side by side 
with this system there was also the system of the Divine 
Yugas. This has been referred to in the Bhagavadgita in 
Chapter 8, verse 17, and it has also been referred to in the 
Nirukia, Chapter 14, verse 4, in almost the same words. 

347. It seems doubtful what the word Kali Yuga meant 
in the Divine system; but there is no doubt that it meant a very 
long period probably a revolution of all.the four Yugas, the 
Krita, the Treta, the Dwapara and the Kali, of the Human 
system of Yugas, that is, one. thousand years. We have also 
the following statement in the Atharva Veda:-

~ 6~~ ~t~errwr_ ~ ~ ~fUr ~~ iOif: II t I ~ I ~ , II 

[Translation.-" We allot to you hundred or ten thou• . 
sand years or two, three· or four Yugas."] 

Lokamanya Tilak and .Mr. Aiyar are of opinion that the 
word one Yuga has been purposely omitted here because one 
Yuga was equal to a hundred years or ten thousand years.s.7 
We have seen that one Yuga, i.e., the Kali, is equal to hundr~d 
years in the Huinan system of· the Yugas. It follows, . 
therefore, that the Kali in the Divine system of the Yugas 
was equal to ten thousand years. However,, statements 
about the Divine system of the Yugas found in the Mahii· 
bhiirata in Vana Parva, Chapter 188, and the Ma(tusmriti, 
Chapter 1, verses 68-86, and almost. all the PuraQ.a& show 

u1 See The Arctic Home in the Vedas, pases 423-24. 
' 
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that the Divine Kali was equal to one thousand years. These 
statements cannot be harmonized with the one in the A.tharva 
Veda quoted above unless we suppose that ' Ayuta ' meant 
1000 or that the word used in the above passage in the 
A.tharva Veda is ~ and · not ~ and that ~ meant 
one thousand. And we can make these suppositions for 
the word.f.t'!o which means ten thousand also, is formed by 
the addition of fir expressing intensity to ~ and !a' or ar!a' 
must, therefore, have meant a smaller quantity presumably 
one thousand. If we, therefore, make either of these -sup
positions, all these statements are harmonized and the dimen
sions of the Divine Kali, Dwapara, .Treta and Krita are shown 
to be 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 years respectively. This is 
confirmed by the following statement in the Bhagavata 
PurlilJa. The statement is this :-

.... ~ " ~ . . 
Oiffi ~l~'tlil g~~ il"lT I 

ij (Cli'()~ ~r: m ~ :qrmor ifliT: II '.: U 
' f ~ - ft 

~~T i\CJI!f<r: ~ ~ JCr'RTa' ~ I 

G1U !fi~ i'ii~~~: II l, II 

[Translation.-" Oh Parikshit, the seven ~ishis stand in 
one constellation for one ·hundred years. They are, now in 
your time in the Magha. The Kali of 1200 years started 
when the seven Divine ~ishis were moving in the Magha. "J 
The dimension of the Kali (i.e., 1000 years) becomes 1200 
years if the interims are added to it. Therefore this state
ment shows that the Divine Kali was 1000 years long and that 
it started sometime within 100 years from the Mahabhiirata 
War. ·Presumably then this Divine Kali must have started 
with the Human Krita, i.e., in 1102 B.C. The Divine Krita 
must have, therefore, started in 10102 B.C. and the Divine 
Dwapara in 3102 B.C., i.e., simultaneously with the Varaha 
Kalpa of the Human 'system. 

348. We can now see that the Divine system developed 
into the Astronomical system by the following misunder
standings :-
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(1) The interims between the Yugas were only parts of 
the Yugas but by misunderstanding they were thought to be 
additions to the Yugas. Thus the Kali Yuga that was of 
1000 years in the Divine system as stated in the Mahiibhiirata, 
Vana Parva, Chapter 188, was taken to be of 1200 years. 

(2) The years of the Yugas though Human were 
thought to be Divine, i.e., 360 times the Human years. Thus 
1200 years of the Kali were thought to be 1200 x 360, i.e., 
432000. 

(3) The word Chatur-Yuga though it meant four 
Human years was misunderstood to mean the Kali, the 
Dwapara, the Treta and the Krita taken together and was 
thus· made equivalent to 4320000 years. This long period 
also was then named Maha Yuga or simply a Yuga. 

(4) Historical statements, belonging to the Historical 
system were misconstrued as if belonging to this Astrono
mical system. The statement that the period of the Vaivas
vata Manu was 68 Yugas was construed to mean that it was 
68 x 4320000 years. 

(5) As the period of the Vaivasvata Manu was approxi-
·mately a fourteenth part of 1000 Yugas and as only fourteen 
Manus were known, the period of 1000 Maha Yugas that 
constituted a Kalpa or a day of Brahma was divided into 
fourteen parts, 71 Maha Yugas being assigned to each 
Manu and fifteen Krita Yugas to fifteen interims at the 
beginning and end of each Manu. See supra, para. 296 (3). 

(6) The historical statement that the period of the 
seventh Manu, i.e., the Vaivasvata Manu is going on was true 
when it was made but it was thought to be true even after all 
the fourteen Manus passed away. Therefore Vaivasvata 
Manu is thought to be still going on. 

(7) The statement that Vyasa was born in the 28th 
quaternary of the Dwapara (iUq't arnn7i~) was miscon
strued to mean that Vyasa was born in the Dwapara of the 
28th Maha Yuga, of course, of the Vaivasvata Manu. 
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(8) This Astronomical Dwapara in which Vyasa was 
thought to have had his birth, was then considered to have 
~nded in 3102 B.C. at the starting point of the Varaha Kalpa 
by a mistake, the cause of which has not yet been definitely 
ascertained. Probably the mistake arose during the 
continuance of the Divine Kali, i.e., between 1102 B.C. and 
102 B.C. from the practice of writing the word ~ meaning 
' in the Divine Kali ' along with the years elapsed from the 
beginning of the Varaha Kalpa, such as, mr~(Ur ~"u 
~. This wording can have two meanings,. namely, 
(1) that2700yearshadelapsed from the beginning of the Kalpa 
and that the Divine Kali was then going on; (2) that, the 
years elapsed from the beginning of the Kalpa were 2700 of 
the Kali in addition to 27 Maha Yugas and the Krita, the 
Treta and the Dwapara of the 28th Maha Yuga. Thus ·this 
statement can give rise to the mistake we are discussing. It 
can also give rise to the mistaken supposition mentioned in 
(2) above. 

349. The Astr~nomical system developed in this way. 
It has now ~nveloped the Human system of the Yugas in 
darkness and has even displaced it and is now misleading the 
historians. I have, therefore, produced here unimpeachable 
evidence to prove the dimensions, of the year, the Yuga, the 
Kalpa, the Manvantara and the Kali, the Dwapara, the Treta 
and the Krita Yugas and the starting point of the Human 
system of the Yugas; and I hope neither traditional belief nor 
the sense of bewilderment and helplessness will stand in the 
way of the acceptance of the conclusions arrived at. · 

' ' . 
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tECTUM tv 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF PRE-MOURYAN :~USTO~Y 
(THE DATE OF THE VEDAS) 

· 350. Armed with the knowledge of the various .cycles, 
. we can now unravel the chronology of the events narrated 
in ancient Historical Works, especially the Viiyu PuriiJJ.a. 

351. Unfortunately the Viiyu PuriiJJ.a also does not give 
the history of the times that preceded the Varaha Kalpa, i.e., 
3102 B.C. It clearly states:-

atr«rg ~:<£~: ~titrii'Ii!' fa:-m'Oifl: I 

~: ij{SJq~ijtfi 6~ Cf~~r(;r fomr\f{. II , ~ 111 

[Translation.-" Oh, best of the twice-born the seventh 
Kalpa, named Padma has passed away; of them (Kalpas) 
the present (Kalpa) is ~araha. I ~hall describe its details."] 

This shows that the. Viiyu PuriiJJ.a gives the history of 
the Varaha Kalpa only. 

352. We have already seen that a Kalpa is equal to 
1000 years and that the Varaha Kalpa began in the year 
3102 B.C.· As the Varaha Kalpa is the eighth kalpa it is 
clear that seven thousand years elapsed from some importa~t 
event to the beginning of the Varaha Kalpa, i.e., 3102 
B.C. But we are nowhere toldwhat that everit is. We are, 
therefore, left. to conjecture what that event may be. The 
most plausible conjecture is that this event was the habitation 
of the Meru Mountain, .that is, the Pamir Plateau (see note in 
the next paragraph) and the surrounding plains by the ances
tors of the Vedic Indians, after the destruction. of their original 
home .by frost and glaciers. This substantially. agrees with 
Lokamanya Tilak's date of the same event as propounded 
by him in The Arctic Home in the Vedas. The only 
difference is that according to our conjecture, the date of 

1 Vayu Purii1,1a, Chapter 21. 
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this event would be about 10000 B.C. "while according to 
Lokamanya Tilak, the date is about 8000 B.C.2 But our 
date would seem to be more probable for 8000 B.C. is really 
the date of the commencement of the Post-glacial period3 

arid the Arctic Home must have become unfit for habita
tion long before it and the Aryans must have left it as soon 
as it became .unfit for habitation. 

353. The first Kalpa, that began in 10102 B.C. must 
have begun with an event of the first magnitude and the 
habitation of the Meru by the ancestors of the Vedic Indians 
is undoubtedly such an event. Meru is said to be the abode' 

• See page 429 of The Arctic Home in the Vedas. 
a See page 37 .of The Arctic Home in the Vedas. 
'Note.-Thil.t Meru is the Pamir Plateau and that it was the abode of Gods 

is shown by the following passages:-

(f'.SI'~f:~~~~:l 
~ ..... ...... . 
~~ ~o !PIT~~ ;rorr: II \4,1.4, II 

"' ~ :-.. ... ~ I> « ~ ~: ql\~1 ~;:r~qff: I 
:q"tqJU 7ffl.f ~- fffffftTT~f~{!m: II "\\ II 

' :&\ ..... " mtr'cir ~~ <iigij]W~ qr~: 1 

\ftro: ~~ WO'~~Rw.rr: II "\" II 

ffi.ll' q~~sfWJ: ii11ii11~ I 
~f.fcnrmfir ij'filf.rlrr?.Jit.rn: 11 '\ 11 

ilr<!iri ~ ~ ~ ~: qft~ r 
~~f~: ~: IR~iifCI'~: II \ 't II 

~~ arf~ ~~nr~ 1 

~r<6'r f~ ~ ri~ ~ II \'\ II 
(Vayu Pw·al)a, Chapter 34). 

[Translatioll.-" There on that mountain are seen all Gods, Gandharvas, 
Nagas and Rikshasas and Apsaras. That mountain Meru is surrounded on the 
various sides by countries that support beings, namely by the four countries 
Bhadriisva, Bhi1rata, the Western Ketumiila, and the Northern Kurus, where 
meritorious people live. In the thousand parts nf that mountain adorned by 
various abodes the numerous dwellings of all the Gods are situated. That 
which is called by the synonyms Swarga, Nakaprishsha, Diva, etC'., by those 
who know the Vedas and its Ansas, that abode of all the meritorious Gods, 
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of Gods. This shows thaf the ancestors of the Vedic 
Indians lived there. This Meru is no other than the Pamir 
Plateau. AU this shows that the ancestors of the Vedic 

i.e •• the Devaloka, is situated on this mountain. This is stated in an the 
Srutis.j · -· 

These verses show that the Mero was the abode of the Gods and also that 
it was situated in the midst of the four conntries namely Bharata. Ketumala, 
Uttam Kuru and Bhadrii5va. This suggests that tbe Meru was to the north 
of Bbarata, i.e., India. The following statements in the Vayu PurliiJil help us 
to determine its exact position. 

;Dis~ ~~ arQii (f.n~Slft 1 

~~ ~~ ~ sitrcit~: II ''\ II 
' . ' ~ ~ ~ 
Ql'.f1' ifEij' 91'1'Nit:dlltl cs <tll"t mi if II ~' II . -. . . . .,..,. 
~ {iFRJ ~ llffiJ ifPr fci§Oll: I 

lwP- cri: d(Hiiilttl ~ ~ II '' II 
m~ij~tt~a-· 

,..... t • • .... ..... """" ... =r::::rrr 
(1{41JN< :q;,r ~~ dli(illidJ{ II ' ' II 

(iil'tdiN( ~ ~ om:r·f%§011: I 
., ......... ·~ ....................... 

,..(JO!I.........,IN .... (:r-::ari-(-mJ lif~ di'((UJi4J{ I 

~<wt41N<'( :qyfq ~ ~ m II \o U 

~=m:q~'t~~~· 
~ ~ ~ ~ <1Rwlid'(ll \, II 

~ ... Ml.l"i~U"-1 ~~ ctr" ~J{ I 
• IIIII. ' .... .. 

tf{~~W<l-ij~l 
" ::f. ,..... ' ~ 1'...... "" " ... cro'<t ~~ .,.. ..... if'UIOI' 'SIIJOI'ftl'd( II \ l II 

" " ' ,...,..... . .... "' 
~ 11 JCifl 4t~e.-'1Jijciliij'{ U l \ II 
(Vuyu Puriil)a, Chapter 34). 

[Translation.-(~ the· map given below.) The Neela, the Nishadha, and the 
others that are Jesser than them. the Sweta. the Hemakoota, the Himavin, 
and that which is the Spngaviin: between these are the seven countries called 
qqs. This is the well-known country named Bbarata. which is near(to the South 
of the Himavin). Thence is the country named Kimpurusha (Iibet) near 
(to the South oO Hemakoota (Karakoram Mountains). Thence is the country 
named Harivarsba (Tartan) near (to the South of) Nishadha (Irekha Birga 
Mountain) and near Hemakoota (to the North of Hemakoota). Thence (to 
the West) is the country named Ilivrita, belonging to Meru (round the Meru). 
'Jbeoce (to the.West ofllaV{ita) is 1he country named Ramyaka near Neela 
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Indians settled in the Pamir Plateau in about 10102 B.C. 
This conclusion is also supported by the observations of 
Lokamanya Tilak.5 It is also confirmed by the conclusion 
already arrived at that the Divine K:rita might have begun 
in 10102 B.C. (see supra, paragraph 347). 

(North ofNeela or the Suleman Mountains). Thence (to the East ofRamyaka) 
is the country named Hirar}.maya (Mongolia or Gobi) near Sweta (South of 
Sweta or 1b.ianshan Mountains). Thence (to the North-West of HiraJ}.ma)'ll) is 
the country named Kuru near Sringa,·an (Hindukush Mountains). The two 
countries of the North and the South namely the Uttara Kuru and the Bbarata 
:K:hatttla are of the form of a bow (whose string is pulled); the other four 
are long (like a long rectangle) and llivrita is the central (cin:ular ?) country. 
That half of the Vedee (continent) which is on this side (Southern side) of the 
Nisbadba is called the Southern half of the Vedee; that half of the Vedee "1\!hich 
is beyond (to the North of) Neela is called the Northern half of the Vedee. 
There are three countries in the Southern half of the continent and there are 
three countries in the Northern half of the continent and between the two 
halves ofthecontiuent is the Divrita, in the centre of which lies the Meru.] 

This description identifies the Meru with the Pamir Plateau; for. nowhere 
else in the North of India do we have six mountains starting from the same 
central rerrlon. It should be noted that this Geographical Meru is different 
from the .Astronomical Meru or the North Pole. The astronomers borroweed 
their name of the North Pole from Geography and heuc:e a great deal of con• 
fusion has followed. 

Afganisthana 

~~ 

~ 
Russian Turkasthana 

~ m or f.rA ffi 

Bbarata or India 

~ 

~ Tartari 
(Karakoram Mountains) 

• See page 4S3 of The Arctic Hom1 in the Vtd.u. 
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354. We know nothing about the history of the period 
'between 10102 B.C. and 3102 B.C. It appears however 
that during this period the Aryas spread from the Pamir into 
Russian Turkasthan, Afghanisthan and the Punjab. 

' 
HISTORY OF THE BRAHMAVARTA 

355. The beginning of the Varaha Kalpa (3102 B.C.) 
is also the date of the establishment of the rule of a Brahma, · 
named Ananda. This is shown by the following passage:-

'. 

.... :.. ~ " 
~~ij sr~+r: l!fi(:'lT \?i'lliT<\r srr~: s:~r 1 

~raoiir ~'AT'( ~sr arr;li{: ~isra: ~~li. 11 , ' u 
~TOJTif~ ~lj' SJTlFJTi(6 ~:q-~~ II ,, 117 

[Translation.-" Bhava should be known to be the 
formerly famous first Kalpa in the beginning of the world. 
In this Kalpa the present Brahma, Ananda, himself obtained 
the divine office of Brahma of divine origin. "] 

356. The context of this passage 

" crr~r;-: ~isra~~t 1 o'{lf CJ~lfriir ~~li. 11 ' ' 

shows that this Bhava is the first small Kalpa of the Varaha 
Mahii.kalpa. So, the passage means that Ananda, himself 
assumed the office of a Brahma (supreme authority in the 
State) in 3102 B.C. This Ananda is again referred to in 
verse 50 of Chapter 23 and is said to be of the Gotra of 
Galavya. In verse 48 of the same chapter it is stated that 
the 33rd Kalpa was going on since he obtained the office 
of a Brahma 

· (~f;r~ :qrf?l ~ sntl' tCJCJriirm 1 

<rn= SfllRr m"' ~mmr~m- u v' u) 
This confirms our translation of the 29th verse of Chapter 
21 quoted above, and shows that Ananda established in 

• Note.-The reading here is '' srfficrr ", But that is not correct· for in 
that case its subject Ananda ought to be in the third case white it is r~ally in 
the first case and CJT becomes superfluous as its meaning docs not fit in her~:, 
I have, therefore, adopted the reading u SJTtfclli( ". 

7 Vtlyu Purii,a, Chapter 21. 
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3102 B.C. a State, in which he acted as the supreme authority. 
This is confirmed by the Mahlibiirata; for, it tells in Chapter 
59 of Siinti Parva in verses 13-30 that a kingdom was estab
lished by Btahma in the K.rita Yuga in the beginning after 
a period of anarchy 

-(" ~~ tl~t<l'il+ll<fi ~Slmt. ") 

This Brahma was also called Swayambhii which means 
nothing else than that he established himself as a supreme 
ruler by his own efforts and did not inherit his authority from 
anybody else. 

357. What was the country in which Ananda became a 
Brahma in the beginning of the Varaha Kalpa? The country 
between the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati, i.e., the present 
Ambala district was created by Gods and is called the 
Brahmavarta. a The name Brahmavarta shows that it is 
the country where the supreme authority was named the 
Brahma. It follows that Ananda, the first Brahma, must 
have ruled the country now called· Brahmavarta. 

358. The institutions established by the Brahma 
Ananda will now be enumerated. A new system of the 
Yajiias_ seems to have been established by him. This is 
shown by the following passage in the Taittiriya Brlihma!Ja 

t " I ',.... " • ... {t,.... . tJ 
'~: (II(O'!II+IIMtlid I Q' ~I(O'!II+III:(tld II 

[Translation.-"The Prajapati created Agni, i.e., the Yajiia 
in the Rohi(li constellation. The Gods, therefore, conse
crated it in the Rohitti constellation ... ) · 

The reason for the statement that fire was created in the 
RohiQ.i, is that the Vernal Equinox being then in the RohiQi, 
the Rohi{ll was the first constellation of the year. The date 
of the Vernal Equinox being in the Rohil}i is 3102 B.C. and 
that is also the date when Ananda started his rule. Therefore, 

• Manu Smriti, Chapter 2, verses 17 & 19. 
' See I. I. 2. . 
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this Prajapati, who created fire, i.e., the system of the Yajiias 
could be no other than Ananda. 

359. The following passage in the Mahiibhiirata also 
shows that a new system of Yajiias was created in 3102 B.C. 

<ffir '~scfta- ~T ~ ~~m~or 1 

<!lfl{. ~~Silllolif • • • • • • • • • • ll , II 
10 

[Translation.-"At the end of the Divine Yuga, the Devas 
devised the Y ajiia to be proportionate to the Vedas. We 
have come to know from the discussion in supra. paragraph 
347, that the Divine Treta ended in 3102 B.C. Therefore, this 
state~ent can mean that this system of the Y ajfias .was created 
in 3102 B.C., of course, by Ananda."] 

360. A system of. chronology is a necessary adjunct 
of the Yajfia. Ananda, must, therefore have instituted the 
sys.tem of chronology which began in 3102 B~C. and the 
elements of which we have already studied in the previous 
Lecture. The creation of the world (fer"ol) referred to in the 
Viiyu Purii1J.a, Chapter 2, verses 5-15,11 and said to have been 
made presumably a thousand years before Puriiravas, may 
have. been the same as the institution of a new system of 
chronology by Ananda. 

361. Ananda also established' the VarQaS and enunciated 
their duties. This .is clear from Chapter 8, verses 160-67, of 
the Vciyu Purci1)a (corresponding to Chapter 8, verses 151-60, 
of the Brahmci1)t/a Purci1)a). He also established the institution 
of marriage as shown hereafter.12 

362. But these institutions of Ananoa did not, however 
all continue to be in force for a very long time and after ~ 
period of abeyance were revived by the Swayambhuva Manu. 
This will appear from the following passage:-

10 The Mahiibhiirata, Sauptika Parvc1, Chapter 18, 
11 See supra, para. 340. 
u See infra, -para. 364. 

13a 
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i1lofrmr~ot 'ij'ft ~ a~rs•ninr. 1 

S'f: Sl:s;f~g (ff ifl&l'ffi'I. !:iii~ Of ~qy~~OJ. I 
~foRt~ ~ af: ~~: II ~\ 1118 

[Translation.-"Brahma. established the institutions of the 
Va111as and the Ashramas for them. But the people did not 
follow these regulations on account ·of their folly. As a 
consequence, there were ·conflicts amongst themselves and 
therefore they again followed Manu (Swayambhuva Manu)."] 

363. The following passage also supports this conclu-
sion;-

(f';f ~~!~ ijij= ~m=~ ~, 
~rij m :q 1:1~ :q Jf~IJRf !foil~ II \' IIH 

c::mfil'&rsrt~Jli ~~~:~r;r~q: 1 

· W!~~ot -~ 1:1fr ~~~~!fil:. II >t• II 

tfi'RFTtf \if4 ~~ :qr=qf~1t11Jll{ I 
CJOJT~~ij ijij: ~T~~ II 't, II ·15 

[Translation.~"There in the beginning of the Treta Yuga, 
the Manu and the s·aptarshis enunciated the Srouta and the 
Smarta Dharmas ordained by the Brahma. The Saptarshis 
told the Srouta Dharma consisting of marriage and Yajna 
(worship of Fire) also named Rik, Yajus and Saman, and the 
Swayambhuva Manu told the Smarta Dharma consisting of 
the rules of conduct of the Var1,1as and the Ashramas that 
had been handed down by tradition.") 

364. This passage from the Viiyu PuriiiJa, also gives us 
information about the institutions established by the Brahma 
Ananda. It informs us that marriage also was one of the 
institutions established by this Brahmii. This passage also 
suggests that the regulations of Ananda did not continue in 
force very long. This is confirmed by the fact that only 33 
small Kalpas corresponding to 132 years and no more are 

u Vayu Puriifla, Chapter 57. 
, u Ibid., Chapter 57. 

u Ibid., Chapter 57, 
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enumerated in the Viiyu Puriiv.a since the beginning of the rule 
of the Brahma Ananda.16 This suggests that the regulations 
of Ananda were observed for 132 years only. 

365. The two passages just discussed show that the 
institutions of Ananda were revived by the Swayambhuva 
Manu at the begiJ.ming of the Treta Yug:;t. This date of the 
beginning of the rule of the Swayambhuva . Manu is stated 
more accurately in the following passage: -

~~ Srnl!~ ~~~~~a:. srcrn-t , 
~ ~Ri~ ~ ~~rcm~;r~i{ if II c::' II 

ek\'~1~ ~~~ ~~ !io.!!frif ~.I 
~~:rfl~ ~~r:rft :!iJrH Sr5T!!"ir o<{r II c::" II 

CJ'lfp~Hio~~rot t;acra~ ~Sot: II '" 1117 
. 

[Translation.-"Tell us truly how the Yajfia ·was started 
in the beginning of the Treta Yuga in the creation (~it) 
of the Swayambhuva· Manu. Tell us how they again estab
lished the Var(las and the Ashramas when· the Krita Yuga 
and the interim thereafter had ended; when the 1reta Yuga' 
had arrived and when (the period) named Kala had begun."] 

366. Now we know that the period of the Krita is 400 
years including .its own interim. Then would follow· the 
interim of the Treta in its beginning, of the length of 30 years. 
This would make 430 years from the beginning of the Maha
Kalpa named the Va'raha. But a new small Kalpa begins 
not at the end of 430 years but at the end of 432 years from 
the beginning of the Varal:ta Kalpa and the Kala mentioned 
here appears to be the same .as the small Kalpa. Therefore 
the rule of the Swiiyambhuva Manu nwst have begut1432 years 
after the beginning of the Mahii-Kalpa, i.e., exactly 300 years 
after the regulations of the Brahmii Ananda, ceased to be 
observed as seen already. Curiously enough this agrees 
exactly with the statement of Meg·asthenes given in the previous 

u ·See Chapters 21-22. 
u Vayu Pllrtlr,ta, Chapter '7·, 
l4 
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Lecture.18 There a republic extending over a period of 300 
years has been mentioned and here also we have a period of 
300 years in which the regulations of Ananda appear to be 
in abeyance and in which no king is known to have ruled. 
We may, therefore, infer that from 132 Kalpa Era to 432 
Kalpa Era, there was a republic. Anyhow, it is certain 
that the Swayambhuva Manu established his rule in 432 
Kalpa Era, reviving the institutions of Anaoda. 

367. The Swayambhuva Manu was followed by eighteen 
kings of his line. They are:-

(1) Uttanapada (~) 
(2) Dhruva {~) • 
(3) Pushti (sft) 
(4) Pracheenagarbha (Mt..nctct:A) 
(5) Udaradhee (~) 
(6) Divanjaya (~) 
(7) Rip~ (R!J) 
(8) Chakshusha (~) 
(9) Chikshusha Manu (~ ~) 

(10) Oru (~J 
(ll) Anga (aPr) 
(12) Vena (~) 
(13) Prithu (~) 
(14) Antardhi (~) 
(15) Havirdhana (~) 
(16) Prachina Barhish (~ iff«) 
(17) Prachetas ( ~) 
{18) Daksha {W)19 

368. The date of the Ch.aksbusha Manu can be found 
out exactly by astronomical calculation from the following 
statement in the Viiyu Purii{la:-

1! See 1upra, para. 217. 
t• Sec Chapters 62 & 63 of the Ydyll Purdlp, 
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fcr!!f~I'Jft{~f: ~: ~:q;. \ =tn~SQ'~ I 
Riilll!(.<41~ ~~qllf: !11:1111n:[. SJ~.titr!:lt: II ~ ·~ II 

ReJ{qmot, 'lifif~ ~nlr fcr~).JT I 
~Q'U~;r: ~~! tlffl<li~ fif~Ai\: II ~ o '-\ II 

~:S\li'Tf\~ifr: S'Sf: 'gili: ~re:;f~ I 
ilR~TIJft S~CR: ~" ~~: II , o \ II 

R~~iFR:~= ~m:r~~~r~trm: 1 
~~ ~: ~~~~:II , • .., II 

ifcfT~T~~ ~rqfij~f!:t{: I 

6fTOO~{ ~~~ ~tttif ~fa ~Rt: II , o ' II 
~..... ,...,. ~ ~ 

'l.'tGI~ ml!T'it~~~~(: \lfi[~: I 

~Cftfi! ~~ !:I~T ~~~il~ift II ~·~ 11110 

There is another reading '' ~~f~~ " for "~CfQ'T! " in the 
third Pada of the verse 109; the word '' @{r~" in verse 107 
gives no rational me~ning and hence I have adopted the read
ing " '{Cft~ '' of which "~r~" can be a mis-reading. The read
ing '' \Cl~," is also found in the corresponding verse of the 
BrahmlituJa Purli"(la, Chapter 24, verse 132. The meaning of 
the passage is that at the time of the Chakshusha Manu, the . 
Sun was born in the Visakha, the Moon in the Krittika, · the 
Venus not distant from the Sun in the constellation on 

. ' 
which the Pushya had an aspect (Rfli~41ir), namely in 
the constellation Swati, the seventh from the Pushya, the 
Jupiter in the Poorva Falguni, the Mars in the 
Poorva Ashadha, the Saturn in the Revati and the Rahu and 
the Ketu in· Revati (RohiQee). The statements that the 
planets were born in these constellations is clearly poetical. 
It only means that they were in those constellations when the 
period of Chakshusha Manu began. Therefore when the 
period began the approximate longitude of the Moon was 
about 40•, that of the Sun about 220°, that of the Jupiter 
about 145°, that of the Saturn 0°, that of the Mars 255° and 

'
0 VdfU Pura~a, Chapter 5~, 
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that of the Rahu oo or 50°. · The mean positions of these are 
also as follows:-

Planet 

Sun 

Jupiter · 

Saturn 

Mars 

Mean Longi· 
tude in 
degrees 

221 

133 

9 

280 

369. The positions of the planets of the Zero-date have 
been given in the·Sec·ond Lecture.21 0·385 Years before that, 
we get the following mean longitudes, of the planets:-

Sun 

Jupiter 

Saturn 

Mars 

Planet 
Mean Longi

tude in 
degrees 

221 

176 

44 

293·2 

The Saturn would take about 3 years to go from longi· 
tude 9° to longitude 44° and the Jupiter would take about 1•5 
years to go from longitude 133° to longitude 176°, Therefore 
w~ get the following equations :-

+ 3 ·00 +29 ·456624 x (complete revolutions of the Saturn) 

= T- 0·385 

and 
+ 1· 50+ 11 · 861764 x (complete revolutions of the Jupiter) 

= T- 0·385 

u See 1upra, para. 82. 
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(In these calculations the years before the Zero-date are 
regarded as plus.) Therefore, 

+ 1· 50+ 29 · 455624 x (Complete revolutions of the Saturn) 

11·861764 

= Complete revolutions of the Jupiter 

Or approximately, 

8 + 149 x (complete revolutions of the Saturn) 

60 

= Complete revolutions of the Jupiter. 

· '370. We get several solutions of this indeterminate 
equation. But 68 revolutions of the Saturn is the solution 
that would serve our purpose. This gives: 

T= 68 x 29·456624+ 3·00+ 0·385= 2006·435 years. 

But as we have seen, the Saturn and the Jupiter come to 
the same position again after 913·35 years or 59·308 years. 
We, therefore, get the following years:-

1. 3097·7 
2. 3038·4 
3. 2979·1 
4. 2919·8 
5. 2860·5 
6. 2801·2 

Now the mean longitude of the Mars was 293° when 
that of the Sun was 221 o just before the Zero-date. This is 
almost just what we require. The Mars and the Sun come to 
the same position again after 15, 17, 19, 32, 45, 47, 49, 64, 89; 
158, 188, 224 or 363 years. Theref{)re we will get the desired 
position of the Mars in 0 + 0 · 385 + 8 x 363 or 2904 · 385 and 
we get the desired position of the Mars, the Jupiter and the 
Saturn in the year 2919·385 only. 

371. The positions of the planets calculated in this 
year are as follows:-



Planet 

Sun 

Moon • 

Mars 

Venus 

Jupiter 

Saturn 

Rahu 

.. 

··I 

Mean 
Longitude 
in degrees 

216 

26 

295 

156·4 

14S 

l3 

347 

True 
Longitude Constellation 
in degrees 

21S Visakba 

265 Poorvashaqhii 

192 Swati 

ISS Poorvifalguni 

4 Revati 

347 Revati 

The longiude of the true Moon would be about 37° 
at the end of the Paull}.ima, i.e., the Moon would be in the 
K.rittika. 

This agrees exactly with what the Vayu Purol)a states. 
The date of the beginning of the period of Cba:kshusha Manu 
is, therefore, 680·6 years Kalpa Era. This agrees well with 
the number of generations (that is 9) between the Swayam
bhuva Manu and the Chakshusha Manu. 

372. The date of Daksha also can be accurately ascer
tained. The story of the destruction of the Daksha's Yajiia 
by Mahadeva seems to be an allegory based upon the omis
sion of a day every 28th quaternary. Such a day was, of 
course, omitted from the 381 days of the Aswamedha given 
before. This omission must have changed the usual form of 
the Y ajiia and given rise to the idea of its destruction. This 
is clear from the following :-

(1) The same things, namely, omission of invitation to 
Mahadeva and his wife and obstacle in the Yaj.iia created 
by Maba:deva's wife, happened at the Yajiia of both the 
Dakshas, namely the Daksha, the comtemporary of the 
Swayambhuva Manu and the Daksha who was son of 
frachetas. Daksha is represented to have said to Mahadeva 
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that he will ·create opposition to him, even in his subsequent 
birth as the son of Prachetas, so that Brahma:Qas will not 
worship him in the sacrifice. This also sho~s that the 
same things were repeated in the Y ajiias of both the Dakshas. 
If the story of the destruction of Daksha's Yajiia w~re not an 
allegory, one could hardly expect the same things to happen 
again. 

(2) The Rathantara Sama was being sung in the Y ajiia 
of Daksha-the Sama which has the same name as the group 
of 28 Kalpas, in the last of which one day was omitted. 

(3) Mahadeva states while consoling his wife for the 
omission of invitation to him, that the worshipper~ omitted to 
invite him by virtue of the decision of the Gods and ~n accord
ance with the traditional rules of Dharma and that though 
they did not invite him, they were really praising him. If 
the story was not an allegory, ·Mahadeva would simply have 
been represented as· saying that he was not invited because 
of hatred and the BrahmaQas also would not at the sacri
fice worship or praise one who was deliberately excluded 
on account of hatred. 

373. These facts appear from the following passages:

~ SI~~Yfl~ ~ ~r: I 
'ijqj ~f ~\1: ~ ~R SQJ: I 

~ =<i@1(4id( ~: II \" H 

~ \1cJfC1' 
llFrffl :qr§tfr U>m' :q[§'-Rll ~ I 
--"',.... ~ .\.' 
.)ll"<tlij'ifl~: lffif: ~~ Sl~: II ~ • II 

~~~snH~=ifl~ II~, II 

w~ 

31'( o~sN ij fcnt arrt11~1f ~a I 
. ·~ . ~~~ 
~"l a''~'(~ if ffi :zJ~<iiQ Cf lif.'Jll: 11 \\ 11 

~~ 
~~r.m:r 'l'~r+ritr ~ ~= 1 

t:zrit~ ~ Q:lT :zrtffi' ~~: II , , • II 
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~:;c 
<mlffi' il'{ftfl'll' fifiijq if rrmsR£ ~ II ~ , , II 

qr~~ 

~~ri~~l 
~~ illJ ~if' mq o.:J4'filfqd: II ,H II 

. re*cnillcrm ~ ~ , 
if ir §U: SI~~Rr m;f ~~~ •= II , , ~ II 
ifii~~( ~: ~Rt I 
'(ttat ij"nJ ~fa' ~ u 
m~~if~' 
~~~: m4ij- :q ~ '' ,, "22 

[Translation.-" During the period of the Chikshusha 
Manu, Daksha, contemporary of the Swayambhuva Manu, 
was born (again) as the son of Prachetas by the curse of 
Tryambaka (Mahadeva). Mahadeva said to Daksha
'When the period of the Chakshusha Manu will come, you 
will be born (again) as a King in the line of the Chakshusha 
Manu being named Daksha, as the son of Prachetas and the 
grandson of Pracheena Barhish.' Dak:sha said to Mahl~ 
deva, ' Oh Villain, in that life also I will create opposition to 
you and therefore, the BrahmaJ,laS will not worship you in 
the Yajiia along with other Gods.' Mahadeva said to his 
wife, 'The best King of the people, named Daksba, is perform-· 
ing the Asvamedha Yajiia and Gods are going there.' The 
Goddess (the wife of Mahadeva) said to Mahiideva, 'Oh my 
Lord, . why did you not go to this Yajiia.' Mahadeva 
replied, 'My dear, all this has been done by the Gods them
selves. They have not devised an oblation to me in aU the 
Yajiias. The Gods do not offer oblations to me in accord· 
ance with the traditional rules of Dharma. The worshippers 
praise me in the Yajiia; They sing the Rathantara Sama 
(song). The BrihmaJ.laS worship me in the Brahma Satra 
and Adhvaryus offer oblations to me."] 

II vayu Purii(la, Chapter 30. 
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374. It follows that a day was omitted in the. Asva
medha of· Daksha and that, therefore, his date must have 
been 896 of the Kalpa Era~ This agrees well with the genera
tions (that is 9) between the Chakshusha Manu and the 
second Daksha. The date of the Yajfia ·of that Daksha, 
who was the ·contemporary of the Swayambhuva Manu, 
would, of course, be 448 of the Kalpa Era. · 

375. Vena the twelfth of the line of the Swayambhuva 
Manu; was a tyrannous king. He was, therefore, deposed artd 
his son Prithu was enthroned in his place. Prithu was made 
to take an oath that is given in the following statement:-

!lfu~ :q~~ <iiif111T ~~H Fr{T I . 

qr~P.f6?.Jl;?;Ji lll+f iillf ~~i'f :orHiiiitf; II ~ o ' II 

~~ ~ f;r~Rfi'r ~ofrffiolrqrw;r: 1 

all'lti<ii: <iiR'E'.!Tilr \,l!l'i'f~r if ~Rif II , o" II 

CT~~T if ~~~ij STrctGJJffift: ~ Sf~ I 
' ~r-.6 ::q ~~ ~ qtaq II ~ ot: 11 23 

[Translation.-'' Take this oath againand again(thrice) :
'I will protect the Brahma on the Earth (the BriihmaJ}.as) by 
action, mind and words; I will not act at any time according 
to my own inclinations but will doubtless act according to· the 
unchangeable Dharma laid down in the Danda-Neeti; Oh, 
~ord also make this promise: I will not punish the BrahmaJ}.as 
and I will also protect the whole world from the admi.Jtture 

. of the Varl).as."] 

This oath is as skilfully framed and is as significant as 
the oath which the constitutional ~onarch of England has to 
,take. The BrahmaJ}.aS were to be protected and exempted 
from punishment; for, they were the legislators and the judges 
of those days. Even to-day the legislators and the judges 
enjoy special protection in the constitutions of civilized 
countries. 

2a Mahiibhiirara, Santi ParYa, Charter 59. 
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· Prithu is said to have been a good king. He encouraged 
cultivation, commerce and cattle-breeding and building of 
cities.2' 

376. Daksha, the 18th King in the line of the Swayam
bhuva Manu, had no male progeny. Vaivasvata Manu, the 
grandson of his daughter, suceeded him in 952 Kalpa Era25 

so that Daksha must have had a very long reign from 896 
Kalpa Era to 952 Kalpa Era. 

377. This date 952 Kalpa Era is obtained in the 
following way :-We have already shown that the Manus 
were public functionaries. One of the functions of the Manus 
was the redistribution (crfrfclmor) of the VarJ}as. The 
period of the Manu was four years as shown already; but the 
redistribution of the VarJ}as was not made by every· Manu. 
Therefore, every Manu is not remembered. Only those are 
remembered wh<;> redistributed the VarJ}as and they are four
teen. The period of such Manus was said to continue until 
fresh redistribution of the VarJ}as was made by a subsequent 
Manu. Such periods became very· long after the Raivata 
Manu, probably because the Raivata Manu introduced some 
rules by which a man could go automatically from one VarJ}a 
to another and thereafter the Manus redistributed the VarJ}as 
only under the most exceptional circumstances. As already . 
shown the period of the Chakshusha Manu was 68 Yugas, 
i.e., .272 years, and this period began in 680 Kalpa Era. 26 

Therefore the period of the Vaivasvata Manu must have 
begun in 952 Kalpa Era. 

378. The PuraJ}as give the dynasties of only three 
sons of the Vaivasvata Manu, namely :-Ikshvaku, 
Nimi and Nabhagarishta. 

The descendants of Ikshvaku ruled in Ayodhya and those 
of Nimi in Behar. This suggests that the descendants of 

24 Vayu Purii(la, Chapter 62, verses t 67-74. 
25 Ibid., Chapter 84, verses 31-38 and verse l of Chapter 85. 
u See supra, para. 371. 
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Nabhagarishta must have ruled in Brahmavarta and also that 
at this period the Aryas must have begun to expand out of 
the Brahmavarta to the East and the South, the expansion to 
the South being made by Manu's grandson Puriiravas.27 

The kings of the line of Nabhagarishta are ;;.....;: 

1. Nabhag~rishta. (ifn:rmrfti) 
2. Bhalandana (+r~) 
3. Pransu (m~) 
4. Prajani (~fir) 
5. Khanitra (~lij;r) 
6. Kshupa (~'t) 
7. Vinsa (tim) 
8. Vivinsa (fcrr~~U) 
9. Khaninetra (iatfT'ir;r) 

10. Karandhama ( 'llit\:l;r) 
11. Avikshit (~!~([.) 

. 12. Marutta (~) 
13. Narishyanta (ifftl;i«f) 
14. Dama(~) 
15. Sudhriti (fA'iRr) 
16. Nara (if'{) 
17. Kevala (~) 
18. Ba~dhuman (~ii'T'f:) 
19. Vegavan (~lil.) 
20. Budha (~1:1) 
21. Trit;tabindu (~)zs 

379. It is said of Trh;tabindu that he ruled in the third 
quaternary of the Treta.'· Yuga, .of course, the. second Treta 
Yuga29 (~ffi!~ Uiifr ~) and that his descendants ruled 
in Visala, i.e., Ujjayinee. It, therefore, appears that either 

27 See Infra, para. 396. 
2s Vdyu Purtif)a, Chapter 86. 
29 Ibid., Chapter 86, verse JS. 
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Trit;tabindu left the Kingdom of the Brahmavarta or that 
he was deposed between 1408 and 1412 Kalpa Era. 

A republic then appears to have been established and 
HiraQ.yakasipu became the Indra, i.e., supreme authority in 
the Brahmavarta in the fourth quaternary of the Treta Yuga: 

(~t<fr g ?ffl~!lfi ar1q~liCN' 1 
~~: ij' ~~Cfif~trl~~ II "\ 1130

) 

But there were then two parties in the State, the Asuras and 
the Devas and they fought many (twelve) battles for capturing 
the supreme power in the State 

(dEiT ({fijfirJlrrff ~ dmm ~ISlli!J'l: I 
~s{~'J: ({qf rr :q' ~~TCillr: ~: II "~ 1131) 

HiraQ.yakasipu belonged to the former party. He was 
killed by Narasinha of the party of the Devas and then the 
Asura Bali became the Indra· between 1424 and 1428 Kalpa 
Era 

(if~~ ~~~ ~nrr=!lt mrir ~ 11 "'~ n32
) 

Bali appears to have been driven out of the Brahmavarta by 
Wamana of the party of the Devas and then the Asura 
Prahla.da became the Indra. 33 ·. 

These three lndras of the Asura party held office for ten 
quaternaries, i.e., 40 years 

(~~ ~r ~rort ilfm: 1 

~~~ ri atre'IVUR ~ II ', uu) 
At the end of this period, the· D.evas appear to have defeated 
the Asuras and to have driven them out to Patala, i.e., perhaps 
to Babylon and then the Devas held the office of the Indra 
for 40 years only 

ao Tliiyu Purii11a, Chapter 98. 
31 Ibid., Chapter 97. 
n Ibid., Chapter 98. 
aa See Chapters 97 and 98 of the Tldyu Purc11,1a. 
a& Viiyu Purii(ta, Chapter 97. 
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(~acr:riui~~ 1 

~Ji'!f{i4iiij4fil~ ~ ij' ~ II \'\ 1135) 

Thus this second republic appears to have continued for 80 
years. This corresponds to the secon~ republic of 120 years 
mentioned by Megasthenes. 38 (He may have given 120 years 
on account of some misunderstanding). 

- ' 

380. Mandhata (~) appears to have become 
King in the Brahmavarta in 1492 Kalpa Era. This is 
inferred from the statement of lrtdra that Mandhata will 
suck milk from his finger37 and from the fact that the Indra 
of the Devas is said to have ruled for 40 years only. Mandhata's 
birth- took place in the 15th quaternary of the Treta. Yuga, i.e., 
between 1456 and 1460 of the Kalpa Era.38 

381. The Kings of the line of Mandhata who ruled in 
the Brahmavarta are probably the following:-

1. Mandhata. (ili'ClRIT) 
2. Purukutsa (~) 
3. Trasadasyu ( sr~) 
4. Sambhiita (~) 
5. AnaraQya (i3JiR.Wr) 
6. Trasada5va ('=«nt-"4) 
7. Haryasva (ri"4) ' 
8. Vasumata (~) 
9. Tridhanva (~) 

10. TrayyaruQa (~) 
11. Satyavrata («W«r) or Trisanku (~) 
12. Harischandra (~~) 
13. Rohita {ij~) 
14. Harita311 (dto) 

as Vtiy11 Purti!Ja, Chapter 97. 
u See supra, para. 217. 
" Mahtihlrlirata, Vana PanYJ, Chapter 126, verse 30. 
u Matsya Puriil_l(l, Chapter 47; see supra, para. 279. 
" See Viiyu Purfi'la, Chapter 88. 
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We say that these kings ruled in the Brahmavarta; because 
they succeeded Mandhata according to the list in the Vayu 
Puriit~a and also because many of them are referred to in the 
Vedas.'o 

382. Harita's son Champu is said to have created a new 
city named Champa41 and only a few descendants of Champu 
are given in the Purii\laS. It therefore appears that after 
Harita a third republic was established in the Brahmavarta. 
That republic was in existence in the days of the Mahiibhii
rata War and continued to exist upto the time of Megas
thenes and it was perhaps on this account that he could not 
give the period of this third republic. The Indras referred 
to in the Mahabharata were, of course, the heads of the 
Brahmiivarta during this third republic. 

No further history of the Brahmavarta can be known 
'from the Purii\las. That State evidently became absorbed 
later on in the Magadha Empire. 

383. The Brahmiivarta was the first, the foremost and 
the ideal State of the Aryas. It was the State in which the 
Asvamedha was performed, the Vedas were composed in 
every quaternary for the Asvamedha and where the Manus 
were appointed for enacting laws and redistribution of the 
Var\laS. When new Kingdoms of Ayodhyii, Behar, Kuru
kshetra, etc., were established, they first looked up to it as 
their ideal and guide. But as the importance of these new 
States increased ·that of Brahmavarta declined. The Asva
medha began to be performed in other States and the Manus 
and the Indras also began to be appointed from them. 

384. Bali was the lndra when the eighth Manu named 
Savarl).a (6~) was appointed. 411 Therefore the date of 
Savarl).a Manu must be about 1424 Kalpa Era. The sub
sequent Manus were from outside the Brahmavarta and 
we shall have to investigate about them later on. 

&II Sec Prllcheena Clraritra Kosha by Chitriivasii.stree. 
" See Bhagavata, Skandha 9, Chapter 8, verse 1. 
*1 ~CCI V4yu PwtJf.la, Chapter )00, verses 20-21, 
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385. . Before finishing the history of the Brahmavarta 
we shall find out the date of the first compilation of the 
Vtiyu Purtina. We have already referred to the verse 

~~~ ifOT ~'ffiR43 

which mentions that 28 Yugas of the period of the Vaivasvata 
Manu had passed, of course, till the time at which the author 

. was speaking. This shows that the first compilation of the 
Vtiyu Purtina was made when 28 Yugas ofthe period of the 
Vaivasvata Manu had passed, i.e., in 952 plus 112· or 1064 
Kalpa Era. 

HISTORY OF AYODHYA 

· ·386. lt is stated in the Rtimtiyapa44 '1:hat the Vaivasvata 
Manu established Ayodhya and that his son Ikshwaku was the 
first king of Ayodhya. This, of course, must have happened 
some time after 952 Kalpa Era. The line of kings between 
Ikshvaku and Sree Rama is ·much confused, the Pural).as 
giving 63 or 52 kings between them and the Rtimtiyapa 
itself giving only thirty-five kings. 45 But we have already 
shown that Sree Rama.was born in 1493 Kalpa Era. There
fore there can be only about 25 .generations betwe~n lkshvaku 
and Sree Rama. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact 
that all the Pural).as and the Rtimtiyapa46 agree in giving 

. twenty-three generations between the Vaivasvata Manu 
'and Seeradhvaja, the father-in-law of Sree Rama. It is clear 
that this confusion is caused by the inclusion in the main 
line of kings of branch lines, ruling in places other than 
Ayodhya. This is shown by the inclusion in this line of 
Shriivasta and. Champu who are said to have established 
other cities and, of course, kingdoms. They were included 
in this line because they were also the descendants of Iksh
viku. M~ndhiita and his descendants ruled in the Brahmi
varta but they too have been given in this line. The line in 

ta See supra, para. 267. 
" Sargas, S and 70 of Bala Kiicu/a. 
45 See Bala Kaf)(la, Sarga 70, 
«e (bid., Sar4ta 71, 
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the :«amiiya1Ja is obviously the most reliable but we ought 
to exclude from it eleven kings from Kalmashapada to 
Nabhaga; for some of them have. been mentioned by the 
Pural].as as having ruled after Sree Rama and the others 
have not been mentioned at all in the Pural].as. We, there
fore, think that the line of Ayodhya was as follows:-

1. Ikshvaku (~~~) 
2. Kukshi (~) 
3. Vikukshi (~~) 
4. Bal].a {i!fTUT) 
5. Anaral].ya (~~) 

· 6. Prithu (~) 
7. Trisanku (~) 
8. Dhundhumara (~~) 
9. Yuvanasva (~Pi) 

10. Mandhata (i!Nrer) 
11. Susandhi (~«N') 
12. Dhruvasandhi (~nT) 
13. · Bharata (~(!') 
14: Asita (arfmf) 
15. Sagara (ij1R) 
16. Asamanjas (ar~~~:J 

(he was not made a King). 

17. Ansuman (~) 
18. Dileepa (~lf) 
19. Bhageeratha (~~) 
20. Kakutstha (~) 
21. Raghu (~) 
22. Aja (a{\i() 
23. Dasaratha (~m:'f) 
24. Sree Rama (~ ~r;r) 

387. We have already found out the dates of several 
events in the life of Sree Rama. They are as follows:
Birth 1493 Kalpa Era; Exile IS18 Kalpa Era, M~uch from 
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Kishkindha for Lanka 1530·6 KalpaEra; Killing ofRaval).a 
1531 ·1 Kalpa Era; Return to Ayodhya would, of course, be 
1532 Ka1pa Era. We have now to find the date of his death. 
After return to Ayodhya Sree Rama ruled for 40 years and 
then died. This is shown by the statement that47 Rama 
performed ten Asvamedhas (;;ro~"i4~). As an Asva
medha is performed every fourth year, this means that after 
r.eturn to Ayodhya Sree Rama lived for 40 years. 

We should not be misled by the statements in the 
Riimiiyd!J.a, for in it there is an attempt to deify Sree Rama. 
Moreover the statement in the Riimiiya!J.a, Yuddha Ka!J.t/.a, 
last chapter ' 

" . ..... ~..... . " 
~ '(:ti:S«'!II'lf RR <f.m'JT ~: II \ Y II 

can be so construed as to support the above inference. We 
suggest that the word Sahasra had then probably two meanings 
derived from its original meaning. Its original meaning is 
"' a time of rejoicing or festivity" for it is derived from ~ 
to laugh. There were then two important festivities
(1) the Asvamedha at an interval of four years and (2) the 
DwadaSa Varshika Satra at an interval of a thousand years. 
The word Sahasra, therefore, may have come to mean a period 
()f either four years or one thousand years. We get a rational , 
meaning for the above statement from the Riimiiyana only if 
we take Sahasra to mean four years· and this meaning agrees 
with the statement that Sree Rama performed ten Asvamedhas. 

Thus the date of Sree Rama's death appears to be 1572 
Kalpa Era. 

388. The line' after Sree Rama also is confused between 
Sree Rama and Brihadbala who was killed by Abhimanyu 
in the Bbarata War.48 The Bhiigavata gives 25 generations, 
while the Vish!J.u and the Viiyu give 32 generations between 
them and the Mastya gives only 15 generations between Sree 
Rama and the Bharata War in Chapter 12. The cause of 

4? Chapter 291, verse 70, in Jlanu Purva in the Mahiiblu1rata. 
•s Mahiibhiirata, Dr07J0 Par~•a, Chapter 47, verse 24. 
15 
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this confusion must be the same as already suggested above. 
Fou.r lines are available to us; one from each of the following 
four Puriii).as, namely the Bhiigavata, the Viiyu, the' Vishvut 
·and the Harivansa. The line in the Harivansa is clearly 
deficient; for according to it Manu was the father of Brihad ... 

· bala and that is inconsistent. with Manu's date, i.e., 1772 
Kalpa Efa, found hereafter. 411 We shall, therefore, take the 
Kings that. are common to the other three lists. They are 
as follows:,._ 

· .1: Ku~a (~) 

2. Atithi (&ltffffl) 
3. Nishadha (~"i) 
4. · Nabhasa (;rmr) . 
S. Pundareeka (~<n) 

. 6. Kshemadhanva (~\'~<rifT) 
7. Devaneeka (~) 
8. Aneeha or Aheenagu {~, ~!!) 
9. Piiriyatra (rnf~) 

10. Hirai).yanabha (f{~o~ift~) 
11. Pushya (~) 
12. Dhruvasandhi (~.:r«~) 
13. Sudarsana (~) 
14. Agnivart).a (:armcrtr) 
15. Seeghra (~) 
16. Manu or Maru (q, ~~) 
17. Prasusruta (ll1~) 
18. Sugati, or Susandhi (WJ!ff, ~~~) 

or Sandhi (ijf.t). 
19. Amarshan.a (mrcior) 
20. Mahaswan (~) 
21. Visrutavan or Visvasahva (fcr~Cft'l, fci{'.i61i} 

22. Bhrihadbala (iJ:(p) 

" See ln(ro, para. 389. 
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389. The Viiyu Purii(la makes the /ollowing statement 
about Manu of the line of Sree Rama : 

atM"'IJl(4 ~lire!~~ iG:~: I 

• ~ ~ <iiwl4!01i+J+tfi{l"-«J: II 

t('i1'1M*OISI~ l.tl*lli"'d"'i: ~: II ~, • 1160 

[Translation.-" Seeghra was born of Agnivarl)a and 
Manu was born of Seeghra. This Manu stayed at the town 
· Kalapa having got great authority as a State functionary 
(~)51 .; (by virtlle of this authority) he brought Kshatriyas 
into existence in the 19th Yuga (quaternary) of the second 
Dwapara Yuga (of course).]" 

.This gives us the date of this Manu to be 1772 Kalpa 
Era. This agrees well ·with the generations given above. 

390. At the time of this Manu who was, of course, the 
ninth Manu, four different Manus of the four directions were 
appointed simultaneously. Brahmiit~t/a Puriit~a says:-

~~ ~ ·~f am ~ :q al!lfSr.r'( I 

~ tfhrn~ wft« ~~: :5[~: II \ 't IIIS2 

[Translation.-" Eight Manus have passed and six others 
are yet to pass. At present, the desendant of Vaivasvata is. 
ruling amongst the Easterns."] 

This statement .refers to the ninth Manvantara and it 
says that a descendant of Vaivasvata rules the Easterns. The 
word .. Easterns •• suggests that four Manus of four directions 
were appointed in this Manvantara. This is supported by 
the statement in the Viiyu Puriit~a63 that four Manus, the 
Manasa Putras (adopted or nominated sons) of each of the 
four, namely Brahma, Dharma, Daksha and Bhava, were 
born of Daksha's daughter all at once and therefore at one 

10 Vnyu Purlif)Q, Chapter 88. 
61 

ij1lf being deri~ted from R to appoint, means ' appointment ' and 
hence • authority '. : 

• Pada 4, Chapter 1. 
" J1t1ytt Purtil)a, Chapter 100, verses 40-54. 
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time (~itT:) and by the statement in lhe Bhagavadgeetii, 
namelyM ~: tJH ~ :cncrm ;Jifi!f: in which there is a reference 
to four Manus that cannot be explained on any other 
theory. We, therefore, conclude that four Man~s were 
appointed simultaneously in 1772 Kalpa Era and that Manu, 
the son of Seeghra, was one of them. 

391. The descendants of Brihadbala are as follows:-

1. Brihatkshaya (~~) 
2. Kshaya (~) 
3. Vatsavyiiha (~) 
4. Prativyiiha (m~) 
5. Divakara65 {~~) 
6. Sahadeva (~) 
7. Brihada~va (GR~"'<l) 
8. Bhiinuratha (~~) 
9. Prateeta~va (SR!'tar"'cl) 

10. Suprateeta (~) 
11. Sabadeva (~) 
12. Sunakshatra (WI'~) 
13. Kinnara (~) 
14. Antareeksha (affil{rll:T) 
15. Supan;ta (~) 
17. Amitrajit (aT~) 
16. Bharadwaja (~) 
18. Dharmee {~) 
19. Kritanjaya (~~) 
20. Vrata (iffir) 
21. Raoanjaya (~) 
22. · Sanjaya (m) 
23. Suratha (i{:zr) 
24. Sumitra (~)58 

•• Chapter 10, verse 6. 
&& Some Puriir.tas call him ftt<iT<ti. 
•• Viiyu Ptmi(la, Chapter 99. 
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We have omitted from this line six kings named Sakya 
(iUm), Suddhodana (~), Rahula (~), Prasenajit 
(mf;mr_), Kshudraka (~) and Kshulika (~). For 
we know that they were not the kings of Ayodhya but of 
Kapilavastu. Moreover in Chapter 99, verses 322..;_325, 
the number of generations from the Bharata War to the time 
of the writer of this portion of the Viiyu PuriilJ.a is said to be 

· 26 in the Kuru line and 24 in the Ikshvaku line and yet 
while we actually find 26 Kings in the Kuru line, we find 30, . 
i.e., six more in the Ikshvaku line. This shows that six kings of 
a branch line that ruled at a place other than Ayodhya~ of 
course, at Kapilavastu have been incorporated in the list of 
the main lkshvaku line. 

392. The kings Divakara and Supan,1a have been 
referred to in the following most important passage, from 
which we have to conclude that they were the Manus in the 
lOth and the 11th Manvantaras. 

~fa tr1Ko414i 4"6:~ wmzffi I 

a:~rlt 'lli~~ ~ ~ fir<irmr n ¥\' 11 

~frf: tiRcir ~\liT ~:if~rrq .iir +RJ: 1 

~~'q(i: ~+r+rfW.re: II '~l" II 

WRI: ~~i{~ ~~~ 'il~Rr I 

~ ~~T ~~iff~ II '~l' II 

q.n7f~ ~ ~!If mrr~~lqe'.:[fu" I 

~qn'ih::~~ ~1(~l~ffi. i!'t: II .¥\' II 

~ ... .:. "' ,... "'"' ~ 
1!;.1~SIC!d"bi ~ffi ~a ~;a·• I . '" ,....., . . ~ 

~ ~q:;r fel'~ ~!If g ~II ¥¥o II 

~lOT <fiT~ a-Rif;r. ~ SI ~ ~ I 
~n:rfqrn~ tu m•h~:rfu' %of!ir swr: 11 vv, 11 

irfflrUTt rtT~R ll'~a sffi!~ 1 
~l!RT~ if ffi~ ftl~ Sf;~: ~ II 't¥\ II 
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~~ ~~ ~. ~ Sref!lr lJij: I 

iiff~r~ ~ ~~ij il'itl"~ - ~: II 'll''t~ II 

. ~ ij ~! ftmijfm'! - I 

~~~~ 'f..1: ·~~~ ~ri~N 9!£ !i'ir u nv n67 

(
58 Translation.-" Listen, I shall tell you, how the 

· Kshatriyas will come into existence in the periods named 
Yugas.• Devapi, the King of the line of Puru who is thought 
by some to be cif the line of Ikshvaku, residing in the city 
named KaUipa and having got great authority as a State 
functionary; and Suvarchas the son of Soma of the line of 
lkshvaku, these two will be the creators of the Kshatriyas in the 
24th quaternary and the 29th (39th if we adopt the reading 
~~~) quaternary (respectively). Devlipi of the line of Aila 
who will have no enemy will be the founder of' a dynasty. These 
two shall be the creators of the Kshatriyas in the quaternary 
at the end of the Kali and in the future Krita Yuga (respec
tively) (it should be noted that this happens in all ages for the 
sake of continuity) .. With their respective Saptarshis they 
will be the creators of Gotras (Brahmaoas) and Kshatriyas. 
The Kshatriyas and the ~ishis (the Brlihmaoas) do not exist 
(cease to exist) in the firs(I'reta Yuga (this corresponds to the 
age of.the Swliyambhuva Manu) and again in the interim of 
the Dwlipara (this corresponds to 680 Kalpa Era, the date of 
theChii.kshushaManu; for then the interim betweeen the Tretli ' 
and the Dwlipara extending from 670 to 720 Kalpa Era was 
going on) and in the Tretli Yuga after the Krita had ended 
(this corresponds to the 8th, i.e., the Savaroi Manu during 
whose period Bali was the Indra) and therefore again they will 
come into being for the sake of the origin of the Brahma1,1as 
and the Kshatriyas. In this way in 'all the periods, i.e., in the 

17 Yayu Purd(la, Chapter 99. 
58 For the purposes of this translation we have to interchanged the la~t 

Pida of the 441st verse and the second Piida of the 442nd verse. For the words 
., ~~lffi mr , in the 442nd verse, can be naturally related only to 

~ ... ~,. h r 
u ~~ tJlm 1n the 440th .verse. This interchange has, t ere,ore, 
been made while construing this passage. 
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Manvantaras, the Saptarshis with the kings (Manus) stand 
in all ages for the sake of continuity.") 

393. This passage gives in a nut-shell the whole history 
of the Van;tas. It says that the BrahrriaJ).as and the Ksha
triyas ceased to exist at the dates mentioned in the passage 
·and that they were then created by the Manus and the 
Saptarshis. This act is described as the distribution of the 

· VaTJ).aS (cra\fct~Itr), in 

Cfllliiff ~f.rmtr~ mu:qi irwtflfur: II ~ o II lill 

[Translation.-" It is said that the distribution of the 
Van;tas took place in the Treta in the time of the. Swayambhuva 
Manu.] Therefore this creation means only selection. However 
this is not our proper subject. We are only concerned with 
the dates. The date of Devapi is given as the 24th quaternary 
of Kali, i.e., 1992-96 Kalpa Era and the date of Suvarchas 
is given as the 29th or the 39th quaternary of the future Krita 
(the author is speaking in the second Dwadasa Varshika 
Satra), i.e., 2112 to 2116 or 2152 to 2156 Kalpa Era. Devapi 
is said to belong either to the line of the Purus or to the 
line of the Ikshviikus. It is well known that Devapi of the 
Puru line, preceded the Pa~;t4avas and lived in the Dwiipara 
Yuga. Therefore, Devapi who became a Manu must be 
another one and he can be identified with Divakara or Divaka 
in the line of Brihadbala if we take into consideration the 
curious changes in the names given in the Puriit;tas. In the 
same way, we can identify Suvarchas with SupaTJ).a (also 
named Sutapas in some PuriiQ.as), the son of Antariksha, 
which can be the equivalent of Soma the Moon-Antariksha 
meaning " one in the sky ". But to make Suvarchas synchro
nize with Suchi, the Indra, 60 in the last Manvantara, we 
have to take the reading 'l<l~itr in place of ~~ which 
can be a misreading of it; for, Suchi is a king of the 
Barhadratha line of the Magadha and ruled in the Magadha, 

69 Viiytt Purti~1a, Chapter 57. 
eo Bhiigal•ata, Skandha 8, Chapter 13, verse 34. 
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as will be setjn hereafter from 2130 to 2159 Kalpa Era. Thus 
the dates of the lOth and the 11th Manvamaras are 1992 to-
1996 and 2152 to 2156 Kalpa Era respectively. 

394. The following table gives for ready reference the 
dates of all the Manvantaras :-

Date Date 
No. Name of the Manu (Kalpa B.C. Remarks 

Era) 

1 Swayambhuva . .. 432 2670 

2 Swarochisha .. 436 2666 J Tlre>e ~.;. m ooly 3 Uttama ... · .. .. 440 2662 
4 Tiimasa .. .. 444 2658 · appro,nmate 
5 Raivata .. .. 448 2654 

6 Chaksbusha .. 680 2422 
7 Vaivasvata .. 952 2150 
8 Savan;li ., .. 1424 1678 

9 Son of Seeghra and 
three others .. 1772 1330 ln this period four Manus 

were appointed 

10 I DiWkara .. 1992 1110 
11 Supart}a. .. 2152 950 I 

395. At the end of the rule of Sumitra the 24th in the 
line of Brihadbala the kingdom of Ayodhya was absorbed 
in the Magadha Empire. 

HISTORY OF THE KURUKSHETRA 

396. Budha was the king .in Balhika (Balkha of the 
modern days). He married Jla the daughter of the Vaivasvata 
Manu and established Prayaga or Pratishtbana to the North 
of the Yamuna (Jumna). Their son Puriiravas then became 
the king there. This is the origin of the kingdom of the 
Kurukshetra. 61 We have seen that a Dwadasa Varshika 
Satra was performed during his reign. Therefore his date 
must clearly be about 1000 Kalpa Era. From 1000 Kalpa 

u See Ram1Jya~1a, Uuara T<.lliiwJa, Sarga 90, verses 17-21 and J'iiyu fllfd~tn • 
Chapter 91, verse 50. 
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Eratol904·7, the date of the Bharata War, we must get about 
41 generations. The number of the generations between 
lkshvaku and Brihadbala are 46 as we have seen and about 
as many must be the generations between Puriiravas and the 
Pal)Q.avas. And we find that the ·generations given in the 
Puriil)as and Chapter 95 of the Adipana of the Mahiibhiirata 
are almost as many. There ·are, of course, minor differences 
between all these lists, the order of the kings is different 
and some names are different too. 

j97. Which of these lists shall we take to be the most 
reliable. The following passage from the Harivansa Purii!la 
furnishes us with a test 

A ' ...... ...... ...... ~ 6MJI 
~141'9011$141 U1F(. rrr<f<J ~.ff II , oV U -

[Translation.-"Oh! Janamejaya, in your lirie there are 
two ~ikshas, two Parikshits, three Bhimasenas, and two 
Janamejayas (excluding you, of course)."] 

The lines given in the M ahiibhiirata in Chapters 94 and 
95 do not stand this test. The lines given in the Haril•ansa 
and in the Vayu Puriil)a stand this test very well. But the 
line in the Haril•ansa omits the famous king Hasti, who 
founded the city of Hastinapura. It, therefore, follows that 

, the line, given in the Viiyu Pura!la, 63 is the most reliable. 

398. The following is the list of the kings in the Viiyu 
Puriii)Q :-

1. Puriiravas (~) 
2. Ayus (an~) 
3. Nahusha (~) 
4. Yayati {~) 
5. Puru (~) 
6. Janamejaya (;;r.rii~) 

•:z Chapter 32. 
u There is almost no difference between the lists in the Jltiyu Puriii)Q and in 

the Vish!IU Purii!ID. 
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7. Aviddha (•)" 
8. Praveera (m) 
9. Manasyu(~ 

10. Jayada {~) 
II. Dhundhu(E} 

12. Bahugavee ( .. §.4<it) 
13. Sanjati (~) 

14. Roudrasva (~) 
15. Richeyu (~115 

16. Rantinira (~) 

17. Trasu(~) 
18. Malina(•) 
19. Dushyanta (~) 
20. Bharata (lRO) 
21. Vitatha (f.RN) 
22. Bhuv~yu(~ 
23. Brihatkshatra (~) 
24. Suhotra{~) 
25. Hasti (~)" 
26. Ajameedha (~~) 
27. ~iksha (~) 
28. Samvarava (~) 
29. Kuru(~) 
30. Parikshit (~) 
31. Janamejaya (~) 
32. Suratha (~) 
33. Viduratha ~) 
34. sarvabhouma (~) 
35. Jayatsena (~) 
36. Aradhi (auuf.r) 

•• He COI:lqUI:Rd Pntll:IJN. tbi: eastcrD di.n:ction.. 
.., It appears. Yay• p_..... calls him ~ also; oda Pur:J.tlilS ..:;UI him 

~~). 
" He founded Hastin'iP\tf3. 
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37. Ayutayus (~) 
38. Akrodhana (~) 

39. Devatithi ~) 
40. ~iksha (:.i~W) 
41. Bbimasena (~} 
42. Dileepa (~tt) 
43. Prateepa (irnilf) 
44. Santanu (~) 
45. Vichitra-Veerya (MASJ<M) 
46. Pav~u (~) 
47. Yudhishthira (~~m<) 
48. Abhimanyu (~) 
49. Parikshit (qftt'iint) 

399. The fact that Janamejaya the 31st king had six 
brothers named Kakshasena, U grasena, Chitrasena, Indra
sena, Susheva, Bhimasena, . and several ·un-named others 
also, should be noted. 67 As shown before he is the king 
referred to in the Satapatha Briihmal)a. It should also be 
noted that Santanu, the 44th king, had a brother named 
Dewapi, who was elder than Santanu, but who having gone 
to the forest for religious austerities Santanu became king. 68 

400. We have already determined the dates of the most 
important events in the life of the Pav4avas. The date of 
the War between the Kauravas and the Pao(javas is 1904·7 
Kalpa Era and that of the end of the Yadavas and the 
Pao(javas is 1926 · 7 Kalpa Era. These are fixed beyond 
doubt. 

401. We shall now find out the date of Sree Krishva's 
birth because that will enable us to find out the date of 
Arjuna's birth also and because the date of Sree Krishoa's 
birth as at present popularly known appears to be incorrect. 
It is obvious that the Harivansa alone is the authority, 

17 See verses 53-55 of .Jdi Parv.1, Chapter 94. 
" See V~ru Puriii)Jl, Chapter 99, verse 236. 
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upon which we ought to rely in this matter and it says the 
following about the date of Sree KrishQa's birth. 

~<r.T~ rcrntuf amif fftm fr ~~ I 
'i{(fcffr 'Cf ~:if~ 'Cf ~ ~~ ~~ II ~ ~ II 

~firer mt ~T ~ 1fOOT~ij\i!f: I 

aR:rcr ~ ~~ ~iffi~sftr ~(Ji:T 11 ~ ~ 11 

~rtm m~ Cf§~ =crm:r 1 

~w.i =cr rrM"o~r ~~ ~'fCfit a~ 11 ~ ~ 11 

-arr~~if wr~;i' :sr~r otlif ~ 1 

~1 ~"'rcmi ~ :srnrr ;;r;ncf.f: 11 , .., u69 

~TWr ~ffiT ~~~ ~ Jij~ I 

~ (<{M~m ~rir fimnrt <ricf.r f~ij II \ "\ II 

"f~ <iiftv.:rn'il mf;fr~ (J~rwi II ~ ~ 117o 

. [Translation.-" When the period of pregn~ncy was yet 
incomplete, i.e., in the 8th month of pregnancy, the two 
wome·n Devakee and Yasoda, simultaneously gave birth 
to their children. Yasoda gave birth to a girl in the same 
night, in which Sree KrishQa was born. The one was the 
wife of Nanda Gopa and the other was the wife of Vasudeva. 
They ~ere pregnant at the same. time. The Abhijit was the 
constellation and Jayantee was the night and Vijaya was the 
Muhfirta, when Sree KrishQa was born. (Sree KrishQa says 
to the Goddess), ' You·· will be born of Y a soda on the same 
9th Tithi of a dark fortnight. I shall be born in the midnight, 
when there would be youth in the night, on the Yoga of 
Abhijit.' "] 

402. The third, the eighth, or the 13th Tithi is called 
the Jaya or Jayanti.n This passage therefore, means that 
Sree KrishQa was born in the eighth month of pregnancy at 
midnight on the night of the 8th Tithi of the dark half of a 

n Jlis/u;u Parva, Chapter 4, in the Haril'allfa. 
70 Vish1,1u Parva, Chapter 3, in the Harivansa. 
71 See the dictionary named Sabtlakalpadruma. 
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month, but during the 9th Tithi72 and on the Abhijit constel
lation. The Abhijit is the first part of the Sraval)a and the 
last of the Uttarash!i<;lha. We get such a combination on the 
8th Tithi of the dark half of the Chaitra of the Anuvatsara 54 
. years before the Bharata War. For, from this 8th Tithi to 
the Amavasya of the Sraval)a of the year of the War we have 
seven Tithis and 673 lunar months (22 + 62 X 10 + 32 minus 
1 for Kshayamasa), i.e., 20197 Tithis or 19881 days 25 Ghatees 
and 18! Palas; and as the Sraval)a Amavasya of the year 
of the War ended at four days zero Ghatees, this 8th Tithi 
of the birth of Sree Krishl)a ended at two days 34 Ghatees 
41! Palas. The constellation at the end of the Chaitra 
Amavasya in the Anuvatsara is 6 t-A from the beginning of 
the. Dhanishtha.73 Therefore, the constellation at the end of 
the previous 8th Tithi would be 26 -rY•, i.e., the beginning of 
.the Sraval)a, i.e., the Abhijit. Therefore on the aforesaid 
date at midnight we have Navami (9th Tithi) and also the 
Abhijit as required. This must, therefore, be the real date of 
the birth of Sree Krishl)a. 

403. Sree Krishl)a was, therefore, 54 years old on the 8th 
of the dark half of the Chaitra of the year of the Bharata War. 
Arjuna being of equal age must also have been 54 years old 
at the time of the battle described in the Viriita Parva. As 
Arjuna was 33 years old when he burnt the Khii1.1<;lava 

. forest,74 21 years passed between' the burning of the i<.hal)<;lava 
·.forest and the battle in the Virii.ta Parva, and therefore 21! 

years passed between the burning of the forest and the Bhiirata 
War. The date of the burning of the Kha1.1<;lava forest is, 
therefore, 1883 · 2 years Kalpa Era. The interval between 
the burning of the forest and the Bharata War in turn con
firms the date of the Bhiirata War as shown below. 

404. Chapter 225 of the Adi Parva shows that the 
Gan<;leeva bow was given to Arjuna by Varu~a just before 

7a The wording '' 'fclJ:<Jtircr ~~RI'T " shows that Sree Krishna also 
was born .during the 9th Tithi. 

73 See Dixita, p. 78. 
74 See supra, para. 107. 
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and for the bltrning of the forest. Now, we have the 
following statement about this bow 

t • t' 
'ltffil:lil~~ S ;Jiilt ~~ I 
offisoi~ir·n~ ~r:rfutlfl~<I<t 11 "\ 11 

sfrfOT ~ ~cr flf~smRi :ct tf;:r :or 1 
.... . . ~ 

.~rJJ: q~ ~l'iiT a-~cr qqur: fif\'llll 

If!~: !f:q 'if tfi2: :ct qt{jfQr %~CJ~: t1 \ 11 

JJ~cfr~ ~Tfit<i'-lJrn~l:'ffi:<I(J:. I 
ttffi!JT~J;flttf ~I!Ef[qi(~'l'J. II 1t II '10 

[Translation.-" This bow was held by Brahma for 100() 
years, then by Prajapati for' 503 years, then by Indra for 
80 years and 5 (months), then by Soma for 500, then by 
Varul)a for hundred years and then by Partha for 65 years. 

405. Supposing these years are from the beginning of 
the Varaha Kalpa when Brahma first assumed authority to the 
year of the Bharata War, when the statement was made, we 
ought to get 1904·2 by the addition of these years. This 
however, we do not get. There must, therefore, be some 
mystery or mistake in this statement. Arjuna's years are 
clearly wrong as we have already shown before.76 We have,. 
therefore, to suppose as shown before that 21 years passed 
between the battle in the Vinita Parva and the burning of the 
Khal)QI:l-Va forest. We have also seen that Indra ruled for 
80 years only.7ea We, therefore, take the words ~fa' :or !f:q ::rr 
to mean 80 years and 5 months. We shall also take it that the 

. years of Soma and Varul)a as given are double of what they 
actuatly were. We thus get the following calculation. 

Brahmii 
Prajiipati 
Indra 
Soma 
VaruJ}a 
Arjuna 

. . 1000 Years 
.S03 , 
80 ,. and 5 months 

250 .. 
so .. 
21 

7• Mahiihhiirma, Virtila Par~•a, Chapter 43. 
78 See supra, para. 175, 
"a See supra, para. 379. 
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The total of these years is 1904 years and 5 months, i.e.~ 
1904·4 years. About six months is the interval between the 
battle in the Virata Parva and the Bharata War. Therefore. 
from the beginning of the Vadiha-Kalpa to the War, we get 
1904·9 years. This confirms the .date of the Bharata 
War found by us independently from astronomical data and· 
also confirms the date of the burning of the Kha.Q4iiva 
forest. 

406. It should be noted that the Kurukshetra being 
contiguous to the Brahmavarta, the territory of the Indra, 
the kings of the Kurukshetra often came into contact and 
even conflict at times with the Indra and the other func
tionaries of the Brahmiivarta. This did not. happen so often 
with the kings of the other Arya States. The burning of 
the forest was one of the conflicts between the Brahmiivarta 
and the Kurukshetra and was done for snatching the terri
tory from the Brahmiivarta and for making it habitable. 

407. The description of the third Janamejaya, i.e., .the 
great grandson of the PiiQ4avas in Chapter 99 of the Vayu 
Purii~ra is very important. It is as follows: 

qfu~Q'\ll' C{ni~T ~1\ltl~t\N\'1~~: I 

iUfS(Ull'{ ~q~lifffi ~ ~ ~~'{ II ~ ", o II 
. t'" • 
~ ~J{Ti{li(iijq'~if ~ ?J I 

Of ~ ~ d'ar;::q.f ~ II \ '\, II 
~fiiffim~ -wr~ ffiilf~~ij 1 

;m"mt; \1~~frr (fa: U ~~: II ~ ~' II 

ft\~~ ffitr cr~q:_ 1 
~"' 

51itdl4~1 ~ • • • •••••••• ·II ''\'t II 

[Translation.-"The heir of Parikshita was Janamejaya. 
He established the Viijasaneyi Brahmal)as, the BriihmaQas 
who study Sukla Yajur Veda. Then Vaisampayana himself 
cursed him .angrily, "Oh vile man, your order shall not 
stand (no body will obey your order). This will not be 
praised while I am living." Then Janamejaya died soon 
(anlrn':) after twice performing the Asvamedha and after 
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advancing the Vedas named Vajasaneya, i.e., the Sukla 
Yajur Veda. 

408. This .shows that the Sukla Yajur Veda and the 
Sathapatha Brahma7Ja made by Yajfiavalkya were supported 
and advanced by Janamejaya, in spite of the opposition of 
the orthodox school, headed by Vaisampayana. But as we 
know from the Viiyu Purii1Ja, Chapter 61, verses 12 to 22 that 
Yajiiavalkya was also a student of Vaisampayana, we have 
to conclude that the Sukla Yajur Veda and the Sathpatha 
Briihmana were written during the reign of this Janamejaya.77 

409. After Yudhishthira, Parikshit, the grandson of 
Arjuna who was born in the year of the War, became king. 
He was succeeded by his son Janamejaya the third, the most 
important events of whose reign have already been narrated 
above. He also had three brothers named Bhimasena, 
Ugrasena and Srutasena.78 Twenty-four kings ruled after 
Janamejaya in Kurukshetra and then it was absorbed in the 
Magadha Empire. 

410. We may consider here the date of the Bhagavad
geetii also. As we have already seen it refers to the four 
Manus (see supra, para. 390). This clearly shows that it was 
composed during the period of the four Manus, i.e., from 
1772 to 1992 Kalpa Era. But as it must have been composed 

·after the Bharata War, its date must be between 1904 and 1992 
Kalpa Era. It may have been composed by Vyasa himself or 
by Vaisampayana or by Souti. We will not, however, discuss 
this point here as it is outside the scope of our subject. 

HISTORY OF THE MAGADHA 

411. The PuriiQas say that Brihadratha of the line of 
Puru became king in the Magadha. The eighth from him 
was Jarasandha, the contemporary of the PiiQQavas. There
fore, Brihadratha's date is about J 700 Kalpa Era. Second 
from Brihadratha is ~ishabha. 

77 See supra, para. 202. 
78 See Adi Paro'O, Chapter 3. 
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412. We may here incidentally mention that a king 
named ~ishabha has been referred to in the last Sarga of the 
Uttar a Kii~;u!a of the Riimiiya!Ja; since after Sree Rama the 
Pouranic lists of kings mention only one ~ishabha, i.e., the 
~ishabha in the line of Brihadratha, the ~ishabha mentioned 
in the Riimiiyat~a must be the ~icihabha of the·· Barhadratha 
line. This shows that the Uttara Kiit~rJa must have been 

·composed after his time, i.e.~ after about 1740 Kalpa ~ra, and 
that it is an interpolation. · 

4 i 3. The dual between J arasandha and Bhimasena, in 
which Jarasandha was killed is well known. Jarasandha's 
son Sahadeva was killed in the Bharata War, fighting on the 
side· of the PaiJ.4avas79 ; twenty-two Barhadratha kings that 
ruled in the Magadha after hiq1 are given in the. Pural).as 
with the years of the reign of each. We have already shown 
that these years are twice of the actual years80 and that these 
twenty-two kings reigned in all for 536 years. We have 
already given a list '(named A) of these twenty-two kings. 81 

The only modification that the list requires is that the years of 
Ayutayus and Suchala have to be read as twenty-six and 
twenty-two respectively. If from this list we calculate the: 
date of Suchi it would be 2130 to 2159 Kalpa Era. ·we have 
seen that he had become the Indra in the last i.e., the eleventh 
Manvantara. 82 

414. The following kings of the Pradyotana line reigned 
after the kings of the Barhadratha line: , 

1. Pradyota (~Rf) •• 11! ye:m; 

2. Pii.laka (qlii5Cfi) .. 12 .. 

3. Visakhayilpa (fif~) · .. .. 25 

4. Ajaka (~<i) .. 10! " 
!5. Nandivardhana (th~~) .. .. 10 

·" 
TOTAL • • 69 It ---tD See Vayu Purtil}a, Chapter 99, verse 296. 

eo Sec supra, paragraphs 166, 171. 
11 See supra, para. 156. 
•• See supra, para. 393. 

16 
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We have seen that the years of these kings as given in 
the PuraJ)as are double of what they actually were. eo 

415. The following Saisunaga kings ruled after the 
Pradyotana kings:-· · 

l. Sisunaga (fu~) • 20 years 
2. Kiikavar.r,~a (i1filifii:fOJ) .. 18 

3. Kshemavanna (mr.) .. .. 10 .. 
4. Kshatroujas (~~) .. 20 
s. Dadaka ( ~ifi) .. 17! , 
6. Bimbisiira (fif'filr«R) .. 19 .. 
1. Ajiitasatru (~) .. 17! .. 
8. Udayee (~lfl) .. 16! .. 
9. Nandivardhana (;:f~~if) .. .. 20 II 

10. Mahanandi (~r.ffi() .. 21! .. 
TOTAl. .. 180 

We have seen that the years of these kings also as given 
in the PuraJ)as are double of what they actually were. In 
placing Dadaka as the fifth king we have followed the order 
of the Bouddha work Mahiivanso: 

416. The Nandas reigned for 100 years after the Saisu
naga kings. Chandragupta then reigned for 24 years and 
Bindusiira for 28 years and after him Asoka came to the 
throne. · We have also seen that Chandragupta was crowned 
king in 312 B.C. and that 218 years passed between Buddha's 
Nirvii1,1a and Asoka's. coronation. The date of Buddha's 
Nirvii1,1a must, therefore, be 478 B.C. (312-24-28 + 218). 

417. We may here consider another important date 
namely that of the birth of Vyiisa, the author of the Bhiiga· 
vata, a person distinct from the grandfather of the Piil}.~avas. 
This Vyiisa gives the date of his birth iA the passage : ~!eft 

u See supra, parasraphs, 166-71. 
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~ ~ ~ already discussed. sa This date is 2700 
Kalpa Era. This is confirmed by the fact that in" SIR~ 
+rem~" etc. (already discussed)8' he gives the total of years 
from the Bharata War to the Nandas only, thus showing that 
he must have lived i:p. the reign of the Nandas. We have seen 
that the date of birth of Vyasa, the grandfather of the 
PaJ.lcJavas, is 1808 to 1812 Kalpa Era·. These two different 
·dates themselves show that the two Vyasas were distinct 
persons. There is evidence, which we cannot discuss here, 
to hold that this author of the Bhiigavata composed the 
Santi · Par~a and the Anusiisana Parva of the Bhiirata and 
re-edited the whole Bhiirata again. This date of the author 
of the Bhiigavata also explains the following verse pointed out 
to me first by Mahamahoplidhyaya Prof. Mirasi during the 
discussion following my lectures. "~~q' ~ SratlfT 

iJJq"{\lf :q 11 '\o n" {Vana Parva, Chapter 121). 

[Translation.-"This is the interim between the Treta and 
the Dwiipara."l If the second Vyiisa be supposed to have 
interpplated this passage in the Vana Parva, he might easily 
be supposed to have also inadvertently given here his own 
date 2700 Kalpa Era, i.e., the interim between the Treta and· 
the Dwapara. · 

THE DATE OF THE VEDAS, 

418. We shall now take up the questjon of the date of 
the Vedas. In doing this we are not transgressing the limits 
of our subject for we are not here considering the entirely 
different question as to whether the Vedas are divinely inspired 
or are created by human intellect. Divine inspiration or 
creation by human intellect are both occurrences in time and 
we are only. considering here the date of that occurrence. 

419. We have already shown that I.tik, ' Yajus and 
Saman hymns were composed regularly in every quaternary 
for being sung in the Asvamedha. Now the question is 

as See supra, para. 342. 
u See supra, para. 162 a. 
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when did this process begin and how long did it continue ? 
The obvious answer is that the process was going on so long 
as the Asvamedha was being performed. But it may be 
that the Asvamedha continued to be performed without 
the composing of new hymns and thus the question becomes 
complicated. The Viiyu Purii!Ja gives the description of the 
Indra's Asvamedha performed during the period of the 
Swayambhuva Manu. 86 There it is stated that before per
forming the Yajiia, hymns were designed 

(~~ ~~~~~ffiS~ ~&:lij~ ~~ II \ o 11) 

This shows that new hymns were composed at this time. But 
the Swilyambhuva Manu did not devise a new plan of the 
Yajiia but only revived that of the Brahmii Ananda. 86 It 
follows that the system of the Asvamedha and the composing 
of the Vedas must have begun at the latest in the time of 
Ananda Brahma, i.e., in 3102 B.C. This system might have 
begun earlier, Ananda having borrowed it from some 
previous system. The latest date of the beginning of the 
composing of the Vedas is, therefore, 3102 B.C. 

420. How can we know the date when the Vedas ceased 
to be composed ? By ascertaining the latest historical 
person referred to in the Vedas we can know the earliest date 
when the Vedas ceased to be composed. Such a person is 
Devapi, the brother of King Santanu of Hastinapura. Both 
the brothers are referred to in Mat).Qala 10, Siikta 98 of the 
~igveda. 

. 421. The Siikta does not say who Devapi and Santanu 
were but only purports to say that Santanu chose Devapi as 
his priest and Devapi prayed to the Gods to send rains for 
Santanu. But the Niriikta mentions that they were brothers 
born in the line of Kuru (2-10). We can, therefore, hold that 
the Siikta refers to Santanu the ancestor of the Pat;~~avas. 

u Chapter 57. 
" See supra, paragraphs 362-65. 
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422. No later historical person is referred to in· the 
Vedas. Veda Vyasa, the grand father of the Pal)<;{avas, is 
said to have prepared the Samhitas of the three Vedas. 87 

That may mean that the composition of new hymns was 
stopped before the time of Vyasa. The time of Devapi and 
Santanu is almost that of Vyasa. It, therefore, follows that 
the Vedic hymns were being composed at least between 

. .3102 B.C. and 1300 B.C., i.e., for at least a period· of 1800 
year~ 

423. Few would controvert this proposition. But 
. such an indefinite proposition does not help us much. We 
ought to find some means of making it more definite. The 
Gavam · Ayanam of Syama Sastree may help us here. 
He suggests on the authority of a passage in the Aitareya 
ArQ'/;zyaka that while composing new hymns, the days of every 
year elaspsed from the commencement of the reckoning of 
time, of course, of the system of Yugas, i.e., from the 
beginning of the system of the Yajiias, were represented by an 
equal number of letters, i.e., each day by one consonant and 
one vowel. 

That passage in. the Aitareya ArQ'/;zyaka is this:-

~r ~~ '[~~~ ~q~ a-~ err ~ ~cft~{Qt~ · ~tril'~ 'l'C!' 
. . ' 

tsr~~~T1Tft ~~~rfUr ~fa' ~fq- \Uff~ffi\\lfT~r ~&:9rrfilr ~~ffi oij:;{~'tcr 
~rsfl~rcscifij ~\{ffolll88 · 

[Ttanslation.'-" Thus we obtain a· thousand of Brlhatees. 
The letters of this thousand of Brihatees are 36000 and so 
many also are the days of one hundred years. (The wor&hip
pers when meditating) fill the days with vowels and the 
nights with cons?nants."] 

Thou~h this ad~ice is meant only for the )VOrshippers, 
·one may mfer from 1t that the composers of the hymns 
~lso did represent each day by one letter (syllable). As the 

~' Maluibhilrata, Adi Parva, Chapter 6l, verse 88; Chapter lOS, verse 15. 
ea Aitareya Jro~)'aka, Ara~;~yaka 2, Chapter 2, KiiQ4.a 4. 
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Vedas were composed regularly every fourth year, there was 
most probably some proportion between the days of the yeaJ 
and the letters of the Vedas, and one letter for one day is a 
very probable proportion. This is supported by the construe· 
tion of the word 'Ci<t514ii'iilot given in supra, paragraph 359. 
That construction shows that the Y ajiia was to be propor· 
tionate to the Vedas and this evidently means that the letters in 
the Vedas were to be proportionate to the days of the Yajiia, 
i.e., the year. The word 'Ci<t514'Jiolot can be construed otherwise 
also. But the construction given in paragraph 359 is more 
probably correct in view of the fact that the Vedas were 
composed regularly every fourth year, and that, therefore, 
there was very probably some proportion between the 
letters of the Vedas and the days of the year. Thus we 'can 
take it that one letter in ~igveda represents a day; 1460 days 
would thus represent a quaternary, the Vishuvan being 

'd h .... "' <\ ..... OIDltte as t e verse =iilt<tiiHicti~IIUJ ~ :q ~:, etc. 
discussed in the previous Lecture suggests. B9 As the J.Ug
veda is said to contain 432000 letters in the passage in the 
Satapatlza Briilzmal)a90 already referred to in the previous 
chapter,91 and as even now it contains about 4 lakhs and 
ten thousand letters approximately obtained by actual cal
culation from data given on pages 69-71 of C. V. Vaidya's 
History of Sanskrit Literature, it follows that the period 
during which the_ Vedas were being composed is not much 
longer than ~ 184 years. 

424. But we have seen that the Vedas were being com
posed for. at least 1800 years between 3102 and 1300 
B.C. This may be explained by supposing that there were 
interruptions or breaks for some years in the composing of 
the Vedas. There may have been a break for 300 years 
before the Swayambhuva Manu when there was a republic 
and there may have been breaks during other times also that 

u See supra, para. 293. 
" Kal}4a JO, Otapter 4, Brahnlal}a 2. 
11 See Sllpra, para. 270. 
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we do not know. The supposition of such breaks, however, 
again makes the period during which the Vedas were being 
composed indefinite. Here· the statement that the system of 
the Yajiia in which the Vedas were devised to be ·propor
tionate to the days of the year, was created at the end of the 
Divine Yuga, comes to our help (see supra, para. 359). 
That statement shows that the system must have been created 
in 3102 B.C., at the end of the Divine Treta or in 6102 B.C. 
at the end of the Divine Krita or in 10102 B.C. at the end of 
the previous Divine Kali. There is no internal evidence in the 
Vedas to support the dates 6102 B.C. or 10102 B.C. or dates 
more ancient than these. On the whole, then we can safely say 
that ~igveda was being composed regularly every fourth year, 
most probably, between 3102 B.C. and 1300 B.C. with breaks. 

This conclusion about the date of the l,tigveda, applies to 
the other two Vedas also. For, we know that all the three 
Vedas were being composed simultaneously.92 

425. Lokamanya. Tilak has tried in his Orion to 
prove that the date of the Vedas is 4000 B.C. and even earlier. 
That conflicts with the above conclusion. It is, therefore, 
necessary to point out here certain flaws in the reasoning OJ 
Lokamanya Tilak. 

426. About the three different beginnings of t~e year 
. as mentioned in the Taittiriya 'Samhitii (7. 4. 8) Lokamanya 
. Tilak says, "{3) as there cannot be three real beginnings of 
the year at an interval of one month each, the passage must 
be understood as recording a tradition about the Chaitri Full 
Moon and the Phalguni Full Moon being once considered 
as the first days of the year" (Orion, p. 54) and taking 
Phalguni Full Moon to be the beginning of the year he infers 
that the Equinox was then in the Mriga. He assumes in 
making this inference, that there could have been only ~ne 
beginning of the year and assumes further that the year must 
have begun at the Winter Solstice.13 · • . 

tJ See SJJpra, paragraphs 269-74. 
u Page 69. 
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427. Both these assumptions are unfounded. In the 
first place, the y.;?ar has no natural beginnir,g. We fix a 
b;ginning by convention and we do fix s.:vcral beginnings 
of th~ ye1r for different purposes. Even at present we have 
one beginning for financial purposes and another for other 
purpcnes. Lokamanya Tilak himself 5ays in the Orion91 

"the Ancient Aryas after shifting the commencement of 
the y~ar to the Winter Solstice, managed to keep up the old 
and the new sy:>tcm together by assigning the different 
b~binning~ of the y~ars to dilferent purpo:·;cs.'' In the 
s;::)ild place, there is no justifi::ation for the assumption that 
the year must have begun at the Winter Solstice. The 
Taittiriya Sanhit{i says:·--

~.-{'.l~l~~ ~rrn:;t i:f.1ftr (11;:~ <rSZl'lt ~<:J~ 1 9 ~ 

[Translation.--'' The s~;:::tson vessel has openings on both 
sid~s wi10 c::~.:1 know what is the opening (beginning) of the 
seasons."] The y..::ar in the Vedlinga-Jyotisha begins with the 
Winter Solstice. But the Taittiri)'a Briihma!W says :-

~ <rr -cr;~~r :q-o;;:~(f: 11 96 

t Translation. -"Vasanta is the beginning of the seasons, 
i.e., the Vernal Equinox is the beginning of the seasons."] 

Thus the beginning of the y,;ar is quite uncertain. 

428. Thus there is no c~rtainty that the b2ginning of 
the y~ar at the Phalguni Full Moon means a beginning at the 
Wintc:i Solstice. 01 the contrary, the beginnings of the 
Yugas give:-1 in the Praj!ipati Smriti and discussed in the pre
vious L~cture97 show that the year began two months before 
the Summer Equinox. 

It follows that the beginning of the year at the Phil.lguni 
Full Moon, occurred one month after the Winter Solstice 

H See Orion, p. 26-31. 
95 6.5.3. 
96 !. I. 2. 
P7 Sec supra, paragraphs 32!--36. 
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while Lokamiinya Tilak thought that it occurred at the Winter 
Sol;;tice. Thus Lokamiinya Tilak made a mistake of 30 days 
in the beginning of the year and therefore of 30 x72, i.e., 2160 
years in calculating the date of the Vedas. 

429. The statements in the Vrishakapi Slikta98 and 
IJ.ibhu Sukta99 c::t:-1 be explained even on the supposition that 
the Equinox was in the Rohil).i (~rl~uft) constellation. For 
when the Sun would be in the Rohil)i whose longitude is 50°, 
the Mriga whose longitude is 60° would also become invisible 
and that is all that the Vrislwkapi Sakta requires.100 The 
8ibhu Siikta means that the Star Sirius (ol.fp.:J) was seen in 
the West at the time of the sunset. when the Sun was in the 
Equinox. This is also possible when the Equinox is in the 
Rohir:ti; for the longitude of Sirius is 80° and the latitude is 
40° South and the longitude of Rohu)i is 50°. These 
Siiktas can thus be explained even on the assumption that 
the Equinox was then in the Rohir:ti. This gives us 3102 
B.C. as the date of the~~ Silktas. 

430. Even the name · Agrahayal).ee '101 given to the 
Mriga does not help Lokamanya Tilak very much. It only 
shows that the year then commenced with the Sun in the 
Mriga and that the Equinox was then in the Mriga. But that 
do~s not show that the sacrificial system that required the 
composing of the Vedls was then in vogue. 

431. The date or the V cdas was ahvays a vexed ques· 
tion and was shrouded in mystery. But if we first determine 
as we have done already the dates of important historical 
persons mentioned therein, it becomes most easy. The 
historical persons referred to in the Vedas belong to the 
period between 3102 B.C. and 1300 B.C. We have already 
spoken of Devapi and Santanu referred to in the ~igveda 
10-98. Agastya and his wife Lopamudra have been referred 

98 MaQ<Jala 10. 
91 MaQ(,iala I. 
100 See page 193 of Orion. 
101 i.e., a star at the beginning of the year. 
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to in the ~igveda 1-179. This Agastya was a contemporary 
of Sree Rama.102 The SivarQi Manu, the 8th, has been 
referred to in the i.igveda 10-62. His date has been found bv 
us to be Kalpa Era 1424. Yayati, the son of Nahusha h;s 
been referred to in the ~igveda 1-31; and 10-63. Yayati's son 
Puru has also been referred to in the ~igveda 6-46. All these 
being descendants of Puriiravas must belong to 1000 to 1100 
Kalpa Era. Puriiravas himself, described as the son of 11a 
(~), bas been referred to in the ~igveda 10-95. The Vaivas
vata Manu, the ~ishi, i.e., the author of the ~igveda 8-30, 
refers to another earlier Manu as (mrr).:.' father' and prays that 
he may not deviate from the path of that Manu. This reference 
must be to the Swayambhuva Manu. Manu has been 
referred to in the R..igveda 8-52, 1-80, 1-114, 2-33 as' father'. 
These references must also be to the Swiyambhuva Manu. 
Prithee as the son of Vena has been referred to in the R..igveda 
8-9. Manu is referred to as the first saGrificer in the R..igveda 
10-63. This reference is evidently to the Swayambbuva 
Manu for we have shown that the Swiiyambhuva Manu 
revived the sacrificial system of the Brahma who was the first 
creator of that system. All these persons referred to in the 

. Rigveda belong to the period from 3102 to 1300 B.C. 

43f That the sacrificial system of Manu was first 
created by Ananda Brahma about the year 3102 B.C. is 
supported by the statement in the Taittiriya Brahmava. 

(~qfer: ~({ulfliffWre:~nr 1 ~ ~r tr~~vrcr) 

already referred to.103 No attention has so far been paid to 
this statement. The reason for creating or consecrating fire 
on the RohiQI can be nothing else than that the Rohioi was 
then the first constellation of the year, i.e., the Vernal Equincx 
was then in the Rohioi. This was a time much later than the 
so-called Orion Period. The Mriga has never been directly 
referred to by the Vedas as the first constellation of the year. 

101 See RAmliyot.ta, Arauya Kdt.tQa, Sarga 12. 
1•• See supra, para. 3S8. 
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That it was the first constellation of the year when the Vedas 
Wi:!re being composed, was only an inference of Lokamanya 
Tilak and the flaws in that inference, we have seen already. Jn 
this passage, however, the Rohil)i has been referred to direct
ly. The Devata of the Rohir;I is Prajapati, i.e .. the year, while 
that of the Mriga is Soma. This clearly shows that the 
sacrificial sy:;tem requiring the composing of the Vedas 
must have been created when the Equinox was in the Rohii)L 
i.e., in or about 3102 B.C. We are thus led lo the conclusion 
that the composing of the Vedas must have begun in 3102 
B.C. and not c:ulier. lhc most reliable date of the Vedas 
is, therefore, 3102 B.C. to 1300 B.C. All mystery about the 
date of the Vedas is thus remon.:d. 

We shall now determine the date of the Cautama Smriti. 

GOl.JTAMA SM~ITI 

433. The date of this Smriti has got much importance 
as it is the earliest of all thc Smritis now available and was 
thus the flrst of the Smritis composed by private persons, 
persons other than the public authorities namely the Manu 
and the Saptarshis. This date is determined by the following 
statem~nt in the same: 

'' ~911lrf:{ CTnt:i't\ ::imq~r ~rr.rr'li~r·<fP:fro ~~r~~rt:;.:r+n;:r, ti'<l ~~111lfZ!ir 91 ' 
(Chapter lti) 

[Translation.-·" The Upakarar:1a (taking up or the Vedas 
for study) should be performed from the Sra\al)a constellation 
of the rainy season or on the Paur!)irna of the Bhadrapada, 
i.e., between the Sraval)a constellation and the Paur!)ima 
of the Bhadrapada and then one should study the Vedas for 
four mo;1ths a11d a half or for five months or for the whole 
of the Dakshil)ayana."] 

The rainy season means the months of Srii.va!)a and 
Bhadrapada; for even in the days of the Vcdanga-Jyotisha 
they were the months of Yarsha or Rains. The passage, 
therefore, means that Upakaral)a is to be performed from the 
Sraval)a constellation in the month of the Sraval)a, i.e., from 
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the PaurJ}ima in ·the Sravat;ta "to the Paurt;tima in the Bhadra· 
pada·and that there was Dakshit;tiiyana even on the Paurt;tima 
of the Sriivat;ta. The SravaJ}a is 286!0 from the Zeta Piscium 

· at which the Equinox stood in the year 497 of the Saka Era 
or 575 A.D. In the beginning of the DakshiJ}ayana the 
longitude of the Sun from the Equinox ought to be 270°. 
Therefore 16!0 was the distance of the Equinox from the Zeta 
Pjscium at the time of the Goutama Smrtti. The Equinox goes 
back one degree in 72 years. Therefore, the earliest date of the 
Goutama Smrit.l must be 16! x 72, i.e., 1188 years before 575 
A.D'., i.e., 613 B..C. or 2489 Kalpa Era. This means that the 
Smriti was written in the Treta Yuga of the third revolution 
of the Yugas. This agrees with the following statement in 
the Plirasara Smrti. 

~ ij' 'l'JifiiiT "'iii<Mdl'lli tiTatrT: ~T: I 
u:m fi~ftrnr·: m ~= ~: 11 

[ Tran~lation.-" The Dharmas (rules of conduct) in vogue 
in the Krita were those declared by Manu; those in vogue 
in the Treta Yuga were the Dharmas declared by Goutama; · 
those in vogue in the Dwapara were the Dharmas declared 
by Sankha and Likhita; and those in vogue in the Kali were 
the Dharmas declared by Parasara.] If we construe this passage 
acco·rdirig to the Human System of· the Yugas, it means 
that the:rule5 of Manu were in vogue between the Kalpa Era 
2000 to 2400 and those of the Goutama between the Kalpa . 
Era 2400 and 2700, etc. This affords confirmation of our 
·calculation that the Goutama Smriti was compiled in the 
·Treta Yuga. It should be noted 'that the Manu Smritl, 
referred to in this passage, is not what we have to-day; but a 
previous edition of the same, well known to the students of 
the Smriti literature. 

434. We have :finished. As proposed we have determined 
·the dates of the major events and the dimensions and the 
'starting point of the Yugas (cycles). These have been then 
used for unravelling the chronology of Pre-Mauryan history as 
narrated in ancient historical works. We have thus' t~ied to 
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evolve an order out of what appeared a chaos and what 
always baffled and disappointed a truth-seeking historian. 
We hope this will help all historians, namely historians of 
Politics, Social Affairs, Dharma, Science, Literature, Philos
ophy or Arts in Aryan India; and our labours will be well 
rewarded if such historians consider and make proper use 
what we have set forth in these lectures. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE MYSTERY OF GARGA'S DATE OF THE PANDA VAS .. 
(See Paragraphs 184·-191) 

This date is based mainly upon the misunderstanding of the 
.following verses in the Viiyu Puriil)a in Chapter 99 :-

art~r111t \%~({£: r.ilf.l' 'ijt!ft cror: :a'iJT: ~: II 

ijacr "« ~~ ~iU~~~m'!qr: 1 

· mr ~~~o:t~rftr ~s~ ~~ ~ 'IWfiT: 11 \'-~' 11 

, The reading of these verses in the Matsya Puriil)a in Chapter 
273 is as follows:- · 

6Ttmurt ~f~ffi ~l\f"4 al!ft +a~o:cr"4 o;rqr: II , \ II 
mt~r ~Frs~Rr ~iUT~rernT 'iirm I 

~" " .II mf ~(\~~~~ltf iU'IiT~!~iUCf ij II , ' II 

The real reading appears to be:-
. . ." "" .... . . ' 

etf~I111T ~~~ttl ~~ GllT tfiUT: ijiJT: ~: II 

ijHcrim ~?cr~rn ~iUt~r~6r~r: 1 

~R 'l~l~if~Titr ~~~ W ~ IU<fif: II . 

\This really means "The dynasties contemporaneous with4the reign 
1?f those Andhras are seven Andhras, ten Abhiras, seven Gardabhins 
and ten Sakas " .. But Garga, relying . probably on the reading 
in ,the Matsya Puriir;za construed it to mean* that these dynasties 
succeeded the Andhras who reigned for 456 years according to 
the Viiyu Puriir;za and of whom Puloman was the last. He added 
the years of all the dynasties previous to that of the Sakas 
mentioned in this verse and assuming that the reign of the Sakas 
began in the first year of the Saka Era, found the date of the 
PaQ<Javas. His calculation was like what is shown below:-

• Note.-The literal translation can be ~s follows:-Jn the territory 
of those A.ndhras, stood kings in the line of their ministers (+a~). These 
will be seven A.ndhra. kings, then ten Abhtra Kings, seven Gardabhin King~ 
and then ten Sakas, 
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1,072 years Barhadratha Kings 
138 , Pradyotana 

" 360 ,. Saisunaga 
" 100 

" Nand a 
" ·137 

" Maury a 
" 112 

" Sunga 
" 456 

" And bra 
" 52 , Seven Andhra 
" 67 

" Ten Abhira 
" 72 

' "' Seven Gardabhin , 
(The KaJ)va Kings are omitted as 
·.· being ministers and contempora-

ries of the Sunga Kings.) 
2,566 , TOTAL 

Here, it. should be .noted that the years of the seven Garda
bhins are given· by the verse:-

~HEfTi iTi CNlfUr ~~'R:r~ijr ~= 1 

~$1' mt~a-Cf ~T~ f[ijRftt': II 
found in some books of the Viiyu Puriif)a (see .Anandasrama 
Edition of the Viiyu Puriif)a) and the years of the seven Andhras 
are given by the verse:.:.... 

'lt~r: mrncf<fr<rr~ ij fi;tifi ~+rr: II '\ II 

in Chapter 273 of the Matsya Purii(la: That the Kanvas were con· 
temporaries of Sungas is proved by verse 35 of Chapter 272 of / 
the Matsya Purii!Ja where the Kar,va Kings are said to be servants 
(ministers) of the Sungas (~) and by verses 1 and 2 of 
Chapter 273 of the same where it is said that the Andhra King 
also destroyed the remains of th'e Sungas (~r.rl' ~ ~ lt'IN'f<Tr), 

The total found by the calculation given above agrees with 
the number of years given by Garga. Kalhana did not know 
this calculation and therefore he construed Garga's verse to mean 
that 2,526 years passed from the Par,(lavas to the beginning of the 
Saka Era. The mystery about Garga's date of the Pat)cJavas is 
thus solved very clearly. This also shows that Garga found in 
the Puriir,as, the years of the Barhadratha, Pradyotana, Saisuniiga 
and Nanda Kings to be 1,072, 138, 360 and 100 years respec· 
tively and confirms our calculation in para 167. 
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THE DATE OF THE MAITRYUPANISHAD 

Objection is taken by some to the date of the Mahabharata 
War proved in these lectures, on the ground that the date of the 
Mahfi.bharata War is earlier than that of the Maitryupanishad 
and that the date of the Maitryupanishad is about 1900 B.C. 

That the Maitryupanishad is later than the Pan.qavas is certain 
inasmuch as, it undoubtedly refers to certain passages in the 
Chhandogya Upanishad (compare~ for example, Prapathaka 6, 
Kha~;tda 2 of the Maitryupanishad and Chapter 7, Khan.da 9 of 
the Chhiindogya Upanishad) which in its turn mentions the name 
of Dewakiputra Krishn.a in· Chapter 3, Khal)da 17. The date·of 
the Maitryupanishad, moreover i~ said to be about 1900 B.C. 
from the following statement in it:-

fl Cfilt?~a~ ~fttil!lfr~rc~·-.re s:re:'1Utc;ret cmt~a'(l(IR(.J;r~

;r~ cr~lli ;r-crr~ '.il'~gr~io:~r;rm'.f ~')Jotr~'tiiJI' ij'ftfRT '.il'~ir~M ij'~ '' 
('Stf.ITOCfi ,, ~ w). 

[ Translation.-"The year consisting of twelve months, is the 
figure of the Kala, i.e., Time formed by th.e Nimesha and other 
portions of Time. It (the year) consists of two parts, one 
Agn.eya (relating to Fire) and the, other Varun.a (relating to. 

1 Water). From the Magha to the middle of the Dhanishtba in 
the proper order is Agneya (because man takes resort to :fire 
t'o protect. himself" from cold in these days). From the Aslesha 
to· the middle of the Dhanishtha in the reverse order is Soumya 
(becau.se man resorts to the Soma or the Moon in these days 
when troubled by the heat of the Sun)."] 

This passage is said to show that the point of the Winter 
Solstice was in the middle of the Dhanishthii, at the time of the 
Maitryupanishad and th~t therefore the date of the Maltryupa
nishad must be about 1900 B.C. It follows, it is argued, that the 
date of the Mahiibharata War must be earlier than 1900 B.C., 
i.e., about 700 years earlier than the date proved in these lectures. 

The argument, however, obviously lacks logical stringency. 
The passage in question does not necessarily show that the 

17 
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Maitryupanishad must have been composed as early as 1900 B.C. 
For, it is quite possible that the Upanishad though, as we shall 
presently show, it is a work of a comparatively recent date 
might yet describe astronomical phenomena of an epoch far 
earlier than the date of its composition. And, indeed, a careful 
examination of its structure reveals that it purports to describe 
a dialogue supposed to have taken place with Brihadratha, a 
descendant of Ikshwiiku, the sixth in descent from Ikshwaku's 
son Nimi, who lived about 750 years earlier than the Piin.«Javas. 
It is only natural, therefore, that consistently with its structural 
plan, such a work should mention in Prapathaka I, Khal)da 5, 
.only those Kings who lived much earlier than the Pan.«Javas and 
describe astronomical phenomena occurring in the time of 
B:rihadratha. For this purpose it could have drawn upon the 
information available in the Puriil)as which were then extant and 
a reference to the Viiyupurtil;ta, Chapter 50, verses 197-99, would 
seem to suggest that the astronomical information contained in 
the passage in the Upanishad might possibly have been taken 
·from th.e Viiyupu~iifla. Authors ~re often known to do such 
things. Therefore-it is certain that the objector's argument cannot 
possibly shake the conclusion that has been so. rigotous.ty· arrived 
at in these lectures in respect of the date of the Mahiibhii.rata 
:war from far more reliable and unimpeachable astronomical 
data and the evidence of the Pouran,ic Dynasties between the 
War and Chandragupta Mourya. . 
. . We may point out by the by, that the date of the Upanishai 
must be subsequent to that of the Buddha. The language o"f 
the Upanishad is comparatively modern. The sage who is the 
preceptor of B:rihadratha is named Sakiiyanya and we know 
from the Puran.as that the name of the grandfather of Buddha 
was Siikya and we know that Buddha himself was called· Siikya
simha. Thus Siikiiyanya may be but another name of Buddha. 
These facts go to show that this Upanishad was probably sub· 
sequent to the time of Buddha. 
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THE STARTING POINT OF THE DIVINE YUGAS 

We have presumed in paragraph 347 that the starting point 
of the Divine Kali was the same as that- of the third . Human 
Krita. There is, however, in the Bhligavata Purli1;,1a, an express 

· st~tement about the starting of the Divine Kali. The· Bhiigavata 
says ip Skandha 12, Chapter 2:-

~~ piTr ~ct :qrmr~Cf q~J&:fir 1 

!Ire~ cnR?~orf;{fq !lis: S\1~~: II '~. II 

' · [Translation.-" The historians {!1~1~:) say that .the ·Kaii 
. started on the very day on which Sree KrishiJ.a went to Heaven.") 

It may be said that this is only a panegyric of Sree Krishn.a. 
But the word lJ\T~: suggests that though undoubtedly a 
panegyric, this statement may have been based upon some fact. 
And indeed we know a fact which can be at· the basis of this 
statement. Sree Krishl)a died 22 years after the Bharata War; 
i.e., in 1926·7 Kalpa Era or Kali Era (see supra, paragraphs 98, 
99 and 338). The century of the Saptarshi Kala started at the 
beginning of the 27th year of the Kali Era, i.e., the Kalpa Era 

1 (see Dixit, page 373), i.e., at 26 Kalpa Era. We have seen, how· 
\ ever, in paragraphs 325 and 333 that th~ beginning of the year 

. was shifted forward first by half of an year and then by two 
lunar months again, i.e., in all by 7/lOths of an year. Therefore in 
the year of Sree' Krishn.a's death, the first year of the century 
of,Saptarshi Kala must have begun at 1926·7 Kalpa Era. This 
agrees with the date of Sree KrishiJ.a's death. This agreement 
shows that there is a fact at the basis of the statements in the 
Bhiigavata and that fact is that the date of Sree KrishQa's death 
and date of the starting of the century of the Saptarshi Kala was 
the same. But the Blztigavata calls this date, the date of the 
starting of the Kali, shown to be the Divine Kali by the word 
~~~'i~iU('I'I(;JCfi: (the Kali of 1,200 years) in the preceding 
31st verse of. the same chapter. This shows that the Divine 
Kali, started in 1926·7 Kalpa Era. The Divine Dwapara must 
therefore have started 74 years before the starting of the Varaha 
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Kalpa (i.e., before 3102 B.C.) taking the shifting of the beginning 
of the year into consideration. This is opposed to our presump
tion that the Divine Kali started in 2000 Kalpa Era and that 
therefore the Divine Dwapara started at the beginning of the 
Kalpa Era. Our presumption was based upon the idea that the 
starting point of the Divine and the Human Yugas must be 
same and this idea does not appear to be incorrect. This 
opposition therefore suggests that the starting point of yugas 
was changed when in 3102 B.C. the conjunction of the planets 
in the Revati was seen and that the old starting point still 
survives in the shape of the starting point of the century of the 
Saptarshi Kala. From this point of view, the starting point of 
the Divine Dwapa~a would be 74 years before the starting of the 
Varaha Kalpa in 3102 B.C., i.e., 3176 B.C. and the starting of 
the Divine Krita 10176 B.C. The date of the habitation of the 
Meru by the· ancestors of the Indian Aryas would therefore be 
10176 B.C. instead of 10102 B.C. as settled in para. 353. 
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